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ABSTRACT

Native identity, for urban mixed-race Native people, is shaped on the
one hand by colonial regulation under the Indian Act, and on the other by
Native heritage and connections to the land. This research engages with
how the identities of the participants of this study (as well as the author

herselq have been defined and molded by their families' lived experiences
of cultural genocide, how the participants have, in resistance, actively

explored their Native heritage, and how hegemonic images and

definitions of Indianness have influenced these processes.
The research is based on interviews with thirty individuals of
mixed Native and non-Native heritage living in the Toronto region, on the

subject of urban Native identity. The fwst part of the thesis engages with
the methodological concerns which must be taken into consideration
when Native peoples' identities are the subjects of academic
investigation, the highly distinct circumstances which are raised by the
regulation of Native identity in Canada under the Indian Ad, and the
images of Indianness which exist within the dominant culture, which
every urban mixed-race Native person must contend with in forming

their own identity as a Native person. The second part of the thesis

engages directly with the participants' family histories, their opinions

about Native identity, and the roles which they are playing in creating
and maintaining an urban Native community.

The common thread running through the narratives is the
devastating affect which loss of community a s a result of genocidal
government policies has had on the participants' families. The research
clearly demonstrates the extent to which government regulation of Native
identity, through racist and sexist restrictions within the Indian Act, has
contributed to the alienation of individuals from their communities and

has fragmented Native peoples' identities, dividing them into categories
such as "status Indiansn,"Metisw,"Bill C-31 Indians", "reserve Indians"
and urban Indians". In a preliminary manner, it explores the forms of

nation-building which might enable Native people to overcome the
divisive effects of a history of government regulation of identity.
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This thesis grew from a number of sources. On the one hand was
an awareness, as I looked around me, that many individuals in the

Toronto Native community were visibly mixed race. While everybody
simply professed a Native identity, some of us, it seemed, purely on the
basis of appearance, were 'more Indian" than others. Occasionally, I

would be aware of tensions that were manifested around appearance,
between dark-skinned Native people who denied the lndianness of whitelooking people, and light-skinned people who maintained silence about

the subject of their visible difference. Focusing on this issue for my thesis
seemed a way of actually addressing what lay behind the silence and

tensions within the Toronto Native community about differences in
appearance and what it signified.

That this subject is close to my own

heart, as an individual who has wrestled with her o w n ambiguity about
her Native identity, only made this project all the more compelling to

undertake.

From another direction, I bad the desire to create academic work
which reflected more accurately the diversity of the contemporary urban

Aboriginal communjty in Toronto. There is very little academic work
about Native people which focuses on urban contexts, despite the fact

that approximately 45% of all Aboriginal people in Canada now live in
citiesl. Moreover, most work on urban Aboriginal people focuses

primarily on recent migrants to the city and their struggles to adjust to

urban life. I wanted to paint another picture, showing an urban
population which has grown up in cities, whose members are welladapted to city life, and who have found new ways to express Aboriginal
identities a s urban people. I wanted to express the fact that a number of

1

RCAP, 1996, Vo1.4, Section 7 : 520.

these individuals are mixed-race, and demonstrate the diversity of
experiences of Native identity which develop from mixed-race
perspectives.

In a sense, it was necessary to address issues of urbanity and
diversity in Aboriginal experience first of all, in order to be able to even
introduce the subject of being mixed-race. It is impossible to talk about
being a mixed-race urban Native person without first challenging the
stereotypes about Native identity which suggest that being Aboriginal

and being urban and mixed-race are mutually exclusive categories.
From still another direction, this thesis grew from a need to see

work on mixed-race identity which encompasses Aboriginal viewpoints.
Theie is a growing body of work, much of it from the United States,
which focuses specifhlly on the myriad issues which mixed-race people
have to deal with in negotiating their identities. However, with the
exception of one recent publication about Native American mixedblood$, most of this work focuses on individuals of Black/white

heritages, and all of it is based on two assumptions: first, that the
concerns of "settlers of colour", which inevitably leave out issues of
sovereignty and relationship to land, sufficiently represent the possible

range of issues which mixed-race individuals face; and second, that
mixed-race identity can be adequately understood solely as an individual
experience. I n such a framework, any concerns about the relationship
between individual and collective identi-yf d by the wayside. There is no

venue for mixed-race people of Native heritage to explore how their
identities are fo-lmed and negotiated in a context of ongoing cultural
genocide. There is no way to understand how histories of genocide, and
their heritage of silencing, have affected how mixed race individuals of

Penn, William S. (ed). As W e are Now: Mixblood Essays on Race and Identity. Los
Angeles: University of California Ress, 1997.
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Native ancestry see themselves. None of the writings on mixed-race
identity which I have encountered have offered me a way of dealing with
the confusions and contradictions around my own identity which arose

from the tremendous silencing in m y family around Aboriginal identity.
As a result, the strongest impetus for this project was my own need to

explore urban mixed-race Native identity, to understand the issues which
have arisen during the process of negotiating my own identity. Below, I
will present my own situation.

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
I grew u p in a family which identified, for the first few years of my

Me, as expatriate British. "We" ( m y father's story) were one of a handful
of working-class British families who settled on the south shore of

Montreal a t the end of World War 11. In the tiny community I was borx in,

our family existed uneasily, nurtured on my father's tales of the Royal
family, and anticipating the day when uwe"would be returning to
Englaad, from whence my father had so recently arrived. Silent in this
version of who we were was my mother, who took no part in the life of
this little English community--nor

in the life of the equally tiny French-

Canadian hamlet which the English immigrants had descended upon
after the war. The extent to which my mother-dark, French-speaking,

Catholic-was

ostracized by the people around us, English and French,

is something that was always there, so complete as to be almost a nonissue. That we, her children, were also for the most part rejected by those

same people is something that I have only recently begun to understand.
Mahogany-skinned uncles, and aunts with Native features but French
accents had visited us throughout our childhood-but
part of my mother's family-the

they were simply

silenced side of our family identity. They

did not fit with our 'Britishness", but no explanations were offered. In

any case, I was quite young when my mother left my father, and that
chapter of our life as an (almost)British family came to an end.
Always told by my mother that 'there's Indian in us", there was
nevertheless no language to describe who we were, on the South Shore of
Montreal in the early 1960's. By the time I was seven, family survival
outweighed all other considerations. The frugal security of the post-war
white working-class existence we had enjoyed while my father was

around had given way to an outright struggle for s u ~ v a lfood
,
and
shelter. We were a desperately poor single-parent family-six

of us

subsisting on the minimum-wage salaries of my mother and one sister,
living in French communities a s outsiders, and moving continuously in

search of cheap accommodation. My mother lived in fear of having her
children taken away from her. This imposed severe constraints on us, a s
she did not dare to appeal to social assistance, and always insisted that
rent and bills had to be paid f ~ s tso
, that we would not appear to be in
crisis, even if that left almost nothing for food. Her hard work paid off, in

that she was able to maintain us as a family in the face of tremendous
odds. But the price of this struggle for survival has been an absolute
ruthlessness on her part about abandoning anything-including
identification with Native people-which

any

might stand in the way of our

survival as a family. The social stability which whiteness represents has
been something which has been fought for, tooth and nail, in my family.
So even as we gave up on attempts to explain our family as
"British", in common sense ways my siblings and I were not taught to
iden*

with the Native part of our heritage. Instead, the rising

nationalist movement that gradually engulfed Quebec society weighed
heavily on our sense of who we were, as we struggled to situate
ourselves, a "French* mother and 'English" children, on different sides of
the widening linguistic divide around us. By the time I was a teenager,
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Englishness and whiteness had become common-sense definitions of
who my generation of our family was, even if a heritage of chaotic poverty

still marked us and set us apart from the lower-middle-class white
Anglo-Canadians around us. The wave of Native militancy which sprang
up during the early 1970's passed over us untouched, except for my

mother's occasional expressions of a sense of vindication. On a number
of occasions in my young adulthood, during those intervals when I had
spent any time outdoors and acquired a tan,I was (as I thought it at the

time) 'mistaken' for Indian. Except for a brief interval travelling out west,
I had little opportunity to socialize with Native people.

M y young adulthood was marked by self-destructive behavior (drug
and alcohol abuse) and abusive partners. I was almost thirty by the time
I first attempted to take control of my life and began my healing process.

When I entered university a t the age of 31, I quickly realized how poor
the fit was between who I was and the "real" Canadians (middle-class
white and Anglo) who surrounded me. This precipitated intensive selfexploration, and an attempt to explain my obvious difference by looking
through the lenses of gender and class. Being light-skinned and whiteidentified, however, I initially ignored race. This left me without the tools
to understand how the struggle to attain the respectability which
whiteness represents in this society had not only marked my experiences
in university, but had already been a central issue in my family for a
generation.
The events at Oka in 1990 made my mother begin to talk more
openly about 'the Indian in us." However, it was not until 1992, when I
received a student grant and spent two months in the Cree community of
Moose Factory, Ontario,that my mother finally began to talk about her
family to me--over the phone, long-distance, in short anecdotal accounts
of childhood experiences. For the first time, I began to struggle with a

new "in-between*feeling, which was no longer linguistic, or class-based,
but racial. With the eyes of the white society, I had learned to see the
Native people around me as 'OtheP.
ears-and

But with my mother's stories in my

with the numbers of Cree Metis women I met in Moose Factory

who reminded me of her-I

began to feel a confused sense of connection

between myself and these 'others". This sensation left me feeling
increasingly at sea, hemmed by negatives-for

if I gradually began to

realize that I was not white, there was certainly no way that I, with my

years of light-skin privilege and my unexamined notions of who or what

was "Indian", could understand myself to be a Native person. The
following year, I accompanied my mother back to the Maritimes, in

search of the Mi'kmaw relatives she remembered from her childhood. We
began an attempt to piece together our Mi'kmaq family history; a process

which has in some ways created more questions than answers about who
we are as Native people?
Rob Nixon, speaking of the "culture of exile" in which individuals
uprooted by forces of colonization live out their lives, describes how
conditions of exile can create individuals who are a total metissage, who

The individuals my mother remembers-off-reserve Mi'kmaw people who visited
Shediac every summer in the 192OPs-have now passed on. Inquiring a t different local
reserves, however, enabled us to trace them back to k n n o x IsIand, P.E.I., which we
assumed to be my grandmother's community. However, recent genealogical research
conducted by different family members has established that on both my grandmother's
and grandfather's side, our ancestors-who mostly appear to have French names-have
lived near Shediac, New Brunswick for a t least three generations. My grandmother may
have referred to members of the Lababe family who visited her regularly from k m o x
Island as "family"; however, this could not have been her community, and so our efforts
to search out family there have been in vain. The next step for our family is to begin to
explore possible connections with nearby Buctouche reserve, and possible with Big
Cove. We were also informed by Mi'kmaq elder Peter J. Barlow that a reserve once
existed at Shediac. More historical research is needed, to bring family stories in line
with official records and to trace on-reserve connections. Native identity in the
Maritimes hinges on being able to trace your exact lineage among status Indians on
specific reserves. Having off-reserve ancestors whose community affiliations are not
well-established tends to invalidate one's sense of their Native identity; an issue which
my family continues to struggle with.
3

have travelled out of range of simple cultural allegiances and
reclamations (Nixon, 1995:1SO). Returning with my mother to the village
where she was born, almost eighty years earlier, the reverse process
seemed true. My mother, a mixed-race person in a profoundly apartheid
society, had lived for most of her life outside the Maritimes as an Acadian
woman who was "part Indian." Her life, fdof struggle, narrow choices

and forced adaptations, had not fundamentally changed her allegiances,
or her sense of who she was. And yet, returning to the community of her
childhood, now modernized beyond all recognition and caught up in a
wave of rewriting its own history according to French nationalist
overtones, it was obvious that "Acadianness" did not accurate describe
her. Face to face with blond haired, blue eyed Acadians who were proud
of their French heritage, my mother clearly did not fit. Meanwhile, as we
trave!ed from one Mi'kmaq community to the next, looking for the
individuals she remembered from chiidhood, it was also obvious that

there was no longer any entry point for her back into the Mi'kmaq society
that her mother had left behind. All of the people she remembered from
her childhood were dead. If Milanaq communities once acknowledged
off-reserve and diasporic members, as they appeared to have done during

my mother's childhood, the closed world of contemporary reserve life
could only see her as a stranger. We were welcomed, addressed in
M i b a q , fed, and in one community invited to share in preparations for

the upcoming St. Anne's feast. However, a t the feast we were put at the
table for 'guests", as strangers. For the week that we spent visiting
different Mi'kmaq communities, my mother encountered the recurring
shock of realizing that Native communities, the places where she least
expected to feel at home, in some ways felt most familiar to her, and were
the places where she was treated with the most kindness. At yet it was
not a place she could claim as home. I t was obvious that the ambivalent

space between Frenchness and Indianness which my mother's family
had uneasily occupied in turn-of-the-century New Brunswick no longer

exists in contemporary times, and in this respect, my mother, who

yearned for "home", returned to the Maritimes to find there was no
existing community where she really belonged.
I am left with piecing together an

Aboriginal heritage out of family histow
as my relatives remember it, weaving
together bits of accounts from almost a
century earlier, among profound silences.
Central to this process has been reinterpretation-taking

accounts from

family members which continually
position our Nativeness as marginal and

refiguring them to understand our Native
identity in contemporary terms.
My grandmother, Cecile
Arseneault, the daughter of Crescence

Gallant and Victor Arseneault, was,
E v e h e Marie Anida Melanson, with
her husband Thomas Lawrence,
her mother, Cecile Arseneault and
her father, Eloi Melanson, on her
wedding day, in 1944

despite her French name, culturally

Mi'kmaq; however, she married Eloi
Melanson, an man of obvious Native

heritage but who was culturally Acadian. In the early years of her
marriage, my grandmother maintained a strong Milanaq presence in her
home. The children of my mother's oldest siblings have talked about

their fathers' memories of playing primarily with Mi'kmaw children.

Native people were present and welcome, and even in my own childhood,
I recall the visits from our Maine relatives who I now cannot identify,

from their pictures, in any way other than as Indians. But by the time

my mother, the eleventh child, came along, a silence about Indianness

had grown within her family. Socializing with Milrmaw relatives had
become sporadic. By this point, my grandmother would visit her relatives
in the tents where they made camp in the woods near the town, rather

than having them visit her in her house. My mother was always brought
along on visits with these relatives-indeed,

my grandmother had no

option but to bring her young children with her everywherebut she did

not tell her children much about them. She did not talk about the past at
all. My mother recails her mother t a k i n g to her relatives in a low voice,
in words she could not understand; otherwise, she never heard her

mother speak Mi'kmaq.
My grandmother, born in the 1870's, lived during the time when
Mi'kmaw people were at their lowest; reduced to 1,500 from a pre-contact
population of a t least 200,000, starving and almost landless, they were

at the point where most whites were predicting their extinction. I can
only speculate about her reasons for her silence about being Mi'kmaq
(she died when I was much too young to be concerned about issues of
identity). Perhaps she was weary of the conflict that was involved in

asserting an off-reserve Native identity in the hardening turn-of-thecentury racial climate. Or perhaps my grandfather grew increasingly
negative in his attitudes towards my grandmother's family (and his own
heritage) as the years went by, and brought about the silence in our
family. I n any case, my grandmother never talked about her family. But
my mother has spoken of teachings, different herbs her mother used, the

habits of humour and resiliency, faith and independence which her
mother taught her. I t is clear to me that my grandmother passed strong
values on to my mother. Without 'the feathers". Without calling them
"Native values". Despite the silence.

Identity, for my mother, was a complex issue. Around strangers,
she would acknowledge that she was 'part Indian" only reluctantly. She
endured racist treatment from nuns a t school a s a child, being called
"sauvagess" by Acadian boys, and other forms of denigration throughout
her life. But what kind of name described her? She was brown-skinned

but blue-eyed; she grew up off-reserve, non-status and not speaking
Mi'kmaq, with only periodic visits with Milanaw relatives. There has been
no tradition of "Metisness" in the Maritime provinces. You were Indian or

white-or you simply had no name for yourself. My mother, like most of
her brothers and sisters, grew up calling herself "Acadian". They all left
the Maritimes and married white. Most of her siblings settled in the
United States, but my mother and one brother and sister stayed in
Canada. And except for occasional self-deprecating comments about
Indianness from aunts and cousins, my generation grew up as a white
family.

In the years since I began a search to learn about the Indianness
that appears 'everywhere and nowhere* throughout my mother's family, I
have engaged in the kind of struggle around identity which in one way or
another appears to have haunted every displaced, urbanized and mixedrace person of Aboriginal heritage, a struggle wrapped up in the single

question-is

my family a Native family? With the encouragement of a

number of individuals and elders in the Toronto Native community, I
slowly began to move in Native circles as a person of Native heritage. At

times this resolves easily into the category 'Native person". However, a t
other times the contradictions abound, and the ruptures which members
of my family have experienced from their heritage appears

insurmountable.
As I have become clearer about my own identity, it has been easier

to understand the uneasy and paradoxical relationship which most of my

family still demonstrates to their Nativeness. Before her death, my
mother, like her one remaining sibling, routinely distanced herself from
her Native identity-acknowledging

it only by deprecating it. On the one

hand, she was not comfortable with being identified as Native. On the
other hand, she also did not feel that she was a 'real* Indian, since she
did not grow up in a Native community and did not learn Mi'kmaq. There

was, in fact, no name that really described her. Like her siblings, she had
learned how to contain and minimize her Native identity, so it would not

trouble anybody. She learned, in fact, how to make her Native identity
seem meaningless, despite her dark skin. Our generation in my family
now lives with the repercussions of having been brought up to consider
our Native heritage, a t very deep levels, to be meaningless. And yet, like a
tough weed whose roots are pervasively anchored everywhere in the soil
of this land and which therefore cannot be uprooted, o w Native identity

continues to manifest its presence in my family, even after a generation
of silencing.

While I have gradually become more comfortable with the fact that
M i l u n a q culture is my heritage, regardless of whether I fit the dominant

culture's expectations about appearance or experience, I also feel that it
is imperative that I not attempt to act as if my family's experiences of

assimilation do not exist. The privileges of looking white in a white
supremacist society remain with a person, no matter how they choose to
identify. Furthermore, the ambiguous and contradictory attitudes which

many members of my family continue to maintain towards their Native
identity cannot be denied. And yet my efforts to reintroduce aspects of
Milcmaq heritage within my family are part of the struggle for survival
which all Native people are engaged in, one way or another. What I have

been searching for is a broader sense of a Native identity, which
encompasses the experiences of my mother's generation, and my own, as

people who are, in a sense, recent exiles from our Native heritage, but
who do not yet really belong anywhere else. "The Indian is us" is not
going anywhere, and the only option for my generation is either to
continue with the denial in my family (so that by the next generation our

Native identity will be virtually obliterated) or to embrace it. I n this
respect the urban Native community's insistence that one must choose

between being 'Native or not?' is absolutely accurate. There is a choice to
be made, between struggling to conform to whiteness in order to have

access to its privileges, and acknowledging an identity which, a s a legacy

of marginality, alcoholism and loss, has had fearful resonance in my
family.

I t is out of these experiences of belonging and not-belonging, that I
felt the need to seek out other mixed-race Aboriginal people, from all
walks of urban Native life, to discuss issues of Native identity.

PROBLEMS OF LOCATION:
If the above account demonstrates anythmg, it is that for me to
pretend to be able to write objectively and dispassionately about this
subject would belie the pain involved in being open about experiences

which have the potential to externalize me from community. It is
impossible for me to sit back and theorize in the abstract about mixedrace Native identity without taking into account what it was actually like
to interview thirty individuals of mixed-race Native heritage on the
subject of their identities. For example, there were the occasions when I
would arrive in an exhausted and vulnerable state for an interview with a

participant who I had been introduced to through friends and did not
know very well. I would find myself suddenly struggling with the worry

that they might be so much "more Indiann than I was that my OWXI
identity claims might seem meaningless. O n some occasions, the depth

and solidness of participants' connections to community as revealed
through their stories did have this effect, and I would go home in a state
of upheaval, convinced that my claims to a Native identity were so

minimal as to be, in a sense, fraudulent. On other occasions, I womed
that other participants might not be "Indian enoughwto be valid subjects
for the thesis, from a vantage point that felt comfortably (if shallowly)
grounded in my own Milrmaq heritage. My own sense of entitlement to a
Native identity thus fluctuated wildly throughout the interview process.

Other weaknesses of my own location had to be taken into
consideration on a number of occasions a s well. At times, for example,
particularly when dealing with issues such as Indian status, I had to

process my own emotions before I could attempt to present a balanced
perspective, given my tendency, like that of many non-status people, to
simply dismiss status as meaningless and divisive, and to wrestle

occasionally with a touch of envy because of my own lack of a home
community. More to the point, the fact that I have never lived on a
reserve (or even spent extensive periods in reserve communities) has
meant that my attempts to understand urban/ reserve dynamics lack a

certain experiential grounding. While I have made observations about "on
reserve Indians" based on the comments which the participants of this

study have made, a s well as the writings of Native people who are
situated in reserve settings, this lack of experiential grounding might

result in statements which do not necessarily reflect the nuances of life
as it is lived on many reserves (or in Metis villages). I apologize for any
inaccuracies which might result.

The issue of my appearance, as a person who does not look
particularly Native, came out at other times, when I encountered darkskinned individuals who were angry at light-skinned privilege, and found
myself reacting to and shrinking back from their anger, rather than

engaging with the experiences behind that anger. On a few occasions,
when asking some individuals about their opinions about white-looking
Native people, I encountered only veiled and polite responses-as

if these

individuals wished to protect me from knowing about their real feelings
in the interests of maintaining a friendship. On a couple of occasions, I

felt myself being complicit in the process-avoiding

any deeper

exploration of issues of appearance because I sensed that this might
reveal a gulf between me and the other person which could not be

bridged.
On some occasions, I walked away from interviews with a sense of
enrichment and validation about the importance of reclaiming a mixedrace Native heritage which was heartening. At other times, however, the

strain of listening intently to the stories of pain and devastation which
some of the participants described left me emotionally drained and
desolate. Throughout the long process of interviewing such a variety of

individuals,it was impossible to avoid the fact that each person's story
impacted on my understandings of my own identity. As a result, at times
the project was an emotional and in some ways continuously

destabilizing and risky experience for me.
A s I learned from interviewing the thirty participants, many urban

Na.tive people (including many who look "pure Indianw)are mixed-race. A

number of the participants have never left a Native identity behind, while
others have successfully reintegrated themselves into a Native identity
with little problem. A few of the participants continue to struggle with the

sense that, despite their Native heritage, they are not Native people.
However, they have still managed to become valuable members of the

urban Native community, despite histories of silence and forced or
"voluntary" assimilation within their families (cananything asserted with
such pressure be considered to be entirely voluntary?). What became

glaringly obvious throughout the interview process was the extent to
which white stereotypes about Native identity have shaped and
constrained individuals' sense of who they are. One goal of this project,
then, is to document some of the lived realities of urban mixed-race
Aboriginal people, in all their complexity. The other is to explore the
nuances of the contradictions which mixed-race Native people must
negotiate-around

racial identity, around legal status, around being

urban, and in many cases, a s the products of a profound silence about

Indianness.

MAP OF THE THESIS:
Part One of this thesis groups together the theoretical issues which
arise when attempting to understand the subject of urban mixed-race

Native identity. The first chapter explores the methodological concerns
which must be taken into consideration when Native peoples' identities
are the subjects of investigation. The second and third chapters address

the highly distinct circumstances which are raised by the regulation of
Native identity in Canada under the Indian Act. The histories of specific
sections of the Act are explored in these chapters, in order to understand
the extent to which these laws have shaped how Native people

understand who they are. The fourth chapter broadens the context of
colonial regulation of Indigenous identity by briefly looking a t American
ways of controlling Indianness through blood quantum requirements,

and explores an instance where this form of regulation has been adopted
by a Canadian band. The fifth chapter looks a t the tremendous body of
images of Indianness which exist within the dominant culture, images
which every urban mixed-race Native person must contend with in
forming their own identity as a Native person.

Part Two of the thesis focuses on the interviews with the
participants, and is divided into three sections. The first section is oral
history-engaging with the participants' family histories, and the
historical processes which have shaped their experiences. A central
feature of this section is an exploration of the issues which caused

families to leave their Native communities behind, and the circumstances

which they faced in coming to the city. These histories are explored in
detail, in an effort to make sense of the tremendous silence about Native

identity which has been a feature of much of urban Native family life in
the past forty years. This silence has rendered Native heritage ambiguous
for a number of the participants, as well a s for the author. In a sense,
this section is about how the participants have come to understand
themselves to be Native people, flowing from their family histories.
The second section focuses on hegemonic images and definitions of
Indianness, and how they affect the participants' views of themselves and
their identities. The issues raised in this section-whether

one looks

Indian; whether one is legally defined a s Indian; and whether a person

grew up on a reserve or in the city-are

at the heart of many of the

confusions which urban mixed-race Native people have had to negotiate
around their identities. I n this section, I attempt to understand how the
images and definitions of Indianness created by the colonizer to control
Native people have become so central to Native peoples' own self-images.
The final section of the thesis is, in some respects, a snapshot of
contemporary urban Native identities. In this section, I explore the roles
which the participants have played in creating and maintaining an urban
Native community, and what they see a s important to maintaining a
Native identity in urban contexts. Rather than denying or deemphasizing the differences between urban and on-reserve Native people,
I attempt to focus on these differences, a s a first step in considering what

we have in common. The final chapter explores how urban Aboriginal
people see their roles in the rebuilding of their nations.
Some of the life experiences which I learned about in this project
are common to mixed-race people of all heritages. Many of these
experiences, however, are unique to Aboriginal people-in

particular, the

manner in which our identities have been legally defined, or excluded

from defmition, under an apartheid code, the Indicur Act, and the sheer
intensity of the all-out campaign of genocide that our parents and
grandparents survived. However, what is most urgent and pressing in

the case of mixed-race Aboriginal people is the colonized present reality
we live in. What does it mean to claim membership in an Indigenous
nation when that nation lacks a land base or control over its destiny, and
is, in fact, occupied by a colonizing nation-state called "Canada"? In such

a context, mixed-race Native identity can never be solely either an
individual or a neutral issue.
To a certain extent, this thesis represents half of a dialogue-of

urban Native people exploring what their relationships might be to their
nations of origin. A s the participants' stories will demonstrate, while
some of our parents and grandparents may at times have attempted to
deliberately cut the ties which bound them to their communities, most
did so under duress. Their children have struggled with issues of
internalized oppression and born the brunt of racism, or had their way
eased along through light-skinned privilege. They have maintained their
identities, or endured years of being alienated, living with truncated
identities, and not knowing who they were. In contemporary urban
society, they are building for a common future of Indigenous
empowerment.
The other half of the dialogue, which hopehrlly this thesis can help

to stimulate, are the stories which need to be told of how our home

communities remember us and see us now. There are probably very few
First Nations people who see it as a priority to concern themselves with
building links between on-reserve status 'Indians" and the urban people
who identify as members of Indigenous nations. There has been a long
history in a number of regions of North America, that those who are
mixed-race or Metis have been the weak links in the chain of resistance
to colonization, if not at the vanguard of white encroachment on Native

communities. And yet, as this thesis demonstrates, mixed race urban

Native people, however we define ourselves or are defmed by others, are
now on the move, appropriating urban sites as Native spaces. I t is my
hope that we can build for a future where our different realities are seen

as linked by our common histories, and where urban Aboriginal peoplein all the complexity of our mixed-race identities-are

seen not as a

threat but as a benefit to the future of Indigenous nations.
The participants' knowledge and experience, over the two years in
which I was engaged in this study, have been invaluable for my own
understanding of this subject. Since very little theoretical writing has
been published about urban mixed-race Native identity-and

none from

Canadian contexts (which is highly distinct given the unique importance
of the Indian Act in defining and constraining Native identity in Canada),

the participants have been the experts in this undertaking, whose words
I have been able to share in the writing of this work.
No discussion about the participants is possible without some
reference to the violence, oppression, and sense of homelessness which

marks most of their histories. For almost all of the individuals, their
famiLies had left their home communities either through state-organized

force, or under pressure of violence. Experiences of alienation and loss
resonated through most of the participants' family histories, as did the

'choices" of many of the parents of the participants to be silent about

their Native identity, in the interest of survival.
I t is also impossible to speak of the participants without some

recognition of the violence that continues to shape their present realities.
In the time between the interview process and writing this thesis, the

husband of one of the participants was murdered, while another was
imprisoned. Others have wrestled with their own or other family

members' alcoholism, and their own issues around abuse throughout
this process. Meanwhile, a number of the participants face the

destabilization and devastation of urban Native life on a daily basis
through their work in the community. And yet the participants' lives
also attest to the tremendous resiliency of Native people and Native

cultures. Survival and regeneration, in a sense, are the common themes

that bind the participants' lives together. It is my hope that this work
can do justice to the stories so kindly shared with me, and give them the

kind of care and attention they deserve.
We'talioql Urn sed nogumark

(Thankyou. All my relations).

PART I
THEORIZING

URBAN MIXED-RACE

NATIVE IDENTITY

CHAPTER ONE
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METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN EXPLORING NATIVE
IDENTITY
It is true that "the American Indian Intellectual" is to
many people a bizarre phrase, f U b g qunintly on the
unaccustomed ears of those in the American
mainstream. While there are images of Jewish
intellectuals, European iPteUectuals, Britbh a c h o h ,
African novelists, there is no image of an American

Indian intellectual. There k only that primitive figure
who crouches near the Ike amoking a sacred pipe or,
arms outstretched, calls for the go& to look down upon
his pitfful being. Worse, the drunk, demoralized
Chingachgook sitting alongside the road, a medallion
with George Wuhington's face imprinted on it hamging
about his neck. Or the Red Power militant of the 1960s.
It is as though the American Indian has no intellectual
voice with which to enter into America's important
dialogues ( C o o t L y n n , 1998:lll-112).
INTRODUCTION:

This thesis on mixed-race urban Native identity sits uneasily
within contemporary sociological discourse. O n the one hand is the
recent "cutting edge* work on identity, race and culture, for the most

part post-structuralist, where Native people are virtually absent and
where, in many cases, subjectivity and nationhood are blithely disposed

of as fictions with little sense of the implications of such perspectives for
those peoples whose lands remain occupied, whose collective existence

remains unrecognized and whose identities are assumed to be eternally
"vanishing". On the other hand are the writings by formerly colonized so-

l This concept is taken from Lorraine Lecamp's incisive exploration of how Aboriginal
perspectives are excluded from contemporary Critical Theory in Terra Nullius/Theoria
NuLlius-Empty Lands/Empty Theory: A Literature Review of Critical Theory from an
Aboriginal Perspectivew.Unpublished manuscript, Department of Sociology and Equity
Studies, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1998.

called Third Worldn peoples, which engage with the material conditions
of ongoing global domination, and seek to rupture colonialist narratives
and reconstitute the lives and histories of the nonwhite peoples of the

world as subjects. For the most part, however, these works do not take
seriously the ongoing struggles of Indigenous peoples in the Americas for
sovereignty and return of Indigenous lands. Meanwhile, always in the
background is mainstream work by non-Natives about Native people, a
discourse which, like Orientalism, fixes Native people into categories of
racial "Otherness" and has been essential to the ongoing colonization
project in the Americas.

This glaring omission of Indigenous subjectivity or presence in
virtually every aspect of sociological theory is part of what Cree scholar
Lorraine Lecamp has referred to as "Terranullismn-the habit on the part
of radical theorists from all backgrounds to treat the Americas as

originally empty lands, devoid of any valid Indigenous presence. In this
process, Native peoples at best represent a historical experience of
genocide, to be briefly mourned and then quickly dismissed. For the
most part, sociological theory in the Americas is premised on a post-

conquest set of assumptions that if Indigenous peoples exist a t all, they
have no choice but to join 'largef struggles-for

democracy in Latin

America, for racial justice for all settlers in North America, and to
challenge American hegemony globally. The fundamental questions

about land and sovereignty in the Americas have yet to be raised in any

meaningful way within sociological discourse.
I t is perhaps in response to this ignoring or distortion of
Indigenous realities, as well as from the highly specific circumstances

that Native peoples in North America face (when our homelands are 'the
West", to speak of challenging Western hegemony takes on a whole
different set of meanings), that the majority of Indigenous scholars have

shown little interest in entering into the contemporary sociological
debates about modernity and the postmodern, about Mantism and
feminism and post-coloniality-indeed, about globalization and
neocolonialism. Instead, emergent Native theoretical voices have focused

on Indigenous sovereignty, reclaiming the land, and turning to the voices
of the Elders for theoretical grounding. Many of them work to ensure that

Native approaches to knowledge acquisition are recognized as valid
academic foundations, in the face of continuous and relentless processes
of cultural genocide. My primary concern, in such a context, has been to

find a theoretical framework which grounds the realities of the
participants and addresses the concerns around identity which are most
important within the Toronto Native community, and in a broader sense,
to Native communities in general.

Identity is understood in this thesis to be neither neutral, passive,
nor fmed. While identity is intrinsically an individual issue, it is also
relational, juxtaposed with others' identities, with how they see
themselves and see you (Steinhouse, 1998:1).In some respects, identity

has been seen as something that a person does; in other respects,
identity is seen as defming what a person is. Because identities are

embedded in systems of power based on race, class, and gender, identity
is a highly political issue, with ramifications

for how contemporary and

historical collective experience is understood. Identity, in a sense, is
about ways of looking a t people (Clifford, 1988:289),about how histo~yis
interpreted and negotiated, and about who has the authority to
determine a group's identity or authenticity (Clifford, 1988:8)?For Native
This is most apparent in land claims struggles, which are always argued as
interpretations of history, and which therefore involve a contest over meaning,over
whose tenns will be recognized a s meaningful. I n the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en
sovereignty case, for example, Elders spent a year addressing the court on their own
tenns about the history and nature of their societies which had governed the 22,000
square mile land base of their ancestral temtory for many thousands of years. Their

people, individual identity is always being negotiated in relation to
collective identity, and in the face of an external, colonizing society.
Bodies of law defining and controlling Indianness have for years distorted
and disrupted older Indigenous ways of identifying the self in relation not
only to collective identity but to the land. This thesis engages with both

processes-with

how the participants in this project understand and

negotiate their own identities in relation to community, and with how

external definitions and controls on Indianness have impacted on these
identities.
While identities are embedded in power relations which are always

constituted along lines of race, class and gender, this work, in looking at
mixed-race identity, has for the most part focused on race. In some
respects, this is inevitable. A s Maidu poet Janice Gould notes, we cannot
understand mixed-race identity without focusing centrally on race:

...the voices of mixed-blood Asian, African American, Hispanic and
Indian writers must be elicited, listened to, consulted, and
considered in a global perspective. We will be prodded to challenge
concepts of acculturation and assimilation, of race and ethnicity.
We will be asked to examine in a more thorough, radical, and
frightening way this legacy of racism. We may not even be able to
consider issues of gender and class before we explore this
troubling thing we call race (Gould, l992:87).
At the same time, this work continuously inquires, albeit in a less

detailed manner, how class and gender shapes different aspects of Native
experience.
Particular attention is paid in this work to gender, although I take

exact and painstaking accounts were, however, dismissed as unreliable. Gitksan
knowledge claims about their own identities were measured against racist colonial
frames of reference (where the Americas are 'empty lands" and where Native peoples are
"primitive"and therefore incapable of developing solid and enduring kstitutions of
governance) and found to be simply unbelievable. Only the evidence of anthropologists
and historians, which followed European frameworks of academic discourse, was
recognized as "real"evidence (Monet and Skanu'u, 1992:187- 189).

very seriously the warning of Mohawk scholar Patricia Monture-Angus,
that for Native women 'feminism as an ideology remains colonial"

(Monture-Angus, 1995:171).3 Monture-Angus has noted in particular
that the concept of "patriarchy" alone is inadequate for explaining the
many levels of violence which Native women face within their
communities, and the apparent inability or unwillingness of band
governments to make their circumstances a priority (Monture-Angus,
1995:172). I concur with Monture-Angus that we must look more deeply

and in a more nuanced manner for an understanding of why certain

communities have supported, for example, sexist provisions within the

Indian Act, and that to simply regard this issue as one of sexism ignores

how constant colonial incursions into Native spaces generate almost
unimaginable levels of violence, which includes, but is not restricted to,
sexist oppression.

On the other hand, I also agree with writers such as Paula Gunn
Allen (Laguna Pueblo) and Janice Acoose (Cree Metis/Saulteaux), who
explore how colonization has always been a gendered process, and how
the Church in particular has very specifically attacked the status of
Native women as a way of undermining the power of Native societies in
general. This issue is central for this study, where I explore how

gendered regulation of Native identity under the Indian Act has disrupted
the viability of Native communities for over a century by forcibly
removing tens of thousands of Native women and their descendents from
their communities for marrying non-status or non-Native men. I n

3 While the actual settler nature of much of the Canadian women's movement often
demonstrates the extent to which Canadian feminism is simply another aspect of the
colonizing culture for Native women, the historical picture, where feminism has
functioned as "handmaidenof colonialism"worldwide, also cannot be denied. As
Sherene Razack notes, m a n y contemporary feminists reinscribe this imperial
relationship by positioning themselves as the modern, free and enlightened "saviours"of
"backward"women in the South (Razack, 1998:s-7).

contemporary terms, it is precisely because of the colonial context

framing self-determination struggles that gender so often becomes an
extremely volatile issue, particularly as it has been (and continues to be
manifested) in the struggles around Bill C-31. The determination by
colonial governments in Canada and the United States to destroy the
collective nature of Indigenous societies and the power of Native women

has left a peculiar legacy where struggles over sovereignty almost
inevitably involve tensions between collective and individual needs, often
expressed as gendered struggles where the human rights of Native
women are juxtaposed to the sovereignty rights of band governments. In
these struggles, the same colonial government which promoted male
dominance inevitably intervenes as the protector of the (individual) rights
of Native women. Because contemporary ways of expressing white racial
superiority rely on images of 'the oppressed nonwhite woman" which are
always juxtaposed to images of white Western egalitarianism towards
women, the interventions of the Canadian government only reinforce
contemporary notions of white superiority and Native savagery.
This thesis, exploring how mixed-race urban Native people
negotiate their identities, has continuously run u p against three issues
which impact the lives of the participants almost on a daily basisappearance, legal status, and urbanity. I have attempted, in this study,

to tease out the implications of each of these issues for urban mixed-race
Native people. However, because of the colonial regulation of Native
identity in Canada (and indeed, across the Americas), these issues are of
necessity interrelated. The reader should be prepared for an occasional
sense of repetitiveness, as the diverse issues which different participants
face nevertheless lead u s back, again and again, to the same colonial
narratives about Native identity which impact all Native people, albeit in
different ways.

1.1

UNDERSTAHDIHG MIXED-RACE URBAH NATIVE IDEIOTITV:

The participants of this study are a l l mixed-race, of Native and
white heritages (two are tri-racial, with Black or Asian heritages as well);
however, for the most part their primary self-identification is not simply

as "mixed-race", but as Native. Some participants claim more complex
ties to Nativeness, referring to themselves as "mixed race Native", while
others reclaim derogatory terms lodged in a history of racism against
Native people, such as "halfbreed"; none, however, claim to be unaligned

in the sense of being "in the middle". For the most part, their decision4 to
adopt the Native aspect of their heritage a s a primary identifier is a result

of the relentlessly colonialist nature of Canadian society, where Native

realities are distorted eveqwhere but in all-Native contexts. This
apartheid situation, where no "middle ground" exists, creates a strong
pressure on individuals of Native heritage to either disavow their
Nativeness, as a buried and meaningless part of a white identity (for

those mixed-race individuals who can), or to "come out" a s Native and
adopt Native perspectives on the world (regardless of appearance).

There is also the manner in which Native identity is intensely
fragmented and objectified, where being legally an Indian is regulated by
government-specified amounts of "Indian bloodn-twenty-five per cent in
the United States, and (in practice) fifty per cent in Canada?
It should be noted that for about a third of the participants, there was no "decisionn
involved-either they grew up in Native communities and therefore had always identified
as Indian regardless of their appearance, or they were so Native in appearance that they
were not offered any choice about how to identifv, regardless of their exposure to Native
culture. I t is the other participants, whose appearance is ambiguous or white-looking
and who grew up outside Native culture, who can be said to have 'chosenn their Native
heritage.
5 As I will explore more closely in Chapter Two and Three, Canada instituted a blood
quantum requirement of 25% which regulated Native identity in eastern Canada from
mid-nineteenth century. When Canada expanded west, however, much more stringent
controls on who was accepted as Indian were practiced (and Iater encoded in law), so
that anybody deemed 'halfbreed" in Western Canada was excluded from recognition a s
Indian. Other legislation in later versions of the Indian Act, such a s the 'double mother
clause" (which will be explored in Chapter Thirteen), removed the status of anybody who
4

Commanche activist Paul Smith has commented on the way in which
this objectification of Native identity has become part of common-sense
racism:
I am sometimes asked 'How much Indian are you?" or "Are you a
fullblood?" from people who have never asked black people,
lightskinned or otherwise 'How much black are you?" or 'Are you a
fullblood black?" It rarely occurs to many non-Indians how weird it
is to use these terms reserved exclusively for Indians (Smith,
l W l / 2 : 17)

Given the struggle against this kind of fragmentation which Native people

already face, to voluntarily engage with further quantifying their
identities a s 'mixed race people" has little attraction for Native people of
mixed heritages.

Many Native people are troubled that the price of emphasizing a
mixed-race identity is a further devaluing of Native identity. A s
Creek/ Cherokee academic Craig Womack writes, the larger tribal picture
can never be forgotten for Native people:

...I'm

somewhat ambivalent about the whole notion of celebrating
mixedblood identity.. .emphasizing a generic identity over tribal
specificity. It's not the issue of mixedblood identity that bothers me
since, for better or worse or a combination of the two, this is a
contemporary reality for many Indian people, including myself.
What bothers me is making mixedblood identity the primary focus
if identifying
of one's identification or one's writing. I'm w o n d e ~ g
as mixedblood, rather than as part of a tribal nation, diminishes
sovereignty? Perhaps the two need not be mutually exclusive;
maybe one can face the reality of a mixed existence while still
asserting the primacy of nationalism, the latter not being
exclusively defined by degree of blood but by an interplay of
biological, cultural, and political factors. What might be called for
tribal
is a view of identity in terms of the larger picture-the
-

-

--

-

was less than "half Indian" at the age of twenty-one. Contemporary re-working of status
requirements under Bill C-31 denies status to anybody who is less than 'half Indian".
Although blood quantum levels do not actually correspond to these status
requirements, because individuals who are less than %alf Indian" cannot acquire
status, in a sense, a person must be '50% Indian*to acquire status in Canada.

nation-rather
than in terms of the [individual] fragmented
mixedblood.. . (Womack, 1997:32).
For a mixed-race person to insist on the primacy of a 'Native"
identity, however, in some ways reinforces the notion that the boundaries
between "white" and 'Native" are rigid and absolute. Even to speak of
being "mixed-race" is to perpetuate the notion that the world is made up
of distinct biological racial groups. Because of the boundaried history

that is encapsulated in the concept of 'race", writing about any form of
mixed-race identity balances on the edge of the contradictory and racist
meanings that are implicated in the notion of the existence of biological
'races" (Lui, 1996:6-9).In any case, the lives of mixed-race Native people
do not necessarily fit these neat boundaries, neither with respect to
appearance nor in the sense of feeling at home, in the Native world or in
non-Native settings. For this reason, in this study the struggles of the
participants to negotiate sometimes highly-contradictory circumstances
will be highlighted.

O n the other hand, flying in the face of any preoccupation with

being "mixed" are the feelings expressed by a number of participants

about ancestral memory, about being the conduit through which the
silenced voices of their families must now be heard. This speaks to a
notion of an undivided Native identity existing in a 'racially mixed" body.
I t is clear that identity, particularly in contexts where the effects of a

legacy of genocide continue to unfold, is far more complex then any neat
categories can suggest.
I t is important to recognize the extent to which identity is

dependent on social contexts. One cannot 'be" a certain identity in the
abstract. The existence of such an identity must be recognized by other
individuals before it can be lived as real. Generally, for subordinated
peoples, particularly for those whose own histories have been suppressed

or stolen from them, new ways of self-identifjmg develop through intense
struggles to re-define the tenns of one's existence. Stuart Hall has
described how Caribbean Black people, while intensely stratified on the
basis of colour, had no common identity as 'Black people" until the
explosion of decolonization and civil rights struggles of African peoples
worldwide created a new 'Black" identity for peoples of African descent

(Hall,1991:53-54).For some mixed-race Native people, it is clear that
while the category 'Native" itself is in many ways problematic6, a crucial

issue in their ability to identify as Native people has been the expansion

of the category of "Nativento include them. On the other hand, because
of the extent to which the Indian Act has tied Nativeness to Indian status,
whether an individual identifies as even being mixed-race is highly
dependent on whether they are a status Indian, and if they come from a
reserve. This was continuously manifested in the study, where those
individuals who had grown u p on-reserve or who had spent considerable
time in their home communities throughout their lives, even if they were
blond-haired and blue-eyed, did not conceive of themselves as being
"mixed-race" Native but simply as being Indian. Between those who have
been legally excluded from Indianness, for whom being mixed-race

appears problematic, and those whose Indianness has been legally
assured and who therefore do not see themselves a s being mixed-race,

the effect of legal categories of "Indianness" on mixed-race Native identity
is central to this study.
In Eastern Canada, the opening up of the category of 'Native" to
include mixed-race people has come from a number of directions, both
When we look at the category 'Native", it is obvious that from the start it has been an
external label, meaningless to the Indigenous peoples of the Americas prior to
colonization. A s a common identity it was imposed on Indigenous peoples when settler
governments in North America usurped the right to define who was an Indigenous
person, reducing the members of hundreds extremely different nations and language
groups to a common raced identity as %diann.

6

internal and externally-imposed-including the growing numbers of

mixed marriages in urban contexts, the re-figuring of categories of
"Indianness" under Bill C-3 1, and a conscious attempt to reject colonial
divisions among Native people. Robably a third of the participants would
not have been considered Native by Native people twenty years agbecause of their appearance, because they grew up urban, or because
they were brought up to not identlfy as Native. A s a result, a number of

the participants [aswell as the author herself] did not consider
themselves to be Native people until relatively recently; we were simply
people who were 'part Indian", who had been brought up by parents who
were pragmatic, or in denial, to consider our Native heritage as
unimportant to an otherwise mainstream identity in the white world.
Clearly, for our generation the tide is turning,and our Native identities

are becoming something to be reclaimed and honoured. Being a rnixedrace Native person in Eastern Canada, has therefore only recently begun
to be a meaningful identity.

In Western Canada, however, an entirely different set of historical
conditions existed in the

19th

century, which enabled mixed-race Native

people who had been created as a social group because of the fur trade to
self-identify as a people struggling for recognition of political nationhood
in the face of the ascendant Canadian settler state. As a result, in
Western Canada the existence of mixed-race Native people-the

Metis-

has always been recognized. In the rest of Canada, however, mixed-race
Native people a s a category have not been recognized as even existing.

Mixed-race individuals either stayed Indian or became white, depending
on their appearance and the circumstances of their lives. I n looking at
the lives of mixed-race urban Native people in Toronto, we are therefore
dealing with a relatively new phenomenon, even though racial mixing

between Natives and whites has been going on for a little over five
h u n d r e d years in the Americas.

From this regional difference in how Native identity is understood
comes an important qualifier for this study-that

how Native lives are

lived is highly context-dependent. The circumstances shaping urban
Native identity in Toronto, which make it possible for light-skinned
Native people, or those with a history of assimilation in their family to

identify as Native may be very different from the circumstances faced by

urban Native people in Halifax,Winnipeg, Thunder Bay or Vancouver. If
one assumption can be made, it is that this study might be more relevant
in Eastern Canada contexts, where colonization has gone on for several
centuries and, in a sense, genocide has run its course for longer, than in
Western Canada or the north, where the presence of Native people in the
cities has not been virtually erased and cannot be denied, and where the
violence of colonial relationships is therefore expressed more rawly on a
daily basis.

I n a similar manner, while colonization processes within Canada
have worked in tandem with those within the United States, distinctly

different settlement histories and colonization policies have led to certain
divergences in how Native identity is conceptualized. The American
preoccupation with measuring blood quantum to defme "Indianness" has
in Canada been obscured by the Indian Act's status system, and its
highly divisive manner of externalizing 'halfbreedsw and creating
patriarchal divisions within Native communities. Along with these
differences in colonization history are contemporary differences in
circumstances between Native peoples in Canada and Native Americans.

Generally speaking, American Indians have a much larger land base but
a much smaller population relative to the size of the settler population

than Native people in Canada. They face a colonizing nation-state which

is immensely more p o w e m and whose underlying premise of Manifest

Destiny now encompasses much of the globe. They also face a New Age

movement the sheer size and predatory scale of which is difficult to
comprehend in Canadian terms. Because of these and other dserences,
American Indian ways of conceptualizing mixed-race Native identity may
be very different from those of Native people in Canada. Nevertheless, I

have used American Indian theoretical work about Native identity as a
baseline to understand Canadian contexts. The far greater numbers of

published American Indian theoretical writings, which speak to a history
of profound silencing of Native voices in Canada, a s well a s the greater

access which American Indians have enjoyed to universities and

publishing houses, has necessitated this approach. Despite regional and
"national" differences, however, these theorists have provided my work
with considerable richness by enabling me to root it in Indigenous

theoretical writing, a s in most cases the similarities in perspectives far

outweigh the differences.
In a very red sense, this study is also about being urban Native
people-not

a s recent emigrants to the cities who are strugghg to adapt

to an urban environment, but a s those whose families have been urban
for at least a generation. The implications of urbanity for Native identity
in general, when cultural heritage is closely linked to a strong connection
to the land, are considerable. The implications of urbanity for mixed-race

Native people, in a context where acculturation is always assumed to
mean assimilation7, and where considerable pressures to assimilate have

had an impact on mixed-race Native families, are even more important to

Garrett distinguishes between "acculturatednNative people, who have maintained
traditional American Indian values but have acquired the behaviours required for
functioning in mainstream American culture, and those who have 'assimilated", who
idenw with mainstream American values, behaviours and expectations (Garrett,
1996:4).

consider. One question which I have struggled with is to understand how
connections can be, and are being revitalized between urban Native
people and reserve communities in the interests of rebuilding Indigenous
nations.
In this respect, Toront-and
as Vancouver-may

perhaps other very large cities such

represent the extreme edge of urban Aboriginal

existence in Canada. While people from more southern, urbanized
reserves may end up going directly to cities such a s Toronto or
Vancouver, these very large cities are also often the final step in an
intergenerational urbanization process which begins when individuals or
families from more remote or northern communities leave or are forced
off of their land or out of their communities, to relocate to the small white
"border towns" adjacent to reserves. From there, individuals may go to
the smaller cities; it is their children who typically end up in large urban
centres such as Toronto. In this respects, a focus on the Toronto urban
community may not accurately represent the circumstances of urban
Native people in smaller cities and towns across Canada-although

it

may portray the direction they are heading in.
This study also focuses on the issue of diversity and hybridity

within the urban Native community. In general, the opening up of the
category of 'Native" to include mixed-race people has not been
accompanied by an expansion of the concept of 'Nativeness" to include
more diverse identities than those officially recognized either by colonial
governments or by Native people a s being typically 'Native". The full

range of complex experiences of Nativeness which the participants bring
to their mixed-race identities include having been off-reserve or nonstatus for generations, having multiple racial identities, having
generations of cultural hybridity through French or Spanish
intermarriage in their families,or coming from small eastern North

American nations whose populations to all intents and purposes look
more like Black people or white people than Indians. However, these
experiences of Nativeness have not been unproblematically accepted
within the Toronto Native community as broadening a sense of what it

means to be a Native person in Canada today. Instead, this diversity has
often been seen as threatening to social cohesion, or disturbing because
it ruptures common-sense notions of who Native people are. The
insistence by most Native people that Nativeness must signlfy a relatively
homogenous identity tends to silence individuals from being open about
their actual lived experiences.8 This was a common thread in the lives of a
number of the participants, many of whom have been told repeatedly that
they should not talk about what separates them from other Native
people-that to do so is simply spreading divisiveness. 0ther participants,
meanwhile, police these borders themselves, and assert that discussing
dinerences is tantamount to denying one's Nativeness. It seems, then, that
it is impossible to consider mixed-race Native identity without focusing on

the broader issue of Native identity itself.
ISSUES IN THEORIZING NATIVE IDENTITY:
Contemporary Native identity exists in uneasy balance between
concepts of generic "Nativeness" as a racial identity and of specific
"tribal" identity as Indigenous nationhood. Janice Acoose has described
how being classified by the Canadian government as a status Indian
under the Indian Act represented a violation of the rights of her Cree/Metis

and Saulteaux cultures to define her as Nehiowe or Nahkawe, which
Drew Hayden Taylor, for example, an Ojibway of Native-white heritage from Curve
Lake, has written a number of humorous articles about the difficulties of being Indian
but looking white (see in particular 'Retty Like a White Boy" in Fhny, You Don? took
Like One: Obseruationsfiom a Blue-Eyed O_jibway. In conversation, Taylor has described
how he is frequently abjured, by family and friends, to =forgetabout your problem with
looking white. You cannot be half something,you either are or you aren't. Make your
choice." H e has also been accused of being W of self-hate"for writing about his white
appearance (From conversation with Taylor in August, 1997).
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removed her, in commonsense ways, from any real sense of being part of

the destiny of her own nation(s) and instead placed her as a powerless and
racialized individual at the bottom of the hierarchy of Eurocanadian
society (Acoose, 1995:23). For Indigenous people, to be defined as a race
is synonymous with having our Nations dismembered. And yet, the reality
is that Native people for centuries now have been classified by race, and
subjected to colonization processes which reduced diverse nations to
common experiences of subjugation (in particular, residential schooling
which enforced a common alienation while teaching a common

language).This has created a generic 'Native" identity which co-exists
with a more Indigenous cultural orientation in many individuals.9

Despite this, contemporary Native resistance to colonization rejects such
"pan-Indian" identities which can, a t best, only aspire for equality within
a settler state framework, like other 'visible minorities". For Indigenous
people, resisting colonial relations involves a refusal to accept Canada's
authority as a nation-state, and a focus on rebuilding the nations which

the colonizer has sought to destroy.

The subject of nationhood and nationalism occupy broad fields
within contemporary sociology. A considerable body of work has been

devoted to deconstructing nationhood (Grewd and Kaplan, 1994;
Jackson and Penrose, 1993; Anderson, 1991; Hall, 1991).This work is
extremely valuable in post-colonial contexts, but it does not take
Indigenous peoples' perspectives into account. Other perspectives

dismiss nationalism as inherently racist (Balibar, 199I), or juxtapose a
narrow and partial nationalism to a broad and egalitarian "humanism"
Jace Weaver suggests that to speak of 'Native* identity as a racial identity involves a
form of deliberate essentialism in the face of the 'six hundred different tribal traditions,
eight language families and probably three distinct racial strains lumped together under
the collective construct Native Americann (Weaver, 1998:x), an essentialism which many
Native people deliberately adopt in order to be able to speak collectively a s Native
people.
9

(Wallerstein, 1991). None of these writings enable Native people to
envision any future that does not involve continuous engulfment by a
colonial power. For this reason, this thesis will not engage directly with
arguments which deconstruct nationhood, or extensively discuss the
issues which arise within nationalist movements; instead it will simply
rest on the assumption that Indigenous nations must rebuild as nations,

and that the forms which are chosen by each nation will be unique.
Mohawk scholar Gerald ALfred has pointed out that studies of
nationalism and political identity generally hinge on questions of
primordialism (the nation consists of unbroken tradition and continuity)

versus instrumentalism (thenation is based on a conscious
manipulation of traditions and cultural inventions as part of the
emergence of nationalist ideologies). He suggests that both approaches

are part of an essentialist fallacy-that

there is no simple answer to

whether peoples or nations or cultures change or 'stay the same," as
aspects of both inevitably occur (Alfred, 1995:188).These issues will be
revisited further in this chapter, while expressing some of the concerns

which Native theorists have posed about postcoloniality. In general,
however, I concur with Alfred that nationhood is a valid expression of
Indigenous identity, and that one can speak of the past of Indigenous

nations without necessarily invoking a primordial essence, maintained
unchanged into the present.
James Clifford has described the manner in which Indigenous
peoples, in the face of violent colonial assault, fmd powerful, distinctive
ways to Live as tribal people in an invasive world. He suggests that in the
interests of sunrival, peoples such a s the Mashpee Wampanoag Nation in
New England have for years been engaged in 'reviving and inventing

ways to live as Indians in the twentieth century" (Clifford, l988:g). In this
thesis, I explore the ways in which urban mixed-race Native people are

drawing on their pasts to create a viable future as urban Native people.
In the process, their hybrid identities, rather than representing an
automatic negation of, or diminishment of their "Nativeness," can be seen
as providing rich resources for the rebuilding of their Indigenous nations.
On the whole, however, it is probably safe to say that the majority

of Native people share a straightforward notion of Native identity, one
which equates being "born Indian" with possessing a relatively
homogeneous 'Native" cultural identity.' 0 Thomas King has attempted to
problematize this in a relatively superficial manner, noting that racial

identity does not necessarily impart to the Native person a tribal
understanding of the universe and access to a distinct culture (King,
1990:~).However, for over a century the apartheid nature of Canadian

life and the rigid controls over Native life exerted through the Indian Act

allowed for a fairly cohesive sense of Native identity as a highly distinct,
and for the most part reserve-based phenomenon (albeit a t the expense
of the Native identities of Metis and other non-status, or urban-based

Native people). The sheer scale of the conflict which developed in many
Native communities over the passing of Bill C-3 1, which redefmed Native
identity to include the urban mixed-race children of Native women who

had lost their status, demonstrates the extent to which Native people in
general tend to fear any 'opening upwof the boundaries of Nativeness. A
history of colonial control, and the reality of ongoing genocide is a t the
root of this fear on the part of many Native people that to lose collective
control over Native identity is to lose the last vestiges of Native

10 This notion of 'Nativenessn encompasses both the cultural identities and practices
intrinsic to specific Indigenous nations (such as the ability to speak one's language and
live off the land in whatever way-be it trapping in the far north, hunting in the interior,
fishing on the east and west coasts, or traditional agricultural practices in the southand other sets of collective commonsense practices and experiences which are more
intrinsic to lived experiences of reserve life and histories of oppression (suchas
residential schooling, poverty, and marginality).

distinctiveness, the last defense against the colonizing culture which
some Native activists refer to as 'the Predatof l l . In this resistance to
externally-imposed change in definitions of Indianness, the role of the

Indian Act in actually shaping Native identity over the past century has
for the most part been disregarded.
A narrow but powerful sense of Native identity is also fuelled by the

profound gap between the lived experiences of the majority of Native
people--who continue to face the reality of bmtal racism, poverty, violent
death, and struggles with addictions-and

the increasingly-exclusive

enclaves of the universities where most theory on identity is produced.

The contradictions between what Lakota writer Philip Deloria has
referred to as a
' self-focused world of playful cultural hybridity and a
social world of struggle, hatred, winners, and losers (with Indians usually
numbered among the losers)" (Philip Deloria, 1998:176) continue to
resonate for Native people who attempt to explore more complex and

nuanced notions of Native identity.
Universities, moreover, continue to be risky sites in which to
explore Native identity. I t is not only a matter of the 'violence, curiosity,
pity and desire" which James Clifford names as accompanying the
Western intellectual's gaze at those, such as Native people, who have
been silenced in the bourgeois West (Clinord, 19885).The blurring and

shifting of cultural boundaries which can occur in white-dominated
contexts when Nativeness is theorized not as an authentic essence, but
as something negotiated and continuously evolving, can have dangerous
repercussions for Native people in terms of asserting Aboriginal rights.
Clifford explores the example of the Warnpanoag Indians of Mashpee who
in 1977 were required to prove their identities as Native people in order
to pursue their land claim:
11

See Churchill, 1995, for one example of looking at colonialism from this perspective.
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To establish a legal right to sue for lost lands these citizens of
modem Massachusetts were asked to demonstrate continuous
tribal existence since the seventeenth century. Life in Mashpee had
changed dramatically, however, since the first contacts between
English Pilgrims at Plymouth and the Massachusett-speaking
peoples of the region. Were the plaintiffs of 1977 the "same"
Indians? Were they something more than a collection of individuals
with v a q i n g degrees of Native American ancestryT If they were
different from their neighbours, how was their "tribal" difference
manifested? During a long, well-publicized trial scores of Indians
and whites testified about life in Mashpee. Professional historians,
anthropologists and sociologists took the stand as expert
witnesses. The bitter story of New England Indians was told in
minute detail and vehemently debated. In the conflict of
interpretations, concepts such as "tribe*, culture", 'identity",
"assimilation", "ethnicity", "politics" and 'community" were
themselves on trial (Clifford, 1988:7-8).
I n his account of this trial (which the residents of Mashpee lost) Clifford

points out that a central issue which the Mashpee Indians faced was the
white need for certainty about Indian difference. To be recognized as a

group within the Wampanoag Nation, the Mashpee community had to be
capable of demonstrating authenticity to whites in terms of their
"primitiveness". '2
The experience of the Wampanoag people at Mashpee is not
unique. M o s t Indigenous land claims within the Americas hinge on the

requirement that Indigenous people prove their "primordiality". For
l2 Questions asked of the citizens of Mashpee who testified centred o n how often they
danced, how often they wore regalia, the degree of ancient cultural lore they were
familiar with, and if their jewelry, if they wore any, was 'authentic". Indeed, the
Mashpee Wampanoag were expected not only to demonstrate stereotypic Indian
attributes, they were also expected to do dances, dress in regalia, sing songs and wear
jewelry that had orighded with the ancient Wampanoag people. Cultural borrowing
from other Native peoples was viewed as evidence of "inauthenticity" and loss of
culture.Throughout the trial, the main problem for the people of Mashpee was their
absence of markers of stereotypical "1ndianness"-particularly the fact that they no
longer spoke the Massachusetts language, that many of them looked Black, or white,
rather than Native, and that they spoke with broad New England accents. More subtle
indications of cultural cohesion and maintenance of collective identity were invisible to
white eyes who demanded the trappings of Indianness before they would recognize a
group as Native. See Clifford, 1977:277-346.

example, in the Gitksan/ Wet'suwet'en case, the plaintiffs were
continuously presented as contemporary interlopers whose claims to
Indigenous rights were invalid because they were not Ythesame" people

as their ancestors were-because

they held paying jobs, lived in houses,

consumed pizza and other European foods, and in general lived
contemporary lives (Monet and Skanu'u, 1992:141-169).In such
contestations of identity (which are always on white terms), Native people

who are revealed as transgressing the boundaries of so-called
authenticity-in

their appearance (if mixed-race),or in possessing any

aspect of apparent modernity-are

inevitably dismissed a s fakes.

I t is not only the white mainstream which holds such views about

Native people, however. To an astounding degree, anti-racist activists

appear to have accepted notions of Native identity that hinge on notions
of "authenticity" in theorizing about mixed-race identity. As a result of
this, in the United States, whole communities of mixed-race Native
people who do not look Native are often dismissed as being 'really" white

or black.13 Demands for Native authenticity are written into government

Daniel, in
l3 The writings of G. Reginald Daniel are most revealing, in this respect.
writing about the so-called 'triracial isolate" communities scattered throughout the
eastern United States, rejects Por,hatan/Delaware historian Jack Forbes' exhaustive
research into the origins of these communities as Native American. Although Daniel
quotes Forbes in his work, and demonstrates some knowledge of the history of Native
removal in the eastern United States and the struggles of Native peoples to maintain
their communities in the face of centuries of genocide, he is openly dismissive of these
communities' claims to 'Indianness". Daniel writes: ' C o n s i d e ~ g that documentary
evidence is scanty, the exact origins of these groups and their names are unknown. ..In
all probability, the communities evolved from frontier settlements that became magnets
for runaway slaves, trappers, homesteaders, adventurers, deserters, outlaws, outcasts,
and nonconformists of all racial backgrounds. The 'internal miscegenationn,fostered by
self-imposed isolation, led to a generalized blending over time.. .Most triracial isolates,
however, tend to deny African ancestry and hold on to aboriginal descent a s a prized
possession, despite the fact that they retain little or nothing of Native American culture,
have no recollection of their tribal affiliations, and are culturally indistinguishable from
local whites.. .By 1980, the Lumbees of North Carolina, the Nanticokes of Delaware, the
Hounla in western Louisiana, and the Poospatuck of Long, Island, New York, after a
prolonged struggle, had succeeded in officially changing their earlier classification as
mulattos to nontreaty Native Americans. This status excludes them from government
benefits, but it places them squarely on the aboriginal side of the racial divide...African

policy in the United States for federal statistics and program
administrative reporting. 14 Finally, attacks on the authenticity of
contemporary Indian existence continue to come from white
environmentalists and anthropologists who disparage the modernity of
contemporary Native existence and use their arguments to campaign for

new restrictions on emergent Native rights.15 Given such high demands
from all quarters for Native 'primitive authenticity", to engage openly in
work which challenges essentialist views and risks blurring the
boundaries between Native people and non-Natives appears dangerous.
And yet, ironically, it is precisely because of the embattled aspect

of Native identity-how
domination-that

it is constantly being negotiated in a context of

post-structuralist and postcolonial work which

deconstructs 'master narratives" can be useful for Native people. A s

James Clifford points out, the Western imagination has painted the world

as populated by "endangered authenticities", always juxtaposed to
modernity, always 'going crazy" in the face of the inescapable momentum

of "progressnand change (Clifford,1988:4-5).
Such a viewpoint holds no

future for Native people other than as quaint relics occupying an archaic
Americans accuse these communities of donning feathers in order to escape the stigma
of being Black.. ."
l4 Racial classification for four of the five recognized racial groups in the United States
(Asian/Pacific Islander, Black, Hispanic, and White) depends simply on the individual in
question having origins in peoples from those categories. The fifth category, American
Indian/Alaskan Native, requires not only a person to have origins in any of the original
peoples of North America, but to maintain cultural identification through tribal affiliatzon
or communitg recognition (Root, 1996:4 12). For mixed-race people of Native heritage,
Nativeness is constrained by legal defdtions which no other racial group faces. This is
in addition, of course, to the federal demand for 25% blood quantum before the
individual can be legally recognized a s an American Indian.
l5 Vine Deloria's review of The Invented Indiam Cultural Fictions and Gavemment Policies
by James Clifton succinctly explores how the apparent modernity of contemporary
Native American life is used as a tool of disenfranchisement by those such as Clifton
who are characterized by Deloria as being angry and disappointed at Indians for not
living u p to their childhood fantasies. He also notes that these attacks are often part of
a struggle for turf, whereby academics are invested in maintaining an authoritative
voice for themselves a s "Indian experts" by demanding the authority to determine who is
'authenticallf Indian (Deloria (Vine), 1998).

pastoral backwater--or a s 'the Vanishing American". While this has little
to do with how Native people have conceptualized the world traditionally,
it is impossible to deny that colonization has had a deep and lasting
effect not only on our communities but on how we see ourselves, and the
forms of resistance we engage with. A s I will engage with in Chapter Two,
Native identity in Canada has for generations been legally defined by the

Indian Act, a body of legislation based on race, and on colonialist
assumptions about Nativeness and civilization, which are deeply rooted

in European modernityl6. Because of this, it is important for Native
people to critically question common-sense notions about "authentic"
Nativeness, as well as ways of thinking about nationhood and tradition
which suggest that they can emerge unscathed from centuries of
colonization, and be immediately and easily accessible to us. At the

same time, sunrival as Native peoples demands that we challenge the
erasure of Indigenous nations by embracing our nationhood, and

revitalizing our traditions. The way through this paradox, I believe, lies
in engaging with the various concepts posed within post-structuralist
and postcolonial thought, but picking and choosing only what is relevant

for us. The global nature of colonialism, where colonies and ex-colonies,
by the 1930's covered 84.6 per cent of the land surface (Loomba,
1998:xiii) makes it impossible to generalize about experiences of
colonization, where in some regions whole populations were obliterated

and in others colonized people might live their whole lives without ever
16 David Goldberg defrnes modernity as the general period which emerged in the
sixteenth century and consolidated with the Enlightenment in what has become known
as "the West", encompassing highly specific ways of seeing the world which, through
W e s t e r n global hegemony, have been spread world-wide. At the heart of modernity lies a
concern with order-not with finding the intricate interrelationships which exist
between all living things and the world we live in, but with imposing a rigid, static and
hierarchical notion of order in counterdistinction to life. From this flows a commitment
t o notions of continuous progress-material, moral, physical and political
improvement-and to the promotion and development of 'civilization" which the West
takes to be its own values universalized (Goldberg, 1993:3-4).

seeing a white person. Gayatri Spivak may warn us about 'a nostalgia
for lost origins", and challenge the notion that Native cultures are easily

recoverable after centuries of colonial rule (Spivak, 1996:204), but those
who are actually engaged in cultural restoration often believe otherwise.
In this respect, I am particularly mindful of where I am located

within my own nation, a s somebody who is mixed-race, detemtorialized

and alienated from my grandmother's community of origin. As Ania

Loomba points out, Westernized (or, in Native contexts, mixed-race
heavily assimilated) scholars are always a t risk of becoming 'otherness

machines, with the manufacture of alterity as our principal role", while
for those individuals grounded within their cultures, who are comfortable
in their own languages and rooted in their societies, post-colonial

concerns are in many senses irrelevant to the project of cultural revival

(Loomba, 1998:246). And yet the critical issues raised by post-colonial
scholars can be a valuable source of resistance in the uwar of imagesn

around Native identity which are being waged in the hearts of many
urban Native people.
Mixed-blood Chippewa writer Gerald Vizenor, for example,
continuously challenges the manner in which young Native people,
particularly those who are urban and mixed-race, are driven to seek out
"authenticnIndian identities which are actually modelled on dominantculture creations. For Vizenor, mixed-blood urban Native peoples have to
create new identities anchored in the old ways in urban contexts to
ensure collective cultural survival. They have to resist the pull to try and
"resolventheir urban mixed-blood identities back into what they see a s
an uncomplicated tribal identity, generally through a "generic" urban
spirituality, and instead seek out what is real in their specific cultural
contexts, to gain a deeper sense of themselves as members of their
Indigenous nations, rather than as 'Indians". Vizenor goes a s far as to

suggest that, in the context of the United States where the term "Indian"
has been invested with such a powerful body of fantasy, that a form of

resistance for urban Native people is to conceive of themselves as 'postIndian". In Vizenor's works, Anishinawbe identity cannot be pinned

down, replicated or packaged for popular consumption; his deeply
subversive and scathingly honest characterizations defy any "Indian"

image imaginable. The highly adaptable, mobile and endlessly recreatedas-Anishinawbek characters in some ways appear emblematic of the
contemporary postcolonial emphasis on hybridity and "new" identities.
Closer inspection, however, reveals a solid core of Native cultural identity
which cannot be absorbed into the dominant culture or extinguished;

Vizenor's characters may be hybridized but without a doubt they are
fully Anishinawbek.
1.3

POSTCOLONIALITY AND NATIVE IDENTITIE
On the whole, Native academics have demonstrated an extreme

scepticism about the value of the broad fields of study variously labelled
postmodemism, post-structuralism or postcolonial theory for
empowering Native people or understanding Native identity.17 Cherokee
theologian Jace Weaver specifically rejects the postcolonial concern with
issues of identity and subjectivity because of the way that it renders
Native identity more complicated and nuanced.He prefers a relatively
straightforward reading of Native identity, even if it involves displacing,
presumably for good, the issues faced by the large numbers of urban

-

l7 These terms are often treated as synonymous by theorists who reject them. I have
found Ania Loomba's distinctions between postcolonial and post-structuralist writing to
be useful. According to Loomba, postcolonial theory encompasses a vast range of work
focusing specifically on issues pertaining to colonialism, including contemporary
critiques of neocolonialism, and colonid discourse analysis (which may or may not
overlap with post-structuralism), while post-structuralism, like postmodernism in
general, is primarily concerned with challenging 'master narratives" of identity and
knowledge formation, insisting on multiple histories and shifting, fragmented identities
(Loomba, 1998:251).

Native people who are, in a sense, diasporic:
Putting aside for the moment the diasporic nature of much of
modem Native existence, one must nevertheless admit there is
something real, concrete and centered in Native existence and
identity. Joseph Conrad can become a major figure of English
letters and Leopold Sedar Senghor a member of the French
Academy, but either one is Indian or one is not. And certain
genuine consequences flow from those accidents of birth and
culture (Weaver, 1998a:14).
This straightforward notion of Native identity can lead to
conceptual trouble, in the manner in which it promotes the notion of
absolute differences between 'the red race" (as some refer to Native
people) and white people. Race is essentialized as an objective
boundaried reality, which, in the context of colonization, promotes what
Abdul JanMohamed has termed the "Manichean allego4 (JanMohamed,
1985:60). This term refers to the idea that an absolute dichotomy exists

between white colonizers and Native colonized, with little attention paid
to the actual as-lived-on-the-ground complexities of the colonization
process, where colonizers exploit existing divisions in colonial societies

and create new ones, winning over some segments of the society and
externalizing (or exterminating) others. Adopting such a vision of
absolute difference promotes a cultural nationalist vision of a pure and
homogeneous generic 'Native" culture. Such a vision, often expressed in
rhetorical statements about 'the Native way", encourages communities to

shut down on racial and sexual diversity, promotes patriarchal values,
and obscures class dinerences, as well as encouraging those individuals
who can to "remake themselves as full-blood essentialists" (Penn,

1997a:2).
Native theorists share with other critics of postcolonial theory the
concern about its often depoliticized nature,and its apparent celebration
of notions of diaspora, hybridity and fragmentation of identity while

neglecting to critically interrogate the forces of global capitalism which
continue to tear a t the fabric of the societies of colonized peoples. For
Jace Weaver, and for Dakota scholar Elizabeth Cook-Lynn, however, the
postcolonial concern with identity and subjectivity is also problematic

because of its emphasis on individual, rather than collective identity
(Cook-Lynn, 1998:125). Cook-Lynn in particular relates this
individualism, which she suggests is the standard mixed-blood's
approach to identity, to the notion that tribal sovereignty is a lost cause,

and that the global forces of American domination have won out (CookLynn, 1998:128).
The issue of hybridity, with its notion of "new identities" created as
a response to diasporic conditions, lies at the heart of much Native
resistance to postcolonial theory. Jace Weaver sums it up a s follows:
After more than five hundred years of ongoing colonialism, Native
Americans wrestle with two different pulls of identity, one settled
and the other diasporic. The settled is that of traditional lands and
a continent that was once wholly theirs. The diasporic is that of
new homes to which they were exiled by their conquerors, of urban
existence far removed from even those territories, and a grim
realization that their colonizers are here to stay (Weaver, 1998:14).
For Native people, any emphasis on diasporic identity which does not

affirm the traditional identity is an invitation to despair, assimilation and
inevitable vanishing as peoples. Developing new, hybridized identities

has never been an adequate strategy for Indigenous survival in the
Americas, as Indigenous peoples in Mexico, Central America, and South
America can vouch for. While "mestizajewhas been widely touted as an
anti-imperialist strategy18 by Latin Americans against American
18 For example, Carlos A. Fernandez, in comparing attitudes to miscegenation in Latin
American and Anglo American countries, deliberately minimizes not only the genocidal
policies which Spain unleashed in the 'New Worldwbut also the continuance of such
policies of outright physical extermination in those Latin American countries with a
remaining large indigenous population. By minimizing these historical and
contemporary realities, and by pointing out how blurred the lines can be at times

domination, the manner in which the mestizo populations of all of the

Latin American countries routinely deny their connections to their
Indigenous roots and are often complicit in the exploitation and
destruction of Indigenous communities suggests that hybridized
identities for Indigenous people which are not explicitly Indigenousidentified are fatal for Indigenous sunrival. The other assumption which

usually accompanies the emphasis on new, hybrid identities is the
notion that "ethnic absolutism" is an increasingly untenable cultural
strategy (Hall, 1996:250,quoted in Weaver, 1997:14).While it is seldom
clarified what concepts such as 'ethnic absolutismwactually mean, we
must be clear that if a Native society which closes itself to outsiders in

the interests of self-protection is seen in such a light, this concept flies in
the face of the abilities of Indigenous communities to survive as
Indigenous communities "in the belly of the beast".
The post-colonial emphasis on hybridity originates in the notion
that it was Europeans who first insisted on the binary opposition
between whiteness and "Otherness", even as they consistently violated

this through miscegenation and through their insistence that 'the Other"
be civilized, converted to Christianity, or in other ways educated to be

like the European. Anti-colonialists have historically appropriated this
notion of a binary opposition between Europe and its Others, so that

liberation for colonized peoples is premised on the rehabilitation of
-

-

-

between mixed-race Indians who live as Indians, those urban Indians who have
attempted to assimilate, and the poorer members of the contemporary mestizo dominant
culture, Fernandez succeeds in centering mestizo culture a s a viable "futuren for the
Americas-a future where (he claims) 'race" is no longer an issue (because there has
been so much 'racial mircing' in Latin America). In doing this, Fernandez conveniently
obscures the extent to which mestizo culture depends on the erasure of contemporary
Indigenous people to enable them to cling to sentimentabed symbok of an indigenous
heritage, to differentiate and elevate themselves from openly white supremacist AngloAmerican culture. This nowhere enables Mestizo people to actually reconcile their
hybrid cultures to their Indigenous roots. Instead, it is still premised on a viewpoint
that the dominant mestizo culture must obliterate the Indigenous culture it sprang
from, in order to survive (Fernandez, 1992).

cultural identities which European colonialists have done everything to
destroy. Stuart Hall,however, suggests that colonized peoples cannot
simply turn back to the idea of a collective pre-colonial culture and a
past that is "waiting to be found, and which when found, will secure our

sense of ourselves into eternity" (Hall, 1994:395, quoted in Loomba,
1998:182).Hall does not dismiss such turning back to the past as a
romantic "nativism"; he instead asserts that the past continues to speak

to us and through us, but that our relationship to the past is not
simple-it

i s always "after the break", like the relation of a child to its

mother where the womb can never be a shared space again and the child
must find its own way, but is rooted in the identity of the mother.
Such notions of hybridity, which challenge how 'Indigenousness"
must always be "pure Otherness", may be useful in enabling urban

mixed-race Native people to claim their identities as Indigenous people,
even though they no longer live in Indigenous communities, and to

engage in the rebirth of cultural institutions and the re building of
Indigenous nations even from identities which are not those of "full-

blooded" traditionalists. It is a hybridity that does not involve turning its

back on its Indigenous roots, but rather, embracing them, even from a
position of relative marginality within Native culture.

While Native people may not choose to blindly "hop aboard the
post-colonial bandwagon" (Weaver, 1W8a:13),the fact remains that
postcolonial writings carry a series of messages not only about identity,
but about experiences with decolonization which may be extremely
valuable for Native people to heed, given the accelerating pressures on
Native communities to surrender title to whole territories, particularly in

the north, and submit to other programs of forced change in the name of
"self government". The naked terror and brutality which characterized
the ongoing colonization process for centuries across Canada has for the

most part given way to a process of hegemonic dorninationlg, where the
relentless dismembering of the remaining Indigenous land base, and a
continuous assault on the identities of Native peoples is easily masked
with the rhetoric of consensual neg0tiation.2~Ania Loomba suggests that

"postcoloniality" can be conceptually useful if it is approached with
caution and qualifications, as a term which refers to a process of
disengagement from the whole colonial syndrome which is probably
inescapable for all those whose worlds have been marked by colonization.
She argues further that it should be seen a s a descriptive and not an

evaluative term (Loomba, 1998:18-19).Jace Weaver, however, asserts

that until postcolonial writings take seriously both the collective
character of Native traditional life, and the importance of specific lands to
the cultural identities of different Native peoples, it will have little
meaning for Native peoples (Weaver, 1998a:20-21).

Given the broad disparities which I have presented above, between
the perspectives of Native theorists who are concerned first and foremost
with the survival of Indigenous nations, and those of sociologists working

in the area of race, identity and culture, I have been seeking a middle

ground-a

theoretical framework within sociology which can clarify the

issues which mixed-race urban Native people face, while constantly

19 Ania h o m b a describes the concept of hegemony as power achieved through a
combination of coercion and consent. The term originated with Gramsci, who argued
that the ruling classes achieve domination not by force or coercion alone,but also by
creating subjects who bvillingly' submit to being ruled. Hegemony is achieved not only
by direct manipulation or indoctrination, but by playing upon the common sense of
people, upon what Raymond Williams calls their lived system of meanings and values'
(Williams, 1977:110, quoted in Loomba, 1998:29).
20 Recent theorists have suggested that in many colonial contexts, harsh coercion works
in tandem with a 'consentn that is part voluntary and part contrived. Colonial regimes
try to gain the consent of certain groups, while excluding others from civil society.
Social control is achieved in part through colonial rulers incorporating and transforming
the ideas =d practices of those who are being colonized (Loomba, 1998:31). This
suggests that critical exploration of Native identity may be important to understanding
how to resist the constantly shifting strategies of colonization which Canada continues
to engage in.

attempting to evaluate the implications of this approach for Native people
and Native sovereignty. Since I believe that the survival of mixed-race

urban Native people

4s

Native people depends on maintaining and re-

establishing viable connections with land-based communities, I do not
see that focusing on mixed-race urban Native identity necessarily
signifies relinquishing First Nations sovereignty in favour of a postcolonial melange of new identities, a s Elizabeth Cook-Lynn has suggested
(Cook-Lynn, 1998:124- 131). What this study does suggest, however, is

that what must be relinquished in looking at the histories of urban
mixed-race Native people is the uncritical notion of First Nations
communities as innocent of complicity with practices of domination and
exclusion, despite their colonized condition. This in no way suggests

that Indigenous sovereignty is not both viable and essential to Native
survival-it

merely cautions us to be careful about the paths we choose

in achieving it. It also suggests that Indigenous sovereignty will not
evolve simply by Native communities retrieving a past which is clear and
easily accessible to them. Rather, it will involve the different nations
recreating a future which is truer to their pasts than the colonial
frameworks which have intervened. In this way of thinking,membership
in Indigenous nations is something that can,and must, be strategized,

ciearly articulated, and in some ways reconceptualized.
1.4

ORGANlZING THE STUDY:
For this study, interviews were conducted, over the space of one

year, with thirty individuals who identify as Native and who are active in
some capacity or other within the Toronto Native community. The
methodological concerns described above significantly influenced the
organization of this study. For example, in seeking to i n t e ~ e w
rnixedrace Native participants I was faced with the problem of how I would
define "Native" for the purpose of the study. I decided to rely on an

individual's self-designation as being of Native heritage, coupled with
their playing some role in the Toronto Native community, a s a sufficient

definition of Nativeness for this context. My desire to capture a sense of
the broad range of experiences of Nativeness was at the root of this

decision. In any case, to rely on other definitions of Nativeness-for
example, Indian status, or blood quantum-was

to use the same colonial

logic of the Canadian or American governments.

In looking at who I accepted as Native, and the extent to which this
reflects the actual composition of the Toronto Native community, it is
important to consider the contested nature of Nativeness in urban
settings such as Toronto (where those who are "certiiiably Indian* share
space w i t h those who are regularly suspected of being white
"wannabees").The difficulty with attempting to discern who is of mixedrace Native heritage and who is a "wannabee" is that there are a number
of urban people of actual Native heritage in Toronto who do not look very

Native and who may know very little about their backgroundsparticularly adoptees whose Native parents were not Listed on their birth

registries, and children whose parents were silent about their identity, or
minimized its importance. It is therefore crucial to acknowledge the
background of relative ambiguity about Native identity in which this

study took shape, and accordingly, the care which I had to take in
evaluating the identity claims of the participants-to

be both respectful

of individual circumstances and mindful of my responsibilities to the
group as a whole.
Because of this, a t the same time as I established relatively flexible

criteria for Nativeness, I had my own, in a sense secondary, set of
criteria-that

the participants be able to satisfy my own admittedly

subjective assessment, throughout the interview, that they did actually
have Aboriginal people in their recent lineage. I s a w this as crucial, in

that the validity of this study rests on whether or not the participants
actually are of Native heritage.
"Relatively recent" Native heritage, to me, is less an issue of blood
quantum than of family legacy of Nativeness, including knowledge of
culture, and whether or not the individual grew up in a Native
community. In the case of the participants who had grown up urban and
alienated from Native heritage, however, particularly those who did not
look to be of Native heritage, issues of "how much Native" came to the
forefront. Most of the participants were so-called "halfbreeds*, with one
white and one Native parent, while a few individuals came from families
with two mixed-race parents whose Lineage was too 'mixed" to be

categorized according to blood quantum.A handful of other participants
had one Native grandparent, and in each instance, it was obvious that

the grandparent's Native identity had had some significant d e c t on their
families. In two instances, I accepted participants who only knew of a
proven one-eighth Native ancestry in their backgrounds, simply because

they spoke of also having other, albeit less well-documented, Native
heritage in their family, and, more importantly, were able to name ways
in which this Native heritage had influenced or affected the life choices of
one of their parents.
In the absence of pictures of family members, or some form of

documentation of Native identity, it was important that the stories of the
more 'marginally Native" participants demonstrate some cohesion, that
they "ring true", and be as detailed as possible about their family life.

With this in mind, after interviewing one participant I declined to include

her within this study, although she represents one of the thirty persons
interviewed. As a white-looking individual with only an extremely
tenuous claim to a Native identity, based primarily on 'ancestral
memory", I felt that her identity claims were not adequate for the

purpose of this study, and have therefore declined to include data from
her interview in this thesis.
Because of my concern that mixed-race identity not be seen solely

as an individual manner divorced from collective consideration, the

interviews began with the request that participants talk about their
communities of origin and, for those whose families were urban, the
terms under which they had left their communities. In some cases, most
of the interview consisted of family history. Considerable space was also
for discussions about Indigenous sovereignq,
made within the i n t e ~ e w
about how the participants saw their relationship to their community of
origin, and about the role which community activism played within their

lives.
In organizing the research, I began with the notion that mixed-race

Native identity is rooted in experiences of urbanity,as it has been
primarily in the cities that Native people meet and many non-Natives

and create mixed-race families. A starting point of inquhy then, was to
understand why large numbers of Native people have left their

communities, and to seek possible connections between their
experiences. The decision to i n t e ~ e w
twenty to forty participants was
based on the notion that a broad range of inquiry was necessary to
acquire some sense of the dynamics that were a t work in creating an

urban Native identity.

The decision was made early in the study to focus primarily on
individuals who are of Native-White ancestry. The reason for this was
that these are the individuals for whom family life has been an arena
where a kind of warfare on Native identity has been waged, and where
light-skinned privilege, Eurocentric teaching, and pressures to assimilate
have all made Native identity highly contradictory. My advisors also felt,

and I concurred, that an in-depth study of those whose ancestry is not

only Native but African (for example) was not what I was trying to
accomplish here, although such studies are desperately needed. The
participants are not exclusively Native-White people--I i n t e ~ e w e dtwo
triracial woman, who had either African or Asian ancestry as well as
white and Native heritages; however, the rest of the participants were
biracial Native and white.
On the other hand, because m a n y people in the Toronto Native
community are from South or Central America as well as the United
States, I chose to include as participants Native people from any part of

the Americas. While most of the participants are from Native nations
whose homelands are occupied by Canada at present, some are from
territories occupied by the United States or different Latin American
nations. In deliberately choosing to include individuals who were triracial
or from Latin America, I was also interested in challenging the "closing

down" against diversity which is sometimes evidenced in the Native
community towards individuals whose non-Native identity is "different"
from the Anglo-Canadian norm-such

as Black or Latin American. The

majority of participants, however, are the product of fmst-generation

intermarriages between Native people and whites in English Canada.
For many of the participants, the fact that they are the product of
one generation of intermarriage (usuallycombined with some degree of
ancestral intermarriage during the fur trade, too far back in the family to

significantly affect their contemporary identities as Native people) is often

portrayed as an accidental 'blip" on the screen of an otherwise Native
identity, where the whiteness of one parent can simply be ignored and
the person asserts herself as unproblematically 'Indian". For some of
these individuals, particularly those who look unequivocally Native, this

is an adequate and probably appropriate strategy, although this study
will also highlight their descriptions of the actual dynamics of their lives

in mixed-race families. Trying to by-pass the fact of intermamage is not,
however, an adequate strategy for those who are the product of more

than one generation of intermarriage, for whom the reality of cultural
and racial hybridity cannot be ignored. The complex Native identities of

mixed-race people who have learned to see themselves as "Latin
American", of those whose histories are inextricably both French and
Indian, and of those whose non-white ancestors joined up with and
intermarried with Native peoples while trying to escape from slavery or
indentured labour or other forms of racial discrimination, such as Black
Indians, or Asian/Aboriginal people, cannot easily be collapsed into a
relatively narrow view of Native identity. Putting it another way, the
participants who are proud to be both Aboriginal and Black, or Japanese

aid Aboriginal-as

well as those for whom a 'Latin American" or a

hybridized 'French/ Indian" Metis identity have shaped their
Indianness-all

face some difficulty in reducing issues of their identity

simply to whether they are Indian or not, even as they make decisions to
"come out" as unequivocally Native. There is also the reality of largescale contemporary intermarriage between African or Asian peoples and
Native people, who will in increasing numbers be forming the urban
Native communities of tomorrow. Mixed race Native identity in the future
will increasingly be conceptualized in terms of cultural hybridity. While
this study does not do adequate justice to the stories of Black Indians, or

Asian-Aboriginal people, or Mestizos, or the Metis, it is undertaken with
an awareness that these narratives are an integral part of the full range

of mixed race identity which exists in the Americas. My interviews
merely touch on these narratives, and they will only be taken up as they
affect the people in this study-as

they influence the urban Native

community where the participants are situated.

The participants were all people with whom I was acquainted, or
who were friends of other acquaintances or participants. This was also a
deliberate choice on my part. For ethical reasons I wanted to interview
people that I had some kind of relationship to; this would ensure that in

writing about their lives I felt a persond obligation to present the stories
in the sense that they had been told to me--not to make the participants'
life stories simply "grist for an academic mill". About a third of the

participants were immediate acquaintances, colleagues and friends,
located in different circles within the Native community. They included
friends with whom I shared cultural activities, acquaintances with whom

I had worked or sat on boards in various organizations in the urban
community, or individuals I had known through school. The other
individuals were solicited by friends; airnost everybody knew somebody
who was eager to talk about this subject. The decision was made to
include men a s well as women, to have some sense of gender dynamics
around identity-however,

no attempt was made to achieve a

"representative" balance. That only eight of the participants were men is
perhaps a reflection of the strong role that women play in my own life
and in many of my friends' lives. The fact that participants chose
participants out of an original pool of my own personal circle also reflects
the age and education skew of the interview pool (which I will discuss
below).
1.5

THE PARTICIPANTS:
Details of the participants' lives are as follows. Twenty-one of the

participants are female, and eight are male? Twelve are status Indians

through their own lineage; however, seven others are non-status Native
people who have some connection, parental or through their
2 1 In all detailing of statistics, I refer only to the twenty-nine individuals who were
accepted as part of this study, excluding the one individual who was excluded from
participating after I had i n t e ~ e w e dher.

grandparents, to specific reserves (including one Metis woman whose
grandmother had lost status for marrying a Metis man, but who had
regained Native status through her marriage to a status Indian prior to

198522).Ten participants are from families which have never held Native
status (including four whose Native nations are not from territories
currently held by Canada). Two individuals grew u p on reserves, and one
grew up in a northern M e t i s community. Two other participants had

regular intervals of staying on their reserves throughout their childhood,
even though their mothers had lost status through marrying nonNatives. Two individuals had had very occasional visits to their reserves

as children; the rest had grown up entirely urban-based.
The participants also varied with respect to their appearance. This
is a highly subjective standard (one person's Indian is another person's

shoganosh, and vice versa). A s I saw it, six of the participants looked
entirely white, with nothing visual to link them to Nativeness a t all; a
handful of others were very ambiguous in appearance (at times they
could be said to be white-looking, while at other times they were noticed

as "nonwhiten).Ten individuals looked distinctly "nonwhiten-some had

Native features and light skin,or dark skin and 'less Nativen features,

some merely looked "different" or "exotic".They were usually seen as
non-white, but not necessarily as Native, by other people. And finally,

eight individuals looked unequivocally Native, under any light and a t any
time (by my own subjective standard). Interestingly, the individuals'

sense of their own appearance did not concur with how I saw them. A
number of individuals saw themselves as darker or more Native looking

22 Prior to the passing of B
ill C-3 1, women who married status Indian men gained
Indian status. While this frequently resulted in numbers of white women gaining Indian
status, it also provided a vehicle whereby non-statusand Metis women could redress
past injustices by gaining status through marriage. Since Bill C-3 1, however, it has
been impossible for anybody to gain status through marrying a status Indian.

than I thought of them-others saw themselves as capable of passing for
white in circumstances where I never would have thought this possible.
I t is impossible to discuss the issue of appearance without

refemng to the strength of hegemonic standards of Indianness on how I
initially saw some of the participants. When I first began to think about
interviewing mixed-race Native people, I initially thought only of those
individuals who looked white. Of these, only one was a status Indianand 1 only considered him to be mixed-race because he looked very

white. When dark-skinned non-status and Metis participants learned

about the study and asked to be included, I began to look at being
mixed-race-and

being a status Indian-with

different eyes. I realized

that almost all of the status Indians that I know actually have one white
parent, and that with closer scrutiny several did not actually look that
Native. But I had never thought of most of them a s being mixed-race

because they were all status Indians who could claim a reserve as home.

The role of Native status in securing an individual's racial identity as
Native despite a mixed-race heritage, which I first noticed a s working on

me when I began to consider who I should ask for an interview, has in
fact become a recurring issue in this study.
During the course of writing the dissertation, another
preconception of mine around the issue of Native status began to
surface, as well. In addressing the issue of loss of status, I continuously
referenced those individuals whose families had once had status, but
who had lost it because of gender discrimination in the Indian Act. A s I
began to read about the history of the Indian Act, however, the manner in
which "halfbreeds*were deliberately excluded from Indianness began to
take on a significance which could not be ignored. I t has been
impossible, since then, to see loss of status solely as affecting individuals
whose families have some claim to Indian status; it has increasingly

begun to seem like 'a Metis issue" as well, and in this respect, I have
continuously included Metis issues around lack of status a s part of the
injustices created by the Indian Act.

The participants were for the most part in their early middle ages.
The oldest participant was slxty-two, and the youngest twenty-four;
however, only four other individuals were in their twenties (all in their
late twenties). Thirteen people were in their thirties (evenly spaced-

early, mid, and late thirties),while seven people were in their forties and
three in their fifties. The average age of the participants was thirty-eight;
the median age was thirty-five. Older subjects were chosen deliberately,

in that it generally takes an individual a few years to understand and
care about identity issues.

The individuals were far more highly educated than is perhaps the
norm for Aboriginal people. While one-third of the individuals lacked
extensive education (four of the them had not completed high school, one
had graduated from high school, and four had the equivalent of college
certificates), another one-third had undergraduate degrees (including a
law degree), while fully a third of them had postgraduate degrees. The
lowest level of education among the participants was one individual with
a Grade Six education; at the other end of the scale were three
individuals working on their Ph.D.'s. This was a result both of the
selection process among highly educated people-where
to other individuals with education-aid

individuals refer

of the age level of the

participants. A number of the individuals had gone back to school a s
adults; the higher than average age level might be another reason why
the education level among the participants was so high.

1.6

INTERPRETmG THE PARTICIPMTS' WORDS
At some point in the interview process, a s diverse stories were told

that hinged on common themes, the interviews became less about
understanding the background dynamics of urban mixed-race identity,

and more focused on the histories of families who had all, in one way or
another, struggled against processes of cultural genocide. The constant
repetition of histories of residential schooling, of being forced to leave
communities because of racist and sexist laws or fear of violence, of
silencing the self in the name of survival, or of profound alienation,
began to tell a story all its own.
The issue of interpretating oral history-the

participants' roles in

knowledge production and the author's standpoint-become

relevant

here. While this study as a work of sociology is somewhat unique, in that
s
with my peers,
it is largely a series of reflections on i n t e ~ e w held
individuals who in some cases were more thoughtful and articulate about
Native identity than I was, the fact remains that I am playing a double
role here-as

an individual who is of mixed Native/white heritage herself,

who interviewed individuals on the basis of friendship and/or a

perception of common experience, who then proceeded to take on the
role of evaluating these narratives through an academic lens, and
producing a text. Two related issues arose. To what extent does my own
framework of concerns, relative to my own circumstances, shape this
work? And how do I interpret the participants words?
The first issue relates to social location. Within the world of mixedrace Native identity, my concerns centre around the fact that I do not
look very Native, that my Native heritage has been devalued in my family
for one generation already, and that as a result our knowledge of our
ancestry is far from complete. Further concerns relate to the fact that I
have never lived in Mi'kmaq temtory, that I am non-status, and that as

far as I can tell 1 am only uone-quartef Native. I am also a woman whose
childhood and adulthood has involved poverty and considerable
experiences of abuse, whose choices have been affected in a number of

ways by sexism, whose sexuality has ranged from heterosexual to lesbian
and back again, who is childless, and who for a decade now has been
breathing the rarified air of academia. All of these things influence how I
see mixed-race Native identity-my

concern that Native circles be

inclusive of racial and sexual 'difference", that gender and class
dynamics not be 'swept under the carpet", that the relationship between
Nativeness and Native status be deconstructed, and that the survival of

urban mixed-race Native people as Native people hinges on their ability
to reintegrate their lives into the lives of their nations in ways that are
beneficial both to urban and on-reserve people. Despite considerable
effort on my part to be aware of and compensate for my own biases, the
fact remains that a writer whose experiences of mixed-race Native

identity were different than mine might perhaps tell a dinerent story from
the s a m e data.

The second issue, concerning interpretations of stories, involves
what knowledge I draw on to understand the participants words. This
question arose most prominently around the issue of the silence that was

a constant feature of the narratives. The participants spoke of silence
from their parents and grandparents about the past. They described
stories wrested reluctantly from aunties and uncles after years of silence.
Finally, in some cases their own stories contained spaces of silence, and
incidents described flatly,without detail.

In interpreting the details spoken so baldly to me, I have relied on
my own knowledge of the events in question, which has come from a

variety of sources, including my limited knowledge of my own family's
history. Published accounts of people's stories have been useful-for

example, the recent book by Blair Stonechild23 which for the first time
documents, from Elders, the Cree version of the events surrounding the
Northwest Rebellion of 1885. After reading this book, where Cree elders
spoke of the hangings, persecution and policies of deliberate stanration

that Cree communities endured in the wake of the 1885 rebellion, the
comments by several participants that their Cree grandparents had
suddenly moved to the United States in the late 1880's and spent several
decades moving around Montana and North Dakota before venturing

back to Saskatchewan or Alberta in the early years of the twentieth
century became part of a larger context, and were interpreted as such. In

a similar manner, when East Coast participants spoke of the decimation
of their nations, my understanding was increased by stories I had been
told by Mi'kmaq Elders, a s well as through books by Mikmaq writers

which document the bitter histories of east coast Native people.24 The
ongoing revelations and discussions about the pervasive effects of
residential schooling, which are happening in Native settings everywhere

across Canada also informed my sense of the "bigger picture" that the
participants stories were part of-the

mdtigenerational effects of

residential schooling on Native families.
What remained however, to be interpreted or merely documented,

were the silences. One area of relative silence bore amazing and
unexpected fruit, when I began to add up the numbers of the
participants who had mentioned, in passing, that their grandmothers
had lost status for marrying Metis men, as well as the numbers of the

participants whose mothers had lost status or who themselves had lost
--

-

--

Stonechild, Blair and Bill Waiser. Loyal till Death.Indians and the North-West
Rebellion. Calgary: Fifth House Limited, 1997
2j For example, W e Were Not the Swages: A Micmac Perspective on the Collision of
European and Aboriginal Ciuilization, by Daniel N . Paul (Halifax, Nimbus Publishing Ltd,
23

1993).

it, for marrying non-Natives. The apparently minor issue of a history of
sexism in the Indian Act suddenly began to represent an immense

rupture in the family histories of the participants, as I realized that out of
the nineteen participants whose ancestors had held Native status, a total
of thirteen had been alienated from their communities of origin by loss of
status under Section 12(l)(b)of the Indian Act. With Bill C-3 1, twelve of

the nineteen now have status; however, only six of these individuals will
be able to pass their status on to their descendants in perpetuity.

Recognizing the scale of loss which this represented led to an exploration
of the relationship between the 'bleeding off" of successive generations of
Native women and their descendants from their communities of origin,
and cultural genocide.

Other silences remain, however. How do we interpret the almost
deafening silence about the past which participant after participant
described from parents and grandparents? In this silence we can read

many things. There are those who are silent because they carry the
burden of unimaginable trauma, as children who essentially grew up in

the prison environment of the residential schools. There are those Native

women who gradually were rendered silent by the lifetimes of social
isolation they faced, having had to leave their communities forever when
they married white men, and finding themselves surrounded, in their

homes and neighbourhoods, by racism and sexism and massive cultural
incomprehension. There are those who were taught to maintain silence
about Indianness as children, a s a strategy for survival in hostile
environrnents-the

muting effects of a legacy of racial terror. We can

interpret some of the silence as a process of learning to associate
Nativeness with poverty, degradation and shame. AlI this can be
conjectured from the silences of our parents and grandparents. But can
we also see the silences where our parents refused to conform to

assimilation pressures, the messages of affirmation of Indianness which
in some contexts were confirmed by silence? Can we read our parents'
resistance in their silence? Because it is equally obvious, through the
multiple and sometimes devious roads that led the participants almost
inexorably to reclaim a Native identity, that silence about Nativeness was
not all that our parents passed down to us. I urge the reader to look for
the silences in the participants' statements, to conjecture about what is
not said as well as what is.
1.7

O N ANONYMITY=

In this thesis, many of the participants shared extremely intimate
details of family and personal history, in the expectation that their words
would be anonymous. For this reason, I have decided to introduce initial
anecdotes of family histow through the use of pseudonyms-to
personalize the anecdotes-but

to make all other comments by the

participants anonymous. In a similar manner, because certain
individuals are from nations where hardly any other members live in
Toronto, in some instances I have declined to name the participant's
indigenous nation, or home reserve, or where they went to school, so as
not to inadvertently iden*

them. I ask that readers respect the need to

maintain the privacy of the participants, and accept the masking of
certain identities, and that all quotations will be anonymous.
1.8

O N DEFINITIONS OF NATIVENESS:

Throughout this thesis, I will be using the terms "Indian", "Native",
"Indigenous", and "Aboriginal" in a fairly interchangeable manner, which
reflects the diversity of terms which Native people who live in Canada use
to refer to themselves. In a similar manner, the terms "halfbreed",
"mixed-race", and "mixed blood" are used interchangeably to refer to
individuals who define themselves as being of mixed Native and nonNative heritage. When participants use the term, I use the term "Metis"

to refer to individuals who are mixed-race. I have also used the term
"Metis* (sometimes further defined as Western Metis") to refer to those

individuals whc are mixed-race or non-status from Western Canada and
who claim the specific heritage of Metisness which is unique to Western

Canada. While some Metis people argue that only those who are Metis
from a specific tradition h Western Canada can use the label "Metis" (as
opposed to "metis"), I have allowed the currently diverse uses of the term

to be reflected in this text. Finally, in certain contexts I use the term

"Indiann,"status Indian" or "Treaty Indian" to differentiate those Native
people who have Indian status from those who do not. Generally

speaking, when the term 'Indian" refers only to status Indians, it will be
reflected in the text.

CHAPTER TWO:
GENDER AND THE REGULATION OF
NATIVE IDENTITY
E-ma-moniyasIrwekasoyahk
W e act like white women,
our btmthers, sons said.
Moyias made whita squaws out of us.
Theg laugh at our tea gatherings.
Said our moyias rich and stingy,
we no longer needed thefr onerfngs.

Though we loved these men we slept with,
those our fathers traded us to
for buckets of moose milk, scrlp,
we wept into ashes w scrubbed
into their wood floors.
Our white husbands lag beside those
whitc wvmen t h q ycamed for.
We hoavded the medicines,
ktuied our stories into quilts,
stitched thick sinew. Our chtfdren
would newer know the bitter
cold of white hands,
neuer know the slapping sting
of our brothers' words.
Whm that fiw dollars came,
one for each Indian,
we the Squaw brides
stood along the sidelines,
no longer the Mothers of this land.
Louise Bernice H a v e 1

-

INTRODUCTION:

This study of urban mixed-race Native people engages closely with
how the Indian Act has shaped contemporary Native identity. As a result,

in this chapter I will provide an o v e ~ e w
of some aspects of the Indian Act.
In this work, government categories of Indianness are seen as a discourse,

Halfe, Louise Bernice. Blue Marrow. Toronto: McClelland 8s Stewart, 1998,59-60.
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in something of the sense that Foucault used the term? The Indian Act in
this respect is much more than a body of laws which for over a century

has controlled every aspect of status Indian life. It provides a conceptual
framework which has organised contemporary First Nations life in ways

that now are so familiar as to almost seem "natural", and which govern
ways of thinking about Native identity. To date, there has been

remarkably little scholarship on the Indian Act which is not pragmatic and
action-oriented, or from a legalistic perspective. Few individuals appear to
have engaged with the depth of the problem that the Indian Ad
represents-its

overarching nature as a discourse of classification,

regulation and control which has indelibly ordered how Native people

think of things "Indian". To treat the Indian Act merely as a set of policies
to be repealed, or even as a genocidal scheme which we can simply choose
not to believe in, belies how a classificatory system produces ways of

thinking-a grammar-that

embeds itself in every attempt to change it.

The practices dictated by the Indian Act-in

particular the manner in

which Native women have for over a century lost status if they marry white

men, and how "halfbreeds" (now called "Metisw)have been externalized
from Indianness-continue to be reproduced as "natural", and in some
cases are projected backwards a s part of "tradition".The differences
between Metis and status Indians created by this system of classification

have now been norrnalised a s "cultural" (and in a sense have become

cu1tura.l differences).3 Indeed, even our notions of what is meant by the
terns "status Indianw(or "treaty Indian"),4 "non-status Indian", "Inuit",
-

Ania Loomba describes Foucault's notion of discourse as a way of seeing life which is
produced and reproduced by various rules, systems and procedures-forming an entire
conceptual temtory on which knowledge is formed and produced (Loomba, 1998:38).
This is not to suggest that distinct Metis identities did not arise separately from this
process of government classification. The next chapter will explore some aspect of Metis
history, and look more closely at how the Indian Act regulates Metis identity.
4
The term "treaty Indiann,commonly used in Western Canada, refers to status Indians
who have signed treaties with the federal government. In the context of the prairies,

and "Metis" as entirely distinct and separate categories of Nativeness have

been informed and organized by the Indian Ad. Inevitably, struggles for
self-determination which follow the logic of such classifications will end up
reproducing its categories-and

exclusions-in

new contexts.

To speak of how pervasively the Indian Act has permeated the ways
in which Native peoples think of themselves is not to deny Native people

the agency to move beyond its logic. It does, however, suggest that we

should think c a r e m y about the various categories of Native identity which

have been legally defmed under Canadian law, such as "status Indian",
and "Metis", and consider the possibility of choosing new paths which

might create common goals, rather than the separate roads which each

group at present has had to take towards empowerment. Understanding

how the Indian Act h a s shaped Native identity may be useful for Native
people, in attempting to step away from its framework and revive the
identities and ways of living which preceded it. In this chapter I will

explore some aspects of the history of the Indian Act, focusing on one of
the crucial ways in which it has shaped Native identity--through

its

history of gender discrimination. In the next chapter, I will explore the

manner in which the Indian Act, and the numbered treaties which followed
it, separated and externalized "halfbreeds"from Indianness. Other

divisions created by the Indian Act-such

as the hiving off of "InuiC from

'Indian" in ways that suggests that some intrinsic difference exists
between the Inuit and d l other Indigenous peoples in Canada-will

not be

dealt with here.
A broader understanding of how legal mechanisms regulating

Indianness have been developed by colonial governments can best be

where all of the land i s covered by treaties, the terms 'treaty Indian" and 'status Indiann
are virtually synonymous. In the rest of Canada, however, particularly in regions such
as British Columbia, Quebec and the Maritimes, where almost no treaties were signed,
the term "status Indian" is generally used.

reached by looking at the larger North America picture-how

Canada and

the United States chose different mechanisms for regulating Native
identity, and the different concepts of 'Indianness" which flow from these
legal categories. For this reason, Chapter Four contains an overview of the
American system of defining Indianness-through

blood quantum and

federal recognition. This chapter also explores the problems faced by one

Native community in Canada, Kahnawake, which has rejected the Indian
Act system of determining membership by Native status in favour of a

system of membership based on blood quantum and restrictions on
intermarriage instead.
2.1

HISTORY OF THE INDIAN ACT=

The Indian Act has controlled Native identity by creating a legal
category, that of the "status Indian", which is the only category of Native
person to whom the historic nation-to-nation relationship between Canada
and the Native peoples is recognised to fully apply. With this legal

category set into place, until recently the only individuals who could

consider themselves Indian were those who could prove they were related,

through the male line, to individuals who were already status Indians.
The roots of the Indicuz Act go back to the early days of colonial
encounters between Europeans and Indigenous peoples. The competing
colonial claims for territory and trade rights which both Britain and
France maintained in North America resulted in a protracted war between
these powers which was waged all over Native temtory, with devastating
results for the nations who were inevitably drawn into the conflict. When

Britain was proclaimed as victor in 1763, it laid claim to most of eastern
North America in a context where it lacked any real ability to actually
wrest the land from the Native nations who occupied it, or to in any way
control how the Nations of these regions would choose to act. The British
government therefore seized the opportunity to consolidate its imperial

position by structuring formal, constitutional relations with the Native
nations on the territories it claimed for itself. The Royal Proclamation of
1763 recognised Aboriginal title to all unceded lands and acknowledged a

nation-to-nation relationship with the Indigenous Nations. Under this
policy, the agency charged with conducting relations with the Native
nations, the British Imperial Indian Department, was a foreign office in
every sense. Departmental agents could not command-they

could use

only the diplomatic tools of cajolery, coercion (where possible) and bribery
(Milloy, 1983:56). The nation-to-nation relationship was maintained even

after the War of 1812, when the establishment of an amicable relationship
with the American government made militaxy alliances with Native nations

in a defence of the temtory no longer necessary. However, after 1830,
when the white population in southern Ontario had multiplied by a fzctor
of ten within twenty years, the Imperial govemment added a policy of
Indian "civilisation" to that of conciliation. Nevertheless, the civiiisation

policy, at that point, simply amounted to offering foreign aid in the form of
developmental assistance through training in European skills (Milloy,
1983:56). Native bands still exercised exclusive control over their

population, land, and fmances throughout the interval when the British
govemment was responsible for Indian Affairs, from 1763 until 1860.
In 1850, however, one of the earliest actions of the newly-unified
Province of Canada was to pass An Act for the betterprotection of the Lands

and Property ofIndians in Lower Canada and An Ad for the proteaion of the

Indians in Upper Canada from imposition, and the property occupied or
enjoyed by themftorn trespassing and injury. This legislation, designed to
reinforce the rights of settlers to the entire land by restricting Indians to
specific territories within it, had one feature of extremely long-term
significance with respect to Native identity. The Act pertaining to lower
Canada for the first time defined who was to be considered "Indian"-as

anybody resident in Canada East who was reputed to have Indian blood

and to be living with a band, anyone married to such a person, anyone

residing with Indians either of whose parents was Indian, and anyone
adopted as a child by Indians and still living with them (Miller, 1989:109110).The truly significant feature of this legislation was that a European
settler government, an agency which had no legislative authority over

Indigenous nations, arrogated to itself the authority to define who was or

was not a member of an Indigenous nation--designated in generic terms
as "Indiann.The fact that the government of the colony did this suggests

that it was anxious to assert its independence from Britain and actualise
its nation-building capacity. Canada pushed this assumption of authority

further, in 1857, when it passed the Gradual Civilisation Act, which made
provision for the conversion of reserve lands into alienated plots in the

hands of men who would cease to be Indian upon enfranchisement. The
colony was adopting a policy of paternalistic control5 and gradual removal

of Native people from the path of white settlement, a policy which was

greatly aided when the British Crown transferred control over "Indiansnto
its Canadian colony in 1860. The "nation to nation" relationship was to all
intents and purposed abandoned by Canada at that point.

An example of this being the 1859 statute which forbade the sale of alcohol to Indians
in Canada east; with Confederation this was extended to Indians in Western Canada.
This law remained on the books until the Indian Act of 195 1; however, it was still
enforced as a matter of policy in most drinking establishments until 1970, when a case
was fought all the way to the Supreme Court to give Indians the right to drink in public
(Dickason,1992:251, 331)

TO whom it may concern. "
"-formerly a member of
the
Band of I n d i a ~ ,was duly edkaachised by
order in council (date). "From the day of the donaaid
order in comcil, the provbions of the Indian Act, and of
any other act or law maHng any dktinctionu between the
legal rights, privileges, diubilities and liabilities of
Indians and those of his majesty's other subjects cease to
apply to her, as she now possesses and enall the legal
powers, rights, and privileges of hi. nujesty's other
subjects, and is no longer deemed to be an Indian within
the meaning of any laws relating to Indians."

Participant's Enhpnchisement Card
Imsued by the Department of
Imdjption in 1938
Enfranchisement, the removal of Native status from an individual,
thereby creating a Canadian citizen of Aboriginal heritage who has
relinquished his collective ties to his Native community and any claims to

Aboriginal rights, has been the central part of the Canadian government's
assimilation policy since the passing of the Gradual Civilisation Act.
Initially, a Native person had to be schooled, debt-free, and "of good moral

charactef before they could be enfranchised-at

which point they would

receive twenty hectares of land, freehold tenure. This last provision, that
individual Native people would be provided with land, bypassed the Royal

Proclamation, by asserting that colonial governments could parcel out
reserve land to individuals (Miller, 1989:110-1 1). This policy was a

tremendous failure-between

1857 and 1920, only two hundred and fifty

individuals enfranchised voluntarily. At that point, the Indian Act was

amended, first to enable off-reserve Indians to enfranchise without a

property requirement-at

which point almost five hundred individuals

enfranchised within two years (Dickason, 1992:327)-and

then to enable

Indian Affairs bureaucrats to compulsorily enfranchise any individual who
they thought fit for enfranchisement over the age of twenty-one, with two

years' notice. This act was repealed in 1922, but reintroduced in 1933.
Through this legislation, Native people could be enfranchised for acquiring
an education, for senring in the armed forces, or for leaving their reserves
for any length of time to obtain employment. The legislation was openly
aimed at elimination of Indigenous peoples as a legal and social fact. The

deputy minister of Indian Affairs, Duncan Campbell Scott, wrote in 1920:
I want to get rid of the Indian problem ...After one hundred years of
being in close contact with civilisation it is enervating to the
individual or to a band to continue in that state of tutelage, when he
or they are able to take their positions as British citizens or
Canadian citizens, to support themselves and stand alone. That has
been the whole purpose of Indian education and advancement since
the earliest times...Our object is to continue until there is not a
single Indian in Canada that has not been absorbed into the body
politic, and there is no Indian question, and no Indian Department
(Scott, quoted in Miller, 1989: 207).

On a daily basis, enfranchisement provided formidable opportunities for
Indian agents to control resistance in Native communities, by pushing for

the enfranchisement (and therefore the removal from their communities) of
anybody empowered by education or a secure income. War veterans were
also often enfranchised, thereby removing many of the men who had

experienced relative social equality overseas, a s well as men who were
accustomed to fighting,from reserve communities. Wives and children
were enfranchised automatically along with their husbands, but no
provision for land was made for wives. Husbands could leave their land to
their children, but not to their wives.
O n the whole, though,despite the efforts made by the government to

use enfranchisement as a tool of assimilation, the numbers of individuals

enfranchised, with a few exceptions in certain years, stayed extremely low
until the Indian Act was revised in 1951. In that year, compulsory
enfranchisement for Indian men was stopped; however, the same act
introduced changes which forced compulsory enfranchisement on Native

women who married out, thereby completely severing the connection
between these women and their reserve communities. For thirtyfive years
afterwards, the numbers of forced enfranchisements soared, as Native
women who lost their status under Section 12(l)(b)were enfranchised,
until the law was changed in 1985. This inequitable treatment of Native

women is but one example of the patriarchal relations which have been
built into the Indian Ad, this will be explored in the next section.
2.2

GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN THE INDUN ACT
AND THE CREATION OF THE 'WON-STATUS INDIAN":

In 1869, the Gradual Enfranchisement Act was passed, which
stipulated that any Native woman who married a non-Native would lose
her Indian status,and any right to band membership. I t was this statute
which for the first time created the legal categories of "status Indian" and
"non-status Indian". Prior to this, Canada had kept to a fairly general and
non-restrictive definition of who was an Indian (Miller, 1989:114). Such a
loose definition, however, could not aUow for the kind of control that could

make a person born Native (and her offspring) legally white. In order to do
this, "Indianness" had to be legally codified, to make it a category which
could be granted or withheld, according to the needs of the settler society.
As a result, until 1985, the Indian Act removed

the Native status of all

Native women who mamed individuals without Native status (including

American Indians), and forced them to leave their cornmunities.6
%or
to 1951, some recognition a t least was given to the needs of Native women who
were deserted or widowed. Native women who lost their status were no longer legally
Indian, and no longer formal bpand members, but they were not considered to have the
full rights which enfranchised women had. These women were often issued informal
identity cards, known a s "red tickets", which identified them a s entitled to shares in
treaty monies, and recognized o n an informal basis their band membership, to the
extent that some of them were even able to live on the reserve. However, the 1951
enfranchisement provisions compulsorily enfranchised all women who married nonstatus or non-Native men. This meant that they not only lost band membership, reserve
residency, or any property they might have held on reserve, but also access to any
treaty monies or band assets, a process referred to by Mr. Justice Laskin a s 'statutory
banishmentn. The 1951 Indian Act amendments thus actually increased discrimination

Loss of status was only one of many statutes which lowered the
power of Native women in their societies relative to men. The Gradual

Enfmnchisement Act of 1869 also denied women the right to vote in band
council elections-this

was not changed until 1951. Ruthermore, with

this Act, women who married Native men from other bands lost their

membership in their home communities, as did their children; they
became members of their husbands' band, often in complete contradiction
to community custom. This Act allowed for reserves to be subdivided into

lots, and location tickets were allotted to men and women. Women lost
their allocations if they married non-Natives; until 1884 they could not

even inherit any portion of their husband's lot after his death. After 1884,
widows were allowed to inherit one-third of their husband's lot-if

a widow

was living with her husband at his time of death and was determined by
the Indian Agent to be "of good moral character" (RCAP, Vo1.4, Sect. 2.3:
28-29). In 1876, the Indian Act prevented Native women from voting in any
decisions about surrender of reserve lands. The many ways in which
Native women were rendered marginal in their communities made it more

difficult for Native women to challenge the tremendous disempowerment
which loss of status represented.

To understand the peculiar manner in which the Indian Act was

structured to deal with intermarriage--by making Native women "white"

and white women "Nativen-it is important to explore the extent to which
regulation of Indimness rested on colonial anxieties about white identity

and who would control settler societies. As Ann Stoler has noted, the
European settlements which developed on other peoples' lands have
generally been obsessed with ways of maintaining colonial control, and of
rigidly asserting differences between "Europeans" and "Natives" to

against Native women, despite the trend towards greater egalitarianism in the rest of
Canadian society (RCAP,Vol. 1, Sect. 9:301-302).

maintain white social solidarity and cohesion (Stoler, 1991:53).Colonial
societies have had to invent themselves as new groupings of individuals
with no organic Link to one another, in settings which are often radically

different than their places of origin. They have had to invent the social
institutions which will then define them as a society-and

which have to

be capable of rationalking or justifying their existence on other people's
lands, and the brutality through which their presence is maintained. The

very existence of settler societies is therefore predicated on maintaining

racial apartheid,on emphasising racial difference, white superiority and
"Native" inferiority.

This flies in the face of the actual origins of most white settlementswhich in North America frequently began with displaced and often

marginal white men, whose success with trade or conquest, and often
their very survival, depended on their ability to insinuate themselves into
Indigenous societies through intermarriage. The early days of many

European colonial settlements in the Americas have involved some form of
negotiated alliances with local Indigenous commu~lities,often cemented
through marriage, and reliance on Native women for sunrival-which
means that the boundaries between who should be considered "Europeann
and who should be considered "Native" (and by what means) have not

always been clear. This was particularly the case in Eastern Canada
where early French policy, particularly in the Maritimes, hinged on the

notion of creating "one French race" in North America through the
marriage of French men with Native women. While "franlufymg" Native
women may have been the goal of the French regime at the time, actual
practices suggest that Acadian colonists, marginal men within Europe
with relatively few loyalties to Empire, tended to adapt to Native realities,

as being much more suitable than European ways of living in the new

land. In 1753 one French missionary predicted that within 50 years the

Acadian colonists would be indistinguishable from Mi'kmaq and Maliseet

communities (Dickason, 1985:21-26).Perhaps in response to this
apparent cultural ambiguity on the part of many Acadian colonists, which
troubled colonial authorities, "racial" categories began to be hardened by
legislation throughout French Canada, particularly in Quebec.7
By the mid-nineteenth century, the numerous Metis communities8
in the Great Lakes area made it difficult for Anglo settlers to maintain clear

boundaries between colonizers and colonized. Social control was
predicated on legally identlfylng who was "white", who was "Indian", and
which children were legitimate progeny; citizens rather than subjugated

"Natives" (Stoler, 1991:53).Clearly, if the mixed-race offspring of white
men who married Native women were to inherit property, they had to be
legally classified as white. Creating the legal category of 'status Indiann
enabled the settler society to create the fiction of a Native person who was
by law no longer Native, whose offspring could be considered white.

Because of the racist patriarchal framework governing white identities,
European women who married Native men were considered to have
stepped outside the social boundaries of whiteness. They became,
officially, status Indians.

The cultural implications of this social engineering process for
Native people, where the majority of the 25,000 Indians who lost status
and were forced to leave their communities between 1876 and 1985
(Holmes, 1987:8), did so because of gender discrimination in the Indian

A number of European French families attempted to challenge the inheritance of Quebec
fortunes by Native wives and children, and some were successful. Meanwhile, in 1735, an
edict was passed which required the consent of the governor or commanding officer for all
mixed marriages in New France to be considered legal, while another edict restricted the
rights of Native women to inherit their French husband's property (Dickason, 1985:28).
Recent research has documented the presence of Metis communities at no fewer than
53 locations in the Great Lakes region of Canada between 1763 and 1830 (RCAP,Vol. 1 ,
Sect. 6.2: 150).
7

Act, are extremely significant.9 Taking into account the fact that for every

individual who lost status and had to leave her community,all of her
descendants also lost status and for the most part were permanently
alienated from Native culture,the scale of culturd genocide caused by
gender discrimination becomes massive. Indeed, when Bill C-3 1 was
passed in 1985, there were only 350,000 status Indians left in Canada.
Because Bill C-3 1 allowed individuals who had lost status and their
children to regain it, approximately 100,000 individuals had regained their

status by 1995 (Switzer, 1997:2).
But the damage caused, demographically
and culturally, by the loss of status of so many Native women for a
century prior to 1985, whose grandchildren and great-grandchildren are
now no longer recognized-and

in many cases no longer identify-as

Indian, remain incalculable.

2.2.1 Social Control under the Indian Act:
In 1876, the multiple statutes which had been created to define and
control Indigenous peoples were codified into a body of laws known as the

Indian Act. Almost immediately, a series of modifications were introduced
to the A c t which differentiated between "Indiansnand "halfbreeds". This

aspect of the Indian Act will be taken up in the next chapter. In 1880, the
Department of Indian Affairs was formally established, and the Act was
revised on a number of occasions to enable the department to control

band governance in different ways. A s a result of the 1885 rebellion, the
Indian Act codified extremely harsh measures to suppress resistance in
Native communities.10 The after-effects of this repression were manifested
These figures include both those individuals who were enfranchised and those who
lost their status because of gender discrimination in the Indian Act. However, the
numbers of individuals who lost status due to enfranchisement only reached sigdicant
levels for a few years during the 1920's and 19301s,and the policy was ended for
everybody but women marrying non-Natives in 195 1. By comparison, for over a century
9

the majority of individuals who lost status were Indian women who mamed out.
' 0 All plains bands were classified as 'loyaln or 'disloyaln (in a context whctre almost
unanimously the Native bands had struggled to remain neutral during the rebellion,

for years, in that it took a number of decades before plains communities
were able to begin to assert their own agendas for empowerment.
The Indian Ad was revised ten times between 1910 and 1930,

primarily in an effort to curb mounting political resistance by Native
cornmmities-for

example, amendments in 1910 prohibited Native people

from using band funds for land claim actions without the approval of the
government, while in 1927, Native people were prohibited from raising

funds for political organizations. After World War 11, however, widespread
Native protest led to a major revision of the Act in 1951, which removed
many of the more repressive measures for Native co~~llmunities,
but

actually increased its repressiveness for Native women. The Iizdian Act still

maintains some form of control over most aspects of Native We, which has
warranted its defmition as a "total institution" (Dickason, 1992:286).
The 1969 White Paper, which proposad to end the separate status of

Native peoples within Canada, marked a turning point in Native politics as

despite incipient starvation, hoping to mount a widespread movement for renegotiation of
treaties rather than take up arms). In addition to the hangings of eight Cree men, and the
lengthy jail terms served by approximately 50 other individuals, there was widespread
persecution of band members labelled 'disloyal"-including withholding of monies and
rations, confiscation of horses, and in some cases the breaking up of bands and their
forced integration into other bands. I t was on this basis that many Cree people, in
particular, fled to the United States (Stonechild and Waiser, 1997:254-263).An additional
series of repressive measures were introduced to all plains bands. For example, only band
members were allowed on reserves after dark, and an informal system of passes was
instituted,whereby Indians were not allowed off their reserves without written
authorisation from the Indian Agent. The pass system was still u a s e d in some regions
until after World War I, although Native resistance and police reluctance to enforce the
pass laws hindered the Department of Indian Affairs' efforts at maintaining the system.
Indian Agents were given powers to enforce anti-vagrancy laws. Cultural institutions such
as the potlatch on the West Coast, and the Sun Dance on the plains, were banned,
although truncated versions of these ceremonies continued to be practised, despite
repression, in the decades afterwards (Miller, 1989:19 1-195). The wearing of ceremonial
regalia was gradually prohibited, until any kind of dancing involving regalia could only be
done with prior written permission (Dickason, 1992:326).And fmally, residential schooling
was introduced, to separate children from their culture (Miller, 1989:196-198). The Act
also co~tinuouslyweakened Native control over reserve lands, as in 1879 when the Act
provided the Department with the authority to lease reserve lands without band consent,
and the 1898 statute which allowed Native people to be forcibly removed from any
reserves adjacent to or partly within towns of 8,000 inhabitants or more. Meanwhile, the
Department continued to sell off reserve lands near municipalities (Dickason, 1992:323).

Native bands rallied to resist this attempt by the federal government to
simply legislate away its historical relationship with Native peoples

(Miller:1989:225-234).Protecting status Indian rights has been a central
concern of status Indian organizations since then. As the Royal
Commission Report indicates, since 1969 the Indian Act has become the
repository of the struggle between Native people and colonial governments
for control of Indian peoples' destiny within Canada.The profound
ambivalence with which many Native people view the Indian A d is due to
the fact that the very existence of a body of laws, however racist and

colonial, which govern Indianness has sewed in some ways to protect the

unique constitutional status that status Indians, at least, are entitled to.
To relinquish this unique status without having first renegotiated solid

new terms for the relationship between the coionizing society and the
Indigenous nations is to risk obliteration a s separate peoples (RCAP, Vol. 1,

Sect. 9.1: 256-259). Unfortunately, the government's efforts to do away
with the Indian Act, and the resulting resistance on the part of status

Indians to having any changes made to the Act has increasingly led to
divisions among Native people, a s inequalities created by the Indian Act

between Native people are resisted by those who are marginalized by them,

and embraced by those who are privileged by them.
2.2.2 Redeflnin~Indianrress under Bill C-31
Until 1985, section 12(1)(b)of the Indian Ad discriminated against
Indian women by stripping them and their descendants of their Indian
status if they married a man without Indian status. Under Section 12(2),

"illegitimate" children of status women could also lose status if the alleged

father was known to not be a status Indian and if the child's status as an
Indian was "protested". Section 12(l)(a)(iv),
known a s the 'double mother''

clause, removed status from children when they reached the age of 2 1 if
their mother and paternal grandmother did not have status before

maniage (Holmes, 1987:4). The "double mothef clause in particular
maintained an unofficial blood quantum of 50% among status Indians, as

the children of a "half Indian" who married a non-Native lost their status
for being only 'a quarter Indian", regardless of their gender.

Given the accelerating gender discrimination in the Indian Act
created by the modifications of 1951, Mohawk women in the 1960's
created an organization known as Indian Rights for Indian Women, which
attempted to address the disempowexment of Native women, particularly
with respect to the issue of loss of status. In doing this, they faced

phenomenal levels of resistance within their communities. 11 In 1971,
Jeannette Corbiere Lavell and Yvonne Bedard, two Indian women who had
lost status through their marriages, challenged the discriminatory sections

of the Indian Act in the Canadian courts.12 The Supreme Court, however,
ruled that the Indian Ad did not discriminate against Indian women who
married non-Indian men. The federal government then took the position

that it could not alter any of the membership sections of the Indian Act
until the entire Act was revised, thus feeding status Indian fears created
by the White Paper. Because of this position, the Indian Ad was exempt
from the application of the Canadian Human Rights Act in 1977 (Holmes,
1987:s).In 1980, an interim policy was created which allowed Indian

bands to request suspension of Sections 12(l)(b)and 12(l)(a)(iv).
The fact

that 53% of all bands requested suspension of the "double mothef clause
I' When Mary Two-Axe Earley and sixty other Native women from Kahnawake (then
known a s the Caughnawaga band) chose to focus international attention on their plight
by bringing their organization Indian Rights for Indian Women to the International
Women's Year conference in Mexico city in 1975, they were all served with eviction
notices in their absence by the band council, which they then had to fight in the courts
Jarnieson, 1979:170).
12
The divisions on the basis of gender created by the Indian A d are reflected in the
different Native organizations created to represent status and non-status Indians, and the
opposite stands the organizations took on this issue. The Native Council of Canada,
representing non-status Indians, intervened on behalf of the two women; however, the
National Indian Brotherhood (now the Assembly of First Nations), representing status
Indians, intexvened against them.

(which affects adult Native men and women) while only 19% chose to
suspend Section 12jl)(b)(which affects only Native women and their
descendants) suggests that Indian bands ir. general did not regard the
rights of Indian women and children as important (Holrnes, 1987:6).

The Maliseet community of Tobique was the next focus of struggle,
as Native women who had been thmwn out of their homes because of
gender restrictions in the Indim Act found themselves campaigning to

have the Act changed. Again, the women faced a protracted-and
sometimes violent-resistance

from men and women in their communities

who supported the privileging of Indian men over Indian wornen.13 Finally,

Sandra Lovelace, from the Tobique community, took her case to the United
Nations Human Rights Committee. in 1981, she won the case, and
Canada was found to be in violation of the International Covenant on
Political and Civil Rights. The pvernment at this point stated its intention
to amend the discriminatory sections of the Indian Act. After significant
A n Act to Amend the Indian
consultation and proposed changes, Bill C-31,
Act, was passed in 1985.

Bill C-3 1 separated Indian status and band membership, created
new divisions among Indians with respect to who can pass their status on
to their children, and made it impossible for non-status women to regain

l 3 Women a t Tobique began their struggle over the issue of hornelessness-the manner
in which Indian men controlled housing on the reserve, and the resulting numbers of
women and children who were being thrown out of their homes by their husbands due
to marital breakdown, and had nowhere else to live on the reserve. A number of other
women faced the diff~cultyof having lost status through marrying non-Natives, only to
have their marriages break down and to find themselves and their children homelessand not welcome on the reserve. When a group of these women and children occupied
the band office in order to have a roof over their heads and draw attention to their
plight, they were threatened with arrest by the band administration, physically beaten
up in the streets, and had to endure numerous threats against their families from other
community members. They were, however, offered protection by the American Indian
Movement (whichthey declined, for fear the situation would escdate). They were
ultimately supported by non--Nativewomen in the feminist movement who began to take
up the cause of non-status women. It was a t this juncture that the struggle turned into
the issue of changing the Indian Act (Silman, 1987: 119- 172).

status through marriage. A s a result of the bill, approximately 100,000

Native women and their children have received Native status14. However,

the ability of the reinstated women to pass their status on to their children
is limited to one generation, known as the second-generation cut-off. In

certain respects, Bill C-3 1 continues the 'bleeding off of individuals from
legal recognition as Indians by extending new status restrict:ions to men a s
well: while nobody now loses status for manying non-Natives, all Native

people now face certain restrictions on their ability to pass status on to
their children. Since the majority of non-status Indians and Metis people
(estimated at about 600,000 people in the mid- 1980's) were not made
eligible for registration under the new Indian Act, the legal divisions
between status Indians and other Native people have been maintained
(Holmes, 1987: 13). Furthermore, since most of the women who lost status
will not be able to pass the status down further than their mixed-race
children, restoration of status to one generation of women who lost it has
simply deferred Native families' experiences of gender discrimination for a
generation, as the grandchildren of these women will once again lose
status (further gender discrimination has, however, been stopped). Finally,
the central issue for m a n y women who had lost their status-their

to return to their home communities-was

desire

bypassed by the bill, by the

manner in which it changed band membership criteria to enable bands to
develop their own membership codes, often in ways which ended up
excluding the very women who had regained their status but who still as a
result were not able to go home. In this respect, Bill C-31 has managed to
bring the Indian Act into compliance with international human rights
standards, while maintaining divisions among Native people along the

Eighty-six thocsand individuals were registered as status Indians under Bill C-31 from
1985 to 1992 (currentestimates of the total number of individuals reinstated range
between 100,000 and 150,000 people). All of these individuals are to be members of the
633 First Nations presently existing in Canada (Switzer, 1997:2).
1"

basis of gender and blood quantum-largely

through not addressing past

injustices. For a more in-depth exploration of how Bill C-31af5ects Native
people's eligibility for status and band membership, see the Appendix.

The reaction of a number of bands to changes to the Indian Act
under Bill C-3 1 have been profoundly negative. Some bands appear to

have made this bill the occasion to assert theii sovereignty by insisting on
their right to decide which former community members, if any, should be
reinstated as band members. While this issue is of paramount importance
to any community's right to self-determination, it is telling that many

Native people regard Bill C-3 1, and not the Indian Act, as the root of the
problem. 15
At stake are the already-stretched and inadequate resources of most

bands, since no provision was made for increasing the resources of bands
to account for the massive increases in potential membership. In this, as
in other matters, it appears that Indian Affairs deliberately creates

situations that make it almost inevitable that some Native people will have
to fight other Native people for what they need or for their rights.

While the

effects of reinstatement have been drastic for some bands, however, most
of the other bands have been only relatively moderately affected. Surveys

have also suggested that most Bill C-31 Indians do not plan to return to
their reserves.

Of the more than 600 bands in Canada, a total of 79, or 13%, face
a potential population increase of more than 100%. The majority,
379 bands, or 62%, face membership increases of between 10%
and 30%. The Native Council of Canada conducted a random
survey of Indians affected by Bill C-31,and less than one-half of
those surveyed wanted to return to the band. Of those, about 70
percent wanted band membership so they could regain some of
l5 For example, Maurice Switzer, a newspaper publisher and a member of the Elder's
Council of the Mississaugas of Rice Lake at Alderville, Ontario,has equated Bill C-31(but
not the entire legislating of Native identity under the Indian A 4 with Nazi Germany's
racial purity guidelines, and the coIour classificationsof South African apartheid
(Switzer,1997:2).

their culture, not to go home to live on the reserve (Windspeaker,
March 1996, p. 6)
Maurice Switzer suggests that the preoccupation with the fmancial
implications of Bill C-31has obscured its cultural implications. He notes

that many of the individuals who gained back their status under Bill C-3 1
have a wealth of expertise learned in the non-Native world that could

contribute m u c h to the well-being of their respective First Nations-and

that the same bands who rejected these individuals have thought nothing
of paying white consultants $400 an hour for legal or economic advice
when it might have been obtained more reliably and cheaply from their

own off-resenre membership (Switzer, 1997:2).
A central issue shaping the response to

Bill C-3 1 is the manner in

which it has become an accepted aspect of on-reserve Native identity that
if Native women marry white men they should forfeit their right, and their

children's, to be band members and live in the community-while

it is

perfectly alright for Native men to have married white women for years

without ever having their rights to band membership or community
residency challenged. Even the language which is used by on-reserve
Indians in referring to those individuals whose status was reinstated
under Bill C-3 1-terms

such as 'new Indians" (Switzer, 1997:2) rather

than "Indians who have regained their statusn-is telling. These
perspectives, which virtually deny the Indianness of those reinstated
under Bill C-3 1 have also been expressed throughout the Native press. 16
16 Two examples suffice to set the tone which Native writers in the press often adopt.
Gilbert Oskaboose, in an entirely unrelated article on moose hunting, gratuitously
includes the comment: rndians can be just a s stupid, dangerous and wasteful a s any of
the hunters. And I'm not just talking about Bill C-31 types armed with a rifle and a freshly
printed treaty card" (Oskaboose, l995:4).Meanwhile, in Obidiah, another regular humour
column in the same paper, during a December article where the author is instructing
Santa on ways to cut costs by suggesting items for him to purchase, he includes on his
list: "Bill C-31 application form-We suggest you fill this form in and see if you can't get
Indian status somehow so's you can get some tax breaks on all tho= supplies you have to
buy. All's you gotta do is fill it in and send it to INAC - Ottawa, c/o Ron I-,
Indian

Three Alberta First Nations, the Sawridge First Nation in Northern
Alberta, the Tsuu T'ina First Nation outside Calgary, and the Errnineskin

First Nation of Hobbema, have challenged the constitutionality of Bill C3 1 on the basis that it violated the Aboriginal rights of First Nations to

determine their o w n membership, and their Native traditions which
stated that women should take on the citizenship of their husbands. In
1995, the courts upheld the rights of Bill C-31 Indians, and ruled against

the band's challenge. However,Justice Muldoon, who made the decision,
did so by attacking the validity of Native traditions and Aboriginal rights,

thus continuing a long colonial tradition of using women's rights (or
other forms of individual rights) as a stick to attack the collective nature
of Native societies.17 The bands appealed this decision to the Supreme

Court, and in June, 1997, the Court overturned the 1995 ruling, citing
bias on the part of Judge Muldoon. The Congress of Aboriginal People, a
Agent Extraordinaire, K l P BOZO'. The boys down at INAC will research whether you have
any Indian in you and let you know. With those guys doing the research, you gotta good
chancew(Obideah, 1996). Bill C-31 Indians, in these and other articles, are represented
as culturally inadequate outsiders whose claims ta an Indian identity are spurious.
l7 A s I noted in Chapter One, when matters of self-determination pit individuals-most
frequently Native women-against their communities, the courts tend to rule in favour
of the individual, in ways which undermine Native collective rights and reinforce the
appearance of superiority of European law a s impartial, fair and just, a s compared to
the (inherenfly partial and 'tribalw traditions of) First Nations. Justice Muldoon's
decision in 1995 was no exception to this. His decision included comments such as
"Indians lost their societies upon the coming of Europeans and experienced 'false,
puppet chiefs". His response to the bands' appeal to tradition was that Aboriginal oral
history was unreliable, 'fictitious revisionism", amounting to 'skewed propeganda
without objective veritf, and that the Elder's testimonies were 'ancestor worship...one
of the most counter-productive, racist, hateful, and backward-looking of all human
characteristics". By comparison, Muldoon considered the government's documents to be
"the authentic historical record" (Windspeaker, 1996:7).
This tendency of the courts to support the rights of Native women against their
communities in matters of self-determination should be contrasted to the courts' record
on criminal matters between Native people. Particularly in cases of sexual assault, the
courts inevitably support the rights of Native men over Native women, using 'culture" in
defense of the rights of Native men to assault and subjugate Native women. A s Sherene
Razack nctes, white male judges continuously minimize the harm of sexual assault on
Native women-most notoriously in the case of R. vs Curley, Nagmalik and Issigaitok,
where three Inuit men received a sentence of seven days for having intercourse with an
Inuk female under the age of fourteen, because the Judge argued that Inuit girls were
deemed "ready for sex" a t that age (Razack,1998:60-87).

national group dedicated to bringing treaty rights back to the people, is
currently filing for an appeal of the federal court's most recent ruling
(McKinley, 1997:2).
In an interview with Catherine Twinn, who with her late husband
Walter Twinn were plaintiffs for Sawridge First Nation, she referred to Bill
C-31 Indians as "strangers who would bring conflict, stress and

problems" to the reserves. She stated that in time, the "strangers" would
"destroy the land base" of reserves (McKinley,1997a:4).18 Regardless of

the vested interests involved in much of the organized opposition to Bill
C-3 1, it appears that the existence of reinstated Native people who did

not grow up in Native culture is capable of striking a chord of unease in
Native communities. It is worthwhile considering that it is this anxiety
over the implications of "opening up" Native identity in unknown
directions, rather than solely an issue of sexism, which may be a t the
heart of the unwillingness of some on-reserve Indians to redress past
injustices in reinstating Bill C-31 Indians a s band members.
Blatant sexism, however, continues to be an issue in some
communities. In July 1997, Gina Russell and Agnes Gendron led a
contingent of more than 30 members of Cold Lake First Nation to protest
the manner in which their band continues to discriminate not only against

Bill C-3 1 Indians, who they refuse to reinstate, but against women who
married non-status Indians or non-Natives aper 1985. In a sense, the

band is continuing to penalise women who marry non-statusor non' 8 The three Alberta bands have argued that they are not opposed to individuals being
given back status, only to their being given band membership. They also distinguish
between the women who were reinstated, and other C-3 1 status Indians, stating that
"the women returning to membership represent only a tiny fraction of the totally new
membership population of 118,000 being forced onto the bands by the governmentn
(thusexternalizing the mixed-race children of these women who by far make up the
majority of those who gained status under Bill C-31) (Windspeaker, 1996:7).Again, C3 1's are being externalized as "new" Indians-when in fact they represent only the
children of the women who lost status under Regulation 12(l)b,as well as those
individuals and their children who were enfranchised.

Native individuals, as if Section 12(l)(b) of the Indian Act still existed
(Dumont and De Ryk, 1997:lS). The Cold Lake band is doing this, in
defiance of the changes in the Indian Act under Bill C-3 1, as some kind of
assertion of "sovereignty", in claiming their right to control band
membership.
2.3

SUMMARY:
After over a century of gender discrimination in the Indian Act, the

idea that it is somehow acceptable for Native women to lose status for
marrying non-status or non-Native men has become a normalized aspect

of Native life in many communities. A s a result, the very notion of which
Native people should even be considered to be 'mixed race" is highly
shaped by gender. The family histories of on-reserve Native people have
routinely included the presence of white women married to Native men,
as well as (in some cases) the children of Native women who had babies
by white men but were not married to them. These experiences have not

been seen, or theorized, as 'mixed-race" experiences. The children of
these unions have been considered to be Native, and have never had to
leave their communities. Native reserves, particularly those adjacent to

white settlements, may have grown progressively mixed-race under these
circumstances-but

they have not been caNed mixed-race communities,

and on-reserve mixed-race families have therefore not been externalized
as mixed-race people. It has been the children of Native mothers and
white or Metis fathers who have been forced to become urban Indians,
and who, in their Native communities of origin, are currently being
regarded as outsiders because they have been labelled as 'not being
Indian" (implicitly because they are mixed race and grew up urban).
Gender has thus been crucial to determining not only who has been able
to stay in Native communities, but who has been called "mixed-race" and
externalized as such. In this respect, gender discrimination in the Indian

Act has shaped what we think about who is Native, who is 'mixed-blood",

and who is entitled to access to Indian land. These beliefs are only
rendered more powerful by the strongly protectionist attitudes towards
preserving Native culture as it i s lived on reserves at present, where
outsiders may be seen as profoundly threatening to community identity.
If the Indian -46 has enforced deep divisions on the basis of
gender, it has wreaked further damage through creating and
ernphasising blood quantum divisions. In the next chapter, I will

explore the regulation of mixed race identity under the Indian Act

CHAPTER THREE

METIS IDENTITY AND THE INDIAN ACT:

...

the history of the metis people. runs deeper and more
broadly across the North American landscape than has
previously been acknowledged.. .the processes and
conditions which caused the metis to coalesce at Red
River as a selt-conscious ethnic group were rooted in both
an historic past and a wider geographical m e , just as
the processes of ethnic formation or 'metisation'
continued after 1885, often independent of the Red River
metis (Peterson and Brown, 1985:4-5).

INTRODUCTION:

The Indian Act has not only regulated the lives and identities of
status Indians. By shaping who can be considered Indian and who can
not, the Indian A d has also had a profound effect on the identities of nonstatus Indians and the Metis. In this chapter, I will explore how the Indian
Act has externalized mixed-race Native people from Indianness,

particularly in Western Canada, and the implications of this for Native
empowerment.
It is important, however, to take into account the fact that Metis
identity historically has been more than a matter of government
classification. Some mixed-blood communities have had extremely
different histories and have been very distinct culturally from reserve
communities; they have also asserted their goals and needs as such. In

other instances, however, the dif'ferences between "Indians" and
"halfbreedsnhave been quite minor, arid distinctions between them have
been created quite arbitrariiy by government classification and regulation
of Native identity. Below, I will briefly explore some aspects of Metis
history and the distinct identities of Metis peoples. For the rest of this
chapter, however, I hope to unpack assumptions that an immutable wall

necessarily exists between 'Metis" and "Treaty Indian" identities, through
exploring the role of the Indian Act in shaping Metis identity.
3.1

METfS IDENTITY:
In looking at the history of mixed-race Native peoples in Canada,

what becomes immediately apparent is the highly context-dependent

nature of Metis identity-how

people of mixed Native/white ancestry have

faced different options and dilemmas depending on prevalent attitudes to
intermarriage, or whether a secure economic base for a mixed-race
community is present or absent. For example, historians such a s Olive
Dickason (1992)and Peterson and Brown (1985) suggest that in the
earliest days of contact between Europeans and whites, no Metis identity
arose at all. The children of Native/ white unions either stayed in their
Native communities or were absorbed into Acadian communities, with the
Native identities of mothers obscured by baptismal renaming by priests
(Peterson and Brown, 1985:8).1Dickason suggests that the invisibility of
East Coast Metis is also a resuit of the reiatively undeveloped nature of the

fur trade, which at that point required little infrastructure, and the
protracted period of warfare with the British which ensued in Acadia until
1761, which removed the two sources of employment which Metis men

would later prove themselves ideally suited for-as

middlemen in the fur

trade and in diplomatic relations (Dickason, 1985:29).As was noted in the
previous chapter, intermarriage brought about a hybridisation of early
Acadian culture with Native values (and much genetic variation among

Mi'kmaq and other east coast nations) rather than the creation of separate

M e t i s historian Olive Dickason notes that the deliberate French policy of attempting to
create "one French nation"in Acadia through intermarriage with Native people was the
result of European demographic collapse in the fourteenth century due to the Black
Death.The repercussions of the relative depopulation of whole regions of Europe, which
continued to be manifested in seventeenth century France as a desire for a high
population to ensure continental pre-eminence, prohibited the French from exporting
large numbers of French people to the colonies (Dickason, 19852 1-22).

Metis identities.
The development of the fur trade in the Great Lakes region was
heavily reliant on trade alliances between French and Scottish traders and
Native families, alliances usually cemented by marriage. Unlike in Acadia,
however, the extensive network of trading posts and trade routes which
developed in the interior of the continent provided both Native women and
their mixed-race offspring with pivotal roles a s intermediaries-as

translators or guides, as canoists capable of transporting thousands of
pounds of goods over tremendous distances, and a s suppliers of
provisions, moccasins and snowshoes. By the 18209s,from fifteen to
twenty thousand Metis are estimated to have occupied distinct
communities around the Great Lakes---communities which differed greatiy
both from European settlements and Native communities (Peterson,
1985:63). Metis people in fact outnumbered both whites and Native

peoples in the region until the 18309s,when large numbers of AngloAmerican and British settlers poured into the area. Many of the Metis
families who settled a t Red River came from the "old northwesf' in the first
Metis diaspora, from the Great Lakes to Western Canada.
A variety of distinct Metis identities developed in Western Canada in

the early and middle years of the 19th century as a result of the fur trade.

From the buffalo hunters who supplied the traders with pemmican and
who lived a nomadic existence with primarily Native forms of selforganisation, to the wage-earning voyageurs who paddled the huge canoes
laden with goods from the west to Eastern Canada, who spoke not only
French and English but a number of Native languages and created the
hybrid Cree-French language, Michif, to the settled mixed-race farmers
and tradesmen, primarily Catholic or Protestant, and French- or Englishspeaking, who formed small communities in what i s now southern
Manitoba, a variety of experiences of Western 'Metisness" developed with

the fur trade. Other people who would now be categorized as Metis were

simply mixed-blood members of Indian bands, or people who were born

into Metis families but who then married into bands and lived as band
members. The crucial fact of Metis identity appears to have been its
flexibility, the extent to which Metis culture was highly adaptable,
representing not only different blends of European and Native customs,
but also 'pan Indian" identities, as Metis settlements were frequently sites
where individuals spoke not only French and English but Cree, Ojibway,
Sioux and Chipewyan, as well as Michif'.

The rise of Metis nationalism was a response to Canada's expansion
westward, and the clear threat it represented to those individuals who
were neither recognised a s Indian by governments nor accepted as white
by settlers, and who were threatened with the same processes of

marginalization and displacement by the encroaching Europeans as they

had already experienced in the Great Lakes region. As a rule, white
encroachment, particularly the emigration of white women, has always
signified a hardening of racial attitudes, a lowering in prestige of Native

wives, and a racialization of Metis people as "Nativesn.*

The attempts by Louis Riel and his followers to form a Metis nation
within Canada in 1870, the manner in which Canada rejected and
criminalized this attempt, the Metis diaspora westward to Saskatchewan
and Alberta, the 1885 rebellion, and the militaxy repression which

followed, will not be explored here-this

history is amply covered by a

number of sources such as the Report of the Royal Commission on
Ann Stoler suggests that this should not simply be seen a s evidence that white
women were 'more racistnthen white men; but rather, that policies encouraging the
emigration of white women should be seen as occurring in conjunction with some prior
or planned stabilization of colonial rule-usually in response to imperial vulnerability or
as a means of securing empire (Stoler, 1989:147). Encouraging the development of a
stable white population on the Canadian prairies represented a change in policies
towards the west which Canadian nation-building demanded-a move from fur-trade
frontier to settler nation.

Aboriginal Peoples (Vol. 4, Sect. 5.2.1,1996), McLean (1987),Barron and
Waldram ( l986), Peterson and Brown (198S), the Association of Metis and

Non-Status Indians of Saskatchewan ( 1977),and Sealey and Lussier
(1975). What is si@cant

for the purpose of this study is the manner in

which Metis people after 1885 were caught in a vise of colonial
contradictions. As white settlement poured onto the prairies they were
increasingly racialized as Indians; however, they faced a colonial
government which was determined to eliminate them from consideration
by denying their Aboriginality and extemalising them from Native

comrnunities.
We should be clear the extent to which the federal government chose
to deny the Aboriginality of Metis people not only because of racist
assumptions about "authenticnIndianness, but as part of a deliberate
process of regulating Native identity in order to facilitate the theft of the

land by reducing the numbers of groups who would be recognized as
having valid Indigenous rights to the land. Prime Minister John A.
Macdonald may have declared in 1885 that "the halfbreeds are
whites.. .and must be treated the same as other Canadians...asif they
were altogether whiten (Hamson, 1985:73),
but almost every piece of

Canadian legislation dealing with the land in one way or another
recognized the Indigenous nature of Metis communities.3 To facilitate
white access to the land, a scrip system was devised, whereby a
provisional document, which entitled the holder to receive either money or

land,was to be issued to each Metis individual. The government then
asserted that in accepting scrip, Metis individuals were waiving any

Appendix 5 of Volume Four, Section Five of the Report of the Royal Commision of
Aboriginal Peoples has a lengthy and informative series of historical, legal and moral
arguments as to why the Metis should be considered a s another form of Aboriginal
people within Canada,and the constitutional and legal protections they require to
maintain their identities (RCAP,1996, Vol. 4, Sect. 5, Appendix 5A-C: 27 1-371).

collective rights to land which might accrue to them as people of Aboriginal

heritage. The North-West Halfbreed Commissions of 1885, 1886 and 1887,

the Scrip and Treaty Commission of 1899, and the Scrip Commissions of
the early 1900's, all were set up with the express purpose of eliminating
"the halfbreed problemwby granting Metis people individual land

allotments rather than collective recognition. The land allotments were
almost always situated far from existing Metis settlements, and usually
scattered, so that no collective Metis landholding system could be
recreated from the individual allotments (RCAP, Vol. 4, Sect. 5, Appendix
5C: 335).An orgy of scrip speculation followed, which the Canadian

government, despite numerous petitions, deliberately refused to intenrene
in. M e t i s people, many of them women and children who did not speak
English and who were unaccustomed to having individual land holdings,

were targetted by land speculators to sell their scrip for a pittance. By the
turn of the century, 90% of the Metis were landless and destitute (Dobbin,

1981:25), and a number of prominent individuals and institutions had

amassed considerable fortunes from scrip speculation, including the Bank
of Montreal and Bank of Nova Scotia (Harrison, 198596).This wholesale

theft of Metis land, coupled with the intense racism which developed
around the new white settlements, created pressures which began to
polarize mixed-race Native identity. Those individuals who could do so

made every attempt to assimilate into the white society, while those who
could not hide their Nativeness (but who were barred from joining Native
communities by government policy) moved further north to the subarctic,
to eke out a bare survival in the bush. New northern Metis villages formed
as a result of this migration, their numbers continuously swelling by the
addition of status Indian women and their families who married Metis men

and thus could not live on their reserves. Some historic Metis
communities in the southern prairies survived as Metis communities,

while maintaining a low profile about Indigenous identity. In general,
however, a tremendous silence about Metisness was the result of this
massive disenfranchisment of Metis families. Don McLean notes that the
number of individuals in Western Canada who idenuied as "Indian or
Metis" dropped by half in the 20 years between 1881 and 1901, to about
26,000 (McLean, 1987:24 1).This represents not only the Indian people

who fled to the United States to avoid government reprisals after 1885, but

the sigdicant numbers of Metis people who migrated north, away from
white settlement and census-takers, or began to pass as white. I n the

years after 1885, Metis identity virtually went underground in most of
Western Canada.
Distinct Metis identities were thus created by the fur trade, by its
encouragement of significant levels of intermarriage between white men
and Native women, coupled with an absence of white settlement. By the
time the Hudson's Bay Company moved northward along the Mackenzie

river into the Arctic, however, attitudes among the fur trade elite towards
mixed-bloods and interracial relationships had already hardened
considerably. This filtered down the ranks so that even short-term liaisons
between white men and Native women were discouraged, and interracial
relationships became marked by the frequent denigration and devaluation
of Native women. Mixed-race children were generally not recognised by

their fathers, and a s a result, in the Arctic, despite the presence of the fur

trade, no separate Metis identity developed. Mixed-race children were
raised from birth in Native society, as Native people.
Despite disparities of mixed-race experience in different fur-trade
regions across an entire continent spanning over three centuries under
two different European regimes, the processes of disempowerment and
raciahtion that mixed-race Native people have experienced have followed
remarkably common trajectories. With the exception of the earliest days of

the fur trade on the east coast, where the French regime's policy of

creating a single "French race" in North America allowed no distinct mixed
race population to emerge, and the final days of the fur trade in the
Northwest Temtories and the Yukon, which took place in an era when
extensive settlement had already defined most of the continent as whitedominated and where mixed race people were as a result always racialized
as Native, the pattern across the continent has been virtually identical.
Initial intervals of Native women being the brokers between Native and

white societies have brought about the existence of a distinct body of
mixed-race people, relatively empowered by the numerous roles they
played in the fur-trade, even as their activities 'broke open" new areas of
the continent for whites. This was inevitably followed by intense

racialization due to the similar, distinctly gendered processes of white
settlement occurring in region after region, which forced Metis people to
the margins of white society, even as it excluded them, through

government regulation of Native identity, from re-entering Indian societies.
While many Metis people share a history of distinct mixed-race

identity and experience created by the fur trade, in a number of regions
the boundaries between "Native" and "mixed-blood" identities have been

far more porous than such histories often suggest. Most Native bands have
had mixed-race members, and marriages between halfbreeds and treaty
Indians has always been a reality. Many people of Native heritage have
been eligible for either treaty or scrip, and the extent to which they chose

one or another has depended on a number of circumstance^.^ The
categories of "Indian" and "Metis" have in some contexts been quite

For example, the churches played a role in influencing their parishioners to choose one
identity or anot??c:r.Because church missions received government grants based on a per
capital enrollment of treaty Indians in their schools, they generally encouraged their
parishioners to take treaty rather than scrip (Harrison, 1985:76).

mutable3 I t has been the Indian Act which has played the largest role not

only in creating the separate category of "halfbreed" in regions where no

such concept existed, but in forcibly externalizing mixed-race people from
Native communities.

3.2

THE NUMBERED TREATIE8:
EXTERNALIZING THE "HALFBREED"
When Canada passrtd the Gradual Enfianchisernent Act in 1869, a

blood quantum requirement was added for the first time to the definition

of an Indian. After 1869, the only people eligible to be considered Indian
were those who had at least one-quarter Indian blood (Dickason,
1992:25 1).

With the expansion of Canada into the western regions of the

continent, however, officials in the Indian Department, in negotiating
treaties with the new Nations they encountered, began the practice of

exerting much more stringenr controls over who would be accepted as
Indian. When the Indian Ad was created in 1876, these practices were

made explicit. The Act contained a provision which for the first time
excluded anybody who was not considered to be 'pure Indian" from
Indianness.6 It stated that:

... no half-breed head of a family (except the widow of an Indian, or a
half-breed who has already been admitted into a treaty) shall...be
accounted an Indian? or entitled to be admitted into any Indian
treaty (Canada, Indian Act, Section 3, 1876. R.S.C., 1% 1, quoted in
Waldram, 1986:281)
"oates and Morrison describe one example of the mutability of categories of 'Indian"
and "halfbreed", a s occurred within the family of Marguerite Bouvier. Born in Winnipeg
in 1854, both she and her son Michel received scrip as Metis, but her three daughters
tpok treaty as Indians (Coates and Momson, 1986:258-9).
" As I noted in Chapter One, while stringent standards were used in classifying the
Native peoples in Western Canada as Indian, in practice, those who got to stay Indian
of
became restricted to individuals who were, in theory, 50% Indian. Section 12(l)(a)(iv)
the lndian Act, the 'double mothet-" clause,removed the status of individuals with only
one Indian grandparent, thereby enforcing an unofficial 50%blood quantum guideline.
This has been preserved in Bill C-3 1 through the new configuration of who can get or
keep status; those with only one Indian grandparent cannot gain status.

But who was "Indian"and who was "half-breed"? Coates and Morrison
(1986)suggest that these distinctions have to a tremendous extent been

created by colonial categories, as well as being regulated by them. The

signing of the numbered treaties in Western Canada, and the changes to
the Indian Act which accompanied it, have been crucial to the creation of

different categories of Indianness.

Treaties One and Two, encompassing southern and central
Manitoba, were signed in 1871 with the Saulteaux, Cree and other

nations. The exclusion of Metis people from these two treaties was made

law under the Indian Act in 1876 when Manitoba haLfbreeds were
excluded from being counted as Indians. Treaty Three, signed in 1873 with

the Ojibway of northwestern Ontario, cleared title to the Lake of the Woods
district a t significantly better terms than the first two treaties. Because
the Metis had been influential in these negotiations, the Ojibway leader
Mawedopenais insisted that Metis people be included in the treaty; a s a
result, M e t i s people in the Rainy River district have treaty land as
registered Indians. However, when Cree people attempted to have
halfbreeds included in Treaties Four and Six, the response of the
Canadian government was to modify the Indian Act in 1880 to specifically
exclude "halfbreeds" outside Manitoba from corning under the provisions

of the Act, and from any of the treaties (Dickason, l992:279).When
Treaty Eight was signed at Fort Resolution in 1900, the Chipewyan
Indians of the region put forward Pierre Beaulieu, a member of a wellknown Metis family, as their chief, because he had a better knowledge of
the language and customs of the whites than many Indians did. The treaty

commissioner rejected this choice, since anyone recognised as Metis was

not permitted to take treaty (Coates 86 Momson, 1986259).

The process of differentiating between 'Indians" and "halfbreedsn did
not necessarily conform either to actual racial blood quantum or to
individual self-identification. In the 50 year interval during which the
numbered treaties one to eleven were negotiated with Native bands
across Western Canada and the subarctic, treaty commissioners in each
location set up tables where potential 'halfbreeds" were to present
themselves, individual by individual, to be judged by white officials as to
what they were. In a context where raciai mixing was frequently difficult

to determine, factors such as lifestyle, language and residence were
employed (Waldram, l986:281). Individuals who were considered to be
living "like Indians" were taken into treaty, while those who had worked
hauling supplies for the Hudson Bay Company and as a result knew
some English, were registered as "halfbreeds", in each case regardless of
a n ~ e s t r yThus
. ~ ascribed, an individual became, irrevocably, Indian or

halfbreed (asdid their descendants). If Indian, one's name was included
on the band list as someone who came under the treaty; if halfbreed, one

was (in theory) given scrip for fee simple title to 160 acres of land, or
money to the value of $160. Many Native families who were away when
registration was first carried out never made treaty lists and ended up
being classified as halfbreeds. Indeed, whole bands who were absent
during treaty signing similarly lost any chance of acquiring Native status

and became, de facto, "halfbreedncommunities (Holmes, 1987:4). In
other parts of Canada, where the treaties did not expressly separate

"halfbreeds" from "Indiansn,in the way that the numbered treaties in
Western Canada did, such individuals were usually considered to be

This standard used to distinguish 'Indiansn from uhalfbreeds"has in fact been
virtually meaningless since its inception, given the fact that at the end of the nineteenth
century, most Native people in Canada had already been forced into some sort of
transition to farming life or seasonal wage labour;Metisness in this context scarcely
signified a loss of "authenticity".

"non-status Indians".
The government frequently sought to "winnow out" from
Indianness all who could be claimed to be Metis. In 1879, the Indian Act
was amended to enable individuals to withdraw from treaty, to take scrip
and be counted as Metis (Hatt, 1986: 197).Because of the widespread
destitution on the newly created Indian reserves, and because halfbreed
money scrip could immediately be cashed, a rush to leave treaty status
on the part of some bands, regardless of ancestry, ensued, until
regulations were created which ensured that individuals who "led the
mode of life of Indians" were not to be granted discharge from treaty

(Hatt, 1986:197).When the northern boundary of the province of Ontario
was set at the Albany River in 1899, it bisected the territory covered by
Treaty Three, so that half of the Treaty Three territory fell within what

became Ontario, and half of the territory remained part of what was then
the Keewatin district of the Northwest Temtories. Indian Affairs decided
at the time that only Treaty Three halfbreeds living outside the new

boundaries of Ontario were to be allowed to take scrip. When the time
came for negotiating Treaty Nine in 1905, the Treaty Eight
Commissioner, J. A. McKenna, advised against including the Keewatin
district into this treaty, to prevent northern Cree and Ojibway people
from claiming to be Keewatin "halfbreeds" in order to receive scrip rather

than coming under the treaty:

[TheKeewatin district should be excluded so that] 'all of the people
who are really living the life of aborigines will come into Treaty.
Otherwise, some natives might set up claims to white blood, to
declare that their habitat was in Keewah, and to demand scrip
instead of treaty" (McKenna, quoted in Long, 1978:1).
Halfbreeds in Ontario were not offered scrip. Most of the mixedrace families who for generations had kept the fur-trading posts on

James Bay supplied with food were brought into treaty, with the

exception of Moose Factory halfbreeds. These individuals, who were
excluded from the treaty but offered no scrip, have petitioned for years
for recognition and compensation. In recent years their organization has
also included non-status Indians whose families lost status because of

Section 12(l)(b)(Long, 1985).

In rare cases, individuals who were known to be half or threequarters Indian and were said to be following "an Indian way of life", who
were destitute and prevented by hunting regulations from living off the
land, were allowed to be taken into treaty. This was the case particularly
during the 1930's in areas of Treaty Eight and Treaty Eleven, when over
160 individuals formerly counted a s halfbreeds became treaty Indians
(Coates and Morrison, l986:259).
The later numbered treaties perhaps demonstrate the most glaring
contradictions between the government's rigid classifications of
"halfbreed" and 'Treaty Indian" and how people actually saw themselves.

Mixed-race Native people who lived along the northern Mackenzie River
and in the Yukon have never differentiated themselves from Native
communities. However, the fluny of prospecting in the Mackenzie valley
during the Klondike gold rush convinced the government to negotiate
Treaty Eight in 1899 with the Native peoples of the southern Mackenzie

Basin. At that point, anybody deemed to be 'halfbreed" was separated
out and offered scrip rather than treaty. With the discovery of oil at

Norman Wells, Treaty Eleven was signed in 192 1, with a similar effect.
The numbered treaties were thus crucial to the project of forcibly

identifying and segregating "halfbreeds" from "Indians", regardless of how
individuals saw themselves.8

* Other government policies also enforced or heightened distinctions between
"halfbreedsnand "Indiansnin the north. In 1922,when Wood Buffalo Park was created,
local clergy argued to have hunting and trapping rights extended to Metis people who
relied on the land for their livelihood as much as treaty Indians did; Indian Affairs

I n the Yukon, meanwhile, where no treaties were signed, fewer

distinctions existed between those who were mixed-race and those who
were not. The churches, however, attempted to separate mixed-race

Native people from Native communities and categorize them as whites,
regardless of how the white society ostracized and rejected them. For
example, until World War 11, mixed-race children were generally
unwelcome in white schools; however, they were barred from Indian day
schools, thus preventing them from receiving any education at all. After
the 194OYs,
however, these policies shifted and most mixed-race youths

were sent to Indian schools. The white father's identity defined the
child-if

he acknowledged the child, it was declared to be white, while if

he did not, the child was considered Indian and raised as such (Coates

and Morrison, 1986:265-267).
The introduction of the Welfare State after
World War 11 forced a more standardized classification of race on families

in the north. Family allowances in the Yukon and Northwest Territories
initially were paid to Inuit and "all people living the Native way" in kind,
while whites and "mixed bloods not living like Indians" were paid in cash
(Coates and Morrison, 1986:269).Later however, distinctions were
hardened between those who were said to be living "the Native way of
lifen and those who weren't; the latter were designated as "non-status

Indians".
however refused. The creation of the province of Alberta similarly divided Metis in the
Mackenzie watershed into those who lived north of the 60thparallel, who were given
hunting and trapping privileges in 1927 (thus enabling them to maintain the same kind
of living as treaty Indians) and those who lived south of it (now Alberta) where such
privileges were denied.
Schooling was another way in which divisions between treaty Indians and
"halfbreeds" were created and reinforced in the Northwest Territories. Different funding
bodies for treaty Indians and whites forced an arbitrary division among 'halfbreeds", as
"those who lived like Indians" and 'those who did not". Schools in the Mackenzie district
carefully categorized who was Indian,who was "half-breed living like a n Indian", who
was "halfbreed living like a whitewand who was white. Half-breeds who lived like whites
were generally classified as 'quarter-breeds" and were funded as whites. In most cases,
these racial categories had little to do with how community members related to one
another or saw one another (Coates and Morrison, 1986: 260).

If the preceding history c l m i e s anything, it is that both 'Indian"

and "Metis* identities have been shaped to a phenomenal extent by
discriminatory legislation in the Indian Act. In this sense, to view these

groups as the products of entirely different histories and the bearers of
entirely different destinies belies the common origins of both groups, as
members of Aboriginal nations who faced colonization pressures in
different ways, or who were classified in different ways by colonial
legislation. Focusing solely on contemporary differences between treaty

Indians and Metis, without any exploration of what both groups have in
common, at this point seems to conform too closely to the logic of the

Indian Act. It would seem more useful to understand contemporary
Metis identity less as an issue of inherent cultural difference due to racial

mixing and being the product of a 'Red River" heritage than a s a n issue
of being non-status and historically excluded from iegal rights and
access to land because of the relentless rigidity with which racial

categories were created and maintained under the Indian Act. Because of
the struggle of Metis people to have their distinct nationhood recognized,
in order to gain legal rights as Aboriginal people, this statement should

not be interpreted as challenging Metis claims to cultural distinctiveness.
In this view, treaty Indians and the Metis-like

Indians in general-represent

status and non-status

two very distinct sides of a common

history, where one side, the Metis, have been forcibly externalized from
Indianness, deprived of their rights as Aboriginal peoples, and given little
option but to pursue an entirely separate path to empowerment.
The fact remains, however, that while many of the divisions
between these groups were created and imposed by the Indian Act in a
relatively artificial manner, they have nevertheless become very real

differences in experiences of Nativeness. Even in subarctic communities,
where cultural differences between 'Metis" and 'Indian" populations have
been relatively minor, the superimposition of a legal definition of "Indian"
status has effectively divided populations. When individuals on either
side of the legal boundary are treated differently in most of the daily
aspects of life, being "treaty Indian" or 'Metis" begins to signify
increasingly different identities (Waldram, 1986:286-7).Metis and
treaty Indian communities,

which often exist side by side in northern

regions, are required to access different sources of funding, and to
organize from different constituent bases in order to improve the quality
of life in their communities. These organizational dinerences then take on

a life of their own and force communities that once saw themselves as
one unit into different paths of development (Waldram, 1986:290-293).

Far worse divisions have developed in regions where Metis and Native
communities have been defined by the Indian Act a s separate and
different for well over a century. These divisions can truly be said to have
been naturalized, to the extent that contemporary struggles to
renegotiate Native identity still rigidly maintain distinctions on the basis

of Native status. The approach taken by the descendants of Chief
Papasschase in their efforts to reconstitute their band are an example of
this. 9 On the other hand, the conflict over entitlement between two groups

who both claim to be the descendants of the original Pahpahstayo band is

an example where colonial divisions between categories of Indianness have
been at least partially rejected. ' 0

'

The descendents of Chief Papasschase are appealing only to status Indian
descendents to come forward to make their claim for band status, ignoring the Metis
descendants of Papasschase who have as much right to be in the band a s anybody else
does. I t is unclear, from the outside, whether Metis descendents are being ignored
because they are seen a s 'not Indian" or because their presence could complicate the
process of acquiring a reserve and treaty rights according to Indim Act regulations, if
the new band has members who are not status Indians (Alberta Sweetgrass, 1997:4).
l o A group calling themselves the Pahpahstayo First Nation announced a land claim for

I t is important to emphasize that status Indians are not being

simply "brainwashed" by the logic of the Indian Ad into accepting these

an

colonial categories as natural. Real, tangible benefits-including
increased chance of a community's cultural survival-accrue

to those

communities who are able to prove their eligibility for reserve status
under the Indian Act. We need only look at the circumstances of
communities who have lost their reserves-such

as the Michei Band No.

13211which was declared non-existent after its members enfranchised, or
those bands which virtually ceased to exist when resource development

ruined their traditional hunting grounds, such as the Poplar Point
communityl2 and the Black Sturgeon Cree bandl3--or who were
- -

part of South Edmonton in July of 1996, stating their intention to reclaim their treaty
rights and obtain reserve status. Meanwhile, another group, called the Pahpahstayo
Band No. 136,asserts that since all of its members are status Indians, they are eligible
to have a land claim and receive compensation from the government, However, this
band, which has the support of several other communities, have stated their willingness
to accept BiU C-31 status Indians and Metis members into their group. They are hoping
that the group calling itself Pahpahstayo First Nation will join them. Representatives of
the Pahpahstayo Reserve, which occupied 40 square miles of land which is today part of
south Edmonton, frrst signed a treaty in 1877. Nine years after the treaty was signed,
however, the individuals residing on the reserve a t that time were forcibly removed, and
discharged from the band a s 'halfbreeds". The band and reserve ceased to exist at that
point. On this basis, some individuals believe that the Pahpahstayo Reserve was a M e t i s
settlement, and not an Indian reserve. These individuals believe that Pahpahstayo Band
No. 136 members have treaty status only because their ancestors joined other reserves
after the Pahpahstayo Band No. 136 was disbanded (Ziervogel, 1996:8).
1 1 The last official members of the Michel Band No. 132 were enfranchised as a group in
1958 following a hearing on this matter in 1956. This band had faced gradual loss of
their lands to the city of Edmonton between 1900 and 1930. After World War I, ten
families chose to enfranchise in order to receive individual farmIand; however, during
the depression they lost their land. The second enfranchisement was made possible by
amendments to the Indian Act in 1951, which included a provision whereby a majority
of band members was no longer required for enfranchisement. At the 1956 hearings, 17
members voted, and as a result the remaining members were arbitrarily enfranchised,
at which point the band ceased to exist and the community disintegrated. More than
650 members have been reinstated under Bill C-31, and in 1997, hearings began at the
Indian Claims Commission towards having band status restored (Hayes, 1997:32).
12 Fifty-one former residents of what was once a community a t Poplar Point are
currently struggling to regain First Nations status and to reclaim reserve land which is
now a ten-kilometre park along the Lake Nipigon shoreline owned by the town of
people, members of three families,
Beardmore. The band, consisting a t the time of
were forced from their homes in 1943 when two mining operations polluted their main
water supply. A hydroelectric d a m had also submerged part of their land base. The
Kowtiash family has been collecting documents dating back from 1885 to establish their

fdv

signatories of treaties but were not designated as bands or given

reserves,l4 to see what a difference having a reserve means for Native
people. The access to funding and programs which reserve status brings
enables rural or northern communities to physically sunrive in a colonized
world which has destroyed their traditional livelihoods. I t is for this reason

that other rural Native communities-such

as those of the Mi'kmaq and

lnnu people of Newfoundland who do not come under the Indian Act-are

struggling for recognition as reserves-to

ensure the survival of their

comrnunities,l5 even at the cost of accepting colonial definitions of their
claim (Anishinabek News, 1997:6B).
73
The 270 members of the Black Sturgeon Cree band have been landless since
SherrGold Inc took over their territories in the Lynn Lake area in the early 1950's,
burned down their houses and drove the families off the land. The community, forced
to subsist in tents on the outskirts of the town of Shemdon, and prevented by white
townspeople from utilizing the town's services, have received no federal funding because
they have been made members of the Mathias Colomb band, although their
circumstances a s urban people have been vastly different from the other 2,700
members of that band. The Black Sturgeon band wants to move 33 km east of Lynn
Lake to a reserve of 5,600acres set aside for them in 1986 (Seddon, 1997:6).
lJ The community of Namaygoosisagagun-formerly
the settlement of 'Collins" in the
Lake Superior region-was signatory to the Robinson Superior Treaty, but was never
granted reserve status. The community members, assigned to the Dalles, Osnaburgh,
or Fort Hope bands, insist that their original settlement is their home, and are
struggling to obtain recognition a s a reserve. In 1984 they elected a chief and two
councillors, and eighty individuals have requested transfer of their band membership to
~ a m e ~ ~ o o s i s a ~ aWith
& . resenre status, they would have access to basic services such
as housing, road maintenance, adequate sewer and water supplies, and health services
for their membership. With 30 full-time residents, and a n additional 100 waiting for
housing to become full-time residents, the cultural continuity of this community
depends on their receiving reserve status (Laronde, 1996:12). Other communities, such
as Keewaywin, Aroland, Slate Falls, Saugeen, Wawakapewin and McDowell Lake First
Nations, were ignored during the signing of Treaty Nine in the Sandy Lake area of
Northwestern Ontario, and have struggled for years for reserve recognition. Keewaywin,
the first community to receive reserve status, has been provided with 200 krn of land on
their traditional hunting and fishing grounds, a s well as access to provincial and federal
funding programs (Henry,1997:1).
15 Native people in Newfoundland and Labrador-including
4,500 Mi'kmaq people, 1,500
Innu people. and 5,000 Inuit-were not brought under federal jurisdiction in 1949 when
Newfoundland joined Confederation, but remained under the jurisdiction of the
Newfoundland government. While the government of Canada, which observes a
distinction beGeen the Inuit and all o&er Indigenous people, has assumed fiduciary
responsibility for the Inuit through a regulatory agreement with the Labrador Inuit
Association, the Innu and Mi'lanaq have, in theory, been administered to by the
provincial government, under a provincial-federal Native agreement signed in the 1960's
whereby Canada pays for 90% of the costs, but where the communities lack access to
most of the benefits of having reserve status. The Imu Nation in Labrador has been

identities. In this light, the fact that Metis people are overwhelmingly

urban a s compared to status Indians,l6 speaks volumes about how the
Metis have had no access to programs and services which would preserve
their w a J communities, and that only 1% of Metis people live on lands

designated for Aboriginal peoples, as compared to the 36%of status
Indians who live on land designated as resenres or settlements (Nomand,
1996: 11-13).17

Some Native people have asserted that the colonial relationship

demanded by the federal government in order to receive funding is not
worth the benefits which accrue, and are seeking direct economic

empowerment through partnerships with the private sector-which

at

least does not have the same investment in destroying Native sovereignty
one way or another that the government of Canada has. Other Native
people comply with government regulation of Native identity as a

necessary evil in order for a community to regain lost lands-for example,
when the Inuit Association of Labrador, which regulates Native

membership for the government of Canada, accepted the government's

struggling to be placed under the Indian Act primarily to limit their interactions with the
hostile provincial government. At the same time, they are uncertain whether the
fmancial benefits of coming under the Indian Act would compensate for the restrictions
of placing themselves within so colonial a structure (FirstPerspective, 1996:12).
Meanwhile, eleven of the twelve Milcmaq communities in Newfoundland are still
struggling to be recognized a s reserves, fifteen years after one community--Conne
River-gained reserve status in 1984. In 1989 the communities united under the
Federation of Newfoundland Indians and sued the federal government for breach of
fiduciary duty-a case which is still before the courts. They have pointed out that the
Canada-Newfoundland Native Peoples Agreement was only instituted for them in 1981
and was never actually implemented before it expired in 1987 (McKinley, 1998a:g).
l6 In 1991, two-thirds of Metis people (65% Lived in urban centres, as compared to
slightly less than half of status Indians (Normand, 1996:1 1).
17
The only legally recognized land bases for Metis people exist in Alberta, where eight
Metis settlements were created under provincial legislation, in Saskatchewan, where
several parcels of land have been designated as Metis farms, and in northwestern
Ontario, where, because Metis people were included in Treaty Three, part of the Metis
population of Rainy River were allocated reserve land and have been recognized a s
Indians under the Indian Act. In parts of the Northwest Territories, the Metis are
currently negotiating land claims (Normand, 1996:12).

25% blood quantum standard as their own determinant of 'Inuitness" in

order to render its membership eligible for a land claim under the federal
government's d e s (McKinley, l998:g). However, there are some
communities, such as the three First Nations which are challenging the
constitutionality of Bill C-3 1, which insist on clinging to definitions of
Indianness created by the federal government as an eqression of their
sovereignty,not only because the divisions empower them at the expense
of other Native people, but because changes to government definitions of
Indianness violate deeply intemalised ways of understanding Native
identity. In this respect, the truly ironic aspect of a history of government
regulation of Native identity is the extent to which some Native
communities now rely on those very categories to control the boundaries of
Indianness.
3.3.1 Reinternre-

The Past ThrouPth the Lens of the Present

For Metis people, the route which they have been forced to take

towards empowerment, because of their legal exclusion from "Indianness",

has involved proving the Aboriginality of Metis people through the
recognition of the Indigenous nature of historic Metis societies, and
demanding recognition of the existence of the Metis Nation. Because of the
need to reference specific intervals when the Metis were recognised in
historical documents, Metis empowerment has deliberately been linked to
specific nation-building moments, such as the Battle of Seven Oaks, and
the interval in 1870 when Louis Riel proclaimed the desire of the Metis to
govern themselves, as the inspiration for a contemporary Metis nation.
This history, with its military and European parliamentary overtones,
however, is not the only direction Metis people have historically taken to
empower themselves. The Metis populations of northwestern Ontario, for
example, sought to protect their rights as a distinct people by being
included in the signing of Treaty Three. Metis people in that region still

have the land base they gained, and still exist as a distinct community, as

a result of being included in this treaty. This option could be considered
today, particularly with Treaties Four and Six where Cree leaders originally
sought to have Metis people included. However, the manner in which
treaty Indian organizations routinely disregard and distance themselves
from Metis people appears to be forcing the Metis into increasingly narrow

options which can only create further divisions among different groups of
Native people.

The contemporary route to empowerment, through the Metis Nation,
forces Metis people to continuously assert that they have a different kind of
Aboriginality than Indians.18 This involves treating the Indian roots of all
Metis people as "ancient ancestry" (ignoring the fact that many
contemporary M e t i s may have many status Indians in their recent family),

and instead maintaining a narrow focus on a relatively brief interval of
history, which has been described as follows:
What developed [at Red River] between 1820 and 1870 represented
a florescence of distinct culture...the new nation was not simply a
population that happened to be of mixed European/Aboriginal
ancestry; the Metis Nation was a population with its own language,
Michif (though many dialects), a distinctive mode of dress, cuisine,
vehicles of transport, modes of celebration in music and dance, and
a completely democratic though quasi-military political organisation,
complete with national flag, bardic tradition and vibrant folklore of
national history (RCAP,1996,Vo!. 1, Sect.6.2: 15 l ) . 1 9
-

-

--

The attitude taken in the Royal Commission Report about Michifreflects this kind of

la

determination to present the Metis as entirely different from Treaty Indians, particulariy
with respect to Ianguage use. The report continuously asserts t h a t an example of the
distinctiveness of Metis culture is the fact that Metis people speak Micbif (RCAP, 1996,
Vol. 1, Sect. 6.2: 15I ) , e v e n though the majority of Metis who are fluent in a Native
language speak Cree (70%),
while another 16%of individuals speak Ojibway. Only 6% of
Metis who speak a Native language speak Michif, while 11% speak other Aboriginal
languages (Normand,1996:22). Through their languages, it appears that many Metis
people are still linked to a number of Aboriginal nations as much a s they are to
"Metisnessn.
'9 The Royal Commission Report notes that Tt is primarily culture that sets the Metis
apart from other Aboriginal peoples. Many Canadians have mixed Aboriginal/nonAboriginal ancestry, but that does not make them Metis...What distinguishes Metis people
from everyone else is that they associate themselves with a culture that is distinctly

As part of asserting distinctiveness from treaty Indians, the Metis Nation

seems to be engaging in what Benedict Anderson has referred to as
creating an "imagined community" (Anderson, 1991),where one kind of
experience of Metisness (that of the Red River settlement for a fifty year
interval) is reified as the history of the Metis Nation in the West, and a
homogenous version of 'Metis culture" (centred on jigging, fiddle music,

and other cultural attributes of historic Red River communities) is being
presented as the heritage of all mixed-race Native people in Western
Canada. What this deliberate invoking of pride in a specific historical
experience overlooks are not only the tremendous range of experiences of

Metisness which existed in the Red River settlement, but the tremendous
contradictions of Native-white contact which were managed but not
eliminated in historic Metis comrnunities2o.
In this process of filtering the history of ail Western Metis
communities through the mid-nineteenth century Red River experience,

two distinct approaches are taken to the existence of mixed-race Native
p
p

-

-

-

-

-

Metis.. .Despite the diversity of m o d e m Metis lifestyles, the celebration of original Metis
cultures remain central to all who retain their Metis identity (RCAP,Vol. 4, Sect. 5.1.2:
202).
20 While many Metis communities developed at a time when power differences between
Native and white societies were markedly less than a t present, we cannot ignore the
effect of the steady marginalizing of Native realities on how those who were mixed-race
valued their Nativeness. Nor can we ignore how the European men who married Native
women came from European traditions where Nativeness signified savagery or
heathenness. Because of this, it is important to ask critical questions about the nature
of the Red River settlement. Can the community life of the Red River settlement be
unprobfematically praised, without taking into consideration issues such as
Eurocentricism among Metis families? Is the manner in which many Native wives were
forced to fit themselves into the mold of French women, to embrace Catholicism and
patriarchal family relations really to be embraced as part of an Indigenous heritage? I s the
manner in which very assimiIated mixed bloods, such a s Riel himself, inevitably gained
ascendancy in mixed race communities to be overlooked? Is the 1870 attempt to establish
a M e t i s nation modelled on European formsof governance the direction that
contemporary M e t i s really wish to embrace? Can any-group which has heritages from two
such vastly unequally situated peoples a s whites and Native people, truly claim to be in
the middle, as if the power dynamics of white supremacism do not exist? These and other
questions need to be asked by any individual who seriously wishes to revitalize the
cultural forms of the Red River settlement for contemporary Metis.

people in other parts of Canada. On the one hand, many Metis
universalize Metisness-insisting

on the existence of a distinct

"Metisness",which is always separate from Indianness, anywhere where
mixed-race Native people exist. In many cases, this insistence on universal

"Metisness" denies the actual lived realities of mixed-race people in
different communities.21
On the other hand, many proponents of the Metis Nation assert that
only mixed-race Native people in Western Canada have the right to call

themselves Metis, on the basis of their distinct history in this region. While
this may be the case, it can also be said that the struggle for constitutional

recognition of the Metis nation in Western Canada has been won at the
price of the continued invisibility of Eastern mixed-race Native people.
Since the basis of the federal recognition of the Metis a s Aboriginal people
is tied to the regions where numbered treaties were negotiated (the
Western provinces and Ontario), the Metis National Council does not
recognise Metis people as existing east of Ontario-as

the Labrador Metis

Association discovered when they attempted to challenge their exclusion

This insistence on a universal Metis "difference" from Indianness takes many forms.

For example, in the Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, the
testimony of Bernard Heard, of the Labrador Metis Association, which speaks of how
Labrador Metis 'lived on the coast ...in complete harmony with the land and sea, much
the same as their Inuit and Indian neighbours" is immediately commented upon by
writers of the section on Metis Perspectives a s follows: T h e statement that the Labrador
Metis are essentially no different from Inuit should not be misunderstood. It may be
true that it is only geography and the attitude of outsiders that separates these two
groups, but those two factors have been significant in isolating and shaping Metis
cultures everywhere*. (RCAP,1996, Vol. 4, Sect.5. 3.1: 255-256). The Royal
Commission report seems to reflect a determination to establish the separate and
distinct realities of Metisness everywhere in Canada-a perspective that confums the
logic of separation within the Indian Act, by suggesting that mixed-race Native people
everywhere in Canada always have their destinies entirely separated from those of First
Nations peoples-and therzfore, presumably, &ways will-even if in some regions they
may have more in common with local First Nations or Inuit than with other Metis
groups.

from land claim negotiations based on the government of Newfoundland's
refusal to recognise them as Aboriginal people22.

While contemporary proponents of Metis nationhood are currently
ignoring the tensions inherent in how Metis identity is being constructed

today, we must be clear that Metis people are not the only people who are

engaged, at some level, in reinterpreting the past through the narrow lens
of the present. Treaty Indian perspectives on empowerment generally

"naturalize"backward the present differences between Metis and Indian
communities. In this perspective, treaty Indian communities represent an
"authentic" Indian past which Metis people deviated from long ago. Indeed,

the easiest way to secure a vision of an 'authentic" Nativeness is by

externalizing Metis people from Indianness, by emphasizing how Metis
people "lost" their culture (which positions treaty Indian communities as
being in full possession of theirs).

For example, Dakota scholar Elizabeth Cook-Lynn has penned a
blistering attack on the viability of 'metisness" as an Indigenous identity.
She writes:

The description of the metis, or half-breeds, as a buffer race, which
means that they are "a small, neutral race or state lying between
potentially hostile larger ones,* is, in terms of their relationship to
Indians,the beginning of a deception which allows the turning away
from what was r e d y happening in Indian communities. The rnetis
would hardly have been called neutral by any of the plains peoples
and societies for whom the arranged marriage patterns of ancient
p

p

-

- -

22 In 1996, Metis people in Labrador learned that they were no longer being considered as
Aboriginal people by the Newfoundland government (butnot the federal government)
during the process of negotiating a land claim. The innu Nation and the Metis National
Council appear to have sided with the provincial government in this assertion, each for
their own reasons. The IMU Nation has claimed that the Metis land claims negotiations
have hurt the interests of 'legitimate" Aboriginal people, because the membership criteria
of the Labrador Metis Association is too loose. Meanwhile, Gerald Morin, leader of the
Metis National Council, has stated that the Metis nation does not recognise the existence
of Metis people east of Ontario.The Labrador Metis Association has had a claim registered
with Indian Affairs since 1991, and accuses the IMU of abandoned the principal of
respect for other Aboriginal nations in siding with the province of Newfoundland to fasttrack their own land claims (Hayes, l996:2).

times were a tool of cultural survival. Instead, the metis were and
probably still are seen by native peoples a s those who were already
converts to the hostile and intruding culture simply through their
marriage into it. To say that they were neutral would mean that they
were "not inclining toward or actively taking either side in a matter
under dispute," and belonged 'to neither side or part." With regard
to their role in the enforced assimilation and oppression of native
populations by the American and Canadian governments, both
statements would be debatable.
Oral historians of Indian nations contend that the h&-breed
phenomenon was responsible for much hatred and violence within
tribal groups. This was and still is especially true in the plains
cultures, where it was clear from the beginning that the male person
of the native society was being stripped of his power, his role in
society, and his lands and possessions by the white man who
married the tribal woman and eventually made what they
considered chaotic principles of a new, nontraditional government
possible. Few historians have really dealt with this matter, but many
tribal leaders of the Plains Indians believed that the destruction of
culture caused by the killing of the buffalo was no more and no less
devastating than the destruction of culture caused by the dismissal
of marriage patterns deriving from and supportive of the extended
family (called tiospaye by the Sioux), so long protected by the tribes.
To claim that a society which was produced through unsanctioned
marriage and reproductive activities could be considered a buffer is
to look at it from a purely European point of view, not from the
vantage point of the tiospclye value system (Cook-Lynn, 1996:35-36).
Cook-Lynn's words resonate from a specifically American Indian
experience of government regulation of identity (which will be explored
briefly in Chapter Four).Her words may or may not be accurate in

reflecting the role which mixed-bloods played zuithin American Indian
communities, since in the United States, halfbreeds were not
externalized from Indianness as they were in Canada. What her words do
accomplish, however, is to externalize contemporary Metis people from

any claim to a viable Indigenous history, and by doing so, secure for all
Indian communities a certain claim to innocence from any complicity
with a colonial culture.From this perspective, 'tribal" value systems,

while corrupted by halfbreed intervention, can be regained through
retreating to a recovery of the 'pure product? of the past. Plains Indian
communities in particular, from her perspective, can remove the stain of
colonization by turning to a past which is easily recoverable in an
unrnediated manner-indeed,

cultural survival is predicated on their

doing so. In this viewpoint, the role of government regulation of Native
identity in shaping how Nativeness and "mixed-bloodedness" is
conceptualized drops out of the picture.
Cook-Lynn's attitude to the Metis appears to be motivated by a
belief that Metisness changed plains Indian culture in ways that are
unviable, that are too different from traditional Indigenous ways to be
considered Native, and that attempting to recover the unchanged Native
culture is the only route to Indigenous empowerment. Her words suggest,
pragmatically, that an Indigenous identity cannot long be sustained in
the face of racial mixing and loss of land.
Exploring, in a preliminary manner, how Metis (and 'Indian")
identities are currently being reconceptualized is not to deny the viability
of their sovereignty claims. Nor does it suggest that contemporary 'Indiann

and "Metis" identities do not have an instinctive cornmon-sense "fit" for
those who identifi, with one group or the other. For many Metis people,
embracing a Red River heritage accurately fits their family's experience.
For others, Metisness is being embraced because their lives are not easily
described according to relatively simplistic and homogeneous notions of
what constitutes "First Nations* identity today. The important point is that
"common sensen identities are generally based on the logic of the
colonizing culture. The broad range of peoples who now call themselves
Metis come from histories which are far more heterogeneous than any
emphasis on a singular Metis cultural identity within the Metis Nation can
hope to encapsulate (as are the Indigenous identities currently being

subsumed under a homogenous notion of 'Indianness". Insisting on the
existence of tremendous diversity in Metis and "Indian" histories and
cultural identities may mean recognising that some northern nual Metis
may prefer to link their nation-building destinies to those of other Cree

speaking northern peoples within the Cree nation rather than to southern
Metis, or that some urban Native people with both status Indian and Metis
ancestors may feel more comfortable with the language and traditions of
their M etis grandfathers rather than their Saulteaux grandmothers.
I t is also obvious that until the Indian Act ceases to unfairly privilege

status Indians at the expense of Metis people and non-status Indians,

Metis people will have little choice but to continue to struggle for legal
protections for their Aboriginal status through the Metis Nation23, and to
continue to build an "imagined community" of Metis homogeneity out of
the diverse experiences of mixed-race people of Native heritage. But even

as the Metis nation provides the only vehicle which at present advocates
for the legal rights of Metis people as Aboriginal people, I believe it is
important for Metis people to explore their roots as Indian people more
closely. The cultural history of internalised racism and wilful

abandonment of "Indianness" which many mixed-race Native people have

had to wrestle with makes it important that Metis people acknowledge
what they do share with Indians. Maria Campbell h a s written:
My first teacher was a Halfbreed woman. She was the one who
taught me that the earth was my mother, and made me fanatical
about searching her out. She made me look into my Indian side, and
there I found it. But I had to dig through a lot of stuff because they
said Mother', but there was no real connection to her, it was only
2 3 This paper presented in 1992 to a consultation forum on the Charlottetown Accord
by the Native Alliance of Quebec, demonstrates the impatience which Metis people feel
at being excluded by status Indians, and their determination to be heard:
" W e the Metis People of the province of Quebec are distinct Aboriginal People in the
province of Quebec and in Canada. We will no longer remain in the back seat of First
Nations dreams, hoping for their good will. We the Metis people have a right to the front
seat and we are taking it" (RCAP,1996, Vo1.4, Sect.5. 3.1: 259).

the 'Father', the Grandfathers' that have the power; the influence of
Christianity had pushed her out and the white side didn't even say
'Mother' anymore. But this teacher told me that once, a long time
ago, we all had 'Mother,' and that we were unbalanced because we
could no longer revere her (Campbell, in Griffiths and Campbell,
198920).
3.4

SUMMARY:
In the past two chapters, I have explored how government

classification of Indianness through the Indian Act has irrevocably affected
how Native people see themselves, forcing alien and divisive categories
onto communities which have proved extremely difficult to overcome. The
older ways of relating as Indigenous people are the models which most
communities are struggling to follow. For some communities, these ways
exist just below the surface, while for others, recovery of the older ways
has been considerably compromised by lengthy histories of colonization. In
struggles for Native empowerment and cultural regeneration, then, issues
of identity are crucial.
The nature of the Indian Act demands that Native communities

adopt individual, rather than collective solutions to problems of survival.
When individual bands seek recognition of their rights under the Indian
Act, it precludes their negotiating arrangements to deal with conflicting

claims with other groups of Indigenous people--particularly if one group

has been granted privileges which another group has been denied. It is
almost impossible to avoid profound intergroup conflicts while everybody

is struggling with a colonial government for individual rights, rather than
attempting to develop lateral relationships among Aboriginal communities
which diminish colonial control. It is my hope that by unpacking some
aspects of Metis history as intricately linked both to the Indian Act and the
signing of the numbered treaties, a broader vision of both "Metis" and
"First Nations" history and identity can be generated, one which can

negotiate the divisions imposed on both groups by the Indian Act, and
embrace new forms of Indigenous nationhood which are more accurately

rooted in the ancient ways of self-government.
While the past two chapters have focused on ways in which the

Indian Act has regulated Native identity, in the next chapter I will attempt
to broaden this picture, by looking briefly at the entirely different system
devised by the American government to control Native people, and its

repercussions on how Native identity is conceptualized in the United
States .

CHAPTER FOUR
REGULATING AMERICAN INDIAN IDENTITY:
BLOOD OUANTUM AND FEDERAL RECOGNITION
This is not out way. We never determined who our people
were through numbera and lists. These are the rules of
OUI colonizers, imposed for the benefit of our cofonizers
at o w expemse. They are meant to divide and weaken us-I
w i l l not comply with them.
- Leonard Pelticrl,
INTRODUCTION:
It i s impossible to fully grasp the arbitrary nature of the distinctions
which the Indian Act has created among Native people in Canada without

taking into account the bigger picture of how other colonial regimes have
created different methods of classifying and regulating Native identity. In
this chapter, I will briefly explore the system which the American

government devised to control American Indian identity during the nationbuilding process in the United States. In order to do this, however, it is

necessary to first of all have some basic knowledge of colonization history
in the United States.

4.1

HISTORICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN INDIGENOUS NATIONS
AND THE UNITED STATES PRIOR TO THE DAWEs ACT:

The establishment of the thirteen colonies on the eastern coast of
North America which became the United States was premised on an

openly exterrninationist relationship to Native people. The colonists from
the start used warfare to establish a bulkhead on the eastern boundary of
the continent (most notably, with the Pequot war of 1637 and King Philip's

War in 1675-6),and further violence to extend those colonial boundaries
westward. With Britain's ascendancy over the French in North America,

the impossibility of mainkdng constant warfare with the east coast

' Statement from Leavenworth Rison, 1991. Quoted in Churchill, 1994:106.
100

nations, both in New England and in the Maritimes, over such an
expanded territory was one of the reasons for the Royal Proclamation of
1763 which recognized the need for the British crown to negotiate treaties
with the Aboriginal nations prior to attempting to acquire land. This

nation-to-nation relationship was maintained through the time of

American Independence, when the United States as a nation was relatively
weak with respect to the Native nations, and in any case was anxious to

demonstrate its "civilisednnature to the international arena. The new
republic therefore officially recognized the fact that the land belonged to
the Native nations through the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 (Hirschfelder
and Kreipe de Montano, 1993:3-10). The nation-to-nation relationship,
regulated by treaties, lasted until the new nation-state was firmly
established as a sovereign nation. Federal recognition cf Native sovereignty
was definitively abrogated in 1831,when the Supreme Court, during a
decision on two cases (Cherokee Nation v. Georgia and Worcester v.
Georgia), ruled that Native American tribes were "domestic dependent

nations" within the United States (Hirschfelder and Kreipe de
Montano, 1993:44).Thereinafter, with the removal of most of the eastern

Nations to territories west of the Mississippi, the United States was able to
consolidate its eastern territories and begin another phase of westward
expansion. A treaty-making relationship was maintained however until
187 1-at

which point, the federal government had ratified 372 treaties

with over 100 different Native nations (Hirschfelder and Kreipe de

Montano, l993:53).From the 18601s,America's policy of Manifest
Destiny-its

determination to rule the southern half of the continent from

the Atlantic to the Pacific-was

instituted through open warfare, until the

western Nations had been "pacifiednby the 1890's.

4.2

LAND ALLOTMENT AND BLOOD OUANTUlld:

The United States did not begin to codify definitions of Indianness
until it had managed to assert control over most of its western temtoriesand those definitions were finny tied to controlling the captive populations
of (and diminishing the territorial base of) the newly-created Indian

reservations. Federal blood quantum regulations were instituted a t the
time of the 1887 Dawes Ad, which broke up most of the reservations into

individual allotments. The allotment policy, an all-out attack on the
collective nature of American Indian life which attempted to force Native
people to adapt to concepts of private property, was also a means of
appropriating large amounts of the land set aside for reserves under
various treaties. The remaining "leftover"land after allotment on each
reservation was "freed up" for white settlement. By the end of the allotment
period, in 1934, 100,000 Indians were landless, deprived of over 90 million
acres of former reservation land (Hirschfelder and Kreipe de
Montano, l993:22),and an official discourse of racial classification had

become permanently enshrined in Indian country.
In implementing the D a m s Act, the federal government began the

process of dividing "fullbloods" from "mixed-bloods" through a policy of
measurhg an individual's "blood quanhun", and setting standards
regulating if and at what point mixed-bloods should be extemalised from
their nations. These definitions were crucial to the land acquisition
project-if

mixed-bloods, some of whom were more acculturated to white

ways, were considered tribal members, their presence would conceivably

add a definitive voice in favour of allotment on each reservation, thereby
fulfilling the conditions that three quarters of the adult male population

had to agree to allotment before it could be instituted. At the time, mixedbloods were generally recognised as capable of handling their own affairs,
while full-bloods were deemed legally incompetent. By 1906 and 1907,

however (amere twenty years later), the federal government had passed
laws providing for the sale of lands of anybody with less than 50% blood
quantum. Mixed-bloods were thus rendered landless in their communities,
as "weak links" in the tribal circle who could be singled out for additional
land theft.
Proving blood quantum,however, in a context where European
methods of record-keeping and classification had been unknown, was
difficult to do. On some reservations, this resulted in bizarre series of
tests being devised by physical anthropologists, who determined that size
of feet, degree of curl in hair, and the extent to which a scratch "reddened"
could determine degrees of Indianness (Wilson, 1992:121). More grotesque
processes soon developed, whereby the dead bodies of those Native people

killed in army massacres were used for "scientificstudies":
In 1868... the Surgeon General issued a n order to Army medical
doctors to procure as many Indian crania as possible. Under the
order, 4000 crania were obtained from the dead bodies of Native
Americans. Indian men, women, and children, often those N e d on
a battlefield or massacre sites, were beheaded and their crania
taken to the Army Medical Museum. There, doctors measured the
crania, using pseudo-scientific assumptions to prove the intellectual
and moral ~ e r i o r i t yof Indians. These studies were used until the
1920's by federal officials as a measure of racial purity to determine
who was and who was not a full-blood Indian...Tribal enrollment
lists from the early twentieth century based on such racist biology
continue to be the legal documents used to detexmine heirs in
awarding land claim compensation (Yellow Bird and Milun,
19%: 18).
Vine Deloria J r . asserts that this obsession with proving blood quantum
contributed to significant grave-robbing, as well a s other racist atrocities:
Indians were hardly on their reservations before government
employees began robbing graves at night to sever skulls from
freshly buried bodies for eastern scientists to measure in an
attempt to prove an entirely spurious scientific theory. Indeed, it
may have been that Indians were unnecessarily slaughtered in
battles, since it was a custom to simply ship bodies of Indians

killed by the army to eastern laboratories for use in various
experiments. Some Eskimos staying at a New York museum to
help the scientists died and were boiled down for further skeletal
use instead of receiving a decent burial (Deloria, 1997:6).
I n later years, the onlcial blood-quantum level determining

Indianness was set at 25%. Tribes have a fmal say in accepting members
(although it is not clear how this affects their ability to be funded). At least
one tribe allows an individual with proven 1 /256 Indian blood to become a

member, while others demand one-half blood quantum from the mother's
side. Most tribes accept the federal standard of 25% blood quantum

(Wilson, 1992:12 I), however, problems can still arise:
I n areas such as Oklahoma, where there is much intertribal
and interracial marriage, matters can get complicated. I have
a friend who describes himself as a "mixed-blood full blood"
because his four grandparents are all full bloods but members
of different tribes. Record keeping not infrequently stumbles
over quantum issues. I n one case eight siblings were listed
with five different Indian blood percentages, although all
shared the same mother and father. A few years ago, one of
my students related a horror story in which her family's
quantum had been reduced to less than one-fourth - on
paper. I t seems members of a rival family had taken positions
at the tribal agency and "lost" the paperwork detailing her
family's multi-tribal blood quantum.. ..In Montana, many of
my Native American acquaintances were "card-carrying
Indians", having miniaturised and laminated their blood
quantum certificates, which were drawn from purses or
wallets at appropriate or, as it seemed to me, inappropriate
times.. ..

Mixed bIood Indians today are often viewed dubiously by their
full-blood brethren, by non-Indians, and quite often by
themselves because of past history and present concerns that
they are nontraditional, culturally suspect, and possibly
fraudulent.
Full bloods frequently employ subtle and
occasionally pointed references to mixed bloods' minuscule
blood quantum, questionable motivations for identifymg as
Indian, and "lack of culture".
Non-Indians express
disappointment over physical appearances, and comment

about wanting to see some "real Indians" (Wilson,1992:121123).
4.3

FEDERAL RECOGNITION OF TRIBES:

The other key aspect of American Indian blood quantum discourse
is the notion of "federal recognition" of Indianness, with the corollary that

those Indian nations which are not federally recognised are frequently
seen as "extinct"within the dominant culture. Federal recognition of a
tribe means that the US. government acknowledges that the tribal nation

exists as a unique political entity with a government-to-government
relationship to the United States. Some tribes, like the Wampanoag and

the Lumbee (manyof whom are highly mixed-race with Black and white
settlers but have maintained an identity as Native peoples) are not
federally recognised because they were never a t war with the United States
and did not sign any treaties. Indeed, many of the tribal groups in the

Eastern United States who evaded the army during the times of forced
removal have avoided contact with the government since then but retained
their identity; occasionally such groups are recognised by state
governments but not the federal government. Some tribes have had their
relationship with the federal government ended by termination, the
withdrawal of federal responsibility and services to tribes. And finally,
some federally recognised tribes have "unrecognised"components, often
composed of traditionalists who continue to five a semi-subsistence
existence in great poverty on marginal lands?
9

An example of this dynamic is the situation of the Seminole Nation in Florida. The
Seminole nation,after fighting continuous wars with the United States, was split into two
groups - the Seminole Tribe of Florida who obtained federal recognition in 1957, and a
traditionalist group, the Independent Traditional Seminole Nation, composed of about 200
individuals who live off-reserve,do not get access to tribal services, do not participate in
tribal government or tribal gaming, and do not collect the monthly dividend cheque
distributed to tribal members. This community officiallynever capitulated to the
government, but their marginal lands are continuously threatened by the state
government which denies that the Independent Traditional Seminole Nation exists (since
there is a federally-recognised tribe of Seminoles already in existence) romas, 1996: 11).

In 1978, a "FederalAcknowledgement Projectf'was created, to deal
with the forty-odd tribal groups petitioning for recognition (and a resenre).
In some cases, such as the Tunica-Biloxi of Louisiana,the petition was

f i s t mounted in 1826 and was finally granted in 1981. As of March 1992
there were 132 groups seeking federal recognition (Hirschfelder and Kreipe
de Montano, l993:39-40).So institutionalised has the discourse of blood

quantum become (and the notion of federal recognition that accompanies
it), that federally unrecognised tribes are considered officially non-existent
in the dominant culture3. The question of federal recognition has remained

confused, inextricable linked with the Indian identiv issue, itself clouded
by popular and scholarly notions of blood quantum,phenotypic

appearance,and past treaty relations. Indeed, as Wilson notes, much of
contemporary Native American concern about identity, with its mixedblood/full-blood connotations, stems from attitudes and ideas fostered by
the majority White culture (Wilson, 1992:11E).

The extent to which the discourse of blood quantum enters into
attempts to critique its effects is considerable. Elizabeth Woody
demonstrates this contradiction, as she challenges her mother's
community's attempt to limit individuals whose blood quantum falls
below specific levels from tribal membership, while at the same time
3

In Chapter One, I mentioned how common it is for theorists such as G . Reginald Daniel
to classlfy the mixed-race Native communities of the Lumbee, Shinnecock, Chickahominy,
Poospatuck, Montauk, Mantinecock, Nanticoke, Narragansett, Gay Head, and Mashpee
Indian peoples as 'tri-racial isolatesn;a network of "anomalous"communities in the
Eastern United States which should be considered to be "really"African-American
communities, but which continue to claim Indianness in order to avoid the stigma of
Blackness (Daniel, 1992:99-100).As Teny Wilson notes, few researchers have considered
miscegenation a s a means of maintaining Indian identity. Most scholars, instead,
postulate that tribal extinction is an inevitable result of racial intermixing. However, the
east coast Native nations, dispossessed and overwhelmed by the sheer cumbers of white
and black people settling around them,had only three choices: assimilation, intermamage
or migration. Many chose to remain in "marginalenvironments", clinging to an Indian
identity and to small bits of land, while intermarriage and the acquisition of the majority
population's material culture traits often gave them the appearance of non-Indians
(Wilson, 1992:113). Contemporary concerns of these communities usually focus on
classification as Indian and recognition by the federal government.

using the discourse of blood quantum to identlfL herself, in what (to a
Canadian Native person) seems like an almost a bizarre reliance on

quant@ng her racial "pedigree" to determine her identity:
I will remain enrolled a t Warm Springs because for five generations
my maternal ancestry has been part of the people there. Standards
have been set by contemporary tribal governments that may
fracture this lineage in the future. If descendants are ineligible for
enrollment because of the fragmentation of blood quantum, who
will receive the reserved rights of our sovereign status? I am
16/32 Navajewhich means my father was a full-blooded Navajo12/32 W a r m S p ~ g s 3/32
,
other tribes and 1/32 European
descent (Woody, 1998:154).

Gerald Vizenor has challenged this process, and its accompanying
valorization of "the fullblood" (and denigration of the "the mixed blood")
in a playful and bitingly satirical fashion. In his work, Vizenor has
created characters such as Captain Shammer, founder of the Halfbreed

Hall of Fame, who lectures:
Geometric blood voIume was introduced by colonial racists, and
from time to time, measure to measure, depending on the demands
of federal programs and subsidies, tribal blood volume increases or
decreases. You could say that tribal blood volume follows the
economic principles of supply and demand (Vizenor, 1981:16).
This character also introduces the "skin dip", providing tribal peoples
with the opportunity to change their skin colour, to enable them to more

easily fit their political convictions or pursue specific opportunities.
Another of Vizenor's characters, challenging the 250h cutoff point for
determining American Indian status, proposes to create: 'an organization

of mixedblood skins which demands one-fourth degree of tribal blood or
less to be enrolled as a membef (Vizenor, 198 1: 16). Indeed, throughout
his work, Vizenor seeks to challenge the assumption that fullbloodness is

necessarily equivalent to 'traditionalness" and that by seeking to
promote higher blood quantum levels one can automatically bring about

a return to traditional tribal culture, stating that these beliefs are
saturated with dominant culture myths about Indians, and are
ultimately detrimental to the survival and flourishing of tribal cultures.
A fmal consideration to take into account is demographics.

Creek/Cherokee Metis academic Ward Churchill has referred to the whole
notion of blood quantum as "arithmetical genocide or statistical
extermination". He notes that if the blood quantum is set at 25%, and
intermarriage is allowed to proceed as it has for centuries, then eventually
Indians will simply be officially defined out of existence:

...in 1900, about half of all Indians in this country were "fullbloods".
By 1990, the proportion had shrunk to about twenty percent and is
dropping steadily. Among certain populous peoples, such as the
Chippewas of Minnesota and Wisconsin, only about five percent of
all tribal members are full-bloods. A third of all recognised Indians
are a t the quarter-blood cut-off point. Cherokee demographer
Russell Thornton estimates that, given continued imposition of
purely racial defmitions, Native America as a whole will have
disappeared by the year 2080 (Churchill,1994:93).
H e also notes that when you take into account the members of the 200-

odd Indigenous Nations whose existence continues to be denied by the

American government, the Native peoples such as the Juaneno of San
Diego who were once recognised by the federal government but were
declared "extinct" in the 19701s,and those individuals who now fall below

blood quantum levels, the numbers of individuals with a legitimate claim
to being American Indians by descent, by culture, or both, rises from the

official number of 1.6 million to upwards of 7 million (Churchill, 1994:94).
I t is obvious, then, that blood quantum discourse critically controls and

shapes the directions American Indians take towards empowerment.

4.4

BLOOD OUANTUM IN C A N A D I . CONTEXTS:
KAHNAWAKE MOHAWK TERRITORY
For the most part, in Canada, the imposition of Native status as a

method of controlling Indianness has to a certain extent obscured or
served as a buffer against the American obsession with degrees of blood

quantum. But in response to Bill C-3 1, the Mohawk community of
Kahnawake, on the South Shore of Montreal, instituted a blood

quantum-based membership code, and regulations which restrict
intermarriage, which have been in effect for over a decade now. A s this
tendency is growing in certain communities, it is worth exploring how
rejecting one government discourse of Indianness in favour of another

affects Native communities.

To a certain extent, the tendency to embrace a concept of
Indianness that is dependent on blood quantum appears to be prevalent
in all of the Nations who habitually work or live for periods of time in the
United States-such

as the Mohawks, the Milcmaqs and the Maliseets.

In some respects, the protracted struggle to end sexism in the Indian Act

may also have accelerated the tendency to reduce Native identity to
blood-since

Native women who were deprived of status for marrying

white men could only fight back by declaring that they had a right to

status because of their Indian blood. The 'choices" offered by colonial
regulation of Indianness-the

highly patriarchal system of the Indian Act

with its covert regulation of blood quantum, versus the apparently

gender-neutral system of blood quantum which is overtly race-basedessentially involves exchanging a system that generates high levels of

sexism (alongwith racism) for another which generates high levels of
racism (along with increased fragmentation of Native identity, as dividing
one's heritage into 128 or even 256 'parts" to assert which 'parts" are

Native attests to). It is a moot point as to which is more destructive for

Native communities. The American system has had the advantage that
descent is not reckoned patrilinially as in Canada-enabling traditional
matrilinial descent systems to be maintained.
0 ther communities

than Kahnawake have voiced the belief that

"Indian blood" must be preserved in order for Native people to remain
Native. Bet-te Paul, a Maliseet woman who participated in the struggle to
abolish Section 12(l)bof the Indian Act, described this concern
succinctly:
You see a lot of blond-haired Mohawks in the States, but you never
consider them "non-status" like you do in Canada. They see
themselves as Mohawks and so does everybody else. Their identity
comes through the clan, and if the woman married a white guy it
didn't matter; the child would be whatever the mother was. It was
the same for u s traditionally and obviously the government wanted
to break it up.
But we believe now that membership has got to be restricted
somewhere down the line. That is only common sense because, if
you don't restrict it, after some point you wouldn't have a drop of
Indian blood in you. We have to make our blood-line stronger, and
instill in our children a pride in our culture (Bet-te Paul, in Silman,
1987:227).
Gerald Alfred, a Kahnawake Mohawk academic, suggests that the
racist philosophy of membership which the community adopted has its
roots in generations of living under the Indian Act. He notes that Mohawk
people undertook biological restrictions on membership and the
moratorium on mixed marriages because of the perception that the
Mohawk culture was being eroded-with

racial mixing being seen as the

chief agent of this erosion of culture. The community relied, in traditional
fashion, on a committee of Mohawk women to take u p the membership
issue. They apparently voted to develop restrictions on intermarriage, but
rejected the notion of having biological membership criteria (as did
Longhouse traditionalists who stated that racial-based membership

violated Mohawk traditions). Nevertheless, the Mohawk Council of
Kahnawake, with community support in the form of a referendum,
implemented the following membership rules:

Moratorium on Mixed Makages: Any Mohawk who married a nonNative after May 22, 1981 loses the right to residency, land holding,
voting and office-holding in Kahnawake.
Kahnawake Mohawk L a w As of December 11, 1984, a biological
criterion for future registrations requires a "blood quantum" of 50% or
more Native blood (Alfred, 1995: 165)
The primary concern of the community, in taking u p this relatively
extreme membership code, was to maintain "Indiann bloodlines as some
form of clear boundary against the dominant culture.

We must be clear though that the charge of "racismn instantly
leveled a t Kahnawdce, by white people and by Native people who uphold

the system organized by the Indian Act, needs to be unpacked with

respect to the actual practices of the federal government. For example,
Peter and Trudy Jacobs, residents of Kahnawake who had been denied
certain services a s non-members, brought a case against Kahnawake to

the Canadian Human Rights Commission. Jacobs, a Black man adopted
a s a child by Mohawk parents, who grew up in the community is,
according to its current membership criteria, not considered to be
Mohawk. His wife Trudy, a Kahnawake Mohawk, lost her membership
when she married him. The couple, accordingly, are not entitled to the
benefits and services which accrue to Kanawake band members. The
tribunal ruled in favor of the couple, and ordered the Mohawk Council of
Kahnawake to stop racially discriminating against the couple, and to
provide them with the rights available to other members of the
community, including land rights, housing assistance, welfare,
education, burial, medicines and tax privileges (the First Perspective,
1998:2). This tribunal h a s ruled against other bands in the past, for

example, when the Shubenacadie band of Nova Scotia was found guilty
of discriminating against the non-Native spouses of band members on
reserve, in refusing to pay them social assistance benefits. At that time,
Canada forced the Shubenacadie band to pay $7,500 in damages and
retroactive social assistance benefits (Windspeaker, 1995a:2).
A t the same time as the Canadian Human Rights Commission is

monitoring racial discrimination in Native communities, however,

Canada has been forcing a 25% blood quantum requirement on inuit
people in Labrador in order to be eligible for a land claim4. Canada and
the Government of British Columbia, during self-government talks with
the Sechelt Indian band, have also demanded that the band limit its

membership to people of Sechelt ancestry, excluding their non-Native
spouses, e v e n though the Sechelt people have specifically refused to

make this distinction between categories of membership (Gregory,
1996:3).

Commenting on this issue, Alexandra Macqueen notes that the

Canadian Human Rights Tribunal is scarcely an nonpartisan 'third
party", but is simply part of the federal govemment, which draws quite

confining boundaries around the space in which First Nations can govern
In September, 1998 834 people in Labrador were informed that they were no longer
recognised as Inuit by Indian Acfairs,Health Canada, or the Labrador Inuit Association.
This is the result of their being reclassified as "ineligible for membership* in the Labrador
Inuit Association in the wake of new membership criteria based on proven one-quarter
Inuit blood and the requirement that they be born in the Labrador land claim area.
Labrador Inuit people, who do not come under the Indian Act, have had their identities
informally regulated by the Association since 1973. The federal govemment relies on the
Association for determining who it should assume fiduciary responsibility towards as Inuit
people. About 900 individuals of Inuit ancestry (out of a total membership of 5000 people)
have been affected so far. Individuals who are no longer eligible wiil still be considered
Inuit-but not eligible for uninsured health benefits and post-secondary education
funding(McKinley, 1998:g). It should be clear that this reclassification of Inuit identity is
the result of eligibility criteria determined by the federal government and the government
of Newfoundland in land claims discussions-and in this respect, the federal government
is now moving to regulate Inuit identity as it has always regulated status Indian identity.
Under the rubric of 'self-determinationw and a land claims settlement, those with high
levels of blood quantum are having their identities as Inuit endorsed, while those with less
blood quantum are being externalized-in effect, a s "non-status Inuit".

themselves (Macqueen, 1998:7). For Canada to elevate a branch of its
government a s a "watchdog" for human rights violations in Native
communities is extremely ironic, given its history a s a colonizing power
which has for over a century maintained a body of racist and sexist

legislation which controls every aspect of Native life in Canada. Canada
appears to enforce blood quantum restrictions when communities
attempt to defy them, while at the same time penalizing other

communities if they practicing racial restrictions as part of their selfdetermination mandate.
For all that, however, the blood quantum system remains a flawed

and contradictory attempt to control boundaries between the dominant
society and the community. Controversial issues continue to arise in the
community with respect to the membership code. In 1995, for example,

the Band Council barred students not on the Mohawk registry from
Kahnawake's s c h o ~ l san
, edict which the school board refused to
enforce. The Mohawk students who are ineligible for membership, by
virtue of having less than 50% blood quantum, had initially been allowed
into the community schools following the Oka crisis, because of the
community's concern for the safety of these children in off-reserve
schools (The First Perspective, 1995:1). The firing of Kahnawake
Peacekeeper Kyle Cross Briseboise after he was ruled to have only 47%

Native blood, is another problem which the community has had to deal
with ( Windspeaker, 1995:I), a s is the barring of Carl 'Bo" Curotte from

running for Chief of Kahnawake on the basis of having only 46% Native
blood ( Windspeaker, 1W6a: 12).Enforcing blood quantum rules has
continuously forced the band council to make decisions which fragment
and objectify Native identity, and encourage the community to deny

individual needs in support of collective rights. It appears that people a t

Kahnawake are being continually asked to turn their backs on

community members in order to protect the community. Meanwhile, the
community continues to actualize the notion that "Indianness" is purely

an issue of blood, even as they attempt tc validate the reality that culture
also determines 'Indianness".
Furthermore, in the changeover between defining Indianness by

status and defining Indianness by blood quantum, it is important to
consider how the sexism of the old system might be replicated in the new
system? We can only speculate on the extent to which a rejection of

"racial mixing" in Canadian contexts might overlay earlier frameworks of
rejection of Native women who had lost their status, and their mixed-race
children. Any purely racial means of determining Indianness in Canada
will continue to affect women differently from men-because
history of sexism in the Indian Act-and

of the

cannot be treated as a gender-

neutral process. Many Native women, however, have embraced blood
quanturn systerns as necessary to community survival.
4.5

SUMMARY:
In the last three chapters, we have seen that a central aspect of the

colonization process is the development of systems of classification and

regulation of Native identity. These systems forcibly supplant traditional
Indigenous ways of anchoring relationships between individuals, their
communities and the land, erasing knowledge of self, culture and history
in the process. Native identity is categorized and 'measured" according to
%y discussion of the negative effects on Kahnawake women of having been deprived
of their status is notably absent from Gerald Alfred's book Heeding the Voices of our
Ancestors: Kahnawake Mohawk Polititx and the Rise of Native Nationalism (Toronto:
0-dord University Press, 1995)which is the best exposition currently available about
this band's change to the blood quantum system of membership. Alfred's silence about
gender issues speaks volumes, given the pivotal role which Mohawk women such as
Mary Two-Axe Earley played in organizing early resistance to sexism in the Indian Act.
Alfred's silence about this history, and his constant blanket assertions that it was
Mohawk women who have most consistently opposed Bill C-3 1, gives outsiders no way
of really understanding the depth and complexity of this issue as it was manifested in
Kahnawake. Indeed, Alfred appears ready to critique the Indian Act's racism, but nct its
sexism.

racist and sexist criteria; these categories are then used to divide
communities and deny entitlement to land to certain groups of Native
people. For the colonizer, this not only facilitates the theft of Native land,

but it effectively divides Native opposition to the land theft.
These systems of classifying and regulating lndianness fimction
discursively to naturalize certain ways of understanding Native identity,
so that attempts to resist government systems of classification and
regulation can all too easily end up replicating colonial divisions in new

forms. The process is facilitated by the images of Native people which
exist within the colonizing culture; images which have been crucial to the
colonization process and which at the same time represent the concrete

residue of its history. These racist images assist in normalizing
government regulation of Native identity even as they are central to
creating its categories. In the next chapter I will look at these images of

Indianness within the dominant culture,and how urban mixed-race
Native people must negotiate their identities in the face of these images.

CHAPTER FIVE
RACIST IMAGES
But as soon as I started kindergarten at the Bureau of
Indian A f h i r s day school, I began to barn more about
the differences between the Xaguna Pueblo world and the
outside world. It was a t school that I learned just how
Sometimes
diirerent I looked fiam my ciassmates.
tourists driving past on Route 66 would stop by Laguna
Day School at recess time to take photographs of us
kids. One day, when I was in the f b t grade, we all
crowded around the smiling white tourists, who peered
at our faces. W e aU wanted to be in the picture because
afterward the tourists sometime. gave us each a penny.
Just as we w e n all posed .nd ready to have our picture
taken, the tourist man looked at me. "Not you," he said
and motioned for me to step away from my classmates. I
felt so embarrassed that I wanted to disappear. My
ckssmates were puzzled by the tourists' behavior, but I
knew the tourists didn't want me in their snapshot
because I looked diffierent, because I was part white.
- Leslie Marmon Sillrol
INTRODUCTION:
Mixed-race urban Native people grow up in a culture flooded with
images of Indians. From the casual uses of dismembered symbols of a

prostrate people--such as the "Indian chief" television signal pattern
which for years was beamed into Canadian homes, or the 'wooden Indian"

statues commonly found in public places until recently-to

the

contemporary environmentalist deification (or denigration) of the
"ecoIndiann,a tremendous body of hegemonic images of Indianness have
been generated from both Canada and the United States, each with its
own sets of messages about Native people. These images have contributed

both to forming and naturalizing the government systems of classifling

Leslie Marmon Silko. Yellow Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit: Essays on Native
American Life Today. New York: Touchstone (Simon 86 Schuster), 1996, p.63

and regulating Native identity which I discussed in the fwst three chapters

of this thesis. In this chapter I will be exploring the images of "the Indian"
which flourish within the dominant culture. Later in this thesis, I will
focus on how the participants negotiate their identities in the face of these
images.
Because of the difFerent colonization histories in Canada and the
United States, there have been subtle differences between the two

countries in how Indianness is taken up within the dominant culture.

Since Native people in Canada are exposed to American images of
Indianness as well as those originating in Canadian contexts, I will explore
both those bodies of images.

5.1

IMAGES OF THE INDIAN IN AMERICAN CULTURE=
There are few people more stereotyped, on a world-wide basis, than

American Indians. The final stages of "Manifest Destiny", the
EuroAmerican determination to conquer a continent, captured the
imagination of Europeans with the notion that an entire race of 'noble
savages" might be soon be considered to be eradicated. Edward Curtis'2,
deliberately archaic photographs of plains Indians, and the romantic
portrayals of Indians by the German writer Karl May, are but two of the

most obvious sources of the cult of fascination with the North American
plains Indian that sprang up in Western Europe, which even today shows
little sign of abating. In fact, the Western obsession with "the Indian" has

been going on for centuries. A s Haida writer Marcia Crosby notes, for
hundreds of years Europeans have been collecting and displaying "Indian"
2 Edward S. Curtis was an early 20" century American photographer who, obsessed
with the notion that the 'true Indian"was facing extinction, travelled across Canada
and the United States attempting to document authentic unspoiled Native culture. With
over 4C,000photographs (many of them reconstructions, where Native people posed in
costumes, with their contemporaxy household items removed from the picture to render
them more "primitiven),Curtis captured the imaginations of a whole generation-and
most of his glorified, marketable images have until recently been regarded as
historically true (Pahuja,1997:46).

objects-or Indians themselves as objects or human specimens-as

well as

making Indians the subjects (or objects) of literature, the visual arts, and

the social sciences. The result has been the creation of what Crosby calls

"the Imaginary Indian",the creation of "pseudo-Indian" images which
combine to render "the Indian* as unreal, and thus ultimately irrelevant in

an everyday sense, within the settler culture (Crosby, 1991:294).
Certain images of Indianness have been essential to the
colonization process. Ward Churchill has devoted considerable attention
to the manner in which colonial elites in the United States began
producing novels about Native people from the earliest settlement period
which rationalized the killing of Native people by white settlers and the
taking of their lands by presenting Native people a s bloodthirsty savages,
devils and pagans. Later literature contributed to soothing the @ty

conscience of the children of settlers through presenting the myth of a
Noble savage as inevitably doomed to die out in the face of superior
civilization (Churchill, 1992).Canadian settlers who had pushed Native
people off their lands also utilized this myth, claiming to m o w n the
"passing of the noble savage" even as they enjoyed the fertile lands that
Native people were being forced to leave behind.
American cinema has been a crucial force in organizing and
maintaining the central myth of American nation-building-the

conquest

of the "wild West*, and the natural superiority of the white man in

fulfilling his "manifest destiny" to control a continent (which in
contemporary times has developed into the American desire to control
the globe). For over a century, Hollywood has been making movies based

on Native American stereotypes-cinematic imagery that h a s been deeply
engraved into the popular consciousness, to the extent that to most non-

Natives, the word "Indiann conjures up the images below:

... a man on horseback wearing a flowing feather bonnet,
breechclout and moccasins, holding a tomahawk in one hand [or
an] Indian women [in]a beaded brow band with an upright feather
in the back, a long beaded buckskin dress, moccasins, and
usually.. . a papoose" (Hill,1996:16-18).
The Hollywood western has created images of "cowboys and Indians"
which are so powerful that even Native children have sought to emulate
them:

Hill has obsenred, the portrayal of
Indians in the cinema has been such that it h a s made the playing of
"Cowboys and Indians" a favorite American childhood game. The
object of the "sporf' is for "cowboys" to ''killn all the "Indians", just
like in the movies. A bitter irony associated with this is that Indian
as well a s non-Indian children heatedly demand to be identified as
cowboys, a not unnatural outcome under the circumstances, but
one which speaks volumes to the damage done to the American
Indian self-concept by movie propaganda. The meaning of this, a s
Hill notes, can best be appreciated if one were to imagine that
[Jewish] children were.. . engaging in a game called 'nazis and Jews"
(Churchill, 1992:240).
As the Oneida comedian Charlie

The central role which conquered Indianness plays in the white
American national identity is also demonstrated in the practice of
naming cars and other commodities after Native nations and Native

heros, the proliferation of racist mascots and place names (and a real
retrenchment on the part of the dominant society towards maintaining

the status quo, evidenced by an absolute refusal to abandon these racist
images3), and numerous other aspects of everyday racism against
The degree of resistance which Americans demonstrate towards abandoning the
names which summon stereotypes about Indians indicates the extent to which
American identity seems to depend on these images. Repeated domestic campaigns to
get racist sports names changed have been to no avail-with each attempt, teams like
the Washington Redskins spend more money on public relations campaigns stating that
their uses of these names-and their team logos-are not racist. Recently, a t the
request of the Belgium-based human rights organization KOLA, the United Nations
Commission for Human Rights' Indigenous Project Team will be investigating the use of
racist athletic and academic mascots, in particular, the University of Illinois' mascot
"Chief Illiniwek". The logo for Chief Illinewak is the standard feather-bometed 'Indian
head"; their mascot is a "buckskinned, face-painted, war-bometed white boy who does
3

American Indians which in contemporary times would not be tolerated

against any other racial group. Commanche activist and writer Paul
Smith writes:

Indians face a particular, highly developed and highly ideological
kind of racism. Chief, tribe, warrior, medicine man; these are all
terms invented by Europeans to object@ Indians (as is the term
Indian itself). For chief, president or prime minister would be
equally accurate. W h y tribe instead of nation? Warrior instead of
fighter or soldier? Medicine man instead of religious leader or
minister? Because it makes Indians strange and primitive. These
terms make us the "other". They make it impossible to imagine u s
a s contemporary human beings, or players in our own destiny
(Smith, 1991/92: 17).

Ward Churchill reminds us that the role of racist images in
justifying the ongoing colonization and cultural genocide of American

Indians must not be underestimated:
A concerted, sustained, and in some ways accelerating effort has
gone into making Indians unreal. It follows, therefore, that what

cartwheels for the university" at public gatherings (Logan,1998: 10). The university has
consistently refused to relinquish this mascot-its board of directors going so far a s to
specifically a f f m its value recently. One American Indian student leader was advised
to leave the campus if the mascot adversely affected his educational climate (Abon'ginal
Voices, 1998:8). Only Stanford University has responded positively to pressure from
Native activists, in choosing to drop the word 'Indians" from its sports team; meanwhile,
a singIe Oregon newspaper, given the refusal of the Washington Redskins to change its
name, has developed a policy that they will only refer to this team as "the Washington
team" until they change their name (Churchill, 1994:70-72). Leslie Logan has noted
that Ted Turner, the megamillionaire and international philanthropist who owns the
Atlanta Braves-the team with the 'tomahawk chopm-has the power to stop this racist
abuse, but refuses (Logan,1998: 10).
In another direction, repeated attempts to change place names which include
the word 'squaw" (currently 1,050 geographic sites in the United States contain that
name) have been only partially successful. Certain states-Minnesota and California for
example--have banned the use of the word in geographic place names, however, most
states have not. Open defiance of the state law. in
. Minnesota has been manifested in a
few counties. The last geographic names pertammg to other racial groups were changed
in 1967, when 143 place names containing the word 'niggef and 26 names containing
the word "Jap" were changed (NufiveAmericas, 1996:4). This discrepancy between the
resistance shown to abandoning racist names about Native people, and the manner in
which other forms of racist place names were relinquished over thirty years ago,
suggests, again, that in fundamental ways, American identity is in some way dependant
on images of conquered and controlled Indians. The issue has not even begun to be
addressed in Canada.

has happened, is happening, and will continue to happen to
Indians, unless something is done to fundamentally alter the terms
of our existence, is also unreal. And the unreal, of course, is
purely a matter of entertainment in Euroamerican society, not a
cause for attention or concern. As was established in the Streicher
precedent at Nuremberg [where Julius Streicher was executed for
his role in creating racist propaganda which was seen as ultimately
promoting the genocide of European Jews], the cause and effect
relationship between racist propaganda on the one hand, and
genocidal policy implementation on the other is quite plain
(Churchill, 1994:81).
These images continue to shape how non-Natives view Native
people-most

critically during times of crisis for Native communities. In

situations where confrontation between Native communities and the

Canadian state escalates to a stand-off and the use of direct force against
Native people, the Canadian media has repeatedly demonstrated its

inability to provide coverage which actually informs the public about the
issues in Indian country, and instead relies on racist imagery. Miles
Momsseau has described Canadian media coverage of the Gustafson
Lake and Ipperwash crises as "seeing savages behind every bush"
(Morrisseau, l995:6).The media's tremendous reliance on stereotypes
and two-dimensional images of Indianness not only prevents whites

(including those who are concerned about Native issues) from actually

learning about the tremendous difficulties Native communities face-it
reinforces the same old story about Native "savagerf-as

Morrisseau

puts it, "the story that is as old as Columbus washing up on these

shoresn (Momsseau, 19956).

5.2

RACISM IN "COLDSTONE CANADA"4
In Canada, the avowed desire of Canadian elites to 'preserve" Native

culture in the face of the demise of "the noble savage" has, in fact, been all
about the need for a relatively young settler state to appropriate a culture
for itself. Haida writer Marcia Crosby notes that for the elite members of a

settler culture actively displacing Native peoples to set themselves to the
task of "preserving" the artifacts of a so-called "dying racen is to enable
themselves to become the owners and interpreters of their artifacts or
goods (Crosby, 1991:274).She describes how Canadian artists of the early

20" century,such as the Group of Seven and Emily Cam, embellished
their work with appropriated Native motifs, or created pictures of a stylized
and somewhat exoticised "wilderness" devoid of Native people. These

artists and others have since become icons of Canadian nationalism, and
are largely responsible for creating one of Canada's foundational rnyths-

that the essence of "Canada" is to be found L7 its 'empty", uniquely

"Canadiannnorthern landscape, in which Native people are absent. Crosby
notes that it has been a standard Canadian tactic to ignore Native people

and regard their artifacts as part of Nature, to be appropriated along with

the land. In describing how the industrialist and art collector Walter
Koemer set out to "save" Haida and coast Tsimpsian totem poles, Crosby
writes:

Through his simple idenbfkation of these "greaf' art objects in the
plural possessive as "our province's" and as "our British Columbia
and Canadian heritage," he not only establishes himself nationally
and regionally a s Canadian, but as a citizen with a heritage that
reaches back to time immemorial...For those who read of Koerner's
patronage and philanthropic endeavors, it would seem that the
poles he "savesnexist-like C a d s images-in a forest by themselves,
connected to a geographical location, rather than a people; it is an
The phrase "coldstone Canadanis Emma LaRocque's, from her preface to Writing the
Circle: Native Women of Western Canada. Jeanne Perreault and Sylvia Vance (eds).
Edmonton: Newest Publishers, xxix

idea that lends itself to the smooth transference of [Haida] land and
heritage to public institutions, corporations, private enterprise and
individuals...Native imagery and art is already deeply entrenched in
the public arena and in institutional collections, a s a symbol for a
national heritage, a signifier for Canadian roots, a container for the
Canadian imagination and a metaphor for the abstract ideals of
Western ideology (Crosby, 1991:282, 287).

The violent response of the Canadian establishment to the attempts
by Native people to enter this discourse created on their objectified bodies
and "artifacts" is quite telling. Plains Cree/Metis writer Emma Laroque has
described how in the late 1960's, Canadian publishers first of all tried to
ignore Native writers, preferring whites who told "the Native story" while
describing Native people as "voiceless", and then, when a handful of
individuals managed to get published, reacted with anger and

condemnation:
Apparently unable to understand or accept the truth of our
experiences and perceptions, many white audiences, journalists,
and critics resorted to racist techniques of psychologically labelling
and blaming us. We were psychologized a s "bitter" which was
equated with emotional incapacitation, and once thus dismissed we
did not have to be taken seriously.
We were branded as "biased", as if whites were not! Sometimes we
The innocence and
were even unabashedly charged with 1-g.
goodness of white Canada was stridently defended. How could all
this oppression happen? How could police, priests, and teachers be
so awful?

Our anger, legitimate as it was and is, was exaggerated as "militant"
and used as an excuse not to hear u s ...Influenced by
uncomprehending critics and audiences, publishers controlled the
type of material that was published. It is no surprise that whatever
Native protest literature was produced from authors like Harold
Cardinal, Howard Adams, George Manual, Duke Redbird, Wilfred
Pelletier, or Waubageshig was short-lived. In direct contrast to the
hailing given "Black protest literature" as a new genre by white
American intellectuals, Canadian critics accused us of "blustering
and bludgeoning society". Basically, we were directed just to tell our

"stories" (and the more tragic the better), not ...to be so 'arrogant" or
so daring as to analyze or to call on Canadian society for its
in.ustices (Laroque, 1993:xvi-xvii).

While the Canadian elite has appropriated Native culture to create itself
as a nation (and attempted to silence those attempts by Native writers to
call their actions to account), the daily circumstances faced by Aboriginal

peoples in Canada have been very different. The use of Native artifacts to
enrich Canadian culture has been accompanied by a deliberate

denigration of actual Native people and specific ideological attempts to
eradicate any notion, within Canada, of Aboriginal nations a s viable

cultures. Myths that Native cultures 'died", and images of Native people
as destitute, alcoholic, bestial, untrustworthy and pathetic reigned
supreme until the 1960s in most regions of Canada (and are still deeply

entrenched in the Canadian psyche). These are highly gendered images,
with highly specific repercussions for Native men and women. Native men
have been portrayed as violent, savage and inherently criminal, while

Native women face phenomenal levels of sexual violence because of the
"squaw" stereotype which still flourishes in the contemporary society?

5 I t should be noted that some Native women feel that even to mention the so-called 'sn
word (as they refer to it) is to reinforce its usage. While any use of this word is
distasteful, I believe it is a significantly different thing to describe the racist history and
blata.nt inequalities which the word summons and to simply use it a s a racial epithet.
Because of the central place which appropriated images of Indians have in the psyche of
white Canadians, large numbers of white people refuse to believe (forexample) that the
use of the term, particularly in place names, is racist. In such contexts, to point to the
history invested in this term is to force middle-class whites to own to the CI-ueihistory
of their society.
More to the point, the fact remains that the so-called 'squaw stereotype"
continues to permeate the Canadian legal system in its treatment of Aboriginal women;
particularly in the blind eye it routinely turns to the specific confluence of racist and
sexist violence which Native women face in this society. The rape of Native women,
particularly if they have been drinking,is often treated as little more than a
misdemeanor within Canadian courts, precisely because of this stereotype. For this
reason, it may be necessary for individuals to continue to use the 's" word to describe
how Native women are viewed by the courts in this country; with all due apologies to
those who would wish to stop any use of the term a t all, even to refer to the racism it
summons up.

In the 1 9 6 0 ' ~
with
~ the liberalizing of Canadian society, the blatant
racism informing these images of Native people became distasteful to
numbers of younger middle-class whites. However, these same people

called on a body of other images of the Indian-specifically those of the
"noble savagen-signifying the concerns of their generation, specifically

around themes of socid protest, resistance, and environmental activism.
As a result of this, other, more apparently "positivenimages of

Indianness--of Native people as romantic rebels, of the 'ecological" Indian,

and countless other versions of what Elizabeth Cook-Lynn has referred to
as "the Indian story" (Cook-Lynn,1998:112) began to proliferate. This
process has only accelerated since then, as part of the generalized postmodem crisis of meaning which afflicts mainstream North American
society. The result, for Native people, has been a considerable increase in
levels of cultural appropriation, a s whites search for meaning within (and

at the expense of) Native spirituality.
5.3

THE NEW AGE, CULTURE VULTURE3 AND WANNABEES:

Affluent, educated white people, upstanding Church
membrrs, sought out Lecha in secret. Theg all had
come to her with a deep sense that something had been
lost. Theg all had given the loss different names: the
stock market crush, lost lottery tickets, worthless funk
bonds or lost loved ones; but Lecha knew the toss was
their connection with the earth. They all feared illness
and physical change; since life &d to death,
consciousness t a m e d tham, and theg had sought to
control death by becoming killers themselves*..old
Yoeme wed to bmyl that she could maks white people
believe in angthing and do anything she told them,
because the whites were so despemte*
Leslie M a m w n Silk06
Contemporary urban Native people face a paradox: many white elite
Canadians, wholly invested in a culture which has positioned "the Indian"
Leslie Marmon Silko, Almanac of the Dead New York: Penguin, 199 1, 717-19
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as exploitable, despicable, wretched, untrustworthy and barely human,

are nevertheless currently seeking out 'Indian wisdom" with a desperate

hunger (and a determination to possess whatever they desire) that makes
"authentic Indianness" (aswhites determine it) a prized commodity. The
Canadian New Age movement, however, is only the tip of the iceberg of a
North America-wide phenomenon which reaches dizzymg heights in the
United States. Rebecca Cochran, in an interview with musician Bill Miller,
engages with the obsessive manner in which New Age devotees pursue
American Indian artists:
[Miller] relates a few experiences that would leave less experienced
performers confused. "I was at an event where this guy, all dressed
up in beads and buckskin, comes to me and has me sign 7 copies of
some book and says 'Master Miller, my heart is heavy.' Where do
these people come up with this stul'f? He was taking to me like H E
was some Hollywood Indian himself..". [Miller]goes on to say that he
even had his life threatened once when he wouldn't go to a sweat
lodge with people he didn't even know. "They think I'm some
peaceful New Age guy, then get mad when I won't go along with that
con." (Cochran, 19965).

Many Native people have commented on the New Age phenomenon,
and how it represents a terminal phase of theft of anything Native (from

land to resources to spirituality),with devastating results for Native
communities, in the gradual debasing of cultural traditions which is the
inevitable result when they are appropriated, replicated, and marketed as

panaceas for white angst. The New Age movement complicates the
attempts by many urban mixed race Native people to Ieam about their
Native identity, a s individuals often end up wading through oceans of new

age books in search of 'real" Native writings. Urban mixed-race Native
people are also vulnerable to the countless messages proliferating about
spirituality within the New Age movement-notions

that spirituality can be

"shopped around for" and sampled, and understood in a few short

sessions with a 'healef, rather than being part of ancient systems of

knowledge grounded in the earth which traditional elders spend their lives
learning about. Even the attitude, common among some mixed-race urban
Native people, that Native culture is "generic", and that it is sufficient for

individuals to indiscriminently shape an identity based on a mixture of
teachings from a dozen different nations in order to understand "the
Native way" may have been influenced by the phenomenal interest in

"quick f& pseudo-Native spirituality by New Agers, as well as images of
"Indianness" from the media.
Underlying the "love of Indianness" which culture vultures engage
with is a subtext of contempt-because

this phenomenon is premised on

the existence of an impoverished and decimated people, where there will
always be somebody desperate enough to market spirituality to those who
will pay for it, and where the majority of people are too disempowered by

the dominant culture to be able to stop this from happening. Former

American Indian Movement leader Russell Means is only one of m a n y
activists and spiritual leaders who have spoken out about appropriation of
spirituality:

What's at issue here is the same old question that Europeans have
always posed with regard to American Indians, whether what's ours
isn't somehow theirs. And of course they've always answered the
question in the affirmative. When they wanted our land they just
announced that they had a right to it and therefore owned it. When
we resisted the taking of our land they claimed we were being
unreasonable and committed physical genocide upon us in order to
convince us to see things their way. Now, being spiritually bankrupt
themselves, they want our spirituality as well. So they're making up
rationalisations to explain why they're entitled to it. (Means, quoted
in Churchill, 199 l/2:4l).

Ward Churchill, in a thoughtful essay on the Men's movement, has
commented on the 'scent of undeniably real human desperation" clinging
to the Men's movement and its New Age and hobbyist equivalents-and
general, the se:lse of despair which emanates from the 'white, mostly

in

urban, affluent or affluently reared, well-schooled and young or youngish
people of both genders who, in one or another dimension, are thoroughly
dis-eased by the socioeconomic order into which they were born and their
seemingly predestined roles within it" (Churchill, 1994:229-30).
Deborah Root, exploring the actions of white "wannabeesw-those
individuals who pretend that they are actually Native people--suggests
that this phenomenon is rooted deep in the middle-class white despair
which Churchill refers to (Root,1997:227).She suggests that this despair
stems from elite white peoples' passivity in the face of an extremely brutal

and inhumane society, which privileges them and in which they are
entangled in a web of complicity, and which appears to them to be far too
powerful to oppose. She notes that because of the sense of powerlessness
which many elite whites feel about the directions their culture has
moved, it is common for white people to feel a curious identification with
what they see as the powerlessness of Native people. I n this respect, they

buy into images of Indianness as inherently victimized, pitiful and

weak-or

as a symbol of romantic rejection of mainstream, bourgeois

white society.
Western culture, according to Root, is permeated with what she
refers to as a duplicitous, Christian notion of victimization. On the one

hand, to be victimized in Western culture grants an individual a moral or
spiritual superiority; on the other, however, those who have been
victimized are generally despised as weak, and treated with contempt.
For white people, identifying with the images of Native peoples that
permeate the dominant culture provides them with a sense of
redemption, and allows them to disengage from their own participation in

a genocidal culture. They can project their own pain about their
positioning at the helm of a dehumanizing and destructive culture onto
Native-people-as-victims, and thus avoid recognizing their own

anguished sense of impotence, and their unwillingness to challenge their
own complicity (Root, l99?:229).

Santee Dakota poet and activist John Trudell, during his speech at
the Black Hills survival camp, is careful to distinguish between real
power-the

power of nature and the earth-and

military and economic

power, which he refers to as forms of terrorism. TrudeU comments:
When I go around America and I see the bulk of the white people,
they do not feel oppressed. They feel powerless. When I go amongst
my own people, we do not feel powerless. We feel oppressed. We do
not want to make the trade. We see the physical genocide they are
attempting to inflict upon our lives, and we understand the
psychological genocide they have already inflicted upon their own
people. That is the trade-off they want us to make for survival, t h a t
we become subservient to them, that we no longer understand our
real connection to power, o u r real connection to the
earth...(Tmdell, l988/8 9 5 )
Deborah Root engages with Tmdell's words, suggesting that at the heart

of "wannabeeism" are individuals who cannot find a way to transform

and locate power in their own tradition. These individuals, identifying
with victimization because of their alienation from their own culture,

cannot see themselves as part of the ruling white society, and therefore
choose to see themselves as "really" being Native-a

posture which

equates Nativeness with "a romantic discourse of inevitable defeat and
disappearance", and white culture with "the dead, shoppingmall culture

of our time" (Root, 1997:229).Faced with these choices, cultural
appropriation becomes the only escape. Meanwhile, the deeply racist
worldview a t the heart of "wannabeeism" means that these individuals

can never really imagine themselves as standing side by side with Native
people a s equals. Indeed,Ward Churchill suggests that it is precisely
their investment in Native culture a s an exotic storehouse of adventure

or font of wisdom which enables privileged whites to continue their soul-

destroying participation in the very "civilization" which is invested in the
eradication of Native people:

The mining engineer who joins the Men's Movement and thereafter
spends his weekends "communing with nature in the manner of an
Indian" does so...in order to exempt himself from either literal or
emotional responsibility for the fact that, to be who he is and live
at the standard he does, he will spend the rest of his week making
wholesale destruction of the environment an operant reality. Not
infrequently, the land being strip-mined under his supervision
belongs to the very Indians whose spiritual traditions he
appropriates and reifies in the process of "finding inner peace" (i.e.
empowering himself to do what he does).
By the same token, the corporate lawyer, the WaIl Street broker,
and the commercial banker who accompany the engineer into a
sweat lodge do so because, intellectually, they understand quite
well that, without this, their vocation would be impossible. The
same can be said for the government bureaucrat, the corporate
executive, and the marketing consultant who keep Sacred Pipes on
the walls of their respective offices. All of them are engaged, to a
greater or lesser degre-although,
if asked, most will adamantly
reject the slightest hint that they are involved a t all-in
the
systematic destruction of the residue of territory upon which
prospects of native life itself are balanced. The charade by which
they cloak themselves in the identity of their victims is their best
and ultimately most compulsive hedge against the psychic
consequences of acknowledging who and what they really are
(Churchill, 1994:227-28).
A similar process of hiding within the identity of one's victims is a t stake

when privileged class whites, who have absolutely no intention of ever
joining in solidarity with Native people, talk about having "Indian blood".
A s Strong and Van Winkle have noted, for an otherwise entirely white

person to claim to have distant 'Indian blood" enables them to
appropriate the moral positioning of the vanquished, even as they
continue to enjoy the fruits of being the victors. Jack Forbes

(Powhatan/Lenape/Saponi)
has referred to this kind of behavior as
"fooling genocide" (Forbes, 1987: 120).

(Tlhe power of a drop of 'Indian bloodm--ifno more than a d r o p i s
to enhance, ennoble, naturalize and legitimate.. .What is this
peculiar form of appropriation that lays claim not only to land,
labor, and knowledge, but even, when "properly diluted", to
"blood," the presumed (though colonially imposed) substantive
basis of the colonized's identity? In claiming drops of "indian
bloodw-and especially in tracing it to Pocahontas or another
'Indian princessm-the victors naturalize themselves and legitimize
their occupation of the land. Meanwhile...the vanquished are
required to naturalize and legitimize themselves in terms of 'blood
quantumn-an imposition of the victor's essentialized reckoning of
identity that becomes an integral, often taken-for-granted aspect of
Native subjectivity (Strong and Van Winkle, l996:5S 1-52).

To a certain extent, due to the boundaried nature of the concept of
"race*, all mixed-race people are expected to be able to quantify 'how
much" they are of any racial identity, and to justify their choice of
identity accordingly. However, the unique issue facing Indigenous people,

which is why their identities are subjected to such intense government

regulation,is that a t the heart of the obsession which colonialists have
demonstrated towards q u a n m g "Indian blood" is the manner in which
i t has been directly connected to land title. In both Canada and the

United States, measurement of Indian blood, one way or another, has
been the means by which settler governments have separated those who

they recognize as having title to certain lands, from those whose title they

have disregarded as marginal.

5.4

THE COLONIAL DEMAHD FOR 'AUTHENTICITY,:

The domiaant society has created a homogenized history
of tribal people for a television culture. Being an Indian
is a heavy burden to the o s W anishincrlbe because white
people know more about the Indian they invented than
anyone. The expert. m d cultural hobbyists never mi.. a
chance to authenticate the scraps of romaatic hiatory
dropped by white travelers through the indian country
centuries ago. White people are forever projecting their
dreams of a pedect life through the invention of the
indian-and then they expect the OSManishinobc to
not only fulftU an invention, but to authenticate thirdhand information about the tribal past (Vizenor,
1972:15-16).
Rey Chow, commenting on the situations of Chinese people who do
not behave in an 'authentic enough" manner for either Sinologists or
Maoists, has raised the whole issue of how colonial elites demand
"authenticity" of the colonized subject. She writes:

...Western anthropologists are uneasy at seeing "natives" who have
gone "civilized" or who, like the anthropologists themselves, have
taken up the active task of shaping their own culture. Margaret
Mead, for example, found the interest of certain Arapesh Indians
(in Highland New Guinea) in cultural influences other than their
own "annoying" since, as James Clifford puts it, Their culture
collecting complicates hers" (Clifford, 1988:232, quoted in Chow,
1996:125)...What confronts the Western scholar is the
discomforting fact that the natives are no longer staying in their
frames. (Chow,1996:125-6).
Chow notes that the politics of identifjnng "authentic" natives requires us
to pay careful attention to the images of Nativeness which are presented,

and how they are produced. Gerald Vizenor has explored this issue with

tremendous humour and wit, pointing out how the 19" century images
of plains Indians produced by photographer Edward Curtis, which have
influenced popular notions of Indianness worldwide, were deliberately
rendered archaic by having the clocks and other contemporary items

used by Native people at the time removed from the photograph by

touching up the negatives. He asserts that the colonizer demands
authenticity of American Indians in order to preserve his own identityin essence, that whiteness can only identie itself by creating a
marginalized or archaic 'othef to iden*

what it is not:

The lead speaker on tribal identities in the modem world, Tune
stands on stage, between two photographic images. On the right is
his captured image in braids, sitting on the ground in a teepee
with several peacepipes and an alarm clock. The photograph
projected on the left side of the screen is 'In a Piegan Lodge", by
Edward Curtis.
"See here," Tune said as he pointed to the images. 'Curtis has
removed the clock, colonized the culture games and denied u s our
time in the world ...Curtis paid u s for the poses; it was hot then,
but he wanted u s to wear leathers to create the appearance of a
traditional scene, his idea of the past ...Curtis stood alone behind
his camera, we pitied him there, he seemed lost, separated from
his shadow, a desperate man who paid tribal people to become the
images in his captured families... Lyman tells us that Curtis set
out to construct a 'photographic monument to a vanishing race'.
Not so, it was the photographer who would have vanished without
our images to take as captured families* (Vizenor, 19 9 O A 15-16).
Marcia Crosby has also discussed how "the dominant culture
[constantly engages] in a conversation with itself, using First Nations
people to measure itself, to define who it is or is not (Crosby, 1991:27 1).
This colonial need for Native "authentic otherness" to enable it to locate

itself as central, in particular, demands that the "authentic" Native is a
primitive, one who lives close to nature, obtaining their living from the
land. A s the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples notes, colonial
governments could only see 'Indianness" if it was "primitive".
The matter the British never clarified.. .was the defining difference
between Europeans, and Aboriginal people so apparently European
that they were taken to be "settlers" rather than 'Indians". The
British insisted that Aboriginal people had to be part of a known
Indian community of their own, to be recognized by other Indian
people as an 'Indian band" in its own right. Aboriginal people who

did not meet either test were deemed to be "Half-caste squatters,"
dubious settlers in advance of legitimate settlement (RCAP, 1996,
Vol. 1, Sect. 6.2: 149-150).

So tightly did colonial administrators hold to this fantasy of theirs
about "authentic primitiveness" that it was the decisive factor in deciding
who was "Indian" in Western Canada and who should be externalized as

"halfbreed". This was upheld by the force of the Xndian Act and the treaty
negotiations which followed it.
In contemporary times, many of the stereotypes about the
"degeneracy" of urban Indians (where for most non-Natives the image of
an urban Indian is a drunk on the street comer) are Linked to this

demand for "authentic" primitiveness from Native people. Meanwhile, for
mixed-race urban Native people, many of the denials of their Indianness
that they encounter from whites are based not only on the fact that they

m a y not look entirely Native, but that they do not come from a reserve.

The contemporary Canadian consciousness still requires a certain degree
of "authentic primitiveness" from Native people before they will recognize

them as being really Native.
Gerald Vizenor has suggested that because the term "Indian" has
been invested with such a body of fantasy within American culture,
contemporary Native peoples might consider beginning to identify
with
themselves as "post-Indian". Paul Seesequasis, in an i n t e ~ e w
Vizenor, quotes him:
"The invention of the Indian is so persuasive in popular culture
that aboriginal people themselves can become the invented
images," Vizenor says. "The noble warrior and the bloodthirsty
savage; the child of nature and the Mother Earth messenger to the
New Age; the wise elder, the Indian princess and the plains
warrior; the buckskin and braids, plastic chokers, dream catchers,
list is
and the pan-tribal spirituality of the urban elders-the
endless, the simulations overwhelming...No matter what we think,
we are after the invention of the Indian...I am not a victim of

Columbus. Even if you want to be, it's way past that. Social
sciences have driven it past that. Time itself has exhausted the
category. So you're post-Indian by default. Many of us are, of
course, post-Indian by action; by resistance to categories and by
imagining a new Literature and by challenging historical
assumptions." (Seesequasis, l998:SS).
Seesequasis notes how troubling Vizenor's words are to many
mixed-race urban Native Americans. He describes how Native American
students have occasionally protested the use of Vizenor's work in their

classes because his books challenge their own sense of their identities so
radically:

[Because of Vizenor's] outrageous challenge to all preconceived
definitions..the students' carefully nurtured and fragde identities
as Indians stood challenged and shaken. Ironically, the images
they embraced were imposed by an invading and dominating
culture that first demonizes, then romanticizes the Indian
(Seesequasis, 1998:55).
Most of the participants in this study have had to contend, a t some
point in their lives, with the fact that they do not fit the examples of what

has been held up to them as "real Indiansn. The response of many of the
participants has been to struggle to measure their lives u p to the images
before them, and to feel their identities tainted and diminished because

they cannot be the "real Indians" they feel they are supposed to be.

Thus,ideological racism-a war of images which urban Native people in
particular are forced to constantly deal with-is

a constant issue to be

reckoned with for urban mixed-race Native people.

5.5

SUMMARY:
A s this chapter demonstrates, while centuries of European

obsession with "the Indian" have resulted in the childhood images of
feathered Indians which have permeated popular consciousness worldwide, different dynamics are at foot in North America. Because both

Canada and the United States have had to actively displace "the Indiann

in order to establish settler regimes in North America at all, an entire
discourse about "the Indian" which not only naturalizes the regulation of
Native identity, but rationalizes their dispossession and genocide has

developed. As a result, images of conquered and contained Indianness

have been, and continue to be, central to the national identities of white
Canadians and Americans. I t is these images-both

the detritus of a

history of colonization and its contemporary manifestations-which

mixed-race urban Native people must wrestle with, as they attempt to
understand what it means to be a Native person in North American
society. Racism has also been central to the logic of the systems of
classification of Indianness-by

degrees of Indian blood and by degrees of

"savagery" ("authenticnprimitiveness)-which
States developed to regulate Native identity.

Canada and the United

PART 11:

URBAN MIXED-RACE IDENTITY
IN THE
TORONTO NATIVE COMMUNITY

SECTION ONE:
NATIVE HERITAGE
'WHERE WE COME FROM"

Mixed race urban Native people may or may not look 'Indian".
They may or may not have Native status. They may or may not have
come from a reserve. I n many, perhaps most, cases they do not speak

their Native language. For many of them, by far the majority of their time
is spent surrounded by white people. And yet, a s this section will

demonstrate, mixed-race urban Native people are Native people for one
clear reason: they come from Native families, that is, from families which
carry specific histories, Native histories. In urban contexts, where other

group identities (on the basis of language, specific First Nation, temtory,
or clan) may no ionger apply, family becomes all the more important for
grounding a person a s Aboriginal.
A t the same time, a number of the participants have described how

their families, which are the sources of their pride in their own identity,
are also the sites where they have been most frequently discouraged from

expressing any pride in that identity. The reasons are myriad and
complex. Some of the participants were abjured to be silent about their
identity for their own protection in the face of racism, while others were

told nothing about their heritage because "it would be easier for them to

be white that way". Some of the participants came from families so
disintegrated by alcohol and cycles of abuse that Nativeness had become
too associated with pain and shame to be discussed. And probably for

the majority of the participants, their parents and grandparents were
silent about Nativeness simply because lifetime habits of silence, learned
in childhood at residential school, and reinforced by a racist society, have
been almost impossible to break. The paradoxical responses of Native

families to the violence and loss that colonization has represented-

silence, adaptation, resistance--are all reflected in the participants'
stories.
A recurrent theme in the family histories of the majority of the

participants' families (and in their own lives) is loss of relationship to
their communities of origin. The extent to which government policies of
deliberate interference in Native family life, such as residential school,
loss of status, and the forced adoption of Native children, have resulted
in individuals being permanently exiled from their communities will be
explored throughout this section. The implications of this rupturing of
family ties to community, for peoples whose identities are rooted in a
connection to land and other people, are profound. One participant
referred to her family's experiences of loss of community as resulting in
"generations of loneliness, isolation and alienation". In a sense this has
been a common experience for many of the families of the participants.
These issues will be explored in the first three chapters of this section.
The participants may come from Native families; however, as
mixed-race people they also have to negotiate their idectities with white
family members. One chapter in this section will explore the relations
which the participants have with their white family, and how this has

impacted on their identities.
The final chapter of this section explores the cumulative effect of
family legacies on the individual identities of the participants. The

relationship which each participant holds to her own Native identity as a
result of other circumstances of their live, such as their gender, class,
and appearance, will also be briefly explored.

CHAPTER SIX
FAMILY HISTORY/NATIVE HISTORY:
THE LEGACIES OF URBAN NATIVE FAMILIES

"1 think we ahare so much in terms of recent history, in
the past 150 to 200 years, in terms of a decline in
economic importance and power, the weakening of health
and We expectancy, and a host of other Werent
problems that are mostly misted w i t h povezty and
abuse of rights. I believe that we all share that. W e might
have diaFerent experiences, we all experience aomething
differently, but each of us has had...our f i l l of it. And its a

question of where we go with it?

INTRODUCTION:
In this chapter, I want to introduce some of the participants by
including their descriptions of some aspects of their family histories. In a
thesis which relies to such an extent on interviews with participants, it is
important to provide the reader with a t least some opportunity to form a
more holistic view of the participants-by

hearing a few accounts from

them in their own words of the issues that have most affected their
families' lives. While the sheer numbers of people i n t e ~ e w e dprevent me
from including everyone's stories, in the pages that follow, I have selected
excerpts which demonstrate the range of experiences which have shaped
the families of twelve of the participants. Confidentiality demands that

the participants remain anonymous; therefore, a pseudonym is provided

for the story excerpts. All other quotations from the participants are
anonymous.

?KAREN?

My great-grandmother manied into the Oneida band. She was from

the Moraviantown band. My grandmother was born right in Oneida, and

went to residential school there. And when she left residential school, she
never went back to the community. She lived in Woodstock, all the years that
I grew up, and still is living there. I have an aunt, my mother's sister, who still

lives on the resem-she's

the only one w h o stayed on the reseme. I think

my grandmother left her to be raised b y another famfiy in Oneida Nobody

knew about her until....later on.

When my grandfather came back from the Second World War, he went
back to Oneida, and apparently there was no land for him there, there was

no house for him there. He was very angry when he m e back from the war,
and found nothug for him. And he found out that his wife had had a baby

from another man when he came back That's the aunt that still lives on the
reserve, that I was talking about. And then there was the issue of voting, and
other rights. He came back to a country he had fought for where he wasn't
even allowed to vote. So he enfranchised.
My grandfather and grandmother had my mother AFTER the war, and

after they left the reserve. By that time, all the other siblings were already
registered, already had their status. But my Mom came afenuards, after the
warJ a f e r enfrccnchisement And she was never told anything about being

registered for her status. But when I went to Toronto, and started getting
involved with the community here, I kept hearing about status, and talking to
my mother about it. Finally she decided to check with Oneida about it. She
called the band o
f
*

at Oneida, and that's when she found out from the

band clerk or status clerk or whatever-the

woman said "oh yeah-your

name's here." I guess that's whe.9 my Mom @st found out that she was

registered. Thnt all she had to do was apply. It didn't take long for her to get
her status at all, but she onlg got partial status, and that was because of her
father having enfranchised. For some reason, even she didn't understand it.

My grandmother hasn't told me too much about her story, bnt I think
there's a lot of secrets. I think she was very hurt, I think she's bater. She

doesn't talk so much about the fad thnt she was separated from her mother,
her mother left her there, at residential school. M y great-grandmother was
single. Like, my grandmother's father died at the age of 39 from pneumonia
It was usually when the men died thnt the ch17dren ended up in residential

school. She was really young when her Dad died. She talks about other
deaths,

from

tuberculosis. I didnl know thnt was one of the diseases at

Oneida-like I'd heard of that disease, and that it'd killed a lot of people, but

rd never realized that it was that close to my family. So Ijust found that out.
So when her dad died, that's when my grandmother went into residential

school, bemuse her mother couldnr manage financially, and went out to
work
I grew u p in Toronto, so any involvement with a Native community

would be the urban Native community, through the agencies. I never really
met anyone Native until I was in my teens. A s in a peer group, thnt sort of

thing. I think I became more involved when I went to York University, and

discovered the Native students' association there.
M y father is Italian, and my mother comes from Missinabi
never actually lived there.

But she

She grew up around ....you know where Lake

Nipigon is? Those little towns all around the shore? That's where she grew
up. And then she came to Toronto when she was eighteen. She's been here

ever since. Because of family problems, she lep her family, to start mew.

My family has never been on the reserve. Our reserve is fairly new.
My grandmother was born in Moose Factory, and then her familyjust moved

to the smaller communities, the small towns around Lake Nipigon. Why they
did it I don't know. This was years ago, I never really understood. When my
mother reclaimed her status, a f e r Bill C-31,then Missinabi started getting
involved in telling us about the reserve, and the land claim that we5-e doing.

It's sort of a push and pull thing. She sort of went away m
r
n her Native
background, because she mum-ed a non-Native.

But when they started

reforming eveqthing, and getting our band together, you know, w e heard
from them. I don't know how we became part of the Missinabi band. My

grandmother was in a residential school, so she never talked about anything.
Nothing along traditional values, no. I d o n t know the name of the school.
When my Mom mamed my Dad, she just assumed her status was

gone, bemuse that's what she k n w t h a t ' s what happened to everyone else
that mam'ed a non-Native person.

But what in actuality happened-when

Bill C-31 m e out and was passed, she thought 'bkay, rm going to go and

get m y status again". She went and applied for it. And then she found out
that for some reason, her status had never offidally been removed.

But

what they did then was-they still put her under Bill C-31. So she's offidally

a Bill C-31 status Indian, when she could have stayed a regular status
Indian, if she'd known about it. There's implications for our family, now. My
daughter has her status. But you know, m y sisterjust had a little boy, and
her son cannot get his status. The reason is because.. . when m e and my
brother were born, my parents weren't married yet, so we got fun status from

my mother. But my sister was born a f e r they were married, so my sister's

kids can't have it, but mine a n , and my brother's kids can So...it sort of
breaks the family in that way.

"CAT-:

Well.. .my mother, I found out, was born in (a northern r e s e w ) , and
probably was orphaned, I would h a w gathered, at around 4, 5 or 6 years
old, somewhere around there.
residential school-that

Somehow she was tmnspoaed down to

would have meant a canoe trip in those days--and

grew up there, totally without any contact with f m i l y . My mother was very
bitter about her experiences there, because she had no family, no visas, and
she was never taken out to go home. From the age of six years old until she
left in her early twenties, she grew up totally there, for m e e n years.

went to high school while living in the residential school-she

She

would go into

town to high school and go back to the school at night. h e n she went into (a
nearby town) to board when she attended normal school, to become a
teacher. So you h o w , thnt was her home and her family. Her role model
was this white woman, probably from England, originally. I think that was
one of the people my Mum was closest to-she

used to call her "my little

mother". They had quite a close relationship. So my mother was sort of
modelled on the English woman.
The only time I remember my mother returning to (her resente), it
seemed to be about a year before she died, when she was around 64, 65.

Her and my Dad went up for a couple of days. h o k i n g back now, I would
think that maybe she was trying to jTnd some identification. Because she
was trying to get, I guess, her birth certifmte, to apply for her old age

pension-so

I presume she was going up there trying to

find

out if any

records existed. That's the only time I ever knew her to ever go back
My father's family claimed to be white, but rm beginning to find out

that there is Native there as well. m y believed themselves to be white,
though I've been talking to my aunt, that Ijust got in contact with. She's

very middle class, and it doesn't seem to dawn on her that her parents have
this connection to a Metis community in Saskatchewan.

I remember m y

father did s a y that, growing u p in town, he hnd it a little hard because he
was somewhat dark There's a reference in this little newsletter from the

Carlisle Indian School in the United States, about his mother being a
Chippewa Indian, a graduate of Carlisle Indian School. And his uncles were

at Haskell Indian school.
I remember my aunt telling me on the telephone '1don't remember my
parents ever holding me and telling me they loved me". I think I wrote to her

and said 'There's a reason for that and well talk about it some day".

Because they were at Carlisle. But she doesn't know this stufJ you see. I'm
thinking "no wonder they wouldn't have that affection, they both grew up in

this residential school". And yet it's so cute, bemuse my aunt said 'But they
were affectionate to each other. I remember one day when I was a kid,
seeing him mnying her down the stairs, and they were giggling". I thought

"what a view of them". I never thought of my grandparents that way....
uLEM?

In m y partrrtrcular
case, m y ancestors came together during slavery.
Both my Cherokee and Afncan ancestors were enslaved on the same
plantation. It was the Reynolds tobacco plantation-you

know that Reynolds

magnate thatjust had his house burned down and everything? I thoughtit's about bloody time!But, in that respect I'm very proud of the history of

Africans and Native people when they have come together, you know, they
did some amazing things. That's as far a s we know where we came from

It's really only one line that we know of: I had a Cherokee greatgrandmother, who was, I think about fourteen when Emancipation came.
And she rnamed an Afican man, and they built their house together in

Stanton, Virginia= This is my father's mother's mother, who was Cherokee.
My father's father's mother is also of Native background, but I don Y know

what nation she came from, or anything. The only reason that we know that
she exists is that there was aportrait over the mantle piece of a couple of

these elderly lesbian aunts thut I have in Stanton, Virginia, and they said

that this was their mother, and there wasdt a lot of information that got
handed down about her background. So they were all enslaved together.
Because of the Jvn Crow laws in the south, wkch is, you know, the

US.equivalent of apartheid, everybody was defined as "Negro"and had to
live in the Negro sections of town, and, you know, take the Negro jobs and
that sort of stuff. My father lost his parents when he was very young, so he
was raised by his Cherokee grandmother, who was a Baptist, out of touch

with her own culture, obviously. So there's not a lot that has come down
from that culture. And we couldn't parttrttcipate
in the censuses,which are

usually used to determine whether you are Cherokee or not, because we
were in the Black, you know, the Negro section of town. So we weren't part
of those censuses,we were always listed on the census as KNegro". It

doesn't matter-I don't need their laws to tell me who I am, anyway.
My father was kind of in to his Native identity for a bit when he was

around, you k n o w b u t then again he was also poor and couldn't afford to

travel or anything, to learn more about it. So we were quite unconnected. His
grandmother was fourteen when Emancipation came, and she manied right
away. I've seen pictures of her-she
suggests

was a very tiny woman, which

to me that she had physically been through a lot in her life. She

probably lived a hell of a life--malnutrition and that sort of thing, you know,
brutalised and everything. So I doubt she was educated. She 'd grown up in
slavery.
All of my uncles rnanied Afican women, probably mixed race, but
people who identified a s Afn'cans, right? It was an Afican community. And

again, its not that they weren't aware of their Native heritage, and there was

a lot of pride when they talked about it, but in t e r n of being connected, and
living that way-No.

Its not like they had a choice in those days. It was

clearly dejined by the law who you were.

USOWAH:

We are Mapuche, which means the people of the land. The history i
s

like this. M y grandmother, on my mother's side, is the granddaughter of the
last Chief who appeared in the history of Chile. %l

Cacique, he's called-he

fought the Spanish, and never sumendered to them He's the last one, who

appears i
n the history books. And that's very interesting, bemuse I never
knew that until I came to Canada. One day, on my birthday, a m e n d came

with a book, and he said 7 have something for you': And there was the
name of my greatgreat grandfather, the last Ca-e.
M y grandmother was rich M y grandfather, who came from Spain, was

forty-four. He might have been mum-ed before. My feeling, from what my
grandmother told us, is that he only mamsed her bemuse she was rich And
he spent all the money that she had. She'd had land. M a n y rimes we would

go to a hill, Ceva Niador, with m y gmndmother, and she'd say 'bou see all
the land there--& used to be mine."
M y father was Native, too. But he was adopted by a family and they

changed his name. So we should have a Native name--we

have Native

ancestry fiom m y mother's side and my fatherk side. H e died when I was 3
years old.

My grandmother--even when she didn't want to live like a Native

person, or to keep all the culture-she
would tell her their & e m .

still WAS a Native person. Everybody

She could look at a person, and say "there is

something wrong with you". Because she had those powers. I grew up with
that, it was natural for us. She would ask us to tell her our dreams-that
was also a regular thing, and that is being kept in my family. My whole

family does that, even today. When m y child was sick, I never gave him any
pills for anything, because I just intemalised that that was our kind of
medicine. And it was taught to me by my grandmother. That is how she

raised me, and that is how I raised my chz7d. So you see, there are things
that you keep, even if you don't know that it's Native.
"ARTWL1R":

My grandmother i
s O/ibway, from Bear Island. She left there when

she was young, manied a guy porn Golden Lake, and had some children

with him He died in some sort of accident. I'm not sure ifit involved
steelwork or not, but he was down in the states. That's when she came to
Toronto. When he died she had numerous.. ..liaisotzs.

with djfferent

people.. .and so we don't know who m y Dad'sfather was.

My Dad was originally born in Elliott Lake, or Kirkland Lake, one of
those two. He came with his mother to the city. They were living doum by
Gerrard and Bay. The Catholic Children's Aid got involved, and there was a

court case to take my grandmother's children away. I think it was just how

she was making her living. There's some suggestion that she was prostituting
herself; stuff like that was going on. So b y the age of about seven or eight,

m y father was taken away from his mother b y the mwt, and put into foster
homes. And four aunts, they were sent to Johnnie Brown camps, But then

they were taken to a home for inconigible girls.
So then my Dad wound up with this family, and he lived there for a lot

of years. He married my Mum in 1960. My sister died in '69, and that sort
of caused a

rif, but even before that there were some problems.

a lot of violence-my

Dad had a lot of anger-so

There was

he split up with my Mom

He put her in the hospital a couple of times. So in 1971 we sort of went on

our way. My Dad wasnt really around from '71 or '72 until about '83. Even
now, only I see him about once a month, or once every two months.
And then my grandmother died in '82 or '83. She had a lot of mental

instability. M y father went through some really strange stuff, there. I think
there's a lot going on in his mind, because of the violence that he experienced

in Toronto, when he was younger. He had eleven uncles and aunts, phcs his

mother, and all but one or two of them were alcoholics. One of them spent
the rest of his life in Penetanguishene for axe-murdering his urife. I found
that out from m y Mum When she first married my Dad she went u p to
Penetang for the funeral, when his uncle died in the mental hospital. There
were a lot of alcoholics, a lot of family problems all through m y family. Not
understanding what families are. Even now, I don't think m y Dad really
understands what family is or how to deal with it.
In the United States, I'm a member of a small Native American t*be.

But here in Canada, I'm non-status. Our people once lived in what is now

New Bmnswick, and welcomed the ZoyaIists. But then the loyalists drove
them off their tenitory to a little island in the middle of (a nearby) Bay. &t
even that was, I guess, still a little too close for the Loyalists. So m y people
were driven to the other side of the bay, in what is n o w the United States.
M y great-great grandfather was allowed to stay o n his land in N e w
Brunswick, because he was a guide, and probably because, from what I

gather, he was not too Native looking.
For a long time, people believed that the reserve-it

reserve then-but

wasn't really a

they thought it was on the Canadian side. So it wasn't

until it became clarijied that the International Border was the St. Croix

River, that w e got into the whole thing of b h gosh, you have to check in at
the border, because you're now American and we're CanadianS
We never really did have a deed to the land. It was supposedly done

by handshake. Tho of my cousins visited the family who made the

handshake, in England, during the war. And it's written up in a couple of
books too. But certainly m y grandfather, and other members of m y family,

believed that there was a deed.. .
My mother literally fought off the town, because they had made more
than one attempt to move us out. It was a white, Anglo-Saxon, Loyalist

town. Now, according to the oral history, one hundred acres on the Point
was to be resewed for Natives. There had always been a path there, or

maybe a dirt road.

But in the fifies, 1 remember, the town decided to

asphalt the road, to make it easier for the lobsterplant. My mother decided
that they shouldn't be doing that, so she literally put up a barricade, and
wouldn't let them pass.
was-the

Eventually a man-I

don't know what his title

town sherifp He certainly was in charge of the town trucks. He

came along with the Mayor at the time-who also owned a grocery store in

town. I remember the two of them, walking very cautiously, past the
banicade to meet with my mother. She seemed to get along a little bit better

with the sheriff, he was a bit more open minded. And so they convinced
her that with all those kids it would be better for her to have a road there.

M y father only became confrontational when they decided, afLer my

mother had died, that we couldn't stay on the land, because he had no
right to it, even though we did. And here he was, with seven kids. They had
foster families picked out for each of us, the town council. They had places

picked out for all of us! But he fought it. H e went to town council, and they

backed right off, and we stayed.
When my father died, the town decided that he didn't have a will, so

the land was theirs. So we spent seventeen years in court. W e have a
deed, now, forfive acres, out of the original hundred. But the claim we put

in was just for u s a g e - a n d we did put in for twelve acres. I felt clearly that

we had used ten of the acres. My great-great grandfather is on the census,
on that piece of land. They never said we weren't there originally, they just

said we'd only started out with 1.7 acres. That's why we ended up in wurt

"SELENiQm:

M y Mom's family had come from 7hrtle Mountain, North Dakota, but
they had never really lived there. When they moved back to Saskatchewan,
my grandmother went to LeBret Residential School. It's only a couple of years

ago that my cousin, who is a lawyer, tracked down this information, and

decided to do his homework on it. He found that m y grandmother's name, the
name of herparents, was changed by the school records. When she went in,
her parents zuere listed under a certain nwne, but when she came out, the

school record had changed the names of herparents. And when she went in,
she was registered with Muskowegan r e s e w in Saskatchewan. When she

came out, there was no such record. My cousin, who got his law degree, was
freaking out when he read all this, bemuse he's trying to understand, you

know, "amI Native or not"? When you try and track it back to say "well, who
are we?" it just goes on and on. My mother's cousin played a strong
leadership role in the Saskatchewan Indian First Nations, in the 1 960's, and
she didn't even know it. I didn't know it when he was alive and I met him-I

didn't find out until much later. He was so interested in politics, and he kept
asking me and my husband, about all the stufjf that he knew.
M y mother didn't even know that my grundmother w a s registered with

Muskowegan band. My grandmother lived in Saskatoon a f e r corning out of
residential school, anyway. She never really lived on thut reserve, as far as
my Mom knows. I think she was born in North Dakota, but they lived in

Montana as well, when she was very young, tmd then they moved back to
Saskatchewan. My Mom said that they had lived in Saskatchewan before the
Riel rebellion, but aferwards they moved down to the States. They came
back up around the turn of the century, around 1902 or 1903, I think r m still
hying to piece together the whole story.

M y grandpa was born on a ranch or in the bush near Lauiston,

Montana. And they lived a Metis kind of a life. They had an old shack that I

saw apicture of one time, and they hunted and trapped quite a bit. But they
also had horses. M y grandpa'sfamily were considered Metis, but they lived
off the land, and they spoke their language consistently. h fact, they also
spoke the Sioux language as well as Cree, because, you know, they knew a
lot of k k o t a people. They lived such a tmditioml lifestyle, k t they never
considered that they were Indians, because they werent fmm the reserve.
But they were still treated the same way as all the other Indians were.

Thut's where it w a s a double whnmmy for them, they really suffered a lot of
racism.
My grandpa, his brothers and sisters grew up doing anything to
survive, anything. Some of them joined the circus. They would go bonepicking. They'd go out on the prairie and pick buffalo bones, any kind of

animal bones, but mainly buffalo. They'd collect them by the ton on an old
stone boat, and haul them back in to Saskatoon, where they would be paid,
because the pharmaceutical companies used them for different drugs, the
calcium or whatever, I don't know. They would dig Seneca roots at certain
times of the year. My grandpa would ride the rails to findjobs. And when he
manied my grandmother, they were both kind of young.

When my

grandmother came out of Lebret at the age of 18, all she had was a Grade 3
education. Because b y the time she was 11 or 12, she was big and strong,
and so they had put her out to work for farm families instead of letting her
stay in school and learn. And she had wanted to go to school, so she could

get an education. So she m n i e d m y grandfather when she was very young,
and they had children light away.

The way my Mom remembers growing u p s o m e t i m e s she runs into
somebody that she remembers from 40 or 50 years ago, who tells her "oh I
remember when I spent the urinter with you and your family in the tent': She
doesn't even remember how many winters they spent living in a tent. They
lived on the land. But then, sometimes, for two or three months of the year,

when the snow was very high, they'd rent a house in Saskatoon. So they
travelled a lot. And she remernben a lot of hunger, and eating a lot of wild
meats. She taught my youngest girl how to make a snare. There's so many
things that she knows that I never learned from her. But

rm glad that we're

close, because this way she cwt teach my girls these things-bebecause

I never

have time.
My mother is kind of schizophrenic about her identity. I would say she

has about 5% non-Indian blood, and yet she says she's 'just a little Indian".
A huge conflict comes u p around that She can'tsay, with calm peace 'Yes, I

am a Native person". There's no acceptance. But I feel sorry, bemuse she's
turning 72, and I don't think she71 ever really come to think of herself as a
Cree woman, or an Indian. It's always been that way-and

there's not too

many left in the f d y , now. There's only her and her sister left of the

immediatefamily. And my aunt had a stroke almost a year ago, and is very,
very ill. I j u s t feel thut somethug is really disappearing, in my family, and

that they've never had a chance to claim it. My mom says "we're not REAL
Indians". But I donft know if they had a name for themselves. I asked her,

one time "what did you call yourselves?" And she said "sometimes we would
just say 'breeds":

"ELEANOR":
I was not proud of who I was, because to me, being Native was
attached to being drunk, and down and out. I know as cin adult today, that
probably a lot of our living expenses went to alcohol. And it took my Mom
away a lot. Being a chronic alcoholic, sometimes she was away for weeks,
and w e would stay with friends of the f d y . So there's a lot of sadness.
And I couldn't separate the two. Like, to me, being Native meant being drunk
and down and out, That's all I knew as a child.
M y mother's mother was from Big Stone Cree First Nation, in Alberta,

up by the lesser Slave Lake. When she manied a Metis man, she lost her

Native status. My grandmother had a drinking problem as well. My Mum had
sober periods of time, and so did her brothersy but the f m i l y ties were
damaged so badly because of the ahholisrn.

My mother was in residential school. I think sometimes she was

ashamed to speak her language. I can understand that, coming from
residential school and not being allowed to speak Cree at school. if you're
taught that a s a child in school, it bewmes ingrained, a habit, not to speak
the language outside of ymr circle of jiiends.

When I came here to Toronto fiom Alberta, it was really hard for me,
sometimes, living so far away from my sisters and my friends. I'd find it so
hard, especially when there were f a m i l y crises out west and I couldn't be

there. I would feel.. ..devastated sometimes, and there 'd be no emotional
support for me. My husband had to work, and I had tiny little children with
me.
But my mother-in-law really helped, because she's been working in

that field, being a grandmother to people in the community and counselling
people for twenty years. I developed a strong, good relationship with her. I
feel really lucky to have thut, with her. Because my mother went missing
about ten years ago. She still is missing--we believe that she's deceased
now. But I sought out my mother-in-law. She's very much in a mother role for

me, because I never had my own mother. I stopped drinking, and I started
asking her questions. I was really interested. I could sit there for hours with
her, listening, and feeling like I'd drunk about five cups of coffee--feeling

excited like that. I guess it was a thirst for knowledge, wanting to fid out
about Native people in a different way, a positive way. Whereas before it
was all negative, when I lived out west, bemuse I was drinking too. And if

you're part of that negativity, you're part of the shame still.
I think personally, for me, the alcoholism has ripped up my Mum's

family-its

blown so many holes in her family, that its not possible to string it

back together. But you know, putting it down on paper, gathering some of the

stories-there 's that. I haven't exhausted myself in doing that, yet"DAAmtr,e":

rrn Metis, from

a place called Beauval, in northern Saskatchewan. My

grandma was originally from a little place mNed Ile a la Crosse, about an
hour north of Beauval. My Grandfather's from a place called Canoe Lake,

which is about an hour west of my community. Canoe Lake is a reserve.
I think my grandfather was raised by his grandparents. But then the

priest came, and took him away to residential school. My grandmother was
raised by her grandma too, because her parents died when she was young.
And then she was taken away to residential school a s well. They both were
raised in the residential school, in Beauval. M y grandfather only got as far

a s Grade 4 in the school, before they sent him out to work M y grandmother
got as far a s Grade 6, I think The nuns arranged my grandma's m a m m q eto

m y grandpa--even though they didn't know each other. They had gone to
the same school, but they didn't know each other, because my grandpa was

already working by the time my mother was there. She was 16 or 1 7 when
she married. That's how she got out of residential school, because the nuns

mamed her off. Afer they got manied, they settled in Beauval. Most of the
elders and seniors that are in Beauval were from the residential schoolthey're all from different places originally.
M y dad is English and I

' My Mum met him when she was sixteen.

But his parents didn't like Native people, so she came back home and had
me, and never heard from him again-It's his loss. I've talked to him a couple
of times, but that's about it.

I grew up with my grandparents.

My

grandfather was a trapper, and my grandmother took care of her kids. My
grandpa trapped right up until he died-1 think he was 83. He trapped in the
winter, and in summer he would do whatever was available.

When my grandmother was abmt Wht, there was a big fire in the
residential school. The school was made of wood at the time.At night, the
nuns would lock the boys in their room. The girls weren't locked in, but the
boys were. So then there was a huge fire-I

forget what year it was, but to

this day the old people still talk about it. There were 30 little boys killed,
locked in there. And they were pounding and pounding on the door-they

couldn't get out. So clper that, the school was t o m down. The townspeople
made their own bricks, and built a brick school. And my mom's generation

didn't go into the residence, because they lived right there. They went to the
school, but they didn't live in the residence.
The school just got tom down last year, afler all these years. It used to
be on a hill above town, with a huge cross that shone at night Whenever you

went to my village, you could see it, just like a beacon up on the hill, shining.
When it got tom down, my grandmother was really upset. Because that's

where she spent her childhood. She never went home, aper being at that

school. That'swhere she grew up, that was her home. It was very hard for
her. I took her there when they were going to tear it down. She walked

through the halls, and she just cried and cried.
"2EmP:
I'm very clear that I'm not Indian, fm Metis. Native people are Indian

and Metis, but the categories are not synonymous. This name that I cany is
not an Indian name, its a Metis name. My family comes from Pernbina

territory, which went down to the 47th parallel in those days. There are
probably more people with my family name, that are my line, in the Fargo
area of North Dakota then there are in Manitoba.
I don2 know everything about it either. I know a bit, because I've

pursued it, but there's a lot that's unwnwntten.
For example, I did an identity
quest. I travelled down to North Dakota to where this Holy Cross mission
used to be. There's two communities that

come u p in my f d y . One is Wild

Rice, North Dakota, and the other i
s Holy Cross Miision. Holy Cross mission
is the first place-they moved to Wild Rice, and then went north This is dl
sort of oral stuff that rue heard. But travelling to North Dakota, I found
nothing. There was only a museum near where Holy Cross used to be, and
the museum exhibit said that 'thepeople who j k t settled in this community

were Scandinavians". They've wiped out any vestige of the Metis community
that was there 150 years ago, when my family was there. So I haven? been
able t o m d out that muchfrorn there.
In 1870, when the Metis were forming a provisional government, my

father's family was living in a place called St. Francis Xavier. It was the
second oldest parish in the west, and a real Metis settlement. I know that this
was the community that marched, down that trail along the Assiniboine
Ri'ver, and broke down the doors and freed Riel. Was my family doing that?

I'd like to think they were. I don't know. But they were certainly at the cusp of

all that historical development, of the forging of a Metis identity.
But-all that being said-since

that time, I think there was a marked

change in Metis culture. What happened was a defeat, with Gatling guns by
Wolsley's troops, and all that repression. And so individual families made
choices-to

go further west, away

from all

this encroachment of Eastern

Canada, and the Englishman and the Rotestants, or stay.

Many on my

mother's side went out to Saskatchewan, and lived wild, for a while. But they

eventually came back to Manitoba. M y family actually became fairly affluent
at one time,I think And they stayed in that old Metis community-which

is

all gone now. Its now a bedroom community of Wmipeg. And all you have
is artifacts left.

Its funny, how when you go searching for your identity, you get thugs

like place mats telling you a bit more about who you are! This place mat is
from a place called the Medicine Rock Cafe. They actually mentioned my

family's name on that place mat. I went there to see what was left of the

Metis community that my family is from Well there's not-

lef! I t s a

bedroom community of W m i p e g . They've built this lovely restaurant on my
family's traditional i d - And they've turned my family's original home into a
souvenir shop! I went in and said "Hey,
rm part of that family that you talk
about here!" And the m y kind of gave me a look and said '%..Ijust work
here, b u d d y 4 0 n r t blame me!" I think the guy thought I was gonna try and
pull something, you know. But that's what I know. And I feel.. .very rich in
that.

But I72 tell you-my

father anglicized his name for years. I don't know

when that started, with himself or with other people-but
happened to his own self&teem,

clearly something

about his affiliation both to Frenchness

and being Metis. I mean-$ had no cumency in Manitoba. The best you could
do was to become a p o d fanner and distance yourself from your Native

identity-"yeah sure,you're a little bit browner than the rest, but..

.I1.

It never worked, these attempts at assimilation. My f d y would be

one of the oldest f a d e s in all of Manitoba, and until my generation nobody
had ever been to university.

My father's got Grade Eight, and m y mother's

got Grade Three. Theylre not stupid people, but the opportunities werenY
there, no matter what they did. Anglicizing their nwne didn't fundamentally
change the rnarsinalisation. M y mother was a cleaning lady all her life, and

my father was a construction worker. There you go. They might have been
better offjust keeping what they were.
ucOIU~*:

My sister and I were taken away from my Mom when I was two years

old. My sister was only a year old, and my Mom was not mamed. We were
placed in a foster home, and when I w a three, my sister was fostered by

one family, and I was adopted out to another. I grew up with a Dutch family.
They were immigrants from Holland, who came over a f e r the war. I had two

older brothers who had been adopted a s babies as well, but they were both

non-Native. I lived with that family until I was sixteen, and then I moved out,
and h u e been on my own ever since.
We moved around a lot. I grew up in Edmonton, but we lived in

Montreal for four years. We went to France for two years when I was eleven

and came back to Canada, to Toronto, when I was 13. We were in Toronto
for a year, and then we went back to Edmonton.
I was one hundred percent immersed in the non-native community.

The word 'Indian"n e w came up in my home. Although I always knew I

was different, because I was dark When I was young, the stuff that I dealt

with WQS things like %ow come my brothers are so light and I'm so dark?"
But then as I got older, into hqh school, it was other people that reminded me
that I was different. I remember in art class in high school, heawrg somebody

say "youfucking squaw!". I was just blown away. I didn't even know, really.
I did not have a n identity.

rue come to understand this today, but I didnt understand it back
then, when I started to lead a really self-destmctive lijk-that

my spirit was

broken. And my only way to deal -with it was to drink I was very, very
angry, really enraged. I almost died

from alcohol.

And I was really self-

abusive, before that. I would do stuff like punch my eyes in, you know, arzd
really hurt myseZf a lot. Because I didn't know who I was and I was really

angy. I was hanging out a lot in the bars in Edmonton, and these wild things

would start happening. I'd be walking down the street, and Indian men
would say " T Q ~ Z to
S Zme.
~ ~ They totally recognized me, right? Indian people
always know

rm one of

t h e m But I would just say "What?" I didnt know

how to react, because I had no experience in the Native community. I was
pretty scared. I didn't have any IRdiruL friends. I was very disassociated
from w h o I was.
Its only been recently that I suddenly realized "Holy shit, I never even

thought that people would see me as a drunk Indian". Bemuse that's truly

was a drunk I only made the connection recently that I was a
drunk Indian. In Edmonton, of all places.
what I was-I

When I moved to Nova Scotia, and my drinking was getting really bad,
every time I got really drunk I'd start having these breakdowns around
wanting to know who my Indian mum was. It was so important to me. But I

got sober first, and then I started looking for my family. I'm really, really
grateful that I got sober first. That's when I connected with the Native Child
and Family SemN1ces
in Nova Scotia, and they started uniting letters back and

forth to Alberta. Because they know who to write to. That's when my uncle

came fonuard-he

traveled three or four hours to get to Edmonton to clearly

identih that I was his sister's daughter.
That's when I found out that m y Mom had died. She died in her early

thirties from a d m g and alcohol overdose. And I've just recently been

reunited with my sister. That has been the hardest relationship rue ever had
to deal with It just hasn't been good. She didn't even know she was Indian!
Its just been really, really difficult.

There was no mention about either of m y parents being Indian, on the

documents they gave to my foster mother, which provide a bit of background
about the birth parents. They put my mother's racial origin as Irish and

Scottish, and m y father's racial origin as French

When I joined the post-

adoption registry, the agency in Alberta sent me what they call more
identifiable infomtion. They gave me a little bit more information about my
Mom and about my Dad, the rime that I was born, and the hospital I was
born in. At that point, they put "mother's racial origin" as 'Yndian'1 But for m y

father, they put "French".But m y Dad is Metis. He came from a huge family,
of twelve kids. Ifound that out later.
I will never, ever forget the call from my uncle, from Alberta. He was

the kindest, nicest person. For some reason, we got on right off: It was great,

hearing him say 'Yhis is Tom

, and rrn your uncle, and its so great to

talk to you. Your voice even sounds like our family': Then I asked him 'iuhat
kind of Indian are we?" And he told me "we're Cree and Saulteaux" He was

a medicine man, and because he had those

gim, he he gone into the sweat

lodge and putfIags up, and asked the spirits about me. So on the phone, on
our first conversation, he was able to tell me '&ourregoing to be all right.
You've had a very difficult life, you've led a life of a lot of self-destruction, but
things are going to get better". I went home that night, and I looked in the

mirror, and for the first time in my l
forget this-I

i

f

i I was wearing purple, I'll never

looked in the mirror, and I thought ' t ~ o DO
u look Idian!" It was

the first connection I ever had. And I really believed from that day on that I

was really an Indian.

And then m y life started to change. All of m y life, I wanted to belong,
and then all of a sudden, I was belonging, and people were recognizing that.
My o m people were welcoming me home. That's what happened.
But with my fanlily, there's lots I still don't know. My mother's father is

from Montana-there's

a group of landless Indians there that he comes from.

M y mother's grandmother is from Cold Mce First Nation. I know that my

Mom came from a family of 12 kids, and they were all orphuned at a really
young age. And so all of my mum's brothers and sisters are dispersed all
over Albetta. My uncle was living at Saddle Lake First Nation. I think my
mother spent a lot of time at Enoch, just outside of Edmonton, which is
another reserve. M y sense is that none of these people were necessarily
band members, but the bands would let them live there. I know nothing
about their schooling.

I'm sure my Uncle J w and Uncle Tom went to

residential school, but I'm not sure about m y Mom.
I met my Uncle Tom before he died. And then I met my Unde Joe,

who's 72, who lives in SaddIe Luke now, too. I met my aunt-there's just one
living aunt now, on my Mom's side, who lives in Edmonton. But I didn't
really connect much with her. There are famiy members that I've met that I

really want to stay connected with and other people that I didn't want to
have anything to do with., because they are st21 using drugs or alcohol and
not really healthy. I didn't want that in my circle. So thut was

(m

interesting

process.

But you know, I still feel kind of disconnected, sometimes, around who
I am. Bemuse when I really put it in perspective, coming from an Indian

family-there's

not one person in my famiy that has not been affected by

some kind of violence. I have cousins in prison you know. I have people who

have Mled themselves. I have alcoholism, a d residential school. This is my
blood family, but I still feel pretty disconnected from all of those experiences.
It's hard to explain. Bemuse genocide touched me in a different way.

6.2 REFLECTIONS:
The family histories above are fairly representative of the diversity of

the experiences told to me. For every detail told about one family, there are
other interviews with similar stories from other families. In listening to
them, it becomes clear that these families share a number of common
experiences. Although they are from different Aboriginal nations, and from
different regions of the Americas, an underlying pattern emerges, of
families continuously forced to deal with one or another form of

government assimilation policies, all of which are lived as experiences of
violence. Many of the families also came from histories where violence

from white settlerein each instance either directly o r g d s e d or condoned
by the state--had scarred their families.

Many of the participants have parents who spent years in residential
schools. For the most part, the participants' parents-and

aunts and uncles-simply

often their

never went home again afterwards. I n another

way, the schools also functioned as a sort of "catchment basin" for many
of the grandparents or great-grandparents of the participants, as their

communities were devastated by colonization. For small children whose

families were tom apart by epidemics or alcoholism, in communities where
all traditional institutions which might have protected orphaned children

were being broken up and invalidated by the Church, there was no
cohesive "safety net" left to shelter them, and so these children were left to
be raised at residential school in inordinate numbers.

The powerlessness involved in having your identity legally defmed,

and your life's options dictated by a colonial government was aiso a
common theme for the families of many of the participants, whether they
were status Indians, non-statusor Metis. Section 12(1)(b)of the Indian
Act, which deprived Native women of their status for marrying non-Native

or non-status men, played a significant role in forcing the mothers or

grandmothers of a number of participants to leave their communities of
origin. For a handful of other individuals, voluntary or forced

enfranchisement removed the status of whole families. In all but a few
cases, the children and grandchildren of those who lost status are virtual
strangers to their former reserves. Meanwhile, a number of Metis
participants spoke of the profound sense of marginalization their parents

and grandparents experienced. A s "halfbreeds", legally excluded from
Indianness by the Indian Act, they were forced to live in urban centres or
constantly moved around squatting on marginal lands, where they

received the brunt of white racism, and lacked even a cohesive sense of
their own identities other than as 'breeds".
For several of the western Metis participants, a common experience
for their Metis and Cree great-grandparents was forced migration in the
face of government repression and white settler violence after the 1885
rebellion. For some of the individuals, white settlers had been allowedor encouraged-to

entirely overrun their families' Metis communities; for

others, their Cree grandmothers came from families which had fled to the

United States after 1885 to avoid government repression, and only
returned around the turn of the century. Meanwhile, the families of the
two east coast participants came from lengthy histories of violent

encroachment by white settlers, as well as a heritage of government
policies of deliberate stamation and bounty-hunting. Their communities
had been pushed off the land generations earlier, and no reserves had

been set aside for them. These families for generations had encouraged
their children to be silent about Nativeness, in a context where survival

itself was a t stake. Suppressing the language had been crucial to this
process.
The theft of Native children-by

Children's Aid societies, or by the

outright illegal sale of Indian children-was

another common set of

experiences for a number of the families, with devastating effects both for
the individuals and their communities. The heavy hand of Indian agents,

and the Church was also obvious in these families. Priests and nuns

arranged mamages, apprehended Native children to force their parents
to marry, and chose the careers of the handful of children who went on
to higher education after residential school.
A crucial aspect of these different forms of violence has been the

erasure of knowledge of heritage. Residential schooling devastated Native
families and removed knowledge of language and culture from
individuals and their descendants. The forced dislocations which
ruptured Metis and non-status Indian families and separated them from
any knowledge of their histories, and the invasive rules which

externalized 'halfbreedsn from their bands, and arbitrarily removed
status Indian women from the life of their communities by terminating
their Native status, have made it very difficult for a number of the
individuals I interviewed to understand clearly who they are.

There is also the reality of deliberate government misinformation.
Officialsroutinely erased all record of Native heritage on adoption forms,
and refused to categorise individuals or whole communities as Native on

censuses, listing them as Black, White, or French, or Spanish instead.
Priests changed the names of individuals or their families on residential
school admission records, and routinely listed the Native wives of French

men as 'French" on marriage registries. Nativeness was erased however

and whenever possible, on many of the official documents which today
are used to determine an individual's identity and heritage. In many
cases, this deliberate misinformation has made it difficult, or almost
impossible, for individuals to recoup any knowledge of their own
histories, as family stories and official records do not match. Finally, for

many of the families, christianization, slavery, and alcoholism have
wreaked their particular havoc, cutting off the transmission of language,

culture, and history a t the root.

The histories of violence that these families all carry make clear the
extent to which the Canadian government-as
governments elsewhere in the Americas-for

well as settler
years have engaged in

intensive campaigns to destroy Native communities and families, and
have exerted almost continuous pressure on the survivors to assimilate
in the interests of survival. In the next chapter, I will explore some of

these processes more closely, and examine the costs to the participants

and their families.

CHAPTER SEVEN
KILLING THE INDIAN TO SAVE THE CHILD:
THE PRESSURES TO ABANDON NATIVE IDENTITY
uMy brother and I usad to get angry at my mother for not
teaching us angthing about aur cubthen, when
questioned, s
would say: '7 nmde that c o ~
decision to protect yrm. The Iass you know crbout being
Native, the more you Wll sudw in this world". And
then I wus struck, on meeting all those other older
lVktit# woman, m
r
n The RUB
and places like that, who
said exactly the same thinpgIZuc only urczntcd t b best
for my kid....and being &ti= u m s n Y any good'".

w

INTRODUCTION:
In this chapter, I will explore the various means by which pressure
was asserted on the participants' families to abandon their identities as
Native people. The families' experiences of residential schooling, and
other government assimilation policies such as forced apprehension of

Native children, and regulation of their identities under the Indian Act
will be examined more closely, for a deeper understanding of how these

forms of violence worked on individuals' sense of who they were and how
their Indianness was valued.
7.1

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS:
It is far beyond the scope of this chapter to adequately do justice to

the issue of residential schooling-I

will not attempt to do so here. But

since residential schools have had a significant role in the urbanization

and assimilation of generations of Native people, I will devote some
attention here to the role which they played in the lives of the
participants. Perhaps not surprisingly, residential schools represented
the single greatest assimilation pressure reported in the interviews.
Fifteen of the twenty-nine participants whose i n t e ~ e w form
s
part of this
survey had families who had attended residential schools. None of the

participants had lived a t residential school themselves, although one
women, a northern Saskatchewan Metis, attended the residential school
in her community while living at home.

Many of the participants had been told vely little about *heir
parents or grandparents' experiences in residential school, or the
circumstances under which they had entered the schools. Four
individuals, however, did know that their mothers or grandmothers had

been "dumped" into the schools after losing one or more of their own
parents. One person connected this directly to the epidemics-in
case tuberculosis-which

this

had ravaged her community. Another spoke of

the neglect her orphaned mother had experienced before entering the
school-of her wandering, barefoot and crying a t the age of four, after

dark, in cold weather, until the priest had her sent south to the
residential school. In two cases, children went into the schools after
their fathers died violent deaths, with murder suspected. In all four

cases where individuals had been left for the school to raise in the
absence of family support, the participants spoke of their mothers' and
grandmothers' bitterness over spending most of their youth-up
years in one case-institutionalized,
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without any connections to home.

Most of the other children who attended the schoois were removed from
their families by Indian Agents or priests, and sent to schools which were
often a great distance from their homes, where maintaining contact with
their families was almost impossible. In this respect, the mandate of the
schools-to

remove Native children from any access to Native culture-

appears to have been highly successful in the case of the participants'
families. Almost none of the individuals who attended residential schools
returned to their resenres afterwards. For most of the participants, their
uncles and aunts had also left their communities behind after residential

school. Having immediate relatives left on the reserve was the exception,

rather than the rule, for most of the participants.
In only one case, a participant reported that the experience of
residential school could not cut the strong ties which bound her father to
his community:

"When he was six, my father was taken away to the residential
school, where he spent most of the year-I guess with the exception of
Christmas and summers. And 1 should eqlain to you that, coming
from a west coast background, our cultures are very class-oriented,
and m y father comes from a very high class background. He's also the
oldest son, so there's a considerable amount of responsibility placed
on him,within the community and in t e r n of being the person who'd
hand down information, and names, and things like t h t So he
dropped out of school when he was in Grade Ten, to help take care of
the family. W&h him, going away to residential school did have a big
impact, but I think because the community invested so much in him, in
t e r n of passing down knowledge, that there was always a really
strong connection. The community was always thought of as home,
and I think in the back of his mind he always imagined that he would
go back"
In this case, however, the local minister in the community appears to

have made a "second try" to sever this individual from his culture, by

encouraging him and advocating for him to leave the community for
divinity school. In this respect, he was partially successful; however, the
individual ultimately did return to his community and has been there

ever since.

"My father became very involved with an Anglican minister in the
community, and through his involvement with this man, he ended up
going in to Vancouver and got early admission into divinity school,
which obviously would never happen now, but at the time they were
very interested in having Native people in the ministry, so they
overlooked the fad that he didnt have his high school or his BA. He
pretty much stayed away from the time he lef, with the exception of
visits, until he was in his forties or so. And then he went back and
became band manager. Nis involvement with the Native Brotherhood
and the Church gave him a fair amount of political experience, and
some organizational experience."

Three individuals from southern Ontario resemes said that their
parents had lost the use of their language in residential schools, while
their grandparents who had been to the schools still spoke it, but not in
front of their families. For those whose parents were from more northern
communities, in most cases they still spoke the language after
residential school, but they did not teach it to their children. Only one
individual, a Metis woman from northern Saskatchewan, spoke her
language fluently. She reported being an exception in her community,

because she had been raised traditionally by her grandparents; in most
cases her contemporaries were losing the use of Cree.

One individual whose grandmother had been to a residential
school spoke of how officials had changed the names of her
grandmother's parents on the school records during the years when she
attended the school. In this respect, the school functioned not only to
remove Cree culture from the individual, but also to re-name her. This
remaking of the grandmother's identity made it very difficult for her
grandchildren to trace their lineage, as parental names do not match on
different documents. This participant also reported that while her
grandmother was a t school, she had either been removed from her band
list, or the fact of her being a band member was removed from the school
records. Another individual also described how she was not able to find

any record of her orphaned mother on the treaty lists for her reserve after
she was sent to residential school; this made it more difficult for the
participant to get her status back.
For some individuals, the family disruption caused by residential
school went far deeper than record keeping. Two individuals reported
that their parents had siblings who were sent to different residential
schools; this almost entirely severed their relationships with those

siblings. In one case, the individual did not even know that her mother
had a half brother until after her mother died.
Several of the participants described the damage to their sense of

self-esteem from the intergenerational alcoholism, sexual abuse and other

kinds of violence which had wracked their families since residential school.

They spoke of how parents had been s e x u d y abused in the schools, or
had come out without parenting skills or the ability to be close to anybody.
One participant described the intergenerational violence which both sides

of her family had experienced, below.

"I would say that I was ashamed of being Native. I always blamed
it o n m y grandma, my Dad's mother, because she used to call us
down for being N a t i w . My grandma was of Native heritage herself; but
because my mother drank a lot, sometimes we were left with my
grandma. And she would mil down my Mom and her friends. So I was
not proud of who I was, because to me, being Native was attached to
being drunk, and down and out.
I asked my Dad about Grandma putting down Native people. He
told me that the reason she was so prejudiced against Native people
was that she was there when her grandfather was shot by another
Native person, shot and killed, when she was a child, m d they had
been close.
I n m y Morn's family there's three boys and three girls that I know
of. I don't know if they've ever gone back to live on the reserve afer
residential school. I know that they were chronic alcoholics. One was
in jail for murder, or manslaughter. I thought that my Mom had a
chronic alcohol problem, but theirs was worse. M y Mum had sober
periods of time and so did her brothers, but...my uncle tried to
sexually abuse m y Mother."
Another participant, below, also spoke of how the devastation of family ties
caused by her father's experiences a t residential school made her feel, for
a while, the need to distance herself from her Native identity:

#For three summers, I t&d to maintain a connection with my father's
side of the family, by going back to his mmmunity to spend a month
with him But I was not able to go back a f e r the age of eleven because
of family problems and my father not being able to take care of me
very well. There was a lot of emotional, and sexual abuse, that took

place during that tbne. APer that, I hcld a lot of anger towards my
father, and towards my father's side of the family for not protecting
me, once they knew I was being abused. No one really stepped in Up
~cntilthen, growing up, I had been w r y proud of my father, bebemu he
had good standing in the Native community. lt had been a source of
pride. But after the abuse, and the disclosure of the abuse, I
just.. .intentionally represented myself as white, for a while. And I
didnY really relate to the fact that I was Native until the end of high
school, which for me was when I was a h t e e n or nineteen. At that
point, I was able to start approaching things with a little more distance
and understanding, doing some reading, and thinthings over."
A number of the other participants described more subtle ways in

which residential schooling had affected their mothers' sense of the value
of their Native identity. One woman described how her light-skinned
mother had modelled herself entirely as an Englishwoman, after one of
her teachers in the school; she did not even know, for most of her Me,

that her mother was Native. Another woman described how her mother
would scold her in Cree whenever she grew her hair long or in other ways
manifested an "Indian look"-telling

her that she looked like "a big, thick

Indian!" A third woman described her mother frequently making
remarks such as the following: "You know,we left the schools knowing
we were Indian, and also feeling that this was not something anybody
would want to be".
Residential schooling represented a profound violence to the
participants' families. The schools deprived the participants' parents a n d
grandparents of most opportunities to transmit language, customs, or
knowledge of living on the land to their children, because this knowledge
was taken from them as part of the schooling process. The alcoholism
and cycles of abuse which a number of the participants have struggled

with, and the devaluation of Indianness which such devastation brought
continue to manifest themselves in the participants who are the
descendants of residential school survivors. Finally, the residential

schools severed links between the survivors and their communities so
thoroughly that most of the survivors did not return to their communities
aftexwards. Urbanity for a number of the participants began with this
process, with their mothers and fathers leaving residential schools for
the cities.
It is one thing to grow up so alienated from your culture that you
choose to never return to it. I t is quite another to be legally barred from
ever returning, or to have grown up landless and alienated from the
community because of how you are positioned with respect to legal
categories of Indianness. Regulation of Native identity under the Indian
Act, both through gender discrimination and through the exclusion of
halfbreeds from entitlement to land and recognition as Indians, h a s been
responsible for creating a large body of disenfranchised urban Native
people. In the next few pages, I will explore more closely how the Indian
Act has affected the families of the participants.
7.2

NATIVE STATUS AND ASSIMILATION:
Having or lacking Native status has been an extremely significant issue

in the lives of all of the participants, one way or another. Out of twenty-nine

participants, twelve are status Indians through their own lineage. Six other
individuals, however, had status Indian grandmothers who lost status from

manying Metis or white men. One individual is an enrolled member of a small
northeastern Native tribe in the United States, a stone's throw from the
Canadian border. In Canada, however, where her family has always lived (and
where her tribe originally comes from, until they were pushed off their land into
what is now the United States), she is non-status. Her family i s currently
making a case for their right to have Indian status and band recognition in
Canada. Six participants are Western Metis whose families were classified as
halfbreed, and a s a result have never had status. Four individuals identify as
%on-status Indians" because their families were excluded from legal

recognition as Indians, for one reason or another, in regions where the
category "Metis" has had no historical validity. Two individuals had family
members who either voluntarily or involuntarily enfranchised; both individuals,
however, also had mothers who had lost status through Section 12(l)(b),and
could thus be said to have been twice deprived of Native status. Out of the
nineteen individuals who by lineage have some claim to being status Indians,
fourteen have been affected by loss of status as a result of Section 12(l)(b)of
the Indian Act.
In many respects, this entire study has been shaped by gender inequities

in the Indian Act. As I outlined in Chapter Two, the Indian Act for years has
deprived Native women of their status and forced them to Ieave their
communities for marrying non-Natives, while Native men who married non-

Native women had the choice to stay on-reserve. Because of this, any work which
deals with mixed-race urban Native people will deal to a far greater extent with
individuals who grew up urban and non-status with Native mothers than with
individuals who grew up on reserve with Native fathers and with white mothers.
This gendered history has underpinned this project---eight of the twelve status
Indians I i n t e ~ e w e d
are the children of white fathers and Native mothers, while
only four individuals have Native fathers and white mothers. l When the six
individuals whose grandmothers lost status are taken into account, we can see

that thirteen out of twenty-nine participants come from families which have had
no choice about being urban a t all-their

mothers or grandmothers were

removed from their communities solely because of gender restrictions in the

Indian Act. Of the thirteen individuals, only six are now band members in their
mothers' communities. Loss of status because of sexism in the Indian Act
Of the eight individuaIs with Native mothers, seven of the mothers had lost status
through marrying white men. The eighth individual grew up on reserve, as his Native
mother had never mamed or even acknowledged his white father, and his status was
never protested under Section 12(2), which removed the status of 'illegitimate" children
of Native women. Of the four individuals with Native fathers, three were entirely

appears to have had almost as assimilatory an effect on Native families as
residential schooling, albeit in a different way. It appears to be a central reason

why si@cant

numbers of Native people are permanently urban. Unlike the

individuals who left their communities after residential schooling, who lived in
cities for most of their lives and only returned to their reserves periodically, loss
of status permanently severed most of the families of the participants from their
communities of origin.
The issue which stands out from all this i s the extent to which
Section 12(l)(b)represented a process of 'genocide by numbers" to the

participants' families. Native status has been whittled away to an
amazing extent in this i n t e ~ e w
group--of nineteen people only twelve
currently have status, and only five will be able to pass their status on to
their children in perpetuity? The rest either could not get their status

reinstated because of the second-generation cut-off in Bill C-3 1, or were
reinstated but will not be able to pass their status on to their children for

the same reason.
As compared to Section 12(l)(b),enfranchisement affected only two

of the participants. One participant's mother was enfranchised against her
will for leaving the community to work; this woman also married a non-

Native and had her status reinstated under Bill C-3 1. Another individual's

unaffected by Section 12(l)(b);the fourth, however, grew up with full status but then
lost it herself' when she married a non-Native.
One of the individuals whose mother had lost status was able to have her status
reinstated as "full" status (capable of being passed on in perpetuity), because her
mother had given birth to her before she married and lost her status, seven others can
only pass it on to their children. Meanwhile, of the four individuals who inherited full
status from their Native fathers which they can pass on to their descendents in
perpetuity, one individual lost status herself when she married a non-Native; a s a
result, she can only pass her status on one generation, to her daughter. Finally, one of
the individuals whose grandmother lost status gained it back through marrying a status
Indian prior to 1985; her children have full status, and will be able to pass it on in
perpetuity. It should be noted that since Bill C-3 1, being able to pass status on 'in
perpetuity" is now conditional on an individual's descendents marrying status Indians.

grandfather chose to enfranchise after World War 11, as a result of the
limited opportunities he saw for himself on the reserve; in doing so his wife
and children also lost status. This individual's mother has only been able

to receive partial status; however, as she is legally eligible for full status,
the family is pursuing the matter.

Beyond these issues of loss of status are the people whose ancestors
were

arbitrarily denied

status, particularly

halfbreeds in western Canada-including
experiences-dong

through

exclusion

as

six of the participants. Their

with those of people who lost status-will

be explored

more deeply in Chapter Thirteen.

In addition to the problems of residential schooling and regulation
of Native identity, a third set of assimilatory pressures were common to

several of the participants inte~ewed-loss of access to their culture
through adoption.

7.3

THE THEFT OF NATIVE CHILDREN:

uI%e come to understand this today, but I didn't
understand thut back then, when I started to l e d a
really self-destructiw life--that my spirit was broken9
Like the issue of residential schools, an in-depth exploration of the
apprehension of Native children by the government-in

particular, the

phenomenal epidemic of baby-snatching known as "the sixties scoopn-is

far beyond the scope of this thesis. I t is impossible to do justice to the
complex levels of experiences which adoptees have lived through, and the
implications for Native communities as a whole. However, adoption as a
tool of assimilation has shaped the lives of significant numbers of urban
mixed-race people-including

four of the participants. In addition to

these four people, two other individuals reported instances of authorities
apprehending their children. For these reasons, some of the experiences
of adoptees will be reflected inthis work.

Two of the individuals I interviewed had been adopted, while two
were the children of adoptees. One individual's parent had been illegally
sold from her American Indian community to a white family in
Saskatchewan.

One of the adoptees had been given up to Children's Aid by her
white mother, while another had been apprehended from her Native
mother. Both have been reconciled to their birth families and

communities, but both Learned that their Native parent had died before
reconciliation. One woman learned that her Ojibway father had been
injured in the street, had passed out, and was not taken to hospital

because passers-by looked at him and assumed he was just another
drunk Indian; he died as a result. The other woman learned that her
Cree/Saulteaux mother had died in her early thirties of a drug and
alcohol overdose after losing both of her children to adoption.
Both individuals, when they were adopted, had their Native
ancestry hidden or minimized on the Children's Aid records. One

woman's "fullblood" Ojibway father was listed as being mostly French
and Scottish, but one-quarter Ojibway, while the other woman's
Cree/Saulteaux mother was listed a s "Irish/Scottish, and her Metis
father was listed as "French". Despite this, both were eventually
reconciled to their communities of origin, and welcomed by their
extended families.
This was not the case for the individual whose Ojibway father and

four aunts were apprehended by the Catholic Children's Aid in the
1940's. The father, who spent years in foster homes, knows who his
mother is and what her community was, but had little other opportunity
to learn anything about his heritage. In any case, the violence and

alcoholism that marked his adult life, and his inability to parent caused
him to be separated from his own wife and children. The individual I

interviewed does not know much about his father's life, and virtually
nothing about their heritage, other than the name of his grandmother's
community. He never met his grandmother before she died. While he
still has one or two relatives in that community, there has been no real
reconciliation process.
One individual that I interviewed had been told little about her
heritage by her mother, but had some access to her Navajo grandmother
in her childhood. Her mother's absolute silence about her past, which

was a constant feature of her childhood, recently has become more
comprehensible when this individual learned that her mother and one of
her aunts had been sold from her Navajo community to a white family in
Saskatchewan. The grandparents had tracked down the children, and
maintained contact until adulthood, when they moved to Toronto. This
individual knows only that she is Navajo; she was never even told the

name of her Native community.
One individual reported that Children's Aid had apprehended her

as an infant when her white father was arrested for fraud. They detained
her until her Native mother was cleared of any role in the fraud and had

settled down with her mother, and then released her. She did not speak
of any issues which might have arisen from having been apprehended.

The mother of one of the participants had her second child
arbitrarily taken away by hospital nuns at birth because she was not
married. The participant describes the complex string of repercussions
which this action had on her family:

"When she had my sister, the Catholic nuns at the hospital took her
away from my Mom the minute she was born. Because my Mom was a
Native woman, and she already had a child, and she wasn't married.
They removed my sister fTom my Mom, and said ' b 7 1 give you a year
to get mam-ed and get settled down and get your life together, and if
you can do that, then you can come back to u s in a year and well give
you your child. But if not, you71 never see her': They let her know that

it was a girl, that's all, then they took the baby away to Children's Aid,
and gave her to a farm family in Saskatchewan.
So that's the reason why my Mom decided to many my Dad. He
had gone to Toronto to try and find a job, because he wanted to many
her. He wanted her to live with him in Saskatchewan, but it wouldn't
have worked, bemuse his whole family shunned her. After they took
her baby, she made her decision to leave everything behind, leave the
whole family behind, all the supports and everything eke-because
there was a chance to make it here with my Dad. So she came here to
many him, and got settled down with him, but in the process she got
pregnant with baby number three. She managed to get back to
Saskatoon to get my sister, and brought her back here, and then two
months later she gave birth to her third child. Meanwhile, she'd also
brought my oldest brother to live with her in Toronto, who by that point
was about five years old. Until then, he was used to being with
Grandma and Grandpa in Saskatoon, so for him it was like he was
suddenly living with a total stranger, my Dad. And by the time she got
m y sister back from Saskatoon, she was already one years old. As
she got older, she was constantly running away, bemuse she had not
bonded with my Mom I was the foulth child, and by the time I came
along things were easier. They had a slightly bigger house to live in,
my father was working, and everything was settled. And so, with me,
everything was good. But there was always conflict, and dfussing, and
sibling rivalry with the first three kids, bemuse there were so many
family issues to deal with during those first years in Toronto. There
was a lot of chaos in m y f a m i l y for a feu, years, because of the nuns
taking my sister away.
M y sister that got taken away-she has had really bad eczema all
her life. You canjust see all the scars on her. And she had such health
problems when she was a child. It was terrible-she was always sick
She had smallpox, and nearly died a few times. She still has asthma.
And when she wasn't sick, she was always unhappy. And even
no-she's
still not happy in her life. She always is thinking 'Luhat
could I do differently". She doesn't have a career thut she's satisfied
with She's not happy in her maniage-she's just not a happy
individual. She's not fulflled, and I think it's all related back to that
experience of being taken away as a baby. And X've tried to suggest to
her for years now that maybe counselling would be a good option for
her, to help resolve some issues. But I don't think she ever will."

Most of the adoptees,or children of adoptees, have experienced
considerable problems with alcoholism,drug addiction,suicidal

behaviour, and uncontrollable rages. For their families, the removal of
their children added a new layer of violence and loss to the other

problems that they faced. Below, one individual discusses the "big
picture" of what the wholesale adoption of Native children, which took on

immense proportions during the 1960's and proceeded unabated for over
a decade, signified for the children and their communities:

"It's phenomenal, the adoption process that happened with Native
people during 'the Sidies Scoop''.I was one of those Indian children
that was scooped away, you know. There were literally thousands
and thousands of Ivdian children scooped up at that time. It was
supposed to be for the betterment of the Native community, because of
the alcoholism-the white families would supposedly provide a better
life for the kids. But really, it was a direct and completely deliberate
attempt at assimilation and cultural genocide.
I don't know of one adopted person that hasn't been really affected
by the adoption process. Everything from prostitution to drug and
alcohol abuse, to crime, to seIf-abuse, to attempted suicide. All of us,
all of us-there's not one of us that I know of that's been adopted out
that hasn't abused themselves in some way, shape or fonn because of
a lack of knowing who we are and where we m e from he statistics
down at Aboriginal Legal Sennnnces
say that sixty-five or seventy
percent of all Aboriginal crbninaI offenders who come through there
have been adopted out.
There was one teaching that I remember. People who work in our
communities were sitting around one day, and they all said "who do
you think are the hardest people to work with, the people from the
residential school system or the people who've been adopted out? And
clearly everybody said it was the people who'd been adopted out who
were the hardest to work with Because in the residential school
system--and this is not to minimize the atrocities that happened in the
residential school system-you still knew you were Indian, curd you
were with your brothers and your sisters and your aunts and your
cousins. But when you were removed, you did n 't have nothing."
These problems become intergenerational. The son of the man
fostered out in the 1940's described his struggles as a young adult with

alcoholism, with uncontrollable anger, with keeping jobs, and with

staying in school. The daughter of the woman who had been sold at

birth described the weight of intense silence in her home around the
subject of their Native identity, because of the shame her mother felt at
being Indian, and its effect on her:

I guess I was maybe seven years old or somethmg, when I was
taken away from my grandmother to live with my parents, and that's
when the sort of 'Qoing into the closet" process began, you know. No
more speaking the language, no more running around like a '7ittle
savage'; no more wearing my hair braided or long--it was all cut and
permed, in a real attempt to make, d keep me white. h e y did
everything they possibly could. They didn't want me to wecv &arts,
you
knowno
beads, no moccasins, nothing. It was
all...whitewashed, that's the word. And it wasn't hard, bemuse I'm
really light to begin with And if you can imagine a seven year old kid
having her hair permed-it would bum my scalp, but it was all done
for the purpose of m l c i n g me not look Native. I was supposed to look
white. Frizzy hair was supposed to be part of thut treatment. That's
how I think of it now, a treatment. Everything was kept a secret. I
ended up in therapy becuuse of all the secrecy. I didn't know who I
was-everythuq about me was kept suppressed. I couldn'tidentfy
with the Scandinavian side, because they were always putting me
down as being, you know, savage. So I didn't know what I was.
And there was a real sense of shame around my mother. So for me,
being the oldest, and being female and Native and being lightskinned-there were all these complex things going on that a kid
wouldn't know about, that sort of unravelled. I was punished when I
was a kid i f I ever spoke the language, so I'd get scared when rd begin
to remember it. It's l i k e somebody just pulled the curtain-I don't know,
the language is gone. rd get so scared that I was gonna be punished.
My whole childhood seemed to be one long punishment, and one long
attempt to force me into a place that I didn't belong."
The adoptees, and those whose parents had been adopted,
described a range of problems with their identities. One of the light-

skinned women had always thought of herself as white. Another woman
described her belief that Native people have a blood memory, which made
it impossible for them to fit into the white families where they had been

placed, given the drastically different value systems of Native and white
societies. All reported being initially dismissed as 'white" (regardless of

their appearance)when they attempted to become involved in the urban
Native community, because of their ignorance of Native ways and values.

One adoptee summed up the devastation that adoption, in conjunction
with residential schooling and loss of status had wrought in her family:

'There are so many unknowns for me. I don't know where everybody
is, and why they were all displaced, and why they were orphaned,
and what happened to my grandmother and my grandfather. Where
did they come from? Were they ever together as a whole f d y ? I don't
know any of that. When my uncle talked about it, at the age of 72, he
talked about trow my mother's family wasnY a very close family
because everybody wasjust so scattered."
The other described her adoption as part of a whole complex of
intergenerational racism that continues to afflict her family:
"The fact that I lost my father because he was injured, and they
thought he was passed out-they just looked at him and saw a
Native guy who's passed out, and that's how he died. Losing my
father, I think, is a pretty big issue of racism. And it's also connected
to the fact that my Native family's been so screwed up since my
grandmother left for residential school, and that in some way we're
all reacting to that, or still dealing with that. And there's the fact that
I was placed with a white family instead of a Native family. I have
this whole feeling of them having power over me. Power over m y
grandmother, power over my father, power over me. I have a real
strong feeling, of picturing myself as a little baby, with these white

people just passing me around. You hour--you can look at this
whole other side of it, where they were hying to find the best care for
me--and that's probably all still tme. But there's this feeling that I
was completely powerless, cut off porn my family. And the anger in
me about that goes out to the Native community, as well as to the
white community. Especially when people come up to me and tell me
Lou should be this, or you should be that". Ijust tell them "fuck you,
you weren't there! I had to get through that whole time alone. I got
through everything alone. I f I'd killed myself, way back then-1 was
suicidal b y the age of nine or ten-you wouldn't have even known
about me. I sum0ved.I chose to be here. I set the rules for my life!"
To the specific racism of residential schools, government regulation of
Indianness, and the forced removal of Native children, we must also add

the pressures to assimilate which come from families and communities
experiencing extensive, daily racist assault from whites.
7.4

RACIST ASSAULT AND ASSIMILATION:
The role of racist violence in forcing individuals to maintain silence

about their identities cannot be understated. In Western Canada in
particular, organized military violence against Cree and Metis people has
been recent enough to have affected the great-grandparents and even the

grandparents of some of the participants, while violence from the settler
population remains a constant reality, particularly for Native women.
The stories of the Western Metis participants resonated with family and
community breakdown, with the disintegration of Metis villages and the
persecution and repression of Cree bands. A s one of the participants

described it, being Metis, for his family, signified a legacy of defeat and
shame, which led to a profound silence about their identity:
l was raised pretty well in silence in t e r n of m y heritage and my
culture. It doesn't mean that values weren't communicated, or
practices weren't communicated, but it meant that it wasn't talked
about. Nothing was named. It was all silence. And silence in that
sense can be a real chiller, right? A lot of the breakdown that went on
in Native communities in the forties, f i i s and sixties in Ontario
happened in my fcunily three generations ago. Alcohol, violence, a
whole downward spiral, a lot of tragic deaths. That sort of breaking of
the past happened very soon afer the hanging of Riel, for my family.
A lot of people just went underground. My family was one of them
They just survived. They sold their scrip land in Manitoba, and moved
west, prior to Saskatchewan becoming a province.
M y mother has said "it might be trendy to be Natiue in Toronto, but
it's not trendy in Saskatchewan!" And when I was learning traditional
teachings,and I was talking to them about the Elders-it was one of
the few times in my Iife X've seen Mom get really mad. She looked at
me, and she said ''Donttalk to me about Elders. I71 tell you what our
Elders gave us." And she started to list it. ''Family violence. Rape.
Syphilis. Child Abuse. Alcohol. Debt. That's what they gave us. Don't
talk to me about the Elders': These were the type of stories that she
didn't want to pass on. If that is your sense of h i s t o w it just

hangs t h e r e w h y would you want to pass it on? She said YsnP it best
tojust be thankful for what you've got, and to keep on going?"'
The two east coast participants, both non-status Indians with long
histories of Living off-resente on parts of their traditional landbase that
their families had lived on for centuries, most clearly showed the effects

of the long-term colonization processes endured by their peoples. East
coast Native people were the fwst on the continent to encounter
Europeans. Some of the nations of the Wabanaki confederacy, such as
the Mi'kmaq nation, were militarily defeated by the British in the 1750's

after almost a century of warfare. Excluded from the Royal Proclamation

that their resistance helped bring about, so that very few resenres were
set aside for them, they were considered enemies of the British, and
therefore faced government campaigns of deliberate starvation, and

having bounty posted on their scalps for many years. For almost 250
years, the Mi'kmaq and other eastern Native peoples have faced the
violent encroachment of white settlers willing to kill Native people for

their land, and the absolute indifference of settler governments to their
plight. One individual describes the effect of this history in silencing her
people and encouraging them to assimilate:

"When the tribe decided that they had to protect their heritage,
and, you know, find the language again, back in the '70's, or even
later, I think, they were down to fifty-six people. They were just
decimated by the Loyalists-they out and out killed them. North
American Indians were massacred, and most of it was intentional.
That's really well documented, ifpeople choose to read about it. Our
language was almost lost. Our people almost went extinct. It wasn't
until some old people sat back and reflected "we're not living in the
same time anymore". Or maybe they felt that they didn't have very
much to lose any more. You know, "'fle're going to die soon-so
what about our heritage?".
For me, it comes down to sunn'val. Indians were so decimated
that our ancestors knew that i f they didn't assimilate they weren't
going to survive. I think our parents very consciously didn't want u s
connected to our culture. Because they knew that we would only

survive if we integrated. 'You're gonna be white or you're not going
to survive'".
In addition to these historical collective strategies of silence about
Nativeness in the interests of survival, there have been numerous
families who in contemporary times continue to leave the intense racism
of rural environments, particularly on the prairies, for the cities. There

was a consensus from many of the participants that the larger Canadian
cities, especially in eastern Canada are, as a rule, less dangerous than
the Prairies for Native people, because of the lesser visibility of Native

people in the more heterogenous environments which are found there. In

many cases, this means abandoning community; their children do not
choose to return because they wish to continue to avoid such extreme
racism:

There's such a huge difference in the way Native people are treated, if
you're in a smaller town, or even a smaller city, where there's Native
people living on r e s e w s near by. It's very different, very, very painful.
That's the reason that we grew up in the
of Toronto, because my
Mom wanted to keep us from being exposed to the kind of racism, thut
was so predominant in Saskatchewan. When I thought abou: it, I
realised that as much a s I want to have my connectiofzs to where r m
from, because I feel so good when Fm out there, and I know that's
where I would love to live-my kids would then be exposed to a whole
scenario that they haven? been, here. Because in Toronto there's also
such a cosmopolitan mix Nobody ever points at them and calls them
anything. The last time I can think of that happening was twenty years
ago. My sister was walkmg down the street in Toronto, and a bunch
of high school kids came chnstng a f e r her and started pointing at her
and screaming 'Ipalci go home!" But the instances of that that we've
experienced in this city have been very, very few. Nobody has ever,
here, done anything to me bemuse they thought I was an Indian."
Finally,one individual has found that she cannot live in her
community since the Oka crisis. The anger that she carries within her as

a result of her community's experience of the occupation is so intense
that to even be around French-speaking people brings it to the surface.

This participant referred to her reaction as 'racism*, despite the obvious
power imbalances between Quebecois and Mohawk people-although
throughout the interview she spoke continuously about the pressures

which Quebecois nationalism is bringing to bear on Mohawk people. In
the city, she still finds that on "bad days" she often does not show her
status card in stores, and in other ways struggles for the anonymity of
being taken for non-Native:

"When the crisis was over, there was a point where we all had met

in Toronto, somewhere. And we were sharing a hotel room. And my
sister was lying on a hotel room bed, with the pillow in her hands
when she was sleeping, and she was holding it so tight. Ijust said
"hey-look at this!* My sister, even in her sleep she was just. ..holding
that pillow so tight, ti@&.
She'd been through quite a few different
things at the food bank She was there when the soldiers ambed and
when Lasagna mme in urielding his baseball bat, wielding his anger
around, with his bat. R was really nice when they had that peace rally
outside the bamITLcades,
outside of the village of Oka, because it had
been two weeks of just pure harassment and not being able to sleep,
and then you just walk into this group, and that was like 'bh,
somebody's on our side!" That type of thing. I know that I still have lots
of anger in me about it all. Partly because I was having epileptic
seizures, and partly because I felt so helpless.
Part of the reason why I left Kahnesatake was because I just
needed to get away from all that. In fact, I?n hawing a hard time even
listening to people speak Quebecois. Bemuse I'm just so pissed off at
me into a racist, you know. Like, I
whut happened. And its madon't even want to listen to them speak Ijust want to get out of there.
Even outside of Quebec, I still have a hard time showing my
status card sometimes. I think its because I've got all this rage in me.
Because I know that if anybody gives me a problem about it, I'll just
scream and yell, and I don't want to h u e to do that. And there have
been times where I have questioned whether I should wear certain Tshirts, with Native themes, because then it will be clear that I'm
Native. Most of the time I71 wear them anyway, but sometimes rue
decided not to put one on.

The individuals and families above have adapted to the hostility of
their home environment in a number of ways-through

silence and the

appearance of assimilation, and through migrating to less hostile

environments at the cost of leaving communities behind. For the
participants who negotiated this hostility every day, a s children, the
trauma sometimes resulted in a sense of shame over being Native, a s the
participant below described:
"WhenI was in gmde school, I was told that I should go and scrub the
dirt off my hands, o f f my skin. So I went and took a steel pad, to m y
skin, trying to rub it off: There was a lot of racism The Native kids
were picked on a lot There used to be this one girl that lived down the
street from me, her name was Stephanie. She was a white girl, who
used to tonnent me on the way home fmm school all the time. One
time, I was coming home with an Easter egg, and she wanted me to
give it to her, and I said "No': so she threw water all over me. I used to
pee my pants walking home from school because rd run into her and

she'd threaten me. I was t e m w d to walk home from school alone.
M y grandparents would speak Odawa to me from time to time. But
I used to get mad at them for speaking Indian to me. I thought it
sounded stupid, and I used to say I didn't want to t
q and learn I
tuned them out-I put my jingers in my ears, so I wouldn't have to
hear them speaking Indian. I was ashamed of it."
For others, there were more subtle incidences of shaming:

"I was a person, that's a12 that mattered. I could compete in sports, I
could compete academically, and I was a person. All of our friends
were white, except a couple of people that I knew were Metis but they
would never admit it. I got in a lot of f i s h at school, from people that I
didn't know, but then, Ijust thought "well, this is the nonnal way a
young guy grows up". They'd d l me names, but again, that never
bothered me. M y male friends, all through high school, didn't even
think that I was Native, or had any Native blood in me at all, they
considered me white. But then, they were all Ukrainian and Polish
speaking, so they didn't know. They didn't even realise that I was
different.
The only time it did bother me was sometimes, in high school, when
they'd have the dances and thmgs like that. I wouldnt really get out
and mingle, except with my male fnends. I guess I never thought I'd
ask any girls out. It was probably a combination of being a shy
teenager and being brown. I a n t definitely s a y it was one or the
other, but it was a combination of the two. I did feel that part of it was
because my skin was brown. But it didn't last very long, I'd just forget
about it, and we'd go on. I had a lot of friends who were @Is, but not

any real girlfriends in my high school years. It was a combination of
the huo."
Some of the participants whose appearance does not target them as

Native, have described their decisions as children in white communities
to stay silent about their Native heritage, stemming in many cases from
their embarrassment a t the reactions they received on identifying openly

as Indian:

"Once I say fm Native, I feel a tension within white groups. I don't
remember being singled out as a child-maybe, yeah, stuff like "Are
you Italian? Spanish?" Stuff like that. I f pressed, M say "I have a
French-Canadian background: But I never could say "yeah, there's
Indian"-because you know, once you s a y that, everything else gets
erased,and you're an Indian.And this big silence spreads through the
room "
7.5

SUMMARY:
Most of the families of the individuals interviewed had experienced

not one but multiple episodes of state-organized or state-condoned

violence, from institutions and from individuals. Taken together, certain

trends can be observed. Over half of the participants came from families
which had been damaged-in

some cases devastated-by

residential

schools. Two thirds of the families had also experienced tremendous
assaults on their legal right to be called Indian through the loss of status

of a grandmother or a mother; most of the remainder had been legally
excluded from this category by the Indian Act in the first place. The most
devastating effect of these genocidal policies on the families of the
participants was the manner in which they alienated the participants
from their communities. In many cases, the effects of this loss of
community, and of the relationship to the land which was intrinsic to it,
are still being felt by their descendents two generations later.

Paul Gilroy has suggested that the identities of African diasporic
peoples have been profoundly shaped by a legacy of racial terror in the

face of New World slavery (Gilroy, 1993).In looking at the histories of
Native peoples in the Americas over the past 500 years, it is probably
safe to say that if any experience defines them, it is that of indescribable

and harrowing loss--of land, of community, and of culture. The violence
of these losses has been manifested, to a greater or lesser extent, in every

Native family, and has deeply shaped contemporary Native identity. For
mixed race urban Native people, however, a common thread of this

experience of loss running through their narratives has been silence--

about their identities, and about their histories. In the next chapter, I
will explore this silence, and the other responses of urban Native families

to the legacy of violence and loss that they c a n y .

CHAPTER EIGHT
RESPONSES TO A HERITAGE OF VIOLENCE:
SILENCE, ADAPTATION AND RESISTANCE
Y think they tried as much as posdblr not to etmr talk
about bang A h t i - at alL & this is the muson why it%
been such a pain for my mother to have somebody like
m e asking questions and talking, you see? It would huvs
been better, in many wyr, she thinks, if we'd never sorid
a w
nL And cvm get-I haze a c&n
who's oucr fitty
years old, living in the dtg of Suskatoon. Ilkw, thcrt
ain't no u ~ y ha
l
could pass himself as anything but
Indian. And it's total denial, men now. Total den&&
If
anybody tries to accuse him of bang Inddan, the#- in
troulble*m

INTRODUCTION:
The family histories of most of the participants demonstrate that
generations of Native people have faced genocidal violence through the
multiple institutions of a society determined to erase their Nativeness.
For those who lived outside of Native communities, in highly racist
environments, the only way to try and assert some control over a difficult
and sometimes dangerous situation was to try and avoid acting Native

around whites.
From the participants' accounts, a crucial difference between the
experiences of urban Native people and those who grew u p in Native
communities is the need o n the part of urban people to find some way of

managing intolerable pressures on their identities. People who grew u p in
Native communities (three of the participants, in addition to two others
who spent significant intervals of their childhood on reserve) did not
speak of facing the same kinds of issues as those who lived in all-white

environments did.

For one individual who grew up in a northern Metis community,

the memories of the intolerable racism she faced in the years when she
lived outside her community have stayed with her:

"My grandma raised me until I was about e h t . Now, in Beauval,
everybody's the same, right? The only people that are different are the
teachers, who are white. We used to think they were weird, and we
wondered if they peed-stuff like that. They were so different, curd so
clean, and they lived behind this big high wire fence, you know, in a
compound. They W a special place, you k n o w t h e y had nice
houses, and running water. And here we hnd our houses-no
telephone, outdoor toilets. So to me, the only white people had been
those teachers.
And then my Mom mamed, so we moved to Prince George. That's
the first time I ever saw so many white people. In Grade Five, I spent
the whole year in class with my face behind my hands. It's not on
exaggeration-I spent the whole year like this. The kids would call me
names. I was so shocked. I didn't know there were so many white
people in my whole l i f e n o t to be prejudiced or anything like that. But
for me, a nine-year old, all of a sudden, being different! I never told my
Mom what I was going through I lived in h c e George for five years,
and that's the only place I ever experienced so much racism, and at
such a young age."
Another woman contrasted the silencing around Nativeness which had
marked her family's life until she was seven years old, with the sudden
immersion in a Mohawk environment which resulted when her family

moved back to the reserve. Her different positioning on and off reserve
is reflected in her experiences of school:

"WhenI was in Grade one, in St. Jean,a woman who said she was
Native came in to speak with our class. Thinking back on it now, I don't
even know if she was. But she had long hair, and a headband on,
and she sat down, cross-legged, on the floor, and talked to us about
being Native. And I thoughi it was the molest thmg I had ever heard.
And I went home and said "Mom,Dad-there was an Indian in the
class today, and it was so cool". And they said 'iuell, you're Indian':
And I said "What?" And I got so mad that I couldn't share with the
class that I was Native too-and that Td never heard this before. I was
totally pissed off at my parents. I think it was maybe one of the first
times when you realize yourparents aren't always h i L h f i lwith you.

Being Native just wasnt brought up. It's because my Dad was in
the air force, and looking to mow up in the ranks. There was a lot of
racism., and if you moved up in the ranks, you were demitely not
Native. I think he knew enough not to talk about it at all. Especially
when he had a f d y to feed. But when I was about seven, my father
got early retirement. So he decided to retire on the reserve, and
brought all of us back to Kahnesatake. I was called Frenchie at first,
when I got there. I remember getting off the school bus and somebody
yelled "go home, Frmchie". But it didn't take long for the =Frenchien
label to wear off We went to an English-speaking school, in StEustache. All of the Mohawk kids-we went there on the Mohawk
bus."
All of the individuals who spent most of their childhood and youth in

N a t i v e communities entered urban life a s adults a t a time of relative
N a t i v e empowerment; however, they have still felt considerable pressures

on their identity in the city, particularly for the individuals who do not

look Native:

"My appearance wasn't an issue, growing up on the r e s e w . Even
going to school-like, from Grades Three to Tbelve I went to school in
Lakefield, which is twenty minutes from Curve Lake. Even then I
didn? get rnuchjlak-bebecause, you know, we were on the Curve Lake
bus, and everybody knew either my last name, or the fact that I was
porn Cume L u h s o I never r e d y got any flak there. But it's when I
left the reseive' and mme to Toronto, and was hanging out here that I
discovered people had a much harder time believing I was Native.
Identity wasn't an issue, until I left the reserve."
Many of the other participants, however, who grew up in urban
environments, came from families where attempting to hide their
N a t i v e n e s s from the dominant society was their primary response to the

many violences which shaped their lives. This response was never
absolute, however. Many of the participants were also able to name
incidences of covert resistance to the white status quo which their parents
sometimes engaged in. Meanwhile,for the families of other participantsand for most of the participants themselves-their

lives have been bound

up in efforts to resist these processes, to assert pride in being Native, and

to recreate their lives as Native people in positive ways. In this chapter, I
will explore both of these trends.

8.1

SILENCE AS A SURVIVAL STRATEGY:
For many of the participants who grew up urban, their families

had developed a 'defense mechanism" of silence around Indianness, in

the interests of safety. Individuals were taught to avoid speaking Native
languages in front of whites, or to do anything that overtly differentiated
them from whites. For many urban Native people, this amounted to a
permanent, life-long alienation from Native traditions, with high levels of
seif-policing as a form of protection.
l can remember one time walking down the road with m y brother. We

were on our w a y to school, and I remember, I got really excited and
started talking in Cree, some of the words that I'd heard from my
cousins up north that summer. My brother, who was four years older
than me, said "no n d o n ' t speak that language here". So that was
the kind of a message that I got. I f you tried to do anything Native,
you'd get into some kind of trouble. That was the way of life, then".
The line between maintaining a strategic silence about Native
heritage, and internalized racism and shame around Nativeness, is not
always clear in the participants' families. Two of the participants had
parents who occupied relatively authoritative roles in remote northern
Native communities. Both individuals grew up relatively segregated from
the Native children around them; however, they have mixed opinions

about their parents' motives for this. One woman was caught in between
worlds-unable

to play with the Native children because her white father

was a policeman and the community ostracized her, but shunned by
white families for being Native. While her mother was on good terms with
the Native people in every community they lived in, at home she often
appeared to be complicit with her husband's denial of their Nativeness.

"I grew up believing I wasn't like Native people and that my mother
wasn't like them. Looking back at it now, it's all so obvious. But, you

know, when you're in the middle of this dysfunctional family, a's hard
to separate things and say 'Dad, you're being racist. Mom, you're
being complicit'. When I was in Grade 8 or 9, I hod a friend who was
always allowed in m y house. All m y m n d s were welcome. But I was
never allowed to go to his house. And finally one day he told me, "my
Dad doesnY like Native people". And I remember being so mortified
that I was being identijied that way."
Another woman described how her mother kept her apart from other

Native children when she taught in northern communities. This
individual believes that her mother kept her apart from the Native

community not only because she was white-identified, but because she
wished to protect her daughter from tuberculosis and other diseases that
were prevalent o n northern Native resemes at the time.

"When my Mom went to teach in a northern Native c o r n m u n w n e
of the fly-in communities-we lived in the teacherage. There was a
school, close to the church, and there was a little teacherage attached
to the school-it had a kitchen ~ & ha little living room., and a bedroom
upstairs, very small. My mother and I lived there. And the only people
we visited would be the Scottish couple who ran the Hudson's Bay
post. We would go and stay there on the weekends with them. And
they would play cards, and their daughter and I were the same age,
so we played. And that was our weekend. She went in there like a
white teacher, I suppose-she was teachmg the white s y s t e m
For the first year we were there, she didn't want me in the
classroom with the other kids. I think it was bemuse they had lice,
and they were rough So during the first year, she taught me b y
correspondence courses. I sat in the teacherage, doing kindergarten
by correspondence courses, and she supervised me. I remember her
standing in the doonuay, sometimes, keeping patrol of the cIassroom,
but also looking to see what I was u p to. I'd be sitting in our living
quarters, a little room separated by a door porn the classroom, and
she'd be in the classroom, but standing in the doonuay, seeing what
the hell I was u p to. Because I'd get snoopy and rd be into all so* of
things. She wouldn? have me sit in the classroom with the other kids.I
think I did sit there in the beginning, but something must have
happened, and I think she must have separated me aper that. I
remember being in the classroom at some point, but then I also
remember, probably more so, not being in the classroom So there

must h a v e been a reason. But I don't remember, bemuse you know, I
was only five.

We were there together for one year, but then in the second year
she put me in a Catholic convent in the nearest city, and I was there
for grade one. I had been sick with earaches, and there was no
medication. It was hard for her to deal with that. I suppose if you were
seriously ill, they would d l the plane. She was concerned too
because I had hud an x-ray done, and they discovered that there was
a haze on my lungs. Now, they said it's kind of common, 62 some
kids-but my Mom was concerned. And I suppose that's the reason
she put me in the convent."

One participant, in describing his family's silence about being Metis,
is careful about not always equating silence around Nativeness with

shame. He notes that in an everyday sense, many people Live their lives
paying relatively little attention to their identities:
"We had lots of j?iends, for example, on one part2kular resenre that we
went to, and they had the same name as us. My mother would
always say 'they're only a distant relative". But there was still a lot of
intermanying. Like, my mother's sister mamed a status Indian. There
were still a lot of relatiortships-but they werent a big deal. They
were just the way we lived, you know? I don't know if my parents
wanted to erase our identities, or if it was just neutral, a moot point. I
don't know. I want to be kind, you know, because I don't think it was
always this big campaign to assimilate. It was just a taken-forgranted,
everyday living kind of process. I don't want to ascribe much more to
it than that".

This individual, however, also noted that if the society's norm is to be
white, even casual and common-sense ways of living for Native people in
white society require adaptation to white ways, whether the individual is

ashamed of being Native or not. A heritage of white supremacism, then,
continues to assert pressure on Native people to assimilate, even in
environments where there is relatively minimal overt racism or shaming
over racial identity.
On the other hand, other Western Metis describe complex, angry
attitudes within their families around the issue of their Nativeness:

"My grandfather's sister was in a religious order, the Grey Nuns,
all her life. She was one of two wry visibly Native women in the order,
her and Sister Greyeyes, both of whom worked in residential schools.
Sister Greyeyes was raised with a comfort ccnd great love for her
people. My aunt umsnt. Sister Greyeyes loved people, my aunt
punished people. She punished people for speaking their language, or
for being visibly Native. People who were not so visibly Nativethey
got more of her attention, she favoured them
I'm not trying to condone her actions, but I try to understand her. I
was with her on her deathbed. She had always been afiaid that she
would die alone. And she was surrounded by all of the sisters that
she'd lived with most of her l i f i b u t for her, not dying alone meant
dying with f d y . It was in February or March There was this
Christmas music--she threw the records across the room and she said
'7 don't want that music. I w m t real musiofiddle music. She wanted
those things that were real to her, that connected her with her sense of
family, to the things that were important to her. And the things at the
end that were important to her weren? neoessarily the religious
community, it was her family. I asked her "ma Tante-how come you
could never live as Metis?" And shejust shrugged her shoulders."
Some participants spoke about their parents' internalized racism and
how it interfered with their attempts to learn about their cultures:

"When Ifirst came back from a p e e ceremony, I was eighteen, and
still liuing at home. It was my Jrst time,going to a pipe ceremony at the
Native Centre, and it felt wonderful to me. But my mother made me get
down on my knees and beg god for forgiveness for going to a pagan
ceremony. And I could have cried,bemuse I knew this was tem'ble.
Years later, when I was in m y mid-thirtzes, she admitted to me for
the first time that my grandmu and grandpa used to always go to the
sun dances. But of course all I ever heard about, and saw, growing
up, was the holy water and everything like that. But yes-they went
to sun dances!"
For a handful of participants, particularly the older ones, the manner in

which their parents had deliberately separated them from Native
environments has contributed to a permanent sense of alienation from
their Native identity, even as they subscribe, quite wholeheartedly (in
theory) to notions of Native pride. These individuals demonstrated a

profound separation in their minds between how they see themselves, and
the "real Indians" that they feel they should be.

7 didn't know m y mother could speak Idian. But I have found
since then thcrt she did speak to somebody, as a young adult, in her
language, so obviously she knew, and she did remember, but 1 never
heard her say a word. I h thinkmg "isn't thut strange!"All I ever heard
were English nursery rhymes that she would read to me. I f i n d it very
strange.
M y father was like that too. He'd talk about the Metis uprising out
west, and the injustice of it all. Yet in another oonversation, it would
be 'those goddamned Indians''. It would be kind of schizophrenic. I'm
not sure he was aware that he was doing that. When I look back I
think "he's talking like a white person, about the injustices to the
Indians. That's how he sees himself'. He was very down on Indian
people. He hated them. Always admonished me to stay the hell away
from those goddamned Idians. And yet his parents were at the

Carlisle Indian School.
I think I would have been much more comfoltable with my identity
if1 had grown up on the reserve, or if there had been some acceptance
in m y family. I f they had even said 'ayes, we're Native". But instead,
there was this negation of their identity. It was never spoken about.
"We don't acknowledge Nativeness, we don't take it up, and if it's
mentioned, we reject it, reject it, reject it." It's very hard to get over that
conditioning as a child, when you're taught, because it's your parentsJ
teachings."

The individual below was extremely candid about her family's efforts
to separate her from the more negative aspects of being Native. Her words
describe h e r sense of alienation from Nativeness, while at the same time

acknowledging a deep connection that in some respects she fears.
"In a very calculated way, we didn't have a lot of association with
our relatives on the reserve. Like, they came to us-they would come
over in canoes, or whatever, and catch porpoise, that sort of thing,
ar.d take it back. They were free to visit, so long as nobody was
drinking. And likewise,when we went to the reserve.
M y father didn't usually come with us, and I think that's because
of him being Japanese, and having to cross the border to visit the
reserve, and it being postwar. You know, the forties into the fifties.
And so my mother would take u s down in the daytime, and we'd
never stay past dark. And you know, I still have that feeling. When

my uncle died, I stayed overnight on the resewe. It was the first time
in my whole life that I ever stayed overnight-nd
almost the first
time that I stayed a f e r dark it was just the way it w a s d o n e y o u
went home before dark. Bemuse you'd go down on a Sunday and
you'd hear about who got stabbed the night before. And, you know,
both my uncles were alcoholic. M y mother in particular was very
selective about which famiIes we could visit. And some families we
could only visit as a group. We were probably just a s safe there as
on the other side. But it was just the liquor. She was death on the
liquor, so we stayed away from anybody that had any trouble with
the drinking.
And so you grow up ashamed. And you think =why would I ever
want to be associated with those drunks in the ditch?" It's a reality.
And at the same time-I'm not the same, as them, either. Our
experiences ARE different. But some of the distance comes from my
parents' attitudes too, when I was growing up. 'Stay away from
them." Looking back, I'm surprised w e even visited there at all. Of
course, we had relatives there. But the message was always adon't
stay over there. Don't let anybody in the house that's drinking."
The big difficulty for me now is that I don't belong anywhere. You
know, I'm pefleetly clear about that. I guess I just stay on the
outside. I think I would be entirely submerged. I'd probably be out
there sitting in a ditch with a bottle, too, i f I thought too deeply about
which side I really belong on."
Silence, then, as a tactic of invisibility, has been cmcial to survival
for the families of several of the participants, and in many ways it appears
to have deeply shaped urban Native culture. The price of this silence,

however, particularly when it has been accompanied by the removal of
people from the communities which hold their history, has been the

rupturing of many connections with the past, a sense of alienation from
other Native people, and in some cases deep levels of shame or discomfort
about their Native identity.
I t would be a mistake, however, to equate silence with erasure of

culture. Two of the participants were siblings, and both had different
recollections of what they learned about Nativeness from their father

during childhood. One participant was a woman, who has little

recollection of hearing about their Native identity at home. Her brother, on
the other hand, who is slightly older, recalls his father telling him "be
proud of who you are-you're

a Metis". This individual, who attended a

local school in a working-class area where there were Native students,

found it relatively easy to reach out to Native people in his adolescence.
His sister, on the other hand, who attended an elite, cosmopolitan high

school, where Nativeness was romanticized but there were no Native
people present, held on to notions of coming from a 'noble but dead"
culture until university, when she began to challenge her own

assumptions and become involved in the Native community. Other
participants have also confirmed the importance of position in family, in
particular, in determining how much children learn about their
backgrounds from their parents. For a few of the participants, the older
members of their parents' or grandparents' generation grew up speaking
their Native language and associating freely with Native people. The

younger members, however, born after the parents began to internalize
lessons about the importance of speaking English, or in other ways began
to pull away from their Native heritage, had been taught nothing but

English, and in some cases identified primarily as non-Native. [My own
family showed this kind of variation across my mother's generation.] It is

important, therefore, to consider that the stories told by some individuals
about their parents' silence about Nativeness, and about cultural loss in
their family in general, may not accurately express the full range of the

family's experience. Gender, class, age and position in family are only
some of the factors that may have influenced what the participants were
told about their identities, or learned about their culture.

It is also obvious that the apparent acquiescence to being silenced
which several of the participants mentioned in their families was often
tactical and usually partial. The parents of the participants had obviously

passed down enough pride in Nativeness to enable their children to take
up a Native identity for the next generation-when

it became safer to do

so. Several of the participants discussed the fact that their parents had

passed Native values on to them without overtty naming them as values
from a specific culture. Humour, the importance of kindness, habits of

avoiding direct questions, attitudes about the importance of family and
respect for the sacred-these

and other aspects of family behavior were

attributed by several participants to the Native values they had learned
from their parents, in French or English rather than a Native language,

and without having them named as such. One individual describes his
understanding of this, below:

think for anyone with a Native background who wants to learn
about their culture and who hasn't had access to &-which is most of
us, including a lot of people on resew-there's some sense of loss.
But you know, I don't think we ever really lost the culture. I remember
m y grandmother, and different people in the family who were fiom
there, porn the Native side-there's no overf teaching, and there's no
dogma or indoctrination or lesson plan or school to being Native. But I
think it was there, from the beginning, from birth And I think it was
just something that is unconscious, and subtle. And yes, a lot of it hus
been lost--even the values and the ways of behaving and thinking, to
a certain extent, that are seen traditionally as, you know, pre-contact
Indian behaviour. But a lot of it is still there. No, you don't have the
medicines and what have you. The pipe isn't coming out at a funeral
or anything. But I remember going home once, and it shuck me-how
different they were, and hou, the values were different, and the ways
of relating were different, and hau easy it is for me to be comfortable
in any kind of reserve setting. I don't know traditional life-the
language or the ceremonies, or anything. But I don2 feel like I got
cheated out of it. Because I think that the people that m e before me,
they hung on, and they kept their values, and I think they were
passed on."

The impossibility of 'losing a culture" was also taken up by some
individuals, who challenged the notion that Christianity and residential
schools could fundamentally erase who a people are. They conceded that

their heritage could-and

had-been

irrevocably altered, but saw the

~otionthat it could be "erased" as an example of wishful thinking on the
part of the dominant culture.

Some of the participants have related that the silence around
lndianness that they remember from their parents was obviously not all
that was happening in their parents' Lives. A few individuals have
described how their mothers were active in the urban Native community,

with organizations such as the North American Indian Club of the 1950's.
These mothers, paradoxically, played a part in sowing the early seeds of
the contemporary resurgence of pride in Native identity, even as they were
silent about Nativeness at home. Perhaps they were prevented by nonNative husbands from expressing Native identity openly in their home
lives. Perhaps they had internalized teachings from residential school not
to speak their Native language around non-speakers. In any case, for these
mothers, the fledgling urban Native community (which they played a role
in developing) provided them with a safe place for expressing themselves

as Native people in ways that they apparently could not do at home.
One woman described how her mother had cultivated a network of
Native friends in Toronto which formed the core of her social life. T-his

woman attributes her present leadership role in the community to her

mother's influence.
"Even though I grew up in Toronto, there was this very strong
Aboriginal influence in my lve, socially. M y mother's relatives would
visit us from time to time, and we'd go up there, to the reserve, to see
them The other thing was that my mother was active in the North
American Indian Club. It was a social club that was the beginning of
fomuzl institutions in the Native community, here in Metro Toronto.
Basically, it was working people--people who were getting calls at 2
o'dock in the morning from other Native people for all sorts of things.
They also just wanted to get together and assodate with one another
and talk to each other. So they'd have these dances at the Y that used
to be on College street, where the police department is now. I
remember they would have these little Christmas parties for usJ and

there'd be all of twelve kids attending! That was about the size of the
population who had families who were connected and were doing this
sort of thingtzing
And then I used to get shipped over to my cousins. I
used to idolise one of my cousins-she was a wry adventurous girl,
and we'd have so much fun. A n d then we'd go to visit my mother's
fiend over in the beaches. There was curotherfamily there-they were
all boys. So there was this network of Aboriginal people, even though
we didnt all live next door to one another. And if1 think about who my
influences were in my young life--it was those people. And that's the
building of identity.*
Another participant described how her mother would take her and her

sister every summer to stay with friends of her father in a nearby Native
community, even though it was a very difficult journey to make. She

considers these regular visits to be critical to her sense of herself as a
Native person, despite attempts by others in her family to disavow their

Nativeness.

"When my father died, I was only three years old. But before he died,
he made my mother understand that it was important for us to huve
regular relations Lvith Native people. So my mother made a promise to
him that she would take us to be with his Native m n d s , in their
village. My father had been adopted, s o he didn't have connections
with his o m community, but he wanted his daughters to have contact
with Native people, to understand their way of living, through his
fnends. So my mother took us there every year. It was hard for her,
because we didn't h a v e a car, so we had to go by public
transportation, and we had to walk a lot, and my sister and I were
very young. And sometimes my sister was sick, and she had to hold
her. It was really hard. But s h e took u s every year, in the summer, for
about two or three months, to be with my father's fnends in their
community. And that was great, because we grew up doing that. They
considered u s part of the family."
Three other individuals reported that their sense of their own
identity had been strengthened simply by the fact that their fathers did not
deny Indianness, even if they did not assert it. These individuals, whose
parents were too dark to be taken as anything but Native, received
numerous subtle messages throughout their childhood which encouraged

them to challenge dominant culture assumptions, even though their being
Native was not openly discussed:
7 remember being four or five, and askmg my parents why the

cowboys always won. And I remember the feelings in the room M y
mother, who was white, answered "well, because they had better
weapons". But my Dad's cursurer was "well, they didn't ALWAYS
win!". I think that was one of the j k t times that I had a conscious
awareness that there was Indian background in our family."
8.2

OPEN RESlSTANCEr

Some of the participants had very different childhood experiences
from those above, of knowing themselves as Indian because their parents
were openly Nativmften in defiance to intense pressures to silence
them. For some of the parents, who waged individual wars to assert their
identity, the cost was high.

"My mother is very interesting! She has always identrfied as a Native
woman, always. It didn? matter whether she grew up on the reserue
or not-my mother is very proud to be Oneida. It might be a little bit
dysfunctional and unhealthy the way that she expresses it. She71 be
in relationshps with non-Natives, and she calk them "white man".And
she wanted to put a blockade up on her driveway when Oka
happened. And she can drink any other Indian under the table. She
believes that she crur put spells on people. She believes in
beanoalking. My mother is not afmid of anybody. She grew up as the
only Native woman in her school wzd in her neighbarhood. Somebody
only had to throw rocks at her once, she'd fight right back Her own
Dad told her to get the hell out there, don't be coming in here cryrcryrngget out there and fight your battles."
One woman whose family had experienced generations of silencing

about their Native identity, nevertheless grew up on the family's

traditional land-the

only remaining members of her band in Canada

after the other band members were driven down into the United States.
I t was because they stayed on their ancestral land that they maintained

a sense of themselves as Native people. Their sense of their own identity
was strong enough, even after two centuries, to enable them to wage a

seventeen year battle in the courts with a small New Brunswick town, to
win legal title to the last remnants of their Aboriginal land holdings.
A few of the younger participants had activist parents who

succeeded in changing discriminatory laws and building the institutions
which shape the Toronto urban Native community today. While one
participant was estranged from her father for most of the time of his
political activism, another has described the changes which his mother's

activism, around Native women's rights, made to his family:
"We w e r e a very political f d y , very aware of our rights, very aware
of human rights in general, which i
s what the issue started out as,
for our family. It subsequently turned into a focus on Aboriginal
women's rights, and I guess largely in part bemuse the Indian Ad
was discliminatory towards women, very obviously. It was the late
sixties, early seventies, it was a time of a lot of activism But it has
changed our lives."
I t is impossible to understand the lives of urban Native people

without an awareness of the extent to which their families have had to

struggle to assert a Native identity in a hostile white environment. Often
challenged by reserve Indians for their lack of knowledge of traditions,
or for the fact that their families appear to have attempted to assimilate,

mixed-race urban Native people must be understood a s coming from
experiences of diaspora, of being forced to adapt to urban circumstances
from positions of relative weakness. Their struggles to build a base for
their families in urban settings may have involved apparent
acquiescence to the ways of the white society in some ways, combined
with covert or open resistance in others. Their experiences, however,

must be understood to be Native experiences, and the lives they live in
the cities to be new hybrids of older ways. The fact that the current
generation of urban mixed-race Native people are reclaiming their
heritage is testament to the success of their families' survival strategies.

WHITE FAIMILY AND NATIVE HERITAGE
INTRODUCTION:

Mixed race Native people have another parameter to their identity
apart from their Native heritage, one that is shaped to a large degree by
their non-Native family.This is not often taken into consideration when

mixed-race Native people discuss their identities. Particularly for those
individuals who by appearance look 'all Native", the presence of white
family members is frequently dismissed as if irrelevant to an otherwise

Native identity. In this chapter, I will focus specifically on the experiences
of the participants with white family members. In general, the participants'

experiences have been extremely varied; however, because of the
differential treatment of Native men and women under the Indian Ad, a
distinct set of differences in the participants' family Lives have emerged
along lines of gender, with simcant

implications as to whether

Nativeness has been openly included or has been reduced to a covert
identity, in the participants' families.
9.1

RELATIONS WITH WHITE FAMILY MEMBER&

Four of the participants came from families where both parents were
mixed-race. Three of these individuals, however, reported that in their
families one parent was more light-skinned and mixed-race than the other,

and asserted considerably more pressures than the darker-skinned, "more

Native" parent to assimilate to the norm of the dominant culture. The
fourth reported that while both of his parents attempted to push this
assimilationist agenda in the family, neither were capable of passing for
white, and both spoke a heavily Native-inflected French. All other
participants had one Native and one white parent, with the exception of
one individual whose non-Native parent was Japanese. The participants,
whether light-skinned or dark, reported a complex range of experiences

with their white family members, which were nevertheless strongly shaped
by gender dynamics. Very different sets of experiences were reported by

those with non-Native fathers and those with non-Native mothers.

9.1.1 Families with Non-Hative Fathers:
T w o individuals had white fathers who left their mothers when they
were born. Four others had fathers who were racist and in some cases

abusive both to their mothers and to them. In each case, these were white

working-class men from England or Ireland,whose social positions and
job prospects were generally insecure:

"My father knocked me unconscious when I was four years old. I was
doing something that he didn't approve of; and without even thinking,
he hauled off and hit me so hard I got knocked out. I woke up in my
crib with a cold cloth on my face, and hearing him talk to my brother
and saying "maybe we should give her a spanking". When I thought
about that, I realised, at a very early age that there was this thing
called force and power, and depending on where a person was
coming from-they
would use it. My father sexually abused both
myself and my brother, and probably other children as well, in my
family. He also told my brother that my brother could never be as
good as him, because he wasn't a white man."

" M y father's f a m i l y is from the Orange Society-Presbyterian3 from
Ireland. My parents =re only sixteen or seventeen when they got me.
And his parents totally disapproved of their son being with an Indian
woman. When my Dad went to jail, m y Mum lived in Guelph with them
for maybe a weekend or a week They set my mother up. They gave
her money to go out drinking while they were looking afer me... all to
prove that my Mother was neglecting and abandoning her children,
that she WQS ci drunken Indian mother that was unfit to look a f e r the
kids. I think they even went as far as d i n g the police, and Children's
Aid.
M y parents must have been together off and on for at least sir
years, to get the three of u s kids. My Mom left him because he went
afer my sister. She w a n Y eating some meal, and that pissed him off;
and he picked her u p and threw her across the room, and knocked her
unconscious. That was it. He only did it once, and that's when my

Mom Ieft M y Mom's rule was "yuu can hit me, but not the kids!" So she
reft."

Three of these individuals described their fathers as far less competent
and resourceful than their mothers, and one described his father as very

troubled:

"My father couldn't really keep an occupation. H e was an alcoholic,
and he was a very mixed-up man. I mean not all whites are mixed up,
but he was, he was one of them VeryI very....lost."
For all these participants, a kind of war had raged in their families,
between mothers who would not be easily dominated, and insecure fathers

who used different kinds of violence, including racism, sexism, and/or
physical and sexual assault, in efforts to assert domination, not only over

their wives but also over their children.
Two women whose fathers were from non-Anglo backgrounds

describe quite dflerent family dynamics from those above. One women
described the ambivalence which her father's Italian working-class family
demonstrated towards her Nativeness:

"When my Mum got her status card, my father just assumed he could
use it too! He used to take it and bring it to the stores-'that's my
urife's....lget tax exempt off."And he gets involved when they go to the
gatherings, he comes along. On the Native side of m y family, they
were wry open to the fact that I was Italian and it didn't bother them
at all. But on the Italian side-they know rm Native, but itjust doesn't
seem to be brought up. They dont think it's fair that Native people can
have a separate justice system and stuff like that. There's some
resentment, bemuse I got finding to go to school. They ask me to buy
stuff for them with my taw c d , but when it comes to Native issues,
they usually disagree. They're all very fair-skinned. When I was
growing up I felt like it mattered, because I was darker. Me and my
sister and my Mom are the darkest. I'm not too sure if it's what they
said or what they didn't say, or their actions-but that's just how I
felt. I don2 know how it came, and I don't know why-it's just
something I was very conscious of, growing up."

The other woman, whose father was Japanese, described her father's
efforts to support her family's land claim, while at the same time
encouraging assimilation to the Anglo-Canadian norm. She saw his efforts
to promote assimilation as motivated by fears for his children's survival in

a hostile white environment.

"Afler my mother died, the town council informed my father that not
only couldn't he stay on the land, because he had no Aboriginal right
to it-but he had to move out of town. They didn't even want him in
the community. And here he was, with seven kids! That's when he
went to the town council, with his old a m y fiend, and some big
Indian, and the town council backed right off, and we stayed. After
that he did a s much investigation a s he could, about our land claim.
He was virtually uneducated, but he wrote to Diefenbaker, he was in
office at the time, and A.M.A. M&an
who owned Connors
Brothers-he was a member of Parliament. He hied to get some help,
or find out how he could get a deed for the land for his kids. He had
responses. And there was a Mi'kmaq man that he became associated
with in the process-he visited us, and stayed at the house, that sort
of thing. But when Dad went to visit with him-we were kept at a
distance. He didn't want us mixed in with the aMickymucs"-he had
quite an accent, and that's how he pronounced it. I think it was a
matter of survival, for him.Because of his experiences as a Japanese
person in Canada, he believed you had to integrate."

Two individuals described very positive relationships with their fathers. In
each case, however, the participant's Native identity was something which
was not discussed, even if the parent supported their children's efforts:
"I don't know if my father even knows thut I'm pursuing my Native
heritage, because we never get to that sort of stufJ Wejust have this
relationship, that f m his daughter and he's my Dad, and we just deal

with thut. Because when we see each other, we ofen don2 have a lot
of time, so we dont get to anything beyond that. We don't really know
each other that well. He's never ever said anything bad-you b o w ,
he's always stuck up for Native people, tried to educate people to the
best of his ability. I don? know.. .I hope that he would be supportive."

"My Dad is one of the most generous, hardworkvlg, and c
a
mpeople,
in terms of being there for other people. He's always been that way, all
his life. But when it comes to these kinds of personal issues, about
identity and stuff;I've tried to get him to talk about it, but he never will.
When I got married, I made myself a whae buckskin dress, w i t h m e
and beadwork And I had my hair in WUJ2SJand I had a shawl. And
we got married in a park which was part of my husband's traditional
land base. My husband wore a ribbon shirt, and braids, the whole bit,
and his hair was long. M y Dad gave me away, and I thought it must
look really really odd-here's my Dad, really white, in a suit, and
here's me in this outfi. But he was totally cool about it. He wouldn't
say what he really thought, but his actions showed that he was f i e ,
that it didn't bother hmr; he was proud to be there. It's been wry
strange. He's been totally silent on the issue of our claiming back our
Native identity. But from time to time he71 say something that makes
me realise that he thinks of it as valid:
A handful of the participants described this phenomenon-that

their relationships with white family members were friendly, but that the
terms of this amicable relationship involved silence about Native identity.

Demanding this silence from Native children or grandchildren seems to
have been a common tactic by white family members who wanted close
relationships with their children or grandchildren but could not or would
not negotiate racial difference:

M y family on the white side are a very proper, upper class white
family. English-Ikh, with fancy china and proper meals and all of
that. The fact that w e were Native wasn't something that they talked
about. It wasn't something that they avoided-it wasn't something
that was not to be talked aboct. But it's just, you know...they talked
about their family. Like, ' Y h i s was your grandmother. .."on their side,
you b o w ?
Other than the participant whose father was Japanese, only one other
individual had a father who had entered his wife's world, supporting her

activism and living near her Native community as her partner. It is
important to realize the extent to which the white patriarchal attitudes
which lay behind the behavior of most of the white fathers is enforced by

Iaw. The Indian Act, which denied Native status to Native women who
married white men, also prevented non-Native husbands from living in
their wives' communities. The two instances where the husbands were
able to enter into their wives' communities were highly anomalous, in that
one father was able to live on his wife's traditional land next door to her
reserve because the land had not been made part of the reserve, while the
other father decided to buy a fann adjacent to his wife's reserve so that
their children could be brought up in touch with their mother's
community even though they weren't able to live on reserve. The mother
of this participant had been active in the struggle to get the Indian Act
changed, so her husband's supportive role extended to activism a s well.
9.1.2 Families with Non-Native Mothers:

The individuals whose fathers were Native and mothers non-Native,
on the whole, described entirely different sets of family dynamics. First of
all, the same laws that had deprived the Native mothers of their status and

forced them to live in their husband's white society enabIed the white
wives of status Indians to take on Native status and enter Native society.
The white society's beliefs around gender which shaped this legislation

also shaped the attitudes of most of the white women whether they gained
status through their marriages or not. Most of them had been brought up
to assume that they would enter the worlds of their husbands.
The notable exceptions to this were the three families where the
mothers were from elite Anglo-Canadian backgrounds,where the privileges

and ethnocentrism involved in being from Canada's "ruling families" made
these women automatically expect that their husbands would adapt to

their culture. In all three families, the fathers were upwardly mobile Metis

men who acquiesced in this process. In all other instances,however, it
was far more common for the non-Native mothers to at least attempt to
enter into Native life than is was for individuds whose fathers were non-

Native. In this apparent willingness by white women to enter Native
environments, however, both positive and negative dynamics ensued.

Some mothers, working-class white women married to heavilyassimilated working-class Native men,saw Native culture far more
positively than their husbands did, and encouraged their children to be
involved in learning about their culture:

"My mother would tell me: 'Tm Native and Pve got to learn my
heritage". She enrolled me in-I believe it was a Friendship Centredown in Regent Park They were bringing the Natives back-trying to
teach us language, dancing, beadwork and traditions. I was going to
that for quite some time. One day, I was out at a powwow, and rd
been dancing. When I mme home, my hair was still down, and I had
my outfit over my a m . My father saw it, and he flipped. He told me
never to tell anybody that I was Native,and he'd better not catch me in
that f-ing stuff again?
Another participant described how her white mother was more interested
in her father's African Cherokee heritage than he was. While wavering on
the brink of being a "cultural tourist", she wholeheartedly took up an anti-

racist agenda, even when it involved stepping out of the picture at times:

"My mother was actually more into m y father's cultural heritage than
my father was. I don't recall my father too much He was more
interested in his family. M y mother was more interested in things at
an academic or cultural level-I mean, into the notion of "other
cultures*, the Other part. But I remember when our schools were first
integrated, and we were having all these problems. The Black kids
were getting beat up every day. And the school decided that they
were going to hire semrity to patrol the halls for us, right? So they
hired these white security guards-and of course, we got our asses
kicked, right? I mean, we were always the ones being suspended ...
SO the African community organised a boycott of the school. And so
m y mother pulled me out of school, and went to organking meetings
in the community, with me. But she was barred from attending,
because she was white, while I was let in. And it caused me a lot of
distress at the time, but it didn't cause her any. She understood, she
supported it, she was cool with it, you know."

Ik.0 mothers, on the other

hand, were described as "wannabees",

drawn to appropriating their husband's cultural background because it
was perceived as exotic.

"My mother claims thut her mother is half Mohntuk and half Scottish,
and that her father was G e m , possibly Jewish M y Dad say's she's
lying about being part Mohawk that she's a wannabe. I don't know
what to believe, because I've seen pictures of my parents when they
were younger and still together, and she was dressed u p in Native
regalia, and my father says that she used to sing around the big
drum, and that she used to fancy dance at powwows. So on the one
hand, he's acknowledging that she was part of Native culture, and
then on the other hand he's saying that she's a wannabe, so I don?
know what to believe."

"My birth mum is white, and she's a real wannabe. It was her who
first introduced me to the Native community, where she really wanted
to be accepted as the mother of a Native child. Then I started meeting
people, and that was the extent of our contact, because the Native
community's attituc?ewas like "thanksfor dropping her off-oodbye! "
We had to fight it out about that, and we havent been the same since."
Some mothers appeared to be attempting "personal empire
building", making their husband's Native culture an arena where they

could overcome their gender and class subordination in the white culture,
and do their life's work among Native people empowered by their
whiteness. One mother groomed herself to become a teacher in her

husband's community, becoming relatively fluent in her husband's
language,until his abusiveness forced them to separate. Another mother
attempted to play a strong leadership role in community organizations in
her husband's community; however, she was frequently rejected because
of her patronizing assumptions about Native people. In each cases, despite

their aspirations to the contrary,these women were forced to uwalk the

walk" and take on the difficulties of Native life. Below, one woman

describes the issues her French-Canadian mother encountered while living
in her Mohawk father's community:

"When m y Dad retired, he suid 'lworked 20 years-it's your tum!"
As if my mother hadn't been working. She was going nuts-she had
nine kids, and they were all still at home. I was just in Gmde 7tuo. I
think she tried to work for the band offor awhile, but she wasn't
really trusted, cutd it didn't last too long. Then she started getting into
Native crafts. A lot of women would come to this little house in the
villagshe would teach them weaving, and try to muke money
that way. She'd get up at four a m ,and start working on her stuff;
when everyone was still sleeping.
Unfortunately she treats Native people a bit like children. And you
don't do that with Native people. She didn't understand that. She'd
been married to a Native person, had Native kids, been living on a
reserve since 1 969, and she still didn'tget it. She still asks questions
like "why don't Native people do this, or Ncrtive people do that?" She
judges u s from a different value system, and I don't think she
understands that.
My mother is paradoxical. She has told me that she is separatist.
At the same tirne, during the Oka clisis, she was fighting on our side.
She was more or less supporting the Wam'or side-there were at least
seven sides to be on during the Oka C*.
She doesn't live on the resenre anymore. She's decided to moue
off. She's been through hell and back, and I think it's time for her to
have her own life. She definitely gave up and said 'Iwant to be out
on my own, and far from people"'.
Two of the participants grew up with white single mothers who

had left their abusive Native husbands. One individual reported her
mother being quite supportive of her Native identity, while the other,
whose mother was attempting a political career, had to negotiate

silencing on certain levels from his mother, relating to her not wanting
to be publicly identified as the mother of a Native child. Both

individuals had to deal with racism from their white grandparents:

"Well my grandparents on my mother's side, who are white, tended to
say, whenever I had problems when I was a teenager "that must be
the Indian in her'. They would attribute any negative qualitiesgaining weight, having a beer with dinner, anything-with being
Native."

Three of the participants had grown up in families where their
mothers were of elite Anglo-Canadian backgrounds and their fathers were
upwardly mobile, highly successful Metis men who did not assert the
importance of Native culture. The two female participants (but not the one
male) reported that their attempts to reassert Native identity were being

taken up in negative ways by their mothers. Family holidays in particular
were sites of conflict, where white mothers saw Native traditions as

invading and taking over the space where they were accustomed to
enjoying their own rituals.

Both female participants reported having tremendous diaticulty in
being accepted as Native by their mothers. One woman reported that a s
the whitest-looking member of her family, her mother tended to minimize

her Nativeness, and a t times even dismiss her attempts to reclaim a Native
identity. Another woman, more visibly Native, recalls being caught between

her grandparents'racism and her mother's subtle denials of her
Nativeness. The two issues which the female participants struggled with
involved their white mothers' difficulty in negotiating racial difference
across bonds of gender, combined with the levels of power their mothers
were accustomed to enjoying. For white women from wealthy Anglo

families, accustomed to taking u p space and seeing their values reflected
everywhere, having to accept their daughters' participation in cultural
traditions they could not share was difficult for them to accept.
As conversations with a number of participants revealed, denials of

Nativeness from white family members are frequently highly strategic.
Generally, white f d y members attempt, through the use of commonsense racism, to eliminate what they see as "the threat? of Nativeness,
with its potential to de-centre the unspoken authority they claim in their

families as whites. One light-skinned Metis man described how his

father's family denied his Nativeness in a clear desire to maintain white
authority as a core family value:

My father's sisters just dismiss my Nativeness! They say "aw.....w e
have as much Native blood a s you do!" That's their response. And I
say "No you don't''. Bemuse there's a pride in my life, in being Metis.
And they don't want to acknowledge that pride, or validate our
heritage, our history, our culture. '
Two Native adoptees described at length how threatened their

adoptive families were when they began to openly embrace their Native

heritage. While both sets of parents had always known that their adoptive

children had at least some "Indian blood", their reactions to their
children's attempts to claim a Native identity suggest that for these
families, Nativeness is only tolerable as a subordinated identity:

'When I was growing up I would talk to my Mom about being part
Native, and wanth~to find out stuff, and she would say 'Well, you
know, there's a reserve about a half-hour's drive from here. Why don't
you go to the powwow?' And I remember,clearly, being under sixteen,
not having my licence even. And here she is, saying 'well-we're not
going to block you if you want to go to the powwow: And I'm thinking
'You're insane! You want me to just hitchhike that far, to a reserve I've
never been to?' So that's just an example of how my Nativeness was
taken care of when I was growing up.
And then, a f e r the reunion u d h my birth family, she starting
making little digs about how 'We brought civilisation to you.' She had
never talked like this when I was growing up. This was just in reaction
and in resistance to what I was starting to learn. I'd go home, and
they'd be putting little digs in about Native people, or they would just
shut me down. I'd start to talk about something Native, and they'd go
'Oh well, I went shopping the other day...'-they
would change the
subject. And this went on for awhile. Like, during Okay I came home
for my Dad's fiftieth birtMay with an annband on. And it was this big
deal from my mother 'Don't you start a fight during your Dad's
birthday!' So I said 'I'w got the annband on, but rm not saying
anything!': And then a11 my aunties wanted to hear about it. But Ijust
said 'Nope. You don't want to wreck my Dad's birthday'. You know, all
this stuff was going on. There'd be little conflicts like that, all the time.
I think it was somewhere around '95 or '96that I j T ~ l l ysaid Trn
not going to be able to come home anymore. Most adoptive families

break down, and this one's about to. Yat're about to lose me.' I had
this big meeting with them, it was a pretty big deal. I'd been coping,
coping, coping. So a f e r that last big scene, I didn't go home for a year.
I told them 'If you want to see me, I'm in Toronto. And not to go to the
CN Tower, but to come to Native events. I redly fuckihg mean it. You
guys don't have to be NativeJ but you're going to have to learn that this
is a part-Native family, and this is the only way we're going to be able
to make it work'. They came to a Native Tae Kwun Do event, and they
came to my Native Theatre School graduation. It's always hard,
though, because I have to be the one that sets all these conditions. I
have to be willing to risk losing them, to get them to meet me half way,
and that's really hard. I get really fucking tired.I can euentudly make
it work-if I'm willing to do all the work But that's kind of like this
core thing Lvah me anyway 'If I mn make it work, I71 make it work'. I
have to sometimes realise that other people need to do some work too,
you know."
This individual also described her mother's paradoxical behaviour as she

was reluctantly drawn into defending her daughter's Indianness in the
presence of other non-Natives, while still fighting her daughter's

manifestations o f Nativeness at home.

The other adoptee, however, reported that her adoptive family has
never been able to accept her Nativeness, and that her identity will always
in some ways be seen as a threat:

"My parents are just really Eurocentric. fve come to understand that
they really do see lifefrom inside a bubble. The only thing they know
about Indians is what they see on TV. This is my mother's line: ? am
so sick to death of hearing Indian people whine about having a lost
culture...you didnt even have a culture in the early sixties! You don't

ever hear anything about the good white people that took all of you in!'
That's what I had to live with, growing up. And it's only been recently
that my mother said to me 'you know, I saw some Indian people on TV
the other day, they were really doing something with their lives'. That
sort of sums u p what they thought about Indian people. They told me I
was Native when I was really young-but we never talked about it. I
wasjust the little brown white kid They were supportive of me finding
my bi*th family-but they sure went through their white guilt when I
started claiming a Native identity. They would never talk about itJuntil
I started questioning things and then...oh, you bet, I just felt my
mother's anger, and her rage. My mother said to me, five years ago,

thot if she had to do it over again, she would never have adopted an
Indian. If you can believe that. I was doing all this heavy-duty mother
issues stuff in therapy when I heard her say that-l would never
have adopted an I d W ' Just what I needed to hear! Thnnk you! I
just dont think they're ever going to change. There's only certain ways
that I can say things that they71 hear it. Or Ijust won't talk about it
anymore, because they're just not going to change."

Many of the participants described a fundamental impasse between
themselves and white family members around the subject of their Native
identity. While a h a n W of the individuals had parents who were
genuinely supportive, and a few more were "won over" after considerable
struggle on the part of the participants, for the most part, white family
members demanded silence about Indianness, and a Native identity not
surbordinated was usually seen a s a potential threat to the identities of
white family- members. I t is precisely this %on-negotiable" aspect of
Native-white relations-to

generalise, the manner in which white

Canadian identity demands Native subordination a s the only possible
form of relationship-that

forces many mixed-race Native people either

to entirely embrace their Native identity or to leave it behind. The cost of

having to maintain such boundaries between their Native and non-Native
identities is high, however, particularly for the participants whose white
appearance makes the choice of an uncompromising "Indianness" a s a

racial identity almost inherently contradictory. For mixed-race Native
people, who may already be dealing with silence from Native family
members about Indianness, and with denials of their Nativeness from the
white society in general if they do not fit hegemonic notions of what a
Native person is, trying to negotiate family ties with people who may find
Nativeness intensely threatening often requires them to live multiple
identities between family and community-or to continuously fight to

bring the disparate worlds together.

CHAPTER TEN
RECLAIMING A NATIVE HERITAGE
INTRODUCTION:

Given the histories of oppression and loss which the participants

inherited from their Native families, and the frequent denial or
subordinating of their Nativeness from white family members,
reclaiming a Native heritage has been an extremely important aspect of
the participants' lives. Each of these individuals has made a conscious

decision to attempt to challenge assimilatory pressures within their
families, to learn the traditions of their heritage, and to assert pride in a
Native identity.
For about a third of the participants, reclaiming their Native
heritage has been a relatively unambiguous process. In some instances,
regaining pride in Native identity has required prolonged intervals of

healing from abuse, and in overcoming experiences of shaming. O n the
whole, however, for these individuals, their Aboriginal identity has never
been in question. Through being reserve-based, or through their

appearance which marks them as Indian, they have seldom felt
confusion about their identity, even if they have not always felt pride.
The remaining participants, however, have all had to struggle in
some way or other to assert their Native identity in the face of the white
society's ideas about what 'an Indiann is. For those individuals who are
white-looking, or who do not have Native status, or who did not grow u p
on reserve, negotiating a Native identity in the middle of hegemonic

rules about what constitutes Nativeness, rules which often negate their

own experiences, has been a difficult task. Below, I will explore some of
the experiences of the participants in reclaiming a Native heritage.

10-1 INDMDUALS WHO HAVE ALWAYS BEEN IIVDIAIO:
Three of the participants grew up, or lived for many years, in their
Native communities of origin. For these individuals, growing up around
Native people gave them a relatively uncomplicated sense of their own
identity. They knew they were Mohawk or Ojibway or Metis, and that
their lineage and heritage was based in that community. Many of the

people around them were relatives, and although one individual was
teased because he looked white, and one was occasionally called
"Frenchy" because her mother was French-Canadian, nobody

externalized them from their community because of their appearance or
bicultural identity. Everybody knew that they belonged there. Even
when they went to school off-reserve among whites, the fact that they
were bused in with other Indians, were related to them, associated with
them, and shared the same cultural assumptions, meant that they were

always treated as Indian by local whites.
These people all faced different contradictions with respect to their
identities on leaving their communities. The white-looking individual, in

particular, found his Native identity daily being challenged, both by
Native people and whites. In general, all three individuals found the

changes to the way they were viewed quite difficult to negotiate initially.
Ultimately, however, living off-resenre, in a climate of relative Native
empowerment, has not seriously shaken their sense of who they are.
Six other individuals, although urban-based from birth, are dark-

skinned and Native-looking enough to have always considered
themselves Indian. Three of those individuals grew up with positive
identities around Nativeness, through involvement in the urban
community in Toronto since childhood, and with periodic visits to their
mothers' resenres. While two of these individuals were non-status until
1985 when the Indian Act was changed, their mothers continued to bring

them to their reserves, where they had enough of an extended network of

relatives to ground them with a sense of their own identities as Ojibway
people of specific communities.
Three of the participants grew up with shame at their Indianness,

through their families' alcoholism, or through childhood exposure to
racism and other forms of abuse. For these individuals, reclaiming a

Native identity has been a long and difficult process, involving intensive
self-nurturing, and adopting a traditionalist lifestyle involving sobriety,

fasting, ceremonial life, and other aspects of a Native spiritual path.

Each has achieved pride in their Nativeness through this process.
The fact that these individuals have managed to overcome their

sense of shame at being Native does not mean that this is an inevitable
outcome for individuals damaged by racism. Two of the individuals
struggled for years with substance abuse problems before managing to

turn their lives around. A third found herself identifying with Black
people, as a way to avoid confronting her own Indianness:

1 didn't want anything to do with Native people for so long, when I
was a teenager. I had never gone out with a Native person. The first
person I willingly started dating was Black, and aper that--from '79 or
'80 until I left my ex-husband in 1 990, I only dated Black men. Most of
m y activities were with Black people. I was in their homes most of the
time, and surrounded by that culture. That's where I wanted to
belong-I felt welcomed by them, and comfortable there. It was a place
where I could belong, and it wasn't questioned. I even had my hair in
dreadlocks for awhile. I wore a red, gold curd green hat, and I went to
the hvelve Wbes of Israel meetings. I used to read the bible every
day. I never smoked pot, which i
s part of the Rastafalicln culture, but I
went out with a few Rcrstas. It gave me an identity that I felt I could
clasp onto for a while, and that helped me. It wasn't until I left my exhusband and was going through my divorce procedure, that I started
asking myself"Who the h e l l am I?" And I started hanging around the
Native Centre, and it started becoming like a home for me. I was there
every day for awhile, talkmg to people and just hpngmg out. And I'd
go and see Elders, and go to women's circles euery month I
volunteered, being a helper at the Elder's conferences. I started really

realking that I a m a Native person, and I don't h u e to be ashamed of
it. I d o n rhave to try and be Black or white- I canjust be me."

Whether the participants had to struggle with internalized racism,
grew up proud of their heritage, or simply took Nativeness for granted as

intrinsic to their identity, identifying as Native has been relatively less
confusing for these individuals than for the other participants. While
each reported having experienced some sense of self-doubt a t some point
in their lives about their identity around issues of status, appearance, or
living on resenre, this had ultimately not been serious enough to

challenge their sense of themselves as Native people. For most of these
participants, reclaiming their culture has involved concerted efforts to
learn about their traditions, as well as family and community history.

10.2 THOSE WHO HAVE RECLAIMED A NATIVE IDENTITY=
For about a third of the participants, choosing to identi@ as Native
has been a process which initially required some adaptation, but has still

been a relatively straightfornard process. These individuals are, for the
most part, the children of one Native and one non-Native parent, who
grew up off-reserve in environments where their family was silent about
their Native identity. There are also two individuals who were adopted
and had their Native identities obscured.

Some of these individuals are Native enough in appearance that
they always knew or suspected they were Indian, but they were kept so

apart from Native communities that this was seen as irrelevant to their

identity. 0thers, however, who look unequivocally white, have overcome
what they see as significant contradictions to claim their birthright as
Native people. For all of these people, a crucial process in their lives was
how they came to understand themselves as Indian.
Some of the individuals who always knew that they were Native
have described their alienation from their Native identity as they were

growing u p a n alienation made almost inevitable by their white parent's

racism:

"My father was one of the most racist people in my life. H e loved
me more than life ifself. But he was w r y racist. He did not like Native
people. When we were living in one northern community, he had a little
dog, w h o he trained to bark at Indians. He'd say 'look at the Indians,
look at the Indians'; and the dog would go up to the window if an
Indian was walking by, and bark That dog was trained to hate Native
people. And I remember participating with that, in some respects.
I had a huge group of friends who were very multicultural-French,
Italian, Gennan-there were a lot of different nationalities. But I never
had any Native jiiends. A lot of Native kids from further up north
used to get taken down to that community to spend the school year.
But I never really associated with them Sometimes some of them
would wme to the house, because Mom knew them fiom her workbut I was always really uncomfortable around them They were just so
different from me! These Cree kids, they wouldn't say Boo, they were
so quiet, and shy. Here I was. ..into N a u Wave, doing m y hair up and
dying it blue, all kinds of t h m g s 7 n d here's these kids coming from
up north, who werent anything like me."
For other participants, alienation had less to do with family attitudes
than with the cutting off of cultural knowledge in their family, coupled

with stereotypes from the dominant culture:
"I guess when I was a child? nobody pretended my Dad wasn't Native.
And it was a source of pride, I guess, because it seemed romantic or
heroic. W e didn't grow up in an area where there were any Native
people, soy I think in the absence of Native people they become wry
romantic. As long a s they've been removed, they are very romantic if
there's a community down the road, or if hnlf your school is a bunch of
breeds, they're no longer the romantic noble savage. I grew up in a
place where the Noble Savage still existed. h part, I was buying into
the exotica of my heritage, as a kid. I didn't feel that there was
anything I could conned to, because there was no Native community
around. So it was just, sort oJ the dead romantic Indian, and we were
part of it. That's what we had to claim."
For this individual,beginning to identify as a Native person involved

confronting a profound sense of loss and pain, of suddenly realising that
all of her life she had been cut off from her own roots, and of beginning to

realise that Native people were her people. Most of all, however, the

sadness came from feelings that she has been unable to describe in any
other way than as ancestral memories:

1was so sad for my family, my grannies, and my grandfathers, and
my greataunties and my uncles, all those people-they were all there
somewhere. All of a sudden I discovered those people. Something
came through-41 this sadness came out. And for me that's been palt
of my understanding of what my Native heritage means. Whenever I've
felt insecure about claiming my Native heritage, rue a h y s gone back
to thut sadness,and said ' I do have a right to claim myself as a Nctive
person, because I feel so emotionally rooted in that. That's what gives
me my right to claim myself as a Native person". And to look at it in
more concrete terms, I guess, I can actually look at my father and see
the suffering that he's had in his life. I can see it. When he talks about
celtain rimes, I can see the sufferbrg that he's had to come through.. So
it's there, and it's visible, and it's very real."
For some individuals, the transition from a non-Native to a Native
identity has been marked by trauma. One extremely fair-skinned, blondhaired individual described her experiences below:
? always knew my mother was Native, but I never understood that
this meant that I was Indian, or part Indian, or "non-status'; or
whatever. M y mother is dark, she has dark hair, she ?usa very
Indian nose, the hook nose, and she always expressed that she was
Native. I guess everybody in our neighbourhood knew that my mother
was Indian. And when the extended family would visit us from the
reserve, I knew that they were all Indians. But to me, that didn't mean
that I was Indian. Bemuse if you looked like me, how could you be
Indian?
The chungeover, for me, happened owmight There was this
ethnic, cultural day at school, and we invited parents from different
countries to come to the school. Now, m y principal at the time used to
be my mother's teacher, long ago, so he knew my Mum was Native. So
he sent a request letter home, inviting my mother to mrne to the school
and give some kind of dialogue or speech about being Indian.
So.. .that night I learned how to make corn soup, my Mum taught me
how to make corn soup. She went and got me a deer hide dress from
one of my aunts who lived up here in Toronto-with some stupid thing
that men actually wear, a bustle, and did my hair in braids. So she
had me all dressed u
w I think she smoked u p before she went to

school, smoked a couple of joints, probably had a couple of drinks, for
courage. And then, in front of the whole school, from kindergarten to
Grade 5, everybody was assembled in the auditorium, and my mother
came out, to all those kids as an Indian woman. I don't know what the
hell she talked about. I can't even remember, it was such a
traumatizing day for me.
And so m y identity changed overnight. As soon as it got out thut my
mother was Indian, other kids idenfified me as being Indian-before I
even identified myself as IRdian. But they didn't call me Indian, they
called me halfbreed, they called me squ-yeah,
those two words
were used the most, squaw and halfbreed. They only identified me
thut way bemuse they saw my mother. So that was my coming out
experience. And still, I didn't really feel that I was Native.
I didn't really start i d e n t i - that I was Native until I was about
seventeen or eighteen. I got into a f i h t with this other Irzdian woman,
who had come to t o m . She was probably about 40 years old, and
we'd all been drinking, and for some reason, she started calling up our
place, and giving us these harassing phone calls. She got on the phone
and she said that word "squaw" I said 'that's fickvlg jightvlg words,
man-I71 be right up!': So I went uptown, and marched up the stairs,
and banged on the door, and she came out, and mme downstairs,
and w e took it out on the street. M y Mum was there with me. M y M u n
took on one woman, and I took the other woman. I ended up in jail,
drunk and disorderly. They kept me in overnight. I'd had all this
drink, and the cops slapped me across the face. They told my Mom
''wewould have let her out hours ago if she would'vejust shut up".
Up until I was seventeen, there were only those two incidents that
identified me as Native. Both of them were totally bizame and
traumatic experiences. To me, it was like saying "this is what it is like
to be Indian!"
Adoptees in particular have described how confusing it is to undergo
an often disorienting process of understanding themselves as Indian and

beginning to work in the Native community as Indians. One participant,
whose adopted parents had been told that she was 'one-eighth Indian",

describes how she first heard from her birth mother, who was white, that
she was half Ojibway, a mere two weeks after she frst decided to find her
birth parents. It was her mother who introduced her to the Native

community, at the time of the Oka crisis:

"Ifirst got really involved in the Native community during the Oka
crisis, and that was with my birth m u m She took me out to the jkst
protest, and I started meeting people. Oka took over my whole life,
and bemuse of that, everythmg happened so fast. I had my jirst
Native boyfbnd who was this asshole, and I ended up homeless.
Then I started working at this Native agency, and on my @st day,
some guy came in and looked at me and said Itwhitepeople are taking
right over", and the Executive Director at the time ran over and said
"no, no, thut's your sister'; and the guy kept apologising to me for

about four years after that.
It was awful. It was all too much I was just this bratty little
university student who had thought she was white, and was pretty
shut down emotionally, and had been just partying a lot. And I'd had
a breaMoum just before all this happened. So rd been through two
major life changes-three, if you count Oka-d
all within about two
years. I think I'd already been dissocia?ing slightly, and Ijust started
splitting off more, to fit all these new roles. I think that's how I
handled it. I probably would have taken it a bit more slowly, if it
hadn't been for Oka,but thatjust ovenuhelmed me."
A si@icant

aspect of 'coming homen for this woman happened two years

later, when she finally managed to find her father's band and get in touch

with his family.

For another adoptee, getting in touch with her birth family brought
her first sense of belonging a s a Native person. However, she still found

entering the Native community to be a traumatic process, although
absolutely necessary for her own identity:

Throughout my life, I'd mostly worked in social services. Non-Native
people would say to me "how come you don? work with Indian
people?" And I'd always say to them "Oh, you know, some day". I
was afraid,you know, because I honestly believed I would not belong
within my own community. And then I worked for a Native agency. I
worked front-line, and I had culture shock like you would not believe.
And people were mean, you k n o w t h e y were saying '@oufucking
white woman!" It was really hard, and I made a vow to myself; a f e r
a year at that agency, that no matter how long it took, nobody would
ever fucking call me a white woman again. H wasnY about
appearance, it was about experience. I was brought up very white,
very trained in that system, and that's what people were r ~ a d i n gto.
But then, at the Christmas party they did a dmm ceremony for me.

There were 150 people there, and I was just blown out of the water.
They welcomed me back into the community. I had this mi@aine
headache going into the Christmas party, and a f e r the 150
handshakes and hugs-this is the power of touch-the migraine was
gone. There was this very special honouring ceremony for me when I
lef. And I got a note in m y box once that said "welmme home to your
community, back to your own people". The learning for me was thnt
all my life, I didn't think I was going to belong. But all my life, the
people always saw me QS a sister, as one of t h e m But I didn't know
that. I didn't discover that until Iput my foot into the community."
In general, while taking up a Native identity has been d i n i t for the
participants who never knew they were Indian, the individuals who knew
they were of Native background but whose Native identity had never been

valued have described their experiences in the community as a process of
being welcomed home:

I didn 't have great marks in high school, so the only way I could get
into university was through the Native studies diploma program at
Trent. And I thought 'okay, well,I can spend a couple of years doing a
couple of Native studies courses, and flljust blow that, and continue
on with what I love, English literature'. Well-surprise, surprise-that
didn't happen. I ended up one credit short of getting my honours
degree in Native studies and community development. So there was a
real ship in my life at that point. I took Omway, and was taught by the
elder that I was really something special and that part of me needed to
be nurtured and loved. I shouldn't try to pretend my Nativeness wasnt
there, because it wasnY gonna go away. So I got more into it, and
more into it And then, you know, I lep university realizing that I
wanted to focus my mreer on working in m y community, with the
women in my community. I moved to Toronto, and got my first job at
one of the Native agencies within a week of moving here. rue been
working in my community evely since-that's six years ago.
Perhaps it is this welcoming which is crucial-for

most of the individuals

referred to above have reported that they now feel extremely positive

about their identities, and feel very much at home in the urban Native

community.

10.3 CONTRADICTORY AlVD HYBRID NATIVE IDElVTITIES:

For about a third of the participants, however, there has been no
magic "resolution* into Nativeness from a childhood alienated from
Native contexts. While all of these individuals identify a s Native, some of
them do not feel that they will ever really be accepted or at home in the

community, because of the profound silencing and separation from their
Native identities which they experienced growing up, or because they

come from families with more than one generation of intermarriage and

assimilation. Other individuals claim hybrid Native identities because
their ancestry is multi-racial, or in other ways is too complex to be

reduced to a straightforward "Indian" identity.

One woman,raised by her white mother, has described the
difficulties in having connections to her heritage in the face of her Native
father's abuse:

"My mother had always been very positive about encouraging me
to relate as Native, and been very positive about my father-ctually
to
the point where that was probably an additional factor in me not
mentioning the abuse for such a long period of time, because she was
so positive, you know, that he was a really good person, which
certainly in ways he is. But I think, over time, I had so many
difficulties, largely as a result of the experiences that I hud with my
father, that worrying about whether I identified as Native or not
became less of an issue. The most important thing for my mother was
that I was okay, and that I stayed in school. Education has always
been extremely important for her. So I think we had to give up on
some things, because I had a really rocky time as a teenager. I was
running away all the time, and survival was more of an issue,
basically.
I tried to spend a summer in my father's community when I was
twenty-four, just before I entered my master's program. But my father
was living in the community at the time, and it was a very difficult
summer. I realized that I wasn't going to be able to have a fatherdaughter relations@ with my father. If anythutg was going to develop
in the future it would haw to be on tenns as adults, and in a
completely differentsetting.

I have very little connection with any Native community at all. So if
anything, Ijust feel a complete absence. You know, seeing a Native
person is supposed to be a positive thug, if you're at an event or
something, its supposed to give you strength, even if you don't talk to
them Whereasfor me, when I see a Natiw person, I don't necessarily
feel that connection. I'm not always recognized by them a s a Native
person, and that's a problem, and Trn also not comfortable just
walking up and talking to anyone under most circumstances, since I'm
usually fairly shy, so that doesnt help. But the fact remains-I don?
feel that connection."

Two other individuals who grew up during the post-war years when
assimilation was the socially expected norm, and who did not develop a
strong awareness of, or pride in, their Native identities until they were

approaching their fifties, have described how a lifetime spent in
ignorance, or silence, about their Native heritage, combined with growing
up off-reserve, or not looking Native enough has made it difficult for them
to feel at home anywhere:

1 doiz't belong anywhere. I don't know much bout my Native
background. And with my appearance, I have great difficulty wearing
any jewelry, or anything Native like that. Every time i d o , I feel like a
wannabee. And they make sure you don? speak the language. Our
language was almost lost. When my uncle died a year and a half
ago, nobody was prepared well enough to chant for him."

"1don't feel totally comfortable urith i d e n t i m g a s Native-its like
taking up a burden. And there are times when Ijust want to be me.
And me is not an Indian person, the me that I know. I'm working
through this, and it seems that my identity is not as a Native person, it
never was-its an art2icial thvlg that I'm taking up now. And even
though I'm conscious and working on it, I still feel fake with this-. rm
not saying ''oh, I don% have Native ancestry'; you k n o w 1

acknowledge that-but just because you have physical or genetic
connections, the culture doesn't come along as a parttrtta1argene or
chromosome, you know?
And I do feel the tension. Once I say rrn Native,I feel a tension from
white people. However, if rm in a Native group, when people jind out

I'm not from a reserve, then I also feel a tension So I don't feel
comfortable within either group."

Further discussion with both individuals in fact revealed complex and
contradictory ties both to Nativeness and whiteness. The problem for
these individuals is Less a matter of not belonging anywhere, than living
in a polarized society where whiteness and Nativeness are not admitted

as existing in the same person. One person discussed some aspects of

her "doubleidentity" below:
"Iwas so angry,going to Ottawa,and listening to the tourist spiel. I

figure all the visitors coming to Canada hear about how the Native
peoples are some ...motif in the comer. You k n o w t h e lies, the
glossing over. I remember going through the parliament buildings, this
great stone edificey and the mrving, and the architecture, and
everything--this huge monolith sitting there....squashing Native people.
You know what I mean? You just want to bomb it! That really hit
home. I thought 'This is the enemy''.Its like at that point I stopped
being a Canadian,you know? Seeing this righteous edifice, with these
giant oil portraits of all these white people who have been members of
parliament, and aN that-2's just this mecca for whiteness!
And yet, at the same time, I see myself as white-identified! I can't
get rid of 2-1 mnY take that off! And I'm not pushing myself
anymore-because 1figure, 121 get myself all tmurnatised here. I cant
deny or rewrite who I was. Because I still am that person. Wih a new
awareness, and a claiming of identi-but
I know I won't make a full
transition. You71 newr see me waUcing around wearing feathers and
beads. Although I have this idea that I will make a Native dress, with
the beadwork and all thut, one day. Whether I ever get to do &_and if
I do, whether I actually wear it-who knows?"
Some of these individuals have made it clear that they continue to
see themselves as Native-they

simply do not feel at home either in the

Toronto urban community or at their home reserve. Others are more

ambivalent-they

acknowledge that they come from Native families, but

deep down inside they do not feel that they are Native.

Two of the individuals who are very white-looking have Native
parents who were removed from their communities through being

fostered out or sold. A third was not told anything about her Native
background by her Native parent (who is now deceased). Of the three
individuals, one knows what community his grandmother came from,
while the other two have no idea. For all three, the 'double whammy" of

having their knowledge of family history cut off a t their parents'
generation, combined with their own white appearance, has resulted in a
clear sense of being outsiders. While all three of them need to be

involved in the Native community to affrrm their identities, they also find
it stressful to be around urban Native people because of the way in which

they are usually taken for white, and viewed with distrust in Native

environments. All three of them have managed to assert some control

over how they are treated by functioning only in carefully-delineated
spaces within the urban Native community-at
example-where

specific agencies for

they have already been accepted as Native. Each,

however, mourns in different ways the fact that they have been separated
from their home communities:

"I miss the fact that I don't have connections porn what I call the ' b m e
group'; the Dine. I don't haw any family-I don't even know anybody
who's from the same clan as I'm fiom. Its very isolating. Part of the
s that I keep hoping
reason why I keep going back to the south west, i
that eventually I71 have the nerve to actually jind out where I come
from, to go there, and see who the people are, face to face. But I'm
really scared, because I'm afmid they might reject me. Here, if I'm
rejected by people I can always say 'beah,they reject me because rm
Navajo, what do they know?" But to go back there and have t h e n
reject me, that would be hurd. And I've heard, from some of the people
thut I know from here who've travelled down there, that Navajo people
sometimes challenge them &Howcan you be Native, you're too light".
Because Native people from up here are lighter than people in the
south west. Now that's hair-raising for me, bemuse if those people are
too light to be accepted, what are they going to think about me? All I
can do is hope that there is somebody around who's enlightened
enough not to judge on the basis of skin. There's been so many
wannabees that they've kind of ruined it forpeople like me. It tends to

keep us quiet. I mn't understand w h y there are wannabees. Who
would want the pain?"

"Thmgs are kind of strained between my father and I, but I still see

him I have two aunts here in T o r o n t m n e ' s a sister of my Dad, ccnd
one's a half-sister, I guess. They d o go back u p north quite a bit, to
Temagami And I guess my Dad hus one aunt that's up there, who's
quite old now. But l've never been u p there. There's no connectionWhat am I supposed to do, show u p there and say "Hi! How you
doing?" I can just see it, them saying 'Who's this white guy?"

1 grew u p in a middle-class white neighbowhood in Edmonton. We
don? know what reseme my father's mother came from W e think she
had a little bit of Irish blood in her, but she had status, and she lived
on a reserve, and she went to a residential school. And I know my
father had stories about going to the reseroe when he was a child. On
his father's side, they're Metis but very assimilated. He mrely told u s
about his early life. We were aware of our Nutive identity, but w e just
weren't told anything about our culture. We were told "Beproud of
being Native" but then they didn't teach u s anything about BEING
Native, you know? I think the thing for m e is-most of the time r m
trying to become comfortable with Native people. I know this sounds
ridiculous to a lot of people, but when you are surrounded your
whole life b y whites, you understand the white world very well-but
understanding the Native world is a different thing.'
One white-looking, non-status woman has found a niche for

herself in the urban Native community by following urban traditional
teachings, offered through a number of Native community
organizations. This individual is from a family which has been on
their land for over a century, but off-reserve. She speaks longingly of
how much easier it would be for her to be accepted as Native in the

region where her f e l y comes from, where her family is well known in

Native circles.

The above-mentioned individuals have all managed to negotiate
Native identities in contexts where they do not entirely fit primarily by

enduring the contradictions in silence. A handful of the participants,
however, insist on more complex notions of what constitutes Nativeness,
and understand their Native identities as being hybrid. These individuals

tend to be those who have higher levels of education, who have been able
to engage with identity politics and who claim the right to be free to step

back at times from the demands of the Native community, in order to be
able to define themselves more fluidly-in

a sense, more accurately-

than in dualistic ways. For the remaining participants, however,
particularly those who lack a high school education, the only way to

manage the contradictions of a having a mixed-race identity that is
something "in between" the rigid poles of 'Indian" and "white" has been
to force-fit their lives into the categories available, and to use brutal

clarity, silence, denial and humour to deal with the ways in which they
do not fit these categories.
10.4 CLASS AND NATIVE IDENTITY:
I t is important to consider other aspects of how the participants'

class backgrounds affect their sense of their Native identity. First of all,

however, I wiU describe some of the ways in which race and gender
intersect with class when examining the participants' lives.
One of the central issues to consider when looking at mixed-race
Native identity is the extent to which being mixed-race provides the
participants with economic privileges. In examining the partkipan ts'
economic circumstances, it appears that two trends are happening at the
same time in the Native community. On the one hand, individuals who
grew up with white family members or in white adoptive families
demonstrated clear access to economic privilege growing up that those
who grew u p with Native family members did not have. On the other hand,

the struggles of the past generation of activists have resulted in increased

treaty benefits, particularly in the tield of education, which have created
an emergent Native middle class whose primary field of employment is

within the Native community. For these individuals, looking Native can

occasionally be an asset in terms of employment. Because of the higherthan-average education level of the participants, many of the darkerskinned individuals were of this class, and a s a result, among the
participants in this group, there was little present correlation between skin
colour and economic privilege.
I t is impossible to look at the relationship between class and skin

colour without taking gender into account, however. The dark-skinned
Native women who achieved middle-class positions did so primarily

through their years of work within the Native community, while the men,

dark-skinned or light, seemed better able to thrive within the white society
as well as in the Native community. Only one of the dark-skinned woman
had attained a successful career in the business sector; however, she had

given up her mid-level banking position to work within the Native
comniunity.
For the most part, the dark-skinned women involved in the Native

community had undergraduate degrees a s well as masters degrees, as did
the one dark-skinned male who held a comparable position in the Native

community. By comparison, the three female participants who were
working on Ph.D. degrees were all light-skinned, and all reported a degree
of alienation from the Native community. It was clear that these women
were building careers within academia rather than the Native community,
not only because their light-skin privilege enabled them to do so, but
because they felt their identities would be too continuously challenged in
the Native community. Two of the women stated that they hoped to

function as cultural "bridges" within academia, to challenge the exclusion

of Native people within academia and to encourage darker Native people to
complete Ph.D7s.
Because six out of the eight males were Light-skinned (three of whom
looked entirely white), and both dark-skinned men were economically
successful, it was dacult

to draw many conclusions about race and

privilege with the men, except to note the extent to which they seemed to
be able to thrive not only in the Native community but in white-dominated

organizations. Even the darkest individual,an older man who had grown
up within the intense apartheid framework which characterized all aspects
of Native life until relatively recently, was a highly successful individual

who had worked overseas in engineering for years. In this respect, it
appears that gender privilege has played a significant role in the economic
empowerment of the men. It was also obvious, throughout the interviews,
that the light-skinned males appeared to have less problems, in terms of
facing challenges to their Nativeness, in building careers within the Native
community, although all of them talked about the difficulties they had
initially faced being accepted as Native people. Two of the six light-

skinned individuals had held leadership positions in Native organizations.

One of the younger men, a graduate student whose appearance was
ambiguous, clearly expected that he would make his living through Native
organizations as he grew older. One of the white-looking individuals was a
lawyer, while another was a relatively well-known playwright and author.
The sixth individual, whose appearance was somewhat ambiguous, had a

Grade Six education, but nevertheless was a well-known local artist and
entrepreneur. Unlike light-skinned women, for whom challenges to their
Nativeness were continuous, the light-skinned men were initially
challenged, but ultimately were accepted as Native. Being female was
clearly a liability for the light-skinned participants.

There was also considerable contrast between the options available
for male and female participants at the lower end of the economic
spectrum. The light-skinned man with a Grade six education was able to
thrive as an artist and entrepreneur, despite his prison record and a

history of drug addiction. The three women, however, two of whom looked
white, were all on welfare. Clearly it is impossible to consider the
relationship between Light-skin privilege and economic privilege without

taking gender into account.
In considering how class background or class position affected the
participant's sense of their Native identity, it is important to consider the
weight of the stereotype that permeates Canadian society, which links
Nativeness to poverty, and lack of education. This stereotype seemed to
occasionally be operating among the lighter-skinned participants, or those
who had grown up in white families; however, some of the less educated
dark-skinned people also demonstrated the sense that Nativeness was
automatically associated with poverty. While this issue will be taken up
more closely later, when exploring internalized oppression, one issue that I
will consider here are the differences in the attitudes of those individuals

who saw their class positions within the Native community as the results
of the work of a generation of activists who came before them, and those
who saw their class privilege as coning primarily through association with
white family members.

For the individuals who saw their education as the fruits of a
generation of Native struggle which had preceded them, work in Native
organizations was a natural progression for them.They saw themselves as

having been groomed for these roles by the Native community, and saw
their empowerment as being inseparable from Native empowerment
generally. On the other hand, the participants who saw their class
privilege as coming primarily through association with white people--

individuals who had been raised by their white parents rather than their
Native parents, or who had been adopted in white families-saw

their class

privilege as being a t odds to a Native identity that they associated strongly

with poverty. They felt that their class privilege separated them from the
Native community, largely because it was associated with a 'white"
lifestyle. While all of these individuals were working at some aspect of

Native empowerment, for many of them their work was generally being
done at some distance from the Native community, and it was clear that

these individuals did not feel capable of taking leadership roles, as
compared ta those individuals who saw their growing class privilege as

coming from their treaty rights as status Indians.

Two of the participants described their sense that class separated
them from the Native community in definitive ways. One woman saw her

own class privilege as separating her from a lower-class Native 'norm":

aClass is a big factor. People won't accept that, because with a lot
of Native people, they're coming from a lower-class background. I'm not
from a high class, or even a high middle class background, but there is
a certain class difference. Like, I don't like country western music. I
play classical-not because I'm a snob, but bemuse it's the only thing
I feel calm m-th.
We were sort of 'bpwardly-mobile working class aspiring to the
middle class", you know. The clothes had to be just so, and it had to
be quality. Being a single child had a lot to do with it-how many
Native people are single children? I never had to share anything. My
room was my domain. I had the tap-dancing, the ballet lessons, the
acrobat training, piano lessons, art lessons. I was put through all
this...and Ijust grew up thinking the world was my oyster, you know. I
had no problems. I chummed with white kids.
I always say that class sometimes makes more difference than
race. Because class recognises class. If I hear somebody talkwtg, and
they look brown or black, but they're talking my language, with my
accent, I think "you and I understand each other-=
come from the
same place. We talk the same language."

The other individual, who was from a Native culture that had always
been strongly class-based, did not automatically associate Nativeness with

poverty. What she found, however, was that the everyday dissonance

between a middle-class academic life where there were virtually no Native
people present, and everyday encounters with Native people who almost
invariable seemed to be on the street meant that class-based divisions
represented an almost impossible barrier between her and other Native
people, in an everyday sense:
"When I was younger, and Ifit more into street life, I would spend
time with Native people on the streets. And they had a lot to offer. I
mean, there were definite problems, and its not a approach that rd
try again, in terms of living or anythug like that, but some of them
were really good people. I don't feel ashamed around street people,
but I feel a great deal of pain when I see our people on the street. And
in that respect I'm very uncomfortable With my own position. When I
was younger, in m y early twenties, I would always try and give
money, and talk to people. Now r m reaching a stage where I really
need to do something more concrete than what f m doing. But at the
same time, I don't think I could go work in a shelter and be accepted
easily. I think that the perceived class difference would separate me
from people there. I was recently at a talk given by Howard Adams
and he described educated Indians as "bourgeois Indians':
It becomes very difficult, I mean, if I'm walkvlg down the street with
white academic friends, and I see a street person there, and I can see
their discomfort, and there's sort of a real pull, in that sense. How do I
act, what should 1 do? Do I try to make my white friends feel
comfortable, or what?"

I n discussing class issues with the participants, it is clear that on
the one hand, class issues are linked to some of the participants' sense of
the viability of their own Native identity, because of stereotypes rooted in

the dominant culture which link Nativeness to poverty and lack of
education. O n the other hand, it is also clear that even individuals who are

aware of these stereotypes and do not subscribe to them find that because
of the sheer overrepresentation of Native people a t the bottom of Canadian
society, and the relative rarity of Native people in academic circles, their
lives within academia feel extremely disconnected from the realities of
most Native people.

One of the adoptees spoke about the stereotype she had
encountered within the Native community, which suggested that high

achievement was 'a white thing". She spoke of her experience in reentering the Native community, of feeling that she should stay silent about
her relatively high levels of achievement at school or risk being told she
was "too white":

7 came from a very goal-oriented group of people, and yet I
encountered expectations from the Native community that I should just
reject all that in order to be Native.I had a big talk with Chrystos when
she was in town, and I said "Iwas listening to something really clever
that you said, and I started to cry because I realised r v e been
dumbing m y s e l f d o m all the time so that people aren't gonna say that
I'm too white". And I was just weeping in the car with her. I told her "I
came from a really fucking smart school, and rm very smartr And in
tryvlg not to look white, rue really suppressed all that. rve been trying
to play it down, so that Native people don't criticise me. And now I'm
just getting to the point that I can sometimes really resent and hate the
Native community for doing that."
As the participants struggle to maintain and manage their Native
identities, it is clear that each individual has had to negotiate a series of

internal assumptions around what Native identity is-about

what

constitutes Nativeness, about the effect of racist stereotyping and the
relative importance of status, blood quantum, appearance, and being
reserve-based. These issues will be taken up in the next section.

SECTION TWO:

WHO IS ENTITLED
TO CALL THEMSELVES NATIVE?

APPEARANCE. STATUS. AND URBANITY
IN THE LIVES OF
MIXED-RACE NATIVE PEOPLE

INTRODUCTION:
9Uhat does being hkti- really mean? What dkws king
mixed-race mwn? What dbes "not Indian enough" mean?
A11 of those thaws haw aluugs t @ i i d me because,
more ofhn than not, M W u t peopk will say that about
me, or other peopb. And I wonder about this when I
catch m-lf
&in9 it. What is it about my insacurltia,
about my own culturn and backgratnd, when I pull thcrt

on someone eLse3"
A s the last section demonstrated, over a century of segregation in
reserve communities, coupled with intense racism in off-reserve settings,
has created a relatively narrow, powerful and cohesive sense of Native
identity. While reserve experiences fluctuated tremendously depending on
the region, until relatively recently most of these environments were
characterized by the fact that Native languages were spoken there, that
individuals were capable of acquiring a t least part of their livelihood on
the land, and that some knowledge of the oral traditions was passed on

despite significant suppression. The fact of relatedness-of being
maintained in a social circle by ties of kinshipwas probably the most
sustaining feature of these environments. The apartheid nature of the
society that Native people faced off-reserve also contributed to a visceral
sense of "Indianness" for people who lived within the mainstream. For the

participants of this study, all diasporic individuals living in non-Native
environments, their sense of their o m Nativeness is tied to the fact that
their families have been shaped by the highly particular sets of
circumstances that Native people have been forced to deal with.
Contemporary ways of conceptualizing 'Indiannessn may originate
with these relatively coherent experiences of shared circumstances;

however, as Joan Scott notes, our experiences are mediated through

language (Scott, 1992). Our ways of understanding our experiences, and
indeed, who we are, are facilitated by selective memory, by "active
remembrance and zealous amnesias" (Nixon, 1995:160)which create a
sense of shared identity in which certain 'Others" are almost inevitably
excluded. Particularly in communities which have been profoundly
affected by colonization, identity is almost inevitably shaped to different
extents by this process of exclusion, by what Rob Nixon calls 'the violence
from which wholeness, sameness, origins, shared extraction, and
assurances of rooted community are born" (Nixon, 1995:1 6 1).In this
respect, the family histories and contemporary identities of some of the
participants have been profoundly "Othered" by commonsense notions of

what constitutes Native identity in contemporary Native circles. While
other participants lives' have been more in conformity with this sense of a

cohesive Native identity, all of the participants, in one way or another,
have had to deal with the fact that at least some aspect of their identities

violates common-sense notions of what constitutes "real" Indianness. This
section, therefore, focuses on how hegemonic images and definitions of
Indianness impact on the lives of the participant-n

their understanding

of their own identities a s Native people, and on how they evaluate the

identity claims of other Native people. Most profoundly it is about struggles
over entitlement to Indianness which are waged w i t h and between Native

communities-how

individuals take up the rules and images created by

the colonizer, and use them to measure their own and others'

hdianness-and

how individuals and groups within these communities

undertake ways of subverting these rules. Three sets of issues considered
in this section are appearance, status, and urban/ reserve distinctionsIn focusing on how our identities are constructed, I do not wish to suggest that other
ways of understanding identity, such as blood memory, or other aspects of embodied
identity, are invaIid. Arguments against essentialism, against "naturalizing"difference,

how divisions between Native people along these lines are maintained and
challenged.

Urban Native people live almost entirely surrounded by and
interacting with white people and eurocentric institutions, where the
tendency to fragment and objectify Native identity-to
weight of who a person is on how "Indian" they look-is

place the whole

the norm, and

where there is a high premium placed on white notions of Native
"authenticity". Embedded in this colonial context is an urban Native
society, which, although highly influenced by the white society, also
operates with an entirely different set of assumptions around what
constitutes Indianness, depending to a far greater extent on whether the
individual has Native status and grew u p in a Native community, but
where appearance also counts, albeit for completely different reasons than
the white society's obsession with "authenticity".

The tremendous edifice of racist imagery about Native people
circulating within the dominant society has significantly affected how
Native people see themselves, in terms of skin colour, and heightens the
different issues which light-skinned and dark-skinned individuals have
to face. For a little less than half of the participants, the primary
problem around "race* that they face is everyday racism, and the
disempowerment and denial of their humanity that it represents. For the
other participants, however, their primarily problem around "race" is the
dismemberment and objectification of their identities in the white
society-the

persistent and overwhelming denials of Indianness which

they have to negotiate from non-Natives, and the painful reflection of this
which they sometimes find within the Native community. The fvst and

are effective ways of challenging oppression; however, I do not at present believe that
anti-essentialism is the 'final wordn on how individuals Live in the world.

and second chapters of this section, Chapters Eleven and Twelve, focus
on the relationship between appearance and Native identity, and the

differentways in which this issue d e c t s dark-skinned and light-skinned
individuals.
Status:

Unlike any other racial group in Canada, Aboriginal people have had
their identities legally defined by the federal government. When the

Canadian government took upon itself the right to define who i s a Native
person, it usurped the rights of Aboriginal peoples to define themselves
and imposed a racially-based category-uthe Indiann-to defme the

identities of dozens of different peoples who are extremely diverse,

culturally and linguistically. The legacy of this colonial violation of Native
sovereignty are the numerous contemporary conflicts around the issue of
Native status-its

importance, the d=culties in acquiring it or having it

reinstated, its divisiveness, and the extent to which Native people have
accepted and even endorsed having an external standard to determine
their Indianness-which

lie at the heart of Native identity issues in Canada

today. The third chapter of this section, Chapter Thirteen, focuses on the
participants' experiences with respect to Indian status.

Relationshim to Land:
While the participants' opinions about the importance of Native
status vary widely, the fact remains that Indian status currently controls

who actually has access to Indian land. The crucial issues of who gets to
have reserves and who does not, and of who gets to live on those reserves
and who does not, based on the racist and patriarchal logic of the Indian
Act, resonates with

all the identity contradictions of how status has

historically been determined, and who has been externalized in the
process. On the other hand, given the virtually landless condition cf
contemporary Metis people and non-status Indians, we also have to

consider the role which colonial regulation of Indianness has played in
enabling contemporary status Indians to protect the special status of

Indian land, to ensure that the last fragments of this land do not pass
out of Indian hands. From this perspective, the divisions among Native

people between those externalized by the Indian Act and those controlled
by it i s simply the price which must be paid to keep some land in Indian

hands. These divisions are lived as struggles over authenticity between
Native communities-where

notions of who is "morenor "less* Indian

hinge on who grew up on Indian land and who did not.

Issues of entitlement are not simply a matter of Native people
internalizing colonial categories, however. Because land is Linked to the
physical survival of Indigenous peoples, the biggest issue driving
struggles over entitlement, over who should legitimately be considered

Native, is the very red need to assert some form of viable boundary
maintenance between all members of Native societies, however defined,
and members of the dominant culture, to ensure that those who possess
Native land are actually Native people. The colonial project, of

fragmenting Native identity to control and limit entitlement to Native
land, thus remains a central issue in this era of decolonization, as Native

peoples struggle to undo colonial categories and revive traditional forms
of boundary maintenance between nations.
On the other hand, from traditional directions, we can see that
there is another story to land altogether. Within Indigenous traditions,

land is central to the survival of the people as peoples, and this is just a s
important to emergent urban Native identity as colonial definitions have

been. For most of the Indigenous nations, their languages are intricately
linked to the land itself. Below, Okanagan writer Jeannette Armstrong
describes the relationship between land, identity, and her N'silxchn
language:

my Okanagan ancestors, language was
given to us by the land we live within ...I have heard elders explain
that the language changed as we moved and spread over the land
through time. My own father told me that it was the land that
changed the language because there is special knowledge in each
different place. All my elders say that it is land that holds all
knowledge of life and death and is a constant teacher. I t is said in
Okanagan that the land constantly speaks. It is constantly
communicating. Not to learn its language is to die. We survived
and thrived by listening intently to its teachings-to its languageand then inventing human words to retell its stories to our
succeeding generations. I t is the land that speaks N'siixchn
through the generations of our ancestors to us. It is N'silxchn, the
old land/mother spirit of the Okanagan People, which surrounds
me in its primal wordless state (Armstrong, 1998:175-176).
As I understand it from

Anna Lee Walters, in describing the teachings of her Pawnee and
Otoe-Missouria family, h a s told a story in which an Elder speaks of his
language as being the language of the land, springing from specific
territories, and how it is the language of all living things in that territory:
H e said, "It is important and curious to remember that everything
we two-leggeds know about being human, we learned from the
four-leggeds, the animals and birds, and everything else in the
universe. None of this knowledge is solely our own." He laughed at
what he had just said, and a night hawk answered him ...
"Everythingwe are was taught us,you see? This is what the stories
are, the teachings of who we are ...That is why we need the stories.
Without them, we grieve. For ourselves, for direction, for
meaning ...All these creatures and beings out here talk", the old
man said, and motioned to the forest. "Even today. They told our
elders a lot?. ..He continued talking Indian. "I speak the language of
the universe. This is the same language spoken out there"
(Walters, 1992:30-31).

From the traditional teachings of many nations, we see that the
need to protect specific lands and maintain them as Indigenous
territories is crucial for the cultural survival of the Native peoples for
whom they are a homeland. This is why the colonial acts of mapping and
renaming the land are deliberate acts of aggression, part of a long-

standing attempt on the part of the colonizer to render meaningless the
ancient and intricate belief systems of the Americas and supplant them
with a colonial culture, and why remapping the land to its Indigenous
contours, its traditional names and uses, is vital to cultural regeneration.
Ultimately, struggles over entitlement do not stop a t urban/reserve
boundaries. The fact that resistance to land encroachment, or struggles
to regain appropriated land, are often led by elders and traditional

leaders w h o may have nothing to do with the bureaucracy who
administer contemporary First Nations (or who may even be marginalized

and have their legitimacy denied by that bureaucracy), suggests that
divisions around issues of entitlement, created by the Indian Act, go even
deeper than on reserveloff reserve divisions, to the heart of Native
identiw on the resenres. However, in the context of this study,

urban/reserve divisions, and the implications of landlessness for urban
mixed-race Native people are the main issues we need to consider. The
final chapter of this section, Chapter Fourteen, will focus on band

membership, and urbanity in the lives of the participants.

CHAPTER ELEVEN
RACIAL IDENTITY IN WHITE SOCIETY
I understand the colonial process in theory... but how does
it really impact on us? The steady thnut of colonial
The
pillage, what does it do to a man's mind?
construction of images always coloured by hues of
derogation, denigration of dark colours, the elevation of
white and fah and light, how does this r8lect our hearts?
The steady encroachment, how does this afhct our
perception of each other? When we walk down the street
llnd recognize or r e f b e to recognize each other, how
much of what we feel is enmeshed in the orchestrated
symphony of colonial conquest? How much of what we
forgive and don't forgive in each other 1. laced to the
external images of our race?
- Lee Maraclel
Introduction:
Racial identity, as it is commonly understood, is the complex of
factors which in a racist society is instrumental in how you learn to
identify yourself, and how you are seen by others. Thompson and Tyagi
have written:
Race is about everything-historical, political, personal-and race is
about nothing-a construct, an invention that has changed
dramatically over time and historical circumstances. From the
smallest of gestures-what
is packed in a child's lunch box or
passed on in a smile or a frown-to
the largest of historical
statements,..race has been, and continues to be, encoded in all of
our lives. And yet, the fact that race operates on so many different
levels is partly what makes talking about peoples' racial identities so
difficult. This paradox, when coupled with race's plasticity when
gender, sexuality, nationality, age, and religion are accounted for,
makes for a conundrum-a puzzle admitting no easy or singular
solution to how it is established and how it is enforced...key
components of racial identity [include] what names [people] use to
define themselves, what they were taught about race as children
and teenagers ...and how they t&
about and negotiate amid
multiple identifications... (Thompson and Tyagi, 1996:ix-x) .
1
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Aboriginal peoples' racial identities are fraught with complexities
hinging on legal deffitions of Indianness, cultural knowledge, and
connection to Indigenous landbase. In everyday terms, however,
"Nativeness" also depends on how you are defined by others-which,

in the

white society, depends to a phenomenal extent on how you are seen. In
this respect, light-skinned urban Native people occupy highly
contradictory locations.
The white society has had a profound influence on the identities of
the participants. Of the light-skinned individuals, only the handful of them
who had spent signifcant amounts of time in Native communities as they
were growing up had an undivided sense of their identities as Native
people. For the remaining iight-skinned participants, all had been strongly

affected, one way or another, by the white society's objectification and
fragmentation of Native identity which impinged on how they saw
themselves as Native people.
For dark-skinned urban Indians, meanwhile, racial identity in a
white supremacist society is so over-determined that no "choice" of
identities is possible. The hard reality of racial oppression has been, and
continues to be, almost intrinsic to lived experiences of Indianness for

many of the participants in such powerful common-sense ways that from
this perspective, the existence of light-skinned or white looking Native

people is almost inherently contradictory. White supremacist values must
therefore be seen as ''working" in numerous ways on the identities of the
participants: devaluing the humanity and narrowing the options of the
dark-skinned individuals, and rendering "inauthentic" the Indianness of
those with light skin.

1 1.1 APPEAIRANCE AND IDENTITY:
Many individuals (light and dark) in the urban Native community
appear to be attempting to minimize the importance of appearance to
Native identity, in order to reassert Native sovereignty based on values
more intrinsic to Native society. This approach comes from a number of
directions. First of all, while racism is a central aspect of Native Life in
Toronto, anti-racist activism in this city is generally approached from t h e
perspectives of peoples of colour, where the struggle against racism has
been separated from the issues of land and sovereignty,in a manner
which is highly irrelevant to the needs of Native people. Secondly, urban
Native people live within a white society which intensively objectifies
Native people and demands a high degree of racial "authenticity" of
individuals if they are to be recognized as Native. in this context, a form
of resistance for Native people is to look a t identity solely from the

framework of Indigenous nationhood, stating that appearance and blood

quantum are irrelevant, and leaving it at that. This amounts to an
attempt to decouple Native identity from skin colour and blood quantum
and to re-assert Nativeness as a cultural, not a racial identity. While this

perspective challenges contemporary racist dismemberment of Native
identity to a tremendous extent, it leaves little space for examination of

light-skin privilege. And while the anti-racism movement may ignore
issues of sovereignty and land, the fact remains that racism shapes and
defines the lives of dark-skinned Native people on a daily basis.
The biggest reason for Native people to attempt to ignore the
relationship between Native appearance and Native identity, however, is
pragmatism. In urban centres such as Toronto, there are such high levels
of intermarriage that many 'Native-looking" people have had children who
identify as Native, but who look white, or Black, or anything but Native.

For the parents, the manner in which the dominant culture quantifies and

denies the Indianness of their children is enough to make them firmly
insist that Nativeness has nothing to do with appearance. The fact that
intermarriage continues to be a fact of life in urban settings suggests that
flexibility around appearance will continue to be maintained in the
future-if

urban communities wish to survive as Native communities.

Pragmatism thus suggests that the best option for the urban Native
community is to strategically disregard the relevance of appearance to
Native identity.

In this respect, the urban Native community in Toronto appears to
be following a time-honoured tradition of recasting a situation where "the

Indian" as defined strictly by blood and appearance seems (yet again)
about to vanish, into a situation where survival is ensured. In urban
communities, Nativeness is alive and well, if one simply adopts a flexibility

around the relationship between 'race" and Nativeness. Below, Georges
Sioui describes a Huron perspective on this issue:
I n the middle of the seventeenth century, when we became
drastically depopulated through epidemics and wars, often caused
by missionary interference, we were saved from complete extinction
principally
because
we
had
matricentrist
socio-political
traditions. ..Our wars, which we did wage just a s cruelly as anyone,
had as their primary purpose the replacement of lost members
through capture of enemies. We used our alliance to the French to
go and attack the Enghsh colonies to the south with the primary
intent of capturing people, especially young and female, and ritually,
through adoption, giving them a new life in our Nations. A s it was,
clanmothers and matriarchs had the principal say in these military
undertakings; they had the primary responsibility of maintaining
and restoring the integrity and composition of the societies which,
as woman-leaders, they headed. White, and other, captives were
given over to clanmothers who had organized war expeditions
through approaching and commissioning war chiefs. The captives
were then ritually arid factually nationalized and, thence, brought
up and treated as full members of their adopted social
communities.. .

In this manner, we, the Huron, became genetically mixed with the
English and others in the British colonies, who, unlike the French or
the Spanish, almost never showed an inclination to mix with the
Native people they colonized...Some of our Aboriginal Nations
survived almost only because of our traditional mother-centered
thinking. Had we, at that time, had leaders formed in patriarchal
colonial institutions, as is so often the case nowadays, many of our
nations would simply not have survived beyond the eighteenth
century. Seeing those young captives, patricentrist leaders would
have said, as they often say today about some of their own people:
W e have no use for these children: they are white, they are black,
they are not Indian. They do not have a proper quantum of Indian
blood." And we and other very weakened, vulnerable nations would
have soon disappeared. But a s I am implying, our good fortune was
that we lived within a matricentrist, circular system, where people
and other species are not &qualified
and destroyed because of not
being what they are not (Sioui, 1997:55-56).
This attempt to be strategically flexible about appearance in the
interests of rejecting the white society's perspectives, however, r u n s
headlong into the intensely white supremacist nature of Canadian
society, where power and privilege are organized along lines of skin

colour, and where light-skinned Native identity continues to be

dismembered and objectified a s "not really Indian". In view of the
'staying power" of racial oppression in Canada, how it gets refigured and
reborn with each generation, it is worthwhile to consider how well the
strategic flexibility which many urban Native people are attempting to
exercise around skin colour actually works. Most of the darker-skinned
participants, for example, manifested contradictory attitudes around the
issue of appearance. While almost all of the individuals interviewed
embraced the notion that "appearance really shouldn't matter", several

made comments which revealed how important it was to them, on a gut
level, to be able to communicate with other Native people in the street-to

have the acknowledgement of other people w h o looked like them,as they
went about their daily lives. From their remarks, it is obvious that on

certain fundamental levels, particularly in urban centres, in the face of a
history of being subordinated,culturally diminished and outnumbered by

whites, Nativeness and darkness are inseparable, and signify safety, a

shared history of racial oppression, and a shared understanding of
community:

'When I was younger, I looked a lot more Abor@al, so I was
called some names. But I don't remember bevlg particularly hurt by
them. I remember thinking 'What is this "breed' shit?' I didn't lose any
sleep over it. That's about it, being &d
names as a child, because I
looked Native. And being called 'Kelijah: from that Hank Williams
song that was a hit when I was a kid. He was an Indian__a wooden
Indian. 'Kelijah was an Indian, standing by the door. He fell in love
with an Indian maid, over by the antique store. Kelijah ...He newr
made a sound because his heart was made of knotty pine: Well guess
who got the name 'Kelijah' in the neighbowhood-me. I actually liked
the song! So I didn't feel all thatjarred by it.
I think appearance counts a lot. I f you're a Metis and you look in
the mirror and see some blue eyes, I think you haw more problems
than if you're Metis and you look in the mirror and see brown eyes,
and dark skin. I always felt fairly comfortable with the affinity, once I
had the consciousness. And that probably comes from an early age,
being called 'Breed",and being nicknamed 'Kelijah'."

"rue always felt that I could walk up to any Native person that I saw
anywhere in Canada, and say "Hi", maybe, you know, bum a
cigarette, or have them bum a cigarette off me, or bus fare."

7 never thought of it much, but it does seem that Native people in the
street usually talk to me, and I end up having lots of conversations

with them I f only non-Natives are around, you can spend hours and
hours with nobody talking to you, but if a Native person walks by, w e
start talking."

%r me, physical a p p e a r m e shouldn't matter, but I think sometimes
it does. If you look more Native, you can be more proud. Maybe its

following the stereotypes, but I think you ccm sort of blend m more
with everythug. You know, fi you say T m Native: the fact that you
look Native sort of ...encompasses it."
The manner in which Native identity and dark-skinned oppression
have been almost inextricably fused in deeply common-sense ways for

many of the darker participants only reinforces the white society's
reduction of Nativeness to appearance. In some respects, an emotional
investment in looking Indian appears to have affected all of the

participants, no matter what their appearance.

1 1.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF -KING

INDIAN=

Y s t i l l haur really low s e f - m
arbout whether I took
Indian or no+ r m 37 ycwrs old and I s t i l l ark p o p & "do
you think I Look Indian?" It's important for m e because
of m y need to belong. So that3 a M t skewed, und I

recognize that?
Looking Native is probably most important to urban individuals,
whose cultural identities are most at risk from the constant imposition of

the dominant culture's social values in schools and other institutions,and
who are bombarded by white people's perspectives and values on a daily

basis. In such a context, the more Indian one looks, the easier it is to
know in a fairly unmediated manner where the white society ends and
where you begin? The importance of looking Native, particularly when you
have grown up with a sense of unbelongkg in white society, was perhaps

best expressed by one adoptee, who described what it meant to her to have

Native people recognize her a s Native on the street:

This is not to deny the reality that many individuals have been brought up to think of
themselves a s 'brown white people", and that numerous other issues such as gender,
sexual orientation, age, class, and upbringinein particular whether a person has been
raised in a white family-all influence the extent to which a nonwhite personparticularly a mixed-race person-identifies themselves as part of the mainstream in a
white society or not. However, for those who are searching for clues as to how to resist
oppression, not looking like the oppressor makes it relatively easier to establish some
psychic distance from white people, in many circumstances.

" h n I'm out in the street, every Indicln person looks at me and
greets me like they know me. It happens all the time, and it totally
makes my day."

This individual also compared the pleasure she felt when Native people
identified her as Indian with her very different feelings when whites
identlfv her as Native:
"But you know what's interesting? I was at a progressive bookstore,
and when they saw thnt I was Indian, they took tax off for me, even
though I don't have a stahts card. And I felt totally embannssed. I was
really shy about it. I broke out into this sweat! I guess it is about being
singled out like that. "
Many of the participants noted, like the individual above, that
desiring a Native appearance was a double-edged sword, highly dependent
on where they lived, and on the presence or absence of whites. One
individual, for example, described how at times, on his reserve, he wished
that he looked more Indian so that he could avoid the teasing he received

from other boys. Going to high school in the city, however, he had initially

wished to look more white so that he could fit 111 among whites better.
Later, in university, faced with 'Indian experts" who undermined his sense
of his own Indianness, he did his best to emphasise his Native

appearance, to assert his own "authority" on Indianness. Having a strong
sense of identity from his Native f d y on-reserve ultimately provided him
with the tools to negotiate conflicting demands, and to deal with being "too

whiten on reserve and "too Native" off-reserve.
All of the light-looking individuals were asked if they had ever
wanted to look "more Indian". The responses were varied. One woman
conceded that she wished she had darker skin but felt that her body type

as well as her internal spiritual growth made her look more Native:

1 guess at times I have wanted to look more Native. Because I love
thut tanned look But you know, I can't go sit out in the sun, because I
do have that fair European skin. And my grandmother, her skin i
s like

tissue paper now, so I do have to be very careful. But at other tirnesno, I think rm satisfied, because I look in the minor and I have to stop
and take another look its like I see this beautiful Native woman! It's
kind of like the more I'm learning, the more N&.ve fm looking, and I
think its just coming from within. I might not have thut skin d o u r but
my body is Native, and my heart is,and my spirit is."

Another described her anger at the manner in which people choose
to intermany without any thought about the repercussions for the
children having to negotiate a Native identity with a white appearance and

orientation:
? still do crave to look more Native sometimes. I think part of that's the
bitterness towards my Mum sometimes, or my parents. It comes out
whenever I get little comments from Native people. Like for example,
when I showed my friends' wedding pictures to my auntie, she said
"Wow, they look like pretty white Indians!" And I thought a ~aunt,
y my
uncle, and my Dad all married white people. How the fuck do they get
off mcnticising
people for looking too white? Are they gonna turn around
and do thut to their own kids?" And that's been my bottom line with
everybody. "No, don't ever criticise anybody for looking too white-look
at you, you're snagging a white woman!" This is a big beef with me, so
people will say to me when I have these issues around internam-age,
"well, you're part white': And I tell them 'That's exactly my point': I
went through a whole big phase, with things like 'T'm supposed to be
the bndge between two cultures"-that's bullshit. Or arm supposed to
have the best of both worlds, or somethutg like that-Fhck that". r m
thinkingJ "No, my parents didnZ do this because they wanted to have a
child who's going to have the best of both worlds. They were into the
groovy sixties, and how groovy it's going to be to have a Native man in
your life, and to have a beautiil little Native child and all this. They
weren't doing that for me. h a t was their ego shit, and they were just
getting laid-they werent thinking of children at all."

Some of the participants asserted that they felt ashamed to admit

that at one time or another they had desperately wished to look more
Native, because at the time they knew so Little about their culture that to

them looking Native was the ultimate indicator of a Native identity. With a
deeper understanding of their heritage they rejected the idea that they
could 'possess Indianness" by looking Indian. Most stated that they were

now content to look non-Nativ~speciallysince they knew how their
dark-skinned family members had suffered because of looking Native. To
these individuals, it seemed hivializing to shallowly wish for the very thing
that had caused their parents so much suffering.

In asking the darker-skinned Native people about their attitudes
towards light-skinned Native people, a handful spoke openly about feelings
of anger towards light-skinned Native people who seemed to be acting as

arrogant as whites sometimes did around them. Others mentioned their
suspicions that these individuals were really white wannabees. One
individual described how, in the face of the racism she and her mother
had experienced, she found it amusing that light-skinned people should
desire to look Indian:

"It's so ironic, bemuse when I was growing up, to look white was so
desirable. It started to chunge when I was a teenager. What we've
been dealing with is the injluence of the residential schools on our
parents-that the more their children look like white people, the better
chances they're gonna have with this world. Light skinned people were

treated better. "
A few individuals,light-skinned or dark, described how when a

light-skinned person was fluent in their language and grounded in their
culture, the relative importance of appearance diminished:
% Beauval, there's a lot of blond hair and blue eyes. There's one

woman in parTicular-she's totally fair. If she was away from
Beauval, you'd think she was white. But then her accent is exactly
like mine. And because she speaks Cree all the time, I don't even
think twttwtce
that she's Native, even though she's blond and has blue
eyes. "
This participant's words highlighted the extent to which many urban

Native people, whether they are mixed-race or not, are insecure about
their identities because of loss of language and culture. In this context,
policing the boundaries of Indianness by constantly judging who looks
Indian enough and who does not is an effective way of establishing one's

own "in-group* status, by externahzing somebody else for not looking
Indian enough.Although this process in some ways simply replicates the
dominant culture's reduction of Indianness to appearance, it also
represents a way of centering dark-skinned Native people within urban
Native society, and enables them to assert pride in Nativeness despite the
dominant society's intense racism.

1 1.3 RACISM AND RACIAL IDENTITY:

While urban Native identity is in many ways shaped by the
oppression which dark-skinned individuals face, this reality is mediated
by a number of factors, particularly geographic location and class.

Meanwhile, Paul Gilroy's (1993:85)
observation that 'gender is the
modality in which race is lived" suggests that we should also take into
consideration how experiences of racism are shaped by gender for the
participants. Below, I will briefly explore the participants' words as they
describe experiences of racism, and how this intersects with class,
gender, and location.
11.3.1 Geographies of Racism:

T h e tension between hlhtir#s and non-hkrrtiues in ang
small community is reallg o a r t YOU could cut it with a
knife9 it's so owrt."
For the participants, experiences of racism were highly dependent
on location. In Toronto, where Native people are relatively invisible as a
group, most of the participants reported that they do not typically face the
same kind of denigration and open resentment from whites that Native
people frequently encounter in small towns adjacent to resenres, or in
Western Canada where Native people are highly visible. Below, some of the
participants describe the regional nature of the racism they experience:

"Ijind in small towns up north I get targeted a lot more. When I went
to Little Cument about four years ago, I went to look in the department
store, in the clothing section, and I got followed around by a white

sales woman They do that to d l the Native people there. 7hey treat
them like they're going to shoplift "
"Up north, you go into a restaurant, and they won't serve you because
you're Indian. Then you have to go down the road to the next honkytonk place to see if they71 serve you. I hate going in to mral areas.
Rural Alberta is the worst. Or up north, Thunder Bay way. I hate it! It

affects you because you're walking around kind of paranoid
sometimes. And you're wondering if the people see you as an Mian,
and how you're going to get treated."
As one woman described, however, experiences of everyday racism are also

a daily aspect of life in Toronto:
"One day, a f e r I had been to the doctor and discovered that I

hcui this

abnormality in my eye, I went into the local food store. I was feeling
very sad-in fact, I'd been crying, and so I kept my sunglasses on,
because my eyes were kind of red. I had a book in my hand, which I
had bought some place else. Whm 1 got to the cash, this huge white
woman was standing there, looming at me, saying "did you get that
book here?" I said "no*, and didn't think anything of it, at the time.But
when I handed her my status card, she said to me, in a very bullying
way "Could you take those sunglasses off s o I can see it's really you."
I went ballistic. Ijust lost it. I said to her "listen, lady-I've had a very
hard day. I'm not prepared to put up with you. You get the manager
over here right now!' And I got the manager over, and asked for an
apology. Isaid "this woman was rude, and she hud no reason to treat
me this way". And I haven't been back t h e r e - I sent them a letter to

make my point."
This individual pointed out how occupying a position of leadership in the

Native community suddenly became irrelevant, in the face of a white
cashier who saw a Native face and assumed untrustworthyness. On the
other hand, the participant's ability to resist the cashier's racism was

linked to her sense of entitlement as a person with a university education
who was accustomed to asserting leadership. Below, the participants'

experiences of how class mediates experiences of racism will be explored.

1 1.3.2 CIaas and Racism:
Aboriginal people in Canada have for centuries faced a kind of
racially-organised class oppression. While immigrants of colour in Canada
have historically occupied highly circumscribed, segregated and
demeaning niches within the dominant culture, Native people have, in
most settings, been simply externalised-excluded from the settler culture

either by force or by legislation, up until very recently. Jeannette
Armstrong (Okanagan),while talking about the publishing industry, has
succinctly described this confluence of racism and classism:
When I think about the idea of classism...I think of whiteness; not
as a racist term but as a classist term. A term about class which
describes the oppression and disparity between privilege and
deprivation (Armstrong, 199550).
At the same time as whites have used every means to exclude Native

people from any access to wealth, stereotypes which link Native identity
with poverty and dysfunction have been rampant throughout Canadian

society. As a result, the dark-skinned participants have all found that
class has mediated their experiences of racism.
One of the participants, a dark-skinned man with "Native" features
who by appearance could not be taken for anything else but Native,

described how certain of his experiences of racism-pertaining
to the issue of whether or not he is served alcohol-have

especially

been mediated by

class, to the extent that it determines whether or not he has even been
seen as Native in certain contexts. This man, who had been constantly

refused alcohol in prairie drinking establishments in his youth, described
how he was served in eastern Canada bars during the 1960's. He
attributed this to his being seen as a person of colour rather than a Native
person, which appears to be a distinctly class-related phenomenon-given

that to "look Native" in Canada has historically been related not only to
skin colour but to poverty and oppression. This man constantly

encountered the assumption that a dark-skinned Native-looking man with

an education and a good income could not be "an Indian", but rather, was
probably a middle-class immigrant of colour.

"When I left Manitoba, and went to Ottawa, I found that I could
order alwhol and be served U/ithut any problem, in any of the
drinking places. But then again-maybe they thought I was from
another wuntry. You know what I mean? Because there's a lot of
people from Afica and Asia in Ottawa, and they may have just
thought "well, he's not a Native person"-because at that time you
didnY see very many Native people in Ottawa, very fw.And the
same thzng in Quebec.
I remember working in the bush in Sept Iles-there was one Native
guy that m e in unth u s into one of the bars. There was him,myself,
and a bunch of white people there. They wouldn't s e n e bun, but they
served me! I couldn't understand that. I was darker than he was.
Now-I don't know if it was that they didn't think I was Native,
because I was workrng with the engineers and he was one of the
labourers? I don't knou+its a hard thing to say why they didn't serw
him but sewed me. Maybe they thought I was from some other
country. And he had a Native look about him, and not any education."
One of the women described how in everyday terms, the manner in
which white people have linked Nativeness to poverty and degradation

affects her own self-image:
"I find that the times when I get selfoonsaous because of racism is

when I'm passing Simcoe Street, on the Queen streetcar. There's some
homeless Native people who sit there, and they dlink sometimes. And
I'm selfanscious of people looking at them, and then looking at me.
So I look away from them, bemuse I don? want to be connected with
them in people's minds, or to have them think that I drink. Because
they see them drinking. I dent want them to say in their heads "See,
all Indians are drinkers". I staH thinking '1wonder if the passengers
on t k streetcar think I'm like them because they see them on the street
drinking." And I don't want them to have that question in their head.
That's intemalised racism on my part, you know. I have the fear of
being connected with being a drinker bemuse f m Native. Like, when
rm walking by Spadina and Bloor, and see the homeless Native people
on the comer, 1 ofen wonder if the non-Native people waNang behind
me are thinking that I'm Wce them, thut rm homeless."

Another woman described how many white people cannot see her as
the successful career woman she is, because of the association between

Nativeness, dysfunction and poverty in their minds.
=A number of staff members from my agency came with me one

day to do an internship on a special committee.

When I was jimt

getting in there, people didn't know who I was. One person began to

talk to me as i f I was a parent of an abused child, and obviously didn't
know anything. She was talking away to me, and suddenly, she
stopped and asked me 'what do you do: beccruse I think she
suddenly saw that she was assuming a lot. And I said "well, I run one
of the Native agencies...5 WeU, her eyes got real big, and her mouth
got real small, and her demeanour totally changed. It was like ''oh,
you're a real person!"
I f r m dressed in ordinary clothes, with my face, there's all kinds of
assumptions made about me and my social status. But if I go down
the street dressed u p in all my nice clothes, it's like people open doors
for me-suddenly I muld be anybody. Especially if I put my hair up,
my Nativeness suddenly vanishes-the
long hair is really an
association with Nativeness, for most people."

Another way in which racism for Aboriginal people is freq~.ently
mediated by class involves the different ways that Native people are treated
depending on which social circles they inhabit in the white society. One of
the female participants, who grew up in a middle-class family, described
the range of responses which middle class men and women have to her

Nativeness-where

it is usually seen as something exciting or exotic to

consume, rather than something inferior to denigrate her with:
"The men I've been with, o f e n they're trying to consume the

colonial exotica. rue had m y share of that. I had somebody who once
called me "My little Indians-he was really excited about being with
somebody who was of Native ancestry. That's what's so refreshing
about being with my parher-because it wasn't something that was
repulsive to him, but neither was it sornethmg that made me more
interesting to him! I'm absolutely sure of that-that it wasn't like, some
kind of a bonus, because I was Native. It wasn't the sweetening of the
deal, which it has been with other people that I've been with
Pve also hnd people sort of preying on you when they find out
you're Native-like, they want a piece of you. I remember once, when I

was working for a youth organisation, a very white organisation.
Somebody raised the issue that there weren't people of colour working
in the organisation. And there was me and the token black, sitting in a
circle of about 32 people--and all of a sudden-I felt the heat of the
gaze, of all of them looking at us. And it was too much for me, I WQS
ovenuhelrned, and Ijust started crying. But what was more difficult
a f e r that, was the way everybody was coming up and wanting to
console me. They all wanted to be my best firend. It was kind of like
vultures descending on you.
And then there's the way, in a classroom or something, when you're
the only Native person, and you feel this expectation thut every time
you speak evegbody's pricking u p their ears because they're listening
to 'the voice of Native people' speaking5
Another woman, of working-class background but accustomed to crossing
class boundaries through her activities within the feminist movement,
described how racism from middle-class white women was very different

from the more overt racism she had been accustomed to receiving as a
child:
7 dofi 't openly get any anti-Native remcuks. But I m d what I do get is
more covert stuff Like being condescended to by white women in the
feminist community. Ifind I get talked down to by some of them, and
have my expeliences invalidated. It's not the overt stuff of the older
days, in the seventies and sirties when people would throw rocks at
you for being of colour."
A few individuals saw their economic privilege as protecting them

from some aspects of racism, in some contexts. This could not be
depended on, however, for as one woman related, in certain areas her
appearance accorded her treatment that no amount of class privilege could
overcome:
1 think experiences of racism are infuenced by class and location.

Like-I don't have to be confronting people at social sentices in the
circles that rm moving in, or the w a y that I am able to mnduct myself
through my day. I don't nm into those instances of overt racism The
only kind of racism thut I ever have to encounter is frompeople thnt
want to "eat the other1-that's the kind of racism that I haw to deal
with But I don't have the overt racism. Now, I h a w had incidences of

overt racism, in Manitoba And I was shocked, right? For example, I
was with an Elder, in a restaumnt, and there was a hair in her saZad.
The waitressjust treated us like cmp, and basimlly inferred that we'd
put it in there, so we could get a meal forfiee and all this kind of thing.
Now where I was comingfrom, it had always been the situation where
the customer's always right. But in this case, it was a question of
"who's the +ht customer?" I had always been the right customer,
before that, and had always been able to assert myserf-but
no
amount of assertion in this case would get me anywhere. And I
couldn't quite figure out how this was happenhg-and then all of a
sudden, I realised. "Oh! They're doing this because we're
And it was really shockmg to me5

The participants who were students frequently referred to the
barrage of colonial representations of Indianness which they encountered
in universities. One of the participants described how his exposure to the
authoritative voice of 'Indian experts* at university confused and

undermined his sense of his own identity:

"When I went to university I was confronted with these various
definitions of what an Indian is. ''This is an Indian" according to
anthropology. 'This is an Indian" according to Environmental Studies.
"This is an Indian" in terms of Social Work 'This is an Indianr1in t e r n
s an Indian" in terms of Law. AN these
of Political Science. 'This i
various concepts of Indianness kept hitting me. And I found myself
reading these books, learning this stuff--and constantly spewing it
back out to people whenever I hcld the opportunity-making
corrections, and trying to prove to everybody around me that I was the
authority on all things Indian. Because I was made to feel that I had
to be the authority on Indians in order to prove that I was Indian at all.
It got to the point where I knew, deep down, that I was putting o n a
show, right? I knew that I was puttihg on a show--Trn the most
Indian Indian", you know? And then, one day I found myseIf saying
to myself: "Hey! I A M just like an Indian!" You know? Sort of...all
happy about it. Like X'd been so twisted around in my own head, that
all of a sudden I was looking at myself clnd thinking "you know, geez,
f'mjust like the Indians!" Right?
s absolutely
That's when I realised "What am I doing? This i
ridiculous. I A M Indian. rm from an Indian family! Open your eyes!
Look at it! And it's only once I realised that, you know, that I stopped
wearing the feathers to class, and I stopped being the expert in the
class. Someone wants to say sornethvlg about some Indians out west?

Good! Say it And then, you know, when the class looks at me and

says 'Well, is that me?" 111 say 1don't know!" I don't know.
tell you whnt I know about my own famity. "

I can

The circumstances which Native students face also reveal the peculiar
doubIe standard which white Canadians assert towards Native people

around the issue of poverty and social class-dismissing 'Indians" as
impoverished and dissolute, while a t the same time demonstrating anger
at those with Native status who are funded by their bands, for the so-

called 'unfair benefits" which Native status provides them with:
"The only racism that Sue experienced in universrty has been around
funding or affiinnative action. People saying things like "that's not fair
that you haw your funding paid for" or, "maybe they only let you in
because you're an Indian".Iguess it's because of those comrnenl that
I've never applied for any scho1arsht;ps. With the amount of money that
I earn teaching, and m y finding from the band, its as much as if I was
on a SSHRC, and I think if I applied for something like that then that it
would only enwurage the racism of white students. Although
nowadays I'm thinking "whatthe hell, they'd do it to me!" But up until
this point, I've thought, that, rather than pushug the funding issue, I
simply I wouldn't apply for anything extra. But of course it looks so
damned good on a resume, to say that you've had a SSHRC or
something."
Up until this point, I have reported on individuals' experiences of

racism as if they were gender-neutral. Below, I will briefly explore the

participants' understandings of how gender affects racial identity.

11.3.3 Gender and Rachm:

"To me, that acknonledgement in the street, from other
Native peopb, has always been like an *ation
of m y
identity, and a recognition that I really a m not the
stereotype thing that people say about Indian women."
Avtar Brah has described, in her work, how racism is always a

gendered phenomenon, that racism constructs the female gender

differently from the male gender, and that racism is also experienced

differently by men and women. She notes in particular that racism

encodes gender differentiation between colonized men and women, while
seeming to subsume them (Brah, 1993:12).The manner in which racism

shapes the participants' identities in gendered ways has been obvious
throughout the interviews. It is clear, for example, that attitudes to Native

men as inherently violent affected white people's attitudes to Native men
and alcohol long after restrictions on Native people drinking in public were
removed from the Indian Act.

"On the prairies, I remember, I couldn't go into any drinking
establishments. And I remember one point in the-^ couple offiends
and I hied to go in a n d have a beer, and they said "no", they wouldnY
serve me, but they'd serve my fnends. And they were two Polish
guys, and they said "no-if you're not sewing him, you're not serving
us" and then we left. And so we went back to my place, and my Dad
got very angry, and he said "no, they're not going to do that to you':
And he was a big man, and I guess, had got in a few...mckuses here
and there. So h e took the three of us and we w m t there, and we sat
down. And I remember the first time we went in there, and the guy
said "no, Jim, I can? sene that boy". And he said "what do you
mean?" And he said "well you k n o w h e ' s Indian". And he said
'That's my son. A n d you71 bloody well serve him!" So the guy senred
me-reluctantly. Then we went around, probably to every place in
town, I guess-d
had one beer in every place in town."
Meanwhile,racist images of Native women as overtly sexual and sexually
degradable continue to resonate for many of the participants:
"When I was growing up, the only Native women I'd ever seen in my
life were alcoholics and prostitutes on 97th street. The whole time I
was growing up, I'd see physically beautiful Native women, very
young, a m in arm with drunk old white men. You're talking 18 year
olds with 45 year old men. It was so common, and I found it really
offensive. Because if they had been white, and that attractive, they
would not be going out with a 45 year old drunken white man. And I
found that I was constantly, throughout my life, pestered by older men
who were drunk,feeling like they had a chance with me. Ifound this
really insulting. I mean, l'm well-edumted, rm hard-working, I've got a
lot of positive things going for me, and I feel that I should have men
who are at least my equal coming afer me. And rve found throughout

my life that I h a w not had that. I have them coming up for one night
stands. They don? want a relationship with me, they just want sex.
And so this is redly quite upsetting. "

"I cantt stand at night in any place by myself because men think that I
am trying to pick them up. It doesn't matter what part of the city I'm
in-whether its a poor area, or a rich area. They think that Native
women are just there to have sex with them"

was in Fort fiances, and corning out of a motel room one day, about
ten o'clock in the morning, and this white guy came rig& up to me and
gmbbed m y breast, and assumed that he was just going to waltz me
right back into the room-you know, a total stranger. I got mad! I
slapped him right across the face ! . n I told people about it, nobody
reacted. It was nothing new to the women around me. They just
shrugged, like "ohyeah".
Racial identity is shaped through gender in more subtle ways as
well. One dark-looking woman,who had for most of her life been

comfortable in her Native identity, described incidents as a teenager where
white images of beauty affected her self-esteem:

1 think 1 went through a period where I decided that it was no fun
being Indian. I was about 14 years old. I think there was a signifcant
episode, the last time I went up to the reseme for a long time. What
happened wasgroup of u s from the reserve used to hang around
this farm where they were breeding ponies. A lot of French kids would
go there too. We couldn't speak French, and they couldn't speak
English, and we all wanted this one thing-to get the ponies and ride
them But we were used to these kids. One day when I was uptown, I
saw one of the Rench kids. But when I said hello to him, he wouldnt
speak to me. He really cut me, socially. It was very clear to me, you
kn0-a
was about being Indian. I was really upset about it. Because
suddenly, when you're a teenager, you come face to face with all
kinds of realities that you m ignore quite happily when you're a
child. And those dimensions come in then, particularly around race
and sex and everything else. I was convinced that if1 was 5'2,eyes of
blue, and blond-haired, then the world would be a lot betterfor me. "

This individual also described her mother's experiences of having her
beauty devalued because of her darkness:

7 think of my mother, who was dark-she was the darkest in my
family, and the b*htest-she
really got the dirty end of the stick,
because she was told, more or less, thnt she was not lovely. That she
was not a beauriful woman. Because she didn? haw a light skin, or
light hair. And the other girls in the f d y who did were definitely
regarded as the beauties."
Pather conversation with this individual made it clear how important it is
for Native girls to have Native standards of beauty affirmed:

1 remember when I was a teenager, a group of u s would go down to
the border crossing to celebrate the Jay treaty. Of course, we were
meeting people from aN over the United States. And sometimes the
older people would let us stay for the dance at night. 1 remember one
time, this young man came buzzing up to us. And I was with a couple
of white-looking girls that I knew, who b a s i d l y thought they were
pretty hot stuff: But when this young guy came over and was talking
to them, and they said 'beah, we're Indian. I know we don? look it,
but we are'; he just looked at them and said 'Yhat wasn't what I was
going to say" and waked off: And then he started talking to me. So
that was really funny. Its when Ifinally realised that boys liked me as
I was that I stopped wanting to look white. I realised that I was okay
just the way I was-they liked me."
One participant described how the brutal violence which Aboriginal

women face from the white society affected her female cousins, who did
their best to integrate into the white society after the murder of their

mother:
"One of my Mom's other sisters passed away under really tem-ble
circumstances when she was only in her thirties. She had four kitisthree girls and a b o v n d they all ended up in Children's Aid. Those
are my cousins. The girls all manied white farmers, and they've
integrated completely into the community, even though they're a little
bit dark, you know. Nobody ever really talks about it."
I t is clear that the extreme levels of sexual violence which Native women

are subjected to affect the racial identities of Aboriginal women in highly

distinct ways. One woman spoke of her understanding of how feelings of
vulnerability would affect her ability to express a Native identity:
"If I had to regulurly go through situations 2having to w a k through
a scary, redneck part of Regina or somethzng at night-maybe I would
adopt a different persona, such as not wearing my hair in a long braid,
to make myself less owrLly Native-looking, just to protect myself."

The experiences of the participants demonstrate that we cannot
separate racism from considerations of class and gender. It is these
parameters-along

with location-which

determine how Native people are

seen, and how they will be treated.

From some of the anecdotes above, it is also clear that light-skinned
people are not immune from everyday racism. The racism that other,
darker family members are exposed to has implications for light-skinned
family members, as one individual described below:

"Some members of my f d l y endured rad~rn-such as my sister
being called 'bficking Native bitch''. Or 'Qet out of my face, you
fucking squaw': These are some examples of the unsolicited violence
that she has had to endure. When that woman was murdered in
Regina two years ago, by three white university kids-picked up,
beaten to death and left to die-that
could have been my sister.
There's a real threat of violence that impacts on my life. It might not
impact on me directly, bebemuse of my skin colour, my hair colour, my
eye colour, but it impacts people that I low and are wry close to me.
And because of that, it really affects me. It has implications for me, in
my life."
Most of the white-looking individuals have also had to frequently deal with

racist talk about Native people being spoken openly in their presence

under the assumption that they were white. These individuals discover
when they make anti-racist interventions that white hostility will be
directed at them as well as at darker people, if they are open about being
Indian. Finally, one white-looking individual described how local

individuals that she'd considered to be friends treated her in a racist
manner because of her family's court case to win title to their Aboriginal

land holdings. Racism, then, is also directed a t light-skinned Native people
when they insist on their rights as Aboriginal people.
"Some people will always be ignorant. Like, during our land claim,
the lawyer for the t o w n - a l t h g h he's played golf with me and other
members of my family, in court he referred to more than once as
"thosepeople". So.. .it's okay to play golf with somebody, but when
push comes to shoveJ they 're not really people. ..I mean, he was
looking straight at me when he said that."

11.4 SUMMARY:
A s this chapter has demonstrated, experiences of racism have been

central to the Native identities of the darker participants. To a lesser

extent, the racism which dark-skinned Native people experience also
dfects the identities of the lighter participants as well. However, for the
lighter participants, a far greater problem is the manner in which they are

surrounded by white people who fragment and dismember their identities
to neasure their "Indiannessn. The war of images which negates the

humanity of the darker participants thus serves to negate the Nativeness
of the lighter ones, in ways which are highly confusing for light-skinned

peoples' sense of their Native identity. This issue will be pursued in the

next chapter.

CHAPTER TWELVE
NEGOTIATING DENIALS OF INDIANNESS
Y think that a light Alhtiw carriar a pain with them that
no dark
could awr understand, because a light
-ti=
has a f-t in both cultures and &longs in neither,
really. I think in same waypuinfirl as it is to ibb
hararssed by the police and discriminated against

..

because you're datk-there's a pain, a tonelbuss, that
you cant cat really describe, fipm M n g Ugh&Knowing
that its -1' Zikdg that if you walk into 4 roomficll
of ilkti= people, you're gotng to be the one who hcrr to
prom yourself."
INTRODUCTION:

Ligh t-looking mixed-race Native people, unlike dark people, have the
choice to accept or reject a Native identity. Most of the lighter-looking

participants have found, however, through their experiences within their
own family, that there is no middle ground-they

can either "make an

issue" (aswhites see it) out of their Nativeness or it will be minimized or
denied. Since white Canadian identity has been shaped by the obliteration
of a viable Native identity, white family members as a rule cannot
wholeheartedly accept and embrace Nativeness as part of a mixed-race
person's identity. The message is clear: Nativeness has no currency in
white-identified families.

The mixed-race people who can pass as white who decide that they
do not want to participate in the obliteration of their Native heritage are

thus forced to declare themselves as Native, regardless of their

appearance. In doing this, they are bucking the tide of common-sense
racial classification, one of the foundational aspects of a white supremacist
society. This can be extremely diffcult, particularly if they have been
brought up to consider themselves whit-ither

because of silence around

Indianness in their family, because of extremely white appearance, o r

because they were adopted. One woman in her mid-fifties, brought up
with two light-skinned mixed-race parents who taught her to identify as

white, has described her disorientation when, after researching her Native
heritage, her status card arrived in the mail, and she realized that she was
now legally classified as "Indian" in a context where she had thought of
herself in common-sense ways a s white for most of her entire Me:
"I h e w my Native heritage was there, but it was something that I
never really had to deal with, or never really thought about. Of
course, I would say '%yeah, I got a grandmother back there
somewhere". But when I got my Native status card, I opened it up, and
looked at it, and I thought 'iuell, this is how it is, we have these
different classiications of peoples. I used to be in this dassifimtion,

but now, technically, I'm over there in that classification. But what
does that really mean about me and my background?"
One adoptee who was brought up to think of herself as white described
her feelings about having taken up a Native identity in her twenties after
her reunion with her Native family:

"rrnjust starting to relax now, in the last couple of years in the Native
community. Like, I can still split off; and go a little bit dissociative, and
it will just happen. And I have to take care of it while I'm in the middle
of talking to somebody, or, you know, in the middle of an event. But
for the most part I feel kind of okay. I just get an unreal feeling
sometimes. Like I can still get a feeling, like "but I'm NOT really Native"
you know? So that's been there all the time. When Ifirst started out, I
thought '7 I still choose not to do this". I had this whole white liberal
kind of feeling of. lke ' Ifeel so so- for everybody bemuse they can't
choose to leave! But I can go back anytime". Which isn't so true!
Because you start to realise 'It really is who I am'. And that's pretty
much something that I recognise and feel. But every once in a while, it
still doesnY feel real."
Declaring themselves as Native, for these individuals has meant
challenging the racial identity they grew up with-a

deeply disorienting

process which some of the participants nevertheless have undertaken in
order to reach a self-defmition that more accurately describes who they
a r e - o r at least one that is not premised on the denial of part of who they

are. All of these individuals face the reality that the Canadian society
expects them to conform to their image of what a Native person is.

Furthermore, they have to negotiate their identities within the Native

community where entirely different sets of rules apply, and where some
individuals reject them, others welcome them wholeheartedly, and others
zealously police the boundaries of Indianness, carefully noting
transgressions. A s a result, it is not uncommon for light-skinned urban

Native people to negotiate multiple experiences of acceptance and denial of
their Nativeness in a single day. Below, I will present some of the

participants' experiences of contradictory Nativeness.

12.1 NEGOTIATING A CONTRADICTORY IDENTITY:
Some of the participants had appearances which were genuinely
ambiguous, where they were sometimes taken for Native, and sometimes
for white. These individuals, for the most part, raised the issue of how this

ambiguity made it difficult for them to feel entirely comfortable when
entering Native environments, because they never knew how they would
be taken. This is only highhghted by the variety of responses about their

identity that they receive from whites, a s the participants below described:

7 have such a van'ety of responses from people that I'm never sure
how I'm being taken. I remember teaching a class over at U of T, one
night. And one kid came up and said '40u don2 look Native! You look
normal!" And then rm thinking "so what is 'normal', and what i
s
Native?" And then other times somebody would say ''oh-you're
Nativerr.But you never know where it's going to come fmm, or when."

"Ithink very o f e n Native people think of m e as a wannabee, when I

wear traditional jewelry. One thing that does affect how I'm seen for
sure is weight-when I'm twenty or thirty pounds lighter, nobody ever
says anything about me being Native. But I think with a fuller face,
you can definitely see-like,
if I was to bring out f-ly
pictures-you

can see the resemblance, the big smile. There was one time3 when I
was running away from home and I WQS byiRg to cross the border and
couldn't because I only had twenty-fivedollars on me. The guy said to
me "are you Native?" And no one had said that to me before. I said
"yes'; and he said ''who'sNatr--father
or mother?" I said 'Father"
and he said %shestatus-let her go through!" That was too weird.
But then again-in that situation I had a sort of stoic look on my face,
trying to stop myselffmm crying. So who knows if that hud anythug

to do with it, *hi?"
Others have described how, before they knew much about their Native

identity, they saw themselves as white-looking, but that this changed as
they learned more about their Native identity:
"When I look at p i a r e s of myself now3from a Native perspective, I
demitely see a Native kid."

For some individuals, the range of uwho they get taken fof reveals
the stereotypes about Native people that permeate Canadian society, and

the relative invisibility of Native people in Toronto:

"Ifind that when I have, like a modem haircut, rm suddenly Italian or
Portuguese. But when I have my hair long, or like this, then its
Native. "
*******************
7 guess people usually ask if I'm mulatto. And I remember one time I
was caught shopliftvlg when I was thilteen, that was the big question
So when I said "Oh,I'm half Native'; it was like 'bh,well, that eqlains
it then. "

Those of the participants who look entirely white, however, do not
even encounter this kind of a m b i g ~ o u identification
s
with a non-white

lineage. For these participants, their Native identity cannot be reconciled
to their appearance at all. For these individuals, it doesn't matter how

extensive their knowledge of their lineage is, or how much family they have
on the reserve, or how stark is the genocide their families had experienced,
or how Native-identified they are in a political sense-on a basic level,

when they look in the mirror and see a white person, it rings false to say

"we Indians..." These individuals simply live with the contradictions.
7 identified that I was Natiue through my mother. I was Native through
her-I wasn't Native on my own. The
job I got at a Native agency, I
brought my mother all the way j?om Woodstock, to show everybody
that she was Indian, that I was Native bemuse I'm her daughter. And
I got a photocopy of her status mrd, so that I could prove any time to
anybody that my Mom was Ihdian. I identiid that I was Native, but I
wasn't i d e n t i m g within myself, on my own. t was ahvays through
her. The scene that I was in at the time was drinking-that was how I
identified as Mian, t h g h bewith other Indians and doing what

mt

they did. I always felt that they identified my mother as being Native,
but they weren't identifying me as being Native. Bemuse m y Mom
partied with them too. So I was only Native through other Native
people-through the partner that I was with, or through affairs with
Indian men, or through my mother-bebemuse I didn't have that myself:
It was always 'them and me'; not 'id. It was never inclusive. I never
included myself with everybody eke-like, the language that I still
use-it's a separation language, it's not an inclusive language. I still
use it, I still catch myself doing that, because of my appearance. It's a
real diuiding line!"
One white-looking individual, the only member of her family who did
not look either Native or Japanese from their mixed heritage, described a
highly contradictory sense of her own identity after a lifetime of receiving

multiple labels from whites. This woman, raised in an era when Native
people were silent about their identity, recognised herself as a Native

woman in some respects, but at the same time frequently referred to
herself as "white",and commented a number of times that "she didn't
belong anywhere":

"Because everybody knew my father was Japanese, and it was
just after World War il, I*d get chased home from school being called
a Jap. I'd be on my own, corning home from school, and the kids
would come a f e r me with sticks, and yelling =Japn-that sort of
thing. But then one d a y I went and looked in the mirror, and said to
myself "these people are nuts. I mean, look at me!" And after that,
once I didn't run anymore, once you're not troubled about it, then
they don't chase you any more.

And then there's the thing about growing u p with Native blood,
that people had no expectations of you. Nobody ever expected that
I'd finish hzgh school, or anything like that. So, when I got a language
prize, in grade nine or ten, the principal's response was "YOU got a
language prize?" We knew all the families-there were 1200 people
in that town-but nobody ever expected that any of us would
succeed at anything. And then, when I finished high school, and got
a Burke's medal for leadership, again-people didn't expect anything
of me. People just expected that you'd end up in a ditch like your
uncle, anyway.
In those days, you didn't discuss being Nutiue. And when I went
away to university, nobody ever questioned me. I was friends with
the M o h a w k students, and the students from West Afnca. It's never
.white.. people
occurred to me, but I was probably one of the fau..
who associated with them. Like, I didn't see them as any different.
And my sister married a Jamaican, and I didn't see him as any
different. At a dance, one time, I invited my brother-in-law to dance
with me. And thinking back, that was probably big-time news-this
Black man dancing with this white girl. So I think that it was easier
for me. Because so long as I didn't talk much, I f i t in anywhere.
I see myself as the invisible minority. Because people will talk in
front of me and even make remarks about visible minorities. And I
have to come forward. I usually say "do you know that I'm part
Japanese? Do you know that I'm Native?" And they'll say "no you're
not!". Or they'll dismiss the validity of my heritage by saying #but
you're not visible". And 1'11 s a y =no,no, you have to think about this."
These experiences of racial ambiguity for light-skinned individuals,
of being unable to wholeheartedly identify as Native because of a white

appearance, are commonly interpreted by darker Native people as "being

ashamed to be Native". The problem for white-looking Native people is
that racial identity in a racist society is not only initially established, it is
also reinforced daily. White looking Native people on a daily basis are not

treated like Indians, they are treated like white people, both in terms of
daily assumptions, and in terms of privileges "granted"by the colonizer

society. For some of the participants, this works on their ideas about who
they are and the validity of their Native identity. Cheme Moraga has

captured the ambiguity of some mixed-race peoples' identities, below:

We light-skinned breeds are like chameleons, those lagartz~uswith
the capacity to change the color of their skin. We change not for
lack of conviction, but lack of defmitive shade and shape (Moraga,
1996:232).

Light mixed-bloods, then, face a white supremacist society which
insists on mambiguous racial diBerence, and which demands racial (and

cultural) "authenticity" of Native people before they will be recognized as
Native. In places like Toronto, white-looking Native people also face a

context where anti-racism is based on the experiences of people of colour,

and where most anti-racism activists have little understanding of the long
term, intergenerational effects of colonization and oppression which Native
people in Canada have experienced. In this context, Light mixed-bloods

face denials of their Indianness not only by the white society, but by
people of colour, who assume that light-skin privilege renders Nativeness

meaningless. Below, I will explore the participants' experiences with
denials of their Indianness.

12.2 DENIALS OF INDMNNESS BY NON-NATIVES:

For those of us who do not coProrm to a stereotype of
what Native people Ylooklike", claiming our identities as

Native peopk becomes an exemka in racism.
you
don't look like aa Indian.n...After a while it almost
becomes humourou~~,
even at^ it'. tiresome. Perhaps the
feeling is that we're getting away with something, that we
are tapping into unknown strengths, for which we are not
entitled. And how the dominant culture love8 to quantifjr
suffering and pain!
Beth Brantl
All of the light-skinned individuals spoke of the manner in which

non-Natives actively denied their Indianness, sometimes quite insistently,

Brant, Beth. 1994. The Good Red Roadwin Writing as Witness: Essay and Talk.
Toronto: Women's Press, 20-2 1.

and the amount of work it took to negotiate a Native identity on a daily
basis in the face of such denial.
T
' f 1 mention that I'm Native, white people always like to tell me--or
Black people too-"Oh, you don't look Nm.vel'. And 171 say: 'Ymknow,
I really don't like hearing that, so stop". But they71 keep on saybrg it:
"No, you really don? look Natratrve".
And I always have to tell t h e w "No,

you didnY hear me. You haw to stop. I don't like that. r m Native, that's
that." So there's always this little conflict, with cab drivers or
whoever."
For others, the sheer weight of stereotypes which would have to be

dislodged before white-looking Nativeness could even be seen to exist has
resulted in continuous interactions with white people who are simply
unable to see them as Native:
"It always seems like some kind of trauma when I have to identi&
myself as being Native. I remember sitting in front of the police chief,
up in Sudbury, a f e r I'd spent the night in jail, probably for being
drunk and disorderly. My partner and I got thrown injail, and the only
people in thnt cell that I was in were Native women. There were four or
fiw of us, all Native, but they let me out first. M y partner had to stay in
for hours a f e r they had let me go. So the chief of police decided to
have this discussion with me. I don't know if he was playing father or
what. H e asked me something like 'What are you doing with an
Indian?" It was thnt blunt, there was nothug hidden about whut he
was saying. He did not see me as being Native. He couldn't
understand it. And Ijust looked at him, and I said "You know what?
I'm Indian!' And it just floored him."

For some individuals, the manner in which people of colour
frequently assume that skin colour is the only valid determinant of a
person's racial identity is also problematic, in that it leaves them without a
way of expressing their histories and experiences as Aboriginal people:

we were asked to do this exercise where you take a
newspaper and a t out all the pictures of people of colour, and then
you cut out all the pictures of the white people. It maNy shook me up,
because I identify myself as Native, but rrn not visibly Native, so if
people were to pick me out of the newspaper, they would act me out as
a white person. And I told the teacher bou know what? You really
"At school

need to be educated that its notjust black and white. I'm mixed, and I
Llentzb a s being Native, and where do I j i t in this exercise? I don't'.
And this was supposed to be about anti-racism I was really upset."
For the African Cherokee participant, Black people's denials o f her
Indianness is an ongoing issue:
"It's been really strange for me, you know, because its not like in the
United States, where the communities come together-where there IS a
community of Black Cherokee people, or Black Seminoles. For
have fnends in the African community, I have fhends in the Native
community. But there's not a lot of places where they can come
together. Here in Canada, each community i
s very distinctive, very
separate. So its really been strange to get used to the idea of dealing
with two separate groups. For example, when Ifirst moved in, I gave
myself a party. And I invited people from my circle, and some of my
Native fnends. And I thought 'why don't I invite some of m y Black
fiends" and then I thought h o , its not going to work'. There are times,
I hnve to say, where I've had some real difficulty. There's an Afrcan

woman who was a really good friend for four years. When I separated
from my husband, she was there for me, and she was wondelful, she
was my best friend. But she just couldn't accept that I was doing the
drumming, that I was doing all this Native stuffl you know. And its
those kinds of situations that Ifind really difficult to deal with, in terms
of 'well, what do I do?'*
Another individual described being caught between her own family's
denial of their Indianness and white peoples' denial, in trying to assert a

Native identity at an early age:

"The very first tirne I dealt with the issue of being Native was in Grade
Six, when I did a show and tell. I brought in this really nice red willow
basket that my grandmother hcld made, and all this other stuff that we
had stored in a closet-this beautifil beadwork pillow, and this other

buckskin pillow, and a couple of other thmgs that were from the
family. And so I traipsed ojjf to school and showed all this stufland
said Tm Native and this is some of the stuff that we h u e in our home,
this is where it comes from, this is who made it...' and all this stuff:
But a f e r I did that, one of the boys in my class came up to me and
said 'you're not an Indian!' And I said 'oh yes I am!'. And he said 'no
you're not' and I said 'yes I cm' And I went home and told my Mom
and she said 'No you're not!' M y Mom was really upset because I

went and taNFed about being Indian, and brought all this stuff in to
show people."
For most of the participants, denials of Indianness by non-Natives

functioned as a constant irritant,a form of racism which was
monotonously predictable, and only occasionally enraging. While these
denials a t times created surrealistic and disorienting situations which the

participants then had to negotiate as part of everyday living, for the most
part the participants attempted not to take them too seriously. Those who
had grown up iden-g

as white spoke of the years when they had

wrestled with a powerful internalized logic which insisted that they could

not be Native if they did not look Native; for these people, white peoples'
denial of their Nativeness represented additional obstacles to negotiate. On
the other hand, those individuals who grew up with a strong sense of
Native identity were far more easily able to dismiss non-Natives' attitudes

towards them a s irrelevant. For all of the light-skinned participants,
however, denials of Nativeness from Native people were another story.

12.3 DENIALS OF NATIVENESS FROM NATIVE PEOPLE:

"Most of mg life I grew up with 'You're not ilktirrr, cua
you? You don't look it' and a dozen other uuuiationr.
Recently I was walking down the stmet aurd a hkrtive
panhandler accosted me for moneg. Because I uw in a
h u m for a meeting, I womd him offmAs I hustled awcry,
he saw the First llkWons jacket I mas uwrculng and
screamed qPar ma Ttrst llkrtfonsl I don't think s
o
!
'
.
Another time I uw enterlng a moncy machine a b ~ in#a
brrnk There uuzs a young hkttbe woman stclnding there
warming hersew She took one lOOk at mg jacket, sncmd
and said What Mbe, Wmnabe?' [To white looking
Indian4 Mg advice? G e t used to it!"
Draw HaMen Tag&*

-

Taylor, Drew Hayden. 'Good People Outnumber the Bad". Windspeaker, October
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A number of white-looking or light-skinned individuals described the

difficulty of negotiating a sense of Native identity in the face of denial by
whites when Native people also made it clear they didn't belong. One
white-looking individual, whose Life had been dogged with drinking

problems, and uncontrollable anger stemming from intergenerational
problems of abuse in his Native family, described the problems he faced
with denials of his Nativeness when he applied for a Native entxy program
which would enable him to attend law school:

"For me it was the jirst experience that I had of being the other side of
the racial coin,you k n o ~ notfitting
f
in. Hawing people lookvlg at me
and saying "whothe fuck are you? What are you doing here?" It was
only one or two Native students saying '@you don't belong here'; but I
guess it hurt me. Because then I started secondguessing myself *do I
really belong here? What am I doing here?" But then, when I went
back, in '93,they had a little introduction the first day, and one of the
first things that they said is that everybody has a right to be here, no
matter how light their skin is. They said "any racial problems, there71
be serious repercussions-we don't need it here! Which really sort of
took the edge off me, right off the bat because suddenly I felt sajk, I
could be who I was."

Many of the participants described multiple experiences of
everyday rejection from Native people, as the participant below

demonstrates:

1 remember standing in front of the Native Centre, and one of the
drummers from the group that was dncmming came outside) and was
joking around with his other buddy there. He looked
at me and
called me "Shoganash". And by then I knew what that meant. I was
really insulted and really hurt, bemuse by that time I was already
working in the community, and doing what I thought was really
important work
I remember, too, when I was s e e m treatmentfor my alcoholism at
one of the Native agencies) they had this really long intake process
over there. I remember being so uncomfortable in my own skin, and in
my own body, because my identity as a Native woman was being
questioned-because I didn't look Indian."
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One woman described painful incidents which occurred in her
childhood, which taught her that she was not valuable to Native people

except when they recognized her as her father's daughter:

"With my father being in such a high-profile situation, I would
regularly go up to Native elders and start conversations and be
dismissed or pushed aside until my Dcld introduced me, in which case
I was thought of as adorable and lovely. They thought I was white,
until my Dad showed up, and then suddenly I was s o d - s o ' s
daughter, and therefore acceptable. I also remember going to
conferences with him One time we were in Ottawa and my Dad was
speaking, and I fell asleep on a chair-d
an elderly Native mman
came and gushed me onto the ground, and just sat down on the chair.
There's been quite a f a u very painful early memolies l i b that. You
know, now I can deal with it completely differently, but 12 was very
pain.2, when I was younger."

One participant described a childhood incident where the Native
community victimized her. A s the daughter of a highly racist white
policeman, she believes that she was targeted because she represented

an easier target than her father for the comm~nity'sanger:
"When I was four or fiw, we moved to this village, which is a
predominantly Native community. My father was a policeman, which
meant we lived at the police station. Looking back now, I realize that I
didn't have a lot of friends. The Native parents wouldn't let their kids
play with me because my father was a police officer, and the white
parents wouldnt let their kids play with me bemuse my mother was
Native. So it was really hard. I went into the community as this
gregarious little outgoing girl, who was really bright, always eager to
do things,wasn't afmid to talk to people, that kind of thing. And when
we lef, I was a shy girl who'd really turned inwards-it was hard for
me to rnake@nds.
We were only in thut community for about a year. I think there was
a whole lot of animosity and violence geared towards me, from the
Native community. One day, my Mom overhead a couple of Native kids
talking about how I was gonna get pushed in front of the tmin that
day. Then an attempt was made on my life. Somebody from the Native
community shot at me, in my back yard. Within a week, we were
packed up and gone. Bemuse of thut, a precedent was set, that no
police offioers with children would ever be tmnsferrd up there again."

This individual, however, was accepted and nurtured in the urban Native
community as an adult, to the extent that she now feels fully a s if she
belongs among Native people.

For those individuals whose appearance is ambiguous, and who

have all the other markers of Indianness-status,

band membership, and

knowledge of lineage and heritage--denials of Indianness by Native people
are seldom traumatic. For those individuals who lack other markers of

Indianness as well, however-such

as being non-status, or lacking

knowledge of lineage or heritagedenials of Indianness by Native people

can represent a routine devastation marked by a "no-win" situation. If
individuals attempt to manage the situation by not caring if other Native
people externalize them, they risk gradually losing their sense of being part
of a community, by ignoring the importance of group recognition. If

individuals continue to demand to be recognised a s members of their
community, however, they will continue to routinely face sometimes

devastating disappointments.
T h e violence of racism which darker Native people must negotiate on
a daily basis must be seen as integral to the lateral hostility which their

denials of lighter Native people's Indianness represents. On the other

hand, a couple of participants described incidents where Native peoples'
denials of their Indianness seemed highly strategic--where

dismissing

these individuals as "not really Indian" was not a matter of a marginalized
dark person attempting to assert some personal power, but rather, was
about enabling the individual to dismiss issues or perspectives which were
troublesome to them by extemalising the troublesome individual as 'not
really Indian".

"Something had happened within the community-& was an injustice.
And I had been approached by somebody, to help organize a meeting
to address this issue. I made one phone call, to ask an organization
for some support, or any kind of help in that way. And I got a very

negative response. And then because of that one phone call that I had
made, I had heard a lot of rumours about myself; within the
community-that I'm not Native, that I shouldnr be sticking my nose
into Native business. You knou-'white people should deal with white
issues, and leave the Native business for the Natives'. And the person
is not full Native hersev To me, I don'tfeel that it's a race issue. I feel
there is underlying
that's there."
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Whether denials of Indianness are used to assert personal power or
extemalise dissent, the result is an atmosphere where discussion of racial
ambiguity is discouraged, where flexible, hybrid identities are distrusted,

and light-skinned individuds who challenge rigid attitudes about identity
or who simply break step with the opinions of others can easily be

dismissed as "wannabees".
12.4 THE LIMITS OF NATIVENESS:

With respect to individuals who are very mixed race, occasionally
the conversation was brought around to concepts such as "the limits of

Nativenessn-the extent to which a mixed-race person with very little
"Indian blood", particularly if their families had almost ceased to iden*
as Native-should

be considered to be Native. For some of the participants,

such conversation brought the issue of racial ambiguity into the open in

ways that made them visibly uncomfortable. Addressing this issue without
simply dismissing the Indianness of marginal people demands a flexibility
about notions of "samenessnand "otherness" that can violate firm beliefs

about absolute difference between whiteness and Nativeness. The
individuals who were most uncomfortable about such questions were not
necessarily those who were very mixed-race. Instead, it was participants
who had grown up extremely alienated from Nativeness, such a s some of
the adoptees, who felt it was extremely important to belong, and as a

result found it dficult to address racial ambiguity. For a few of the
participants, however, who were very mixed-race and knew very little of

their histories, unstated anxieties about "at what point should bloodlines
be considered irrelevant-at

what point should an individual be considered

no longer Native" seemed to be perpetually hovering beneath the surface of

the interview process.
The question of "marginal Indiannessn can only be answered by
asking who is doing the evaluating, from what perspectives and with
which goals in mind. I s the individual attempting to erect boundaries in

the interests of preserving Native identity fiom outsiders? is the question
being asked by white people interested in categorizing an individual's

"authenticity"? I s the question being asked to shut down on diversity
within communities, to maintain an individual's sense of their own

Nativeness by externalizing somebody "less Nativen than themselves, or

through a cynicism which only sees phoniness everywhere? James
Clifford's notion that ambiguity in Native identity cannot be "solved" but
simply must be recognized a s existinethat there will always be

individuals and communities who are white if looked at from one direction,
but Native if looked a t from another direction-is

extremely useful here

(Clifford, 1998).
Two important issues to consider, when attempting to understand

"marginal Indianness" are the divergent experiences of Nativeness which

mark those Nations with vastly different experiences of colonization, and

the different types of bonds which tie individuals and families to those
communities. A couple of the participants had a sense of being only

marginally Native because they came from small east coast nations who
have struggled to maintain themselves against extinction through

intermarriage and adaptation to a white norm, but found themselves living
among people with much shorter colonization histories who had much
more racial distinctiveness. Other participants come from marginal
f a d e s , which have been externalized from Native communities by the

Indian Act or other processes of colonization. And some of the participants
are reclaiming a marginal Indianness within theirfami(ies. It is primarily

individuals in the last category, for whom Indianness is such an individual

issue that they have almost no collective ties to their heritage, whose
Nativeness might be considered problematic. What, if anything more

than a "few drops of bloodn, separates these individuals from
This is a difficult question to ask, not in the least because
individuals' actual lives are concerned. One way of looking a t this issue,
however, is noting the extent to which Native culture, in the interests of
survival in a genocidal environment, is premised on the notion of hard
and fast distinctions between "whiteness" and "Nativeness". Lived

experience, however, is always far more complex. A s Maurice Switzer
has noted, even without taking racial mixing into account there are no

hard and fast definition of what constitutes Nativeness in a context
where blood, culture, and dedication to the cause of Native people all
play a part in the survival of Native peoples.

Who is more Indian: a "full-blood" like Walter Twinn who, a s a
strategic Mulroney senate appointee, was instrumental in helping
ram the Goods and Services Tax through Parliament over the
objections of Indians across Canada, Ovide Mercredi, a "C-31"
who, during two terms as National Chief of the Assembly of First
Nations, raised the political profile of Aboriginal Canadians higher
than it had ever been, or perhaps popular entertainer Shania
Twain, adopted by an Ojibway father, who bases her claim to
Indian-ness on an upbringing that included being taught by her
grandparents how to snare rabbits in the northern Ontario bush?
(Switzer, 1997:2).

The issue is not that Nativeness is a constructed category, but that
Aboriginal identity flows from a complex history of colonization and
strategies of resistance, including a history of adopting captured whites
into different nations to maintain cultural survival, of having your

children abducted into schools where "the Indian" is killed but the
(racially Native) person remains, of having Native identity carefully
regulated according to various standards of blood quantum or "living like
an Indian" while at the same time racial segregation ensured that mixed-

blood Native people are weated like Native people, and many other
contradictory experiences which makes Nativeness at times an issue of
blood, at other times of culture, and a t other times simply lineage. It is
the history behind the word 'Native" (and the precariousness of Native
survival under a regime that is still colonial) which makes Native identity
an extremely complex issue.

For these reasons, as I have already noted, post-modem or postcolonial notions of self-invention, hybridity and boundary crossing have
been rejected by most Native elders and scholars, a s lacking the tools to
adequately protect Native culture. Nevertheless, the fact remains that
when the boundaries of racial/cultural categories are maintained as

hard and fast but intermarriage continues to proceed, there will always
be individuals whose lives fall on the margins of those categories, but

who are pressed to iden*

simply a s being one thing or the other.

Jonathan Hart presents the example of Louis Riel, a person of only
limited Native heritage who identified strongly with that heritage, and yet

embraced both a love of Catholicism and of his French heritage. Hart
suggests that Riel disturbs "the opposition of colonizer and colonized, the
simple division between European and Indi=...as a man who was and
was not European, was and was not Indian" (Hart, 1997:164). Because

Native people for the most part reject these notions of the fluidness of
boundaries and assert that mixed-race Native/white people are simply
"Nativen,this kind of rigid classification will inherently create boundary
problems-or, in real life, credibility problems-for
mixture tends towards the margins of Nativeness.

those whose 'racial"

Another important thing to consider when looking at individuals
who by blood quantum are only marginally Native is the class
background of the individuals involved. A s I explored in Chapter Five,
"wannabeeism" is largely a privileged-class phenomenon. White-looking
individuals from poor backgrounds who iden-

as Native because they

have 'a few drops of Native bloodn are not identifying with a romantic
image of Nativeness to hide their privilege and complicity wifhin the
dominant culture, as "wannabees" are. They are individuals who face
considerable actual powerlessness within the dominant society. While the
images of Indianness that they grew u p with may have predisposed them
to identify, at least initially, with a romantic conception of Indianness,

the fact remains that their choosing to actualize a Native identity out of
only one strand of their heritage represents a pragmatic choice, of

recognizing that they may have more in common with the Native part of
their heritage than with the European heritage which forms the greater
part of their racial background. With this in mind, it is perhaps not

surprising that these individuals have "burned their bridges" to white
society and cast their lot in with the Native part of their heritage.

In considering "marginal" Nativeness, it might be useful to move

beyond a focus on 'how many drops of Indian blood makes a person an
Indian", and to take up the question of how marginal individuals live
their lives as Native people-in

particular, the crucial question of

longevity, of how long they " s t a y Indian. A s William Penn has noted,
one of the main problems with uwannabeesnis that they have no
commitment to their Native identities; as soon as they encounter the
difficulties of Native life, 'playing Indian" becomes boring, and is rejected
for other games. Penn suggests that the argument should not be over

who is Indian, but how the person is Indian, how they conduct

themselves, and how long they stick around (Penn, 1997:106-108).

While engaging with the question of the limits of Indianness is
relevant for a couple of the participants whose Native heritage is
relatively marginal, a number of other participants face another kind of
difficulty with the narrow focus on Nativeness a s a homogeneous identity
which is prevalent in the Toronto Native community. For these
individuals, their central concern is not whether their Indianness is too

marginal, but the fact that it is seen as "too different" from the norm. For
these individuals, asserting hybridity is extremely important to their
abilities to identify a s Native people.

12.5 EMBRACING HYBRIDITY:
I am using the term "hybridity" here to denote both the rupturing of
colonizer stereotypes about the "Indian Othef and to describe the form of
resistance which is being taken up by some urban Native people a s a
challenge to the assumption of cultural homogeneity which is common in
the Native community. In this usage, hybridity is less concerned with

precise racial "originsnthan with the lived complexity of urban mixed-race
peoples' lives as Native people. I t is concerned not only with how

individuals who are multiracial refuse to be restricted to only one identity,
but with the manner in which some participants are struggling to broaden

notions of Indianness to reflect the hybrid nature of many Native
communities.
The individuals who assert hybridity most proudly are often those

who are multiracial, who rehse to abandon a Black or Asian identity a s
the price of embracing a Native identity. In the context of the Toronto
Native community, where fairly rigid notions of Native identity are
maintained, these participants' affiliations with multiple communities
occasionally causes them to be viewed with some distrust. The African
Cherokee participant, for example, described how she did not simply feel

pride about her "Africanness" and "Cherokeeness", but also about being
a "Black Indian"; part of a historical tradition which has a considerable

presence in the United States. In Canada, however, where the tradition of
Black Indianness lacks historical longevity (outside of the Maritimes), she
finds the Black and Native communities to be disparate and disconnected,
each disowning part of her heritage:

T m very proud of both of those aspects of my heritage--and when
they came together, as well, because in my particular case, they came
together during slavery. I'm very proud of the history of Africans and
Native people when they have come together. You know, they did
some amazing things-the Black Seminoles in Florida,for examplethey held up the American army for forty years, that kind of stuff. So
I'mjust very proud of it. But as an African Cherokee living in Toronto, I
find that its very lonely sometimes. I find I really want to talk to some
Black Mi'kmaqs, or other Afro-Metis people, and j k d out what their
experiences have been, and if there's any similalities. Because it just
seems that I have to d e m e myself so much, and c l a n ' things so
much to everybody, all the time,you know. Every time I go into a circle
and introduce myself; I always say I'm an Afican Cherokee. And
people ask me why do I need to say that I'm African? And I get the
same thing in the A f i m community too, like "what are you trying to
claim privilege for?" which is how the Afnmn community sees claiming
a Native identity, which is totally nuts. So its lonely sometimes".
Another kind of hybridity i s expressed by individuals who are Mestizo,

who are members of the dominant society within their Latin American
countries, and yet who still have close or recent ties to their Native roots.

These individuals, particularly those who have emigrated to Canada,
cannot easily conceptualize themselves simply as 'Native" without in
some way o v e r s i m p l ~ their
g
identities. The participant who is Mestiza
with recent Mapuche heritage on both sides of her family, and who spent

every summer in a Mapuche community, spoke of the complex social

caste system in Chile where she grew up, which enables the majority of
its Mestizo population to claim white privilege. In Chile, her Spanish
name and the fact that she had grown up outside of a Native community

mark her as a member of the dominant culture, while a t the same time
she is constantly derided and inferiorized as "la India* ("Indian") within
the dominant culture because of her dark skin and Native features. She

identifies as Native because her father, who died young, was Native, and
because of the traditions passed down to her by her Native grandmother;
however, she is carefid to assert that her experience is different from that

of Mapuche people who grew up in Native communities:
"What right do I have to talk about Native people if1 haven't lived in
Native culture? I never lived with them. I would stay with them for
three months at a time, every year, but its not the same thing as being
there, day and night, and having m y whole life there. In Chile, they

make a big difference, if you live in the community or not. They say
"weare Native, we live in our culture, and you are not because you are
mixed, and because you never lived with us''. It doesn't hurt me. I
think its important to recognise the differences. But to me it is not
important, bemuse I know I a m a Native person. Because my roots tell
me that I am And I would say "Why would somebody try to d e m e
me? Its in my genes".
Those of u s who are mixed-race, or who aren't recognised, or who
haven't lived the culture--for u s it is different to be Native. To me, it's
something that we were born with inside us, a way of seeing things, a
way of living, of connecting with other people, with other b e q s . "
In Canada, among the immigrant Latin American population, she

has faced pressure from other Chileans to identi@solely as Chilean;
because of her education and Spanish name these individuals claim she
is "indulging in folklore" by identifying as Native. In the Native

community, she is welcomed instantly as Native on the basis of her
appearance, until she speaks, when her Spanish accent alienates some
Native people who are unaccustomed to hearing Native people speaking
Spanish. This individual has been marked both by her experiences as a
Native person and her experiences in Canada as a Latin American. A s a
result, she is tied to two communities-both

are vital to her identity.

These participants, and others whose non-Native heritages is nonwhite have found that the Native community occasionally views them
with uneasiness or suspicion. This suggests that the Toronto Native

community takes a heritage of intermarriage between Anglo-Canadians
and Native people for granted, but views the products of other kinds of

intermamages as too "different" or "foreign". In some respects, urban
Native people may have been so heavily anglicized by generations of
forced interactions with Anglo-Canadian culture that they demonstrate
precisely the same kinds of racism as Anglo-Canadians do, towards
mixed-race Native people who are less "whitebread" in their cultural
affiliations. The distrust of the hybridity of those participants who are

Black and Aboriginal, or from Latin America may be rooted in this kind
of racism inherited from a long history of interactions with a whitesupremacist Anglo-Canadian culture.
Still another form of hybridity is demonstrated by those whose
Metis families show an extensive history of French and Indian
intermarriage, because of the historical longevity of these experiences.

"Southern Ontario doesn't have that Metis tradition, and things
are a little weird around here, from my perspective. This name that I
carry is not a n Indian name, it's a Metis name. It was a fairly big
Metis name in the old Red River colony. In tenns of the actual
Aboriginal people that contributed to my identity-I guess it's my
great-grandmother who is the last "idenafied Indian" on my father's
side, but you have to understand that among Metis people there was
a lot of intermam*age, of Metis people manying Metis people, so it
wasn'tjust one shot of blood, right. My father's grandmother was an
Indian from North Dakota-I saw a picture of her all dressed up like
a good French woman, but she was a Dakota Indian, probably the
last one that was "an Indian" on his side. But the bloodlines
continued to flow, *ht, among Metis people. Except for my
generation, by the way-in which we're all no longer marrying into
the rural Southern Manitoba/North Dakota Metis people. We're
starting to marry out.
M y mother looked absolutely Cree--but do I know? Her mother
was from another Metis family, but whether she was an Indian or a

Metis, I don't know. I know that she wus Aboriginal. In the Red River
settlement, and in the formation of my family's identity, these
Aboriginal women were incorporated into these French Catholic
families, and they became, to all intents and purposes, better
Catholics and better good French women, than any of the French
women that weren't there!"

For this individual, who grew u p in Western Canada where
differences between treaty Indians and Metis are viewed as sigmfkant, to
come to Toronto and claim to be an "Indian" is a falsification of his
family's real experience. However, in the Toronto community, he has

been challenged as being "ashamed of his Native heritage" for not
identifying simply as Native.

On a practical basis, being comfortable with the notion of hybridity
enables people to "decouple" some aspects of their appearance from their
identity. For individuals to see their identities as hybrid, in this respect, is

to allow their identities their diversity and specificity without dismissing

them as Native identities- In this study, those participants who saw their
Native identities a s hybrid seemed to find it far easier to accept their white

appearance than those who believed that the only way to be Native was to
conform to rigidly-bounded notions of Indianness:

"I've certainly encountered people with attitudes. But @ht now, and I
think probably for the past ten years, my attitude is, basically, if
someone wants to d l me white, well, that's fine. I'm okay-to you I'm
white-that's fine. It's not a crime! And some people will call me
Anishnawbe, and that's fine too. I think of myself us a bit of both, and
something else besides. And I don't know-I guess at this point rrn
comfortable with however people perceive me."
This kind of resolution was also possible for those status Indians who
acknowledged their communities' histories of racial mixing, so that being a

"halfbreedIndian" was not a contradiction:

"On my r e s e w , I think there's always been a lot of intermamjig with
non-Indians. You'll find this a lot around the Great Lukes in general, I
think For all intents and purposes, I believe that Wikwernikong, in a

large way, i s a halfbreed community. And always has been Wiki's
been a halfbreed community that functions differently than most, in
that Wiki absorbs non-Natives into their fold, and effectively turns
them into Indians."
This individual was able to relatively easily accept his fair skin as p e of

his identity:
" h e thought a lot about wanting to look #more Indian: just so I
wouldn't have to hear comments like ''well, you don't look it....". If1 had
black hair with a big long braid, I'm sure I would look more Indian.
And if I shaved my mustache off, and laid out undemeath a tanning
bed, I'd definitely look more Indian. I mean, I can pass, right? I can
pass as an Indian. I canpass as a white man. But that's not the point,
right? I look this way because I A M a halfbreed-I a m exactly that.
I realised at some point that, you know, being a halfbreed is an
empowering thing--as
opposed to it being caught between huo worlds
and not belonging anywhere. I belong everywhere! I t s given me a lot of
resources, a lot of thmgs of beauty that I can say are part of me. Like
when I listen to Celtic m u s i c a s opposed to being something that's
currently trendy-for me, a's pcut of m y roots. I grew up listening to i t
I have a father who plays traditional Celtic music on the mandolin.
When I listen to powwow songs on a tape, I remember going to big
pourwows in Alberta as a very small child. I remember the powwows
up in Wiki when I was s m d . I remember the one last year, right? I
mean-it's there, on both sides."

This individual found it important to reject the stereotype of the
"tragic halfbreed", a concept which probably originated in the white society
but which, over the years, has assumed almost mythic proportions within
Native literature, as Kimberly Blaeser notes:
The depictions of mixed-bloods by most contemporary Indian
authors treat their condition as temporary, as a phase that, by
nature, entails the possibility of change, the possibility of
resolution of the ambiguous state ...Most mixedbloods in Native
American literature.. .have desired and sought this resolution of
ambiguous identity that results from movement to one side of the
border or the other (most usually back to a tribal centre of culture).
Therefore, unless and until they reach that resolution, they exist in
and are depicted in a tragic state (Blaeser, 1996:158).

A number of the participants indicated that while they identified entirely

as "Native", they were most comfortable locating themselves in a hybrid

Native space "in the middlew,between those Native people who self
identified as "full-blooded traditionalists* and white people. As the

individual below noted, being halfbreed was a strength,not a weakness.
"When I look at my circle of fn'ends-most
of them are halfbreeds.
Then there's the odd one that's-well, they may look more Native, but
who really isnt, they're only half Ijind-you've got the best of both
worlds, but also the worst of both worlds. Y w can always go over to
the white side, and fit in, and vice versa. I think I'd rather be a
halfbreed than to be either side, fill. I'm comfortable unth it."

"I can think whiteJ and understand where whites are coming from,
because I've been there, and I can &o be on the part with Nati-ves, or
visible minorities-I would huve to say not so much Native, as nonwhite. I know what its like to think fromthat perspective as well. And
I think ' h w wonderfuUW It's amazing sometimes when it happens,
that you're crossing back and forth..Not have that would be a loss, I
think I like to step back from both of them, and observe both of them,
and understand perfectly well how each group is thinking. I can relate
to both groups...and I figure,its excellent for me, in this kind of work
Its terribly comfortable for me. I mean, I'm %ht at home. Where I feel
s being forced into either category."
uncomfortable i
A t the opposite end of the pole to these individuals who insisted that

Native identities should fit their realities were those participants who held
views that Native identity was a relatively homogenous essence. This
perspective was common among some of the adoptees, and others who
had grown up feeling like outsiders, who had an acute desire to belong

among Native people. These individuals brooked no ambiguity about
Indimess; their struggle involved finding ways to conform to it. One
individual described her difficulty in asserting boundaries in such
circumstances, with her awareness t h a t belonging was important enough

to her that she would sacrifice most of her values to obtain recognition by
other Native people:

Because of having been adopted, I have this incredible need to belong.
A lot of adoptees experience this. We don't belong in the white world,
w e don? belong in the Indian world-we just want to belong. What
happened to me in the process, and still happens a little bit, was that I
had a lot of dificulty with a Native man here in Toronto, who was very
abusive. And ...goddarm it, I let him abuse me! I've only recently made
the connection, that because of my incredible need to belong, I let him
do that to me. And my partner said to me "you know.. .you're this
incredibly strong woman. You would never let a white man treat you
like that, ever! I think this i
s much more wrapped up with the fact that
he was a n Indian. Long black hair, dark it didn't matter how shztty
he was treating me!" And that's happened with him..and with other
people, several other times. Ijust made ?hut connection recently--you
bet, that's what it's about. I don't want to be shunned, I need to
belong--so I don't care how bad you treat me. All my life I wanted to
belong, and that's what that's about."

Other individuals who, despite their white appearance, held to a
strict notion of themselves as entirely and unequivocably Native, were able
to manage contradictions in their self-image through adopting a

traditionalist perspective that rejected the importance of appearance to
Native identity. This enabled these individuals to be comfortable as whitelooking Native people, and therefore, to be less concerned with how other

Native people saw them.

The individuals who held to uncomplicated notions of "Nativeness"
found it hardest to acknowledge their light-skin privilege. They did not,
for example, see identity as context-dependent, and therefore were left
with no conceptual tools to acknowledge how in some contexts, white-

looking Native people are white, compared to darker people (which does
not in any way deny that they are also Native people). Cheme Moraga

perhaps is best at describing how identity fluctuates according to context
for light-skinned mixed-race Native people, when she describes how

Native people in the southern United States see her as halfbreed, while
Native people across the border in Mexico see her as white:
I thought I met a lesbian once, an Indian woman from the south of
Oaxaca who s a t three tables away from us a t a club in the capital
city. As the salsa band plays, I watch the woman in a short
mannish haircut watch us, a table of U.S. Latinas, as Sabrina
takes her girlfriend out to dance. When they return to the table,
the waiter brings u s another round, courtesy of the woman three
tables away. We invite her to join us. She is already drunk, and
her tears well u p and flow down effortlessly as she recounts to my
cornadre, Myrtha, the story of her passage here to this city of ricos
and government officials, and poverty.. .She cries, and eyeing
Sabrina's Indian trenza and Mixteca features, keeps wanting to
understand who we all are. We try to explain, but she only cries
all the more as the full moon passes into view through the zocalo
window...I mention the moon's Indian name 'Coyolxauhquin. She
stares at me. It is the first time she has looked a t me all evening.
"How do you know that?" she asks. Wou are white." ..."She's right,"
I say later. "In her world, I'm just white" (Moraga:1996:234).

12.6 LIGHT-SKIN PRIVILEGE:
By comparison with Moraga's acceptance that one's identity and
access to privilege shifts in different locations, some of the light-

skinned participants demonstrated complex, emotional, and in some
ways contradictory thoughts around the subject of their identities.

Some individuals both acknowledged and denied light-skin privilege.
The less-educated white-looking individuals, who lacked access to
academic theory on identity and had to try and slot themselves simply
as "Indiannor "white", exhibited a profound defensiveness to questions

that suggested any ambiguity about their position as mixed-race
people. For these people, it was clear that the manner in which the
white society dismembers their identities weighs too heavily on them
to enable them to explore their racial ambiguity too much. In a society
where dark skin and experiences of racism are assumed to absolutely
define Indianness, these individuals perhaps fear that, through the

hyper-critical eyes of the dominant society, they might not be able to
find "an Indian" in them at all. A couple of individuals, who firmly
denied having any light-skinned privilege a t all (and indeed, who were

tremendously economically marginalized)expressed anger at what they
saw as their rejection by the Native communityIt is clear that some of the light-skinned participants, particularly
some of the white-looking, university-educated men who occupy

leadership positions in the community, enjoy tremendous levels of
privilege from their abilities to utilize skills and resources from both
communities to enhance their personal opportunities. Those whitelooking individuals who seem to be "playing both sides of the fence" raised
a heated response in a number of the darker individuals:

"Last year, when I worked at a native agency, my coordinator-you
could not tell by looking at hun, at all, that he tuas Native. And just
talkmg to him over the summer-its like, he did play both sides. Like,
he got the education, but his involvement with Native stuff was
virtually nil. He got the job bemuse a requirement was that you were
Native. So he played that-he got his status to get jobs, but his
involvement was nothing. His background was more towards the
white side, being raised that way. Other people that I know that don7
look Native, I didn't see that in them. Maybe because I know they're
involved, and they are hying to jind their background, and they are
searching for roots, that sort of t h q . So it just bothered me when I
saw somebody not interested in his Native heritage, but who played
the part up when he needed it."

What became clear throughout the i n t e ~ e w showever,
,
was that lightskin privilege goes much deeper than an individual's motives or intent,

and enters into virtually every aspect of the lighter participants' lives,
particularly those who have class and gender privilege already. Every one
of the white-looking participants had received some form of
unacknowledged benefit from NOT having to show up with a brown face
when looking for an apartment, in dealing with government bureaucracy,

or in trying for a job in the mainstream. One individual demonstrated his

sudden, visceral realization of his own privilege on moving to the prairies:

"Racism never really affected me until the time I went to Saskatoon.
Until then, I didn't really acknowledge its existence. Except insofar as
comments that came from my Morn's f d y &out my father. I've got
one uncle by mamiage who's extremely racist, and he mnkes comments
about Indians and s
w
f like that, just to be an asshole. But I never
really experienced it until I moved to Saskatoon, and then I sort of
thought "my god! Here is how I'm feeling, and I've never really had to
deal with it before. Imagine how people feel when they 'refacing it every
single day of their lives!" In Saskatoon, people will call and say "hey, I
want to rent your basement'; and they get told to come on over. They
get there and get told "sorry, I don't rent to your kind''. These sorts of
things start to hit home aper awhile. Holy hcckl Its insane!'
This individual also described an instance where only his white
appearance saved him from being arrested. In this instance, however, his
strategic use of silence enabled him to prevent a darker woman from being
arrested as well:

('One time I chose to stay silent, actually. We were in Saskatoon, at
the Indigenous Bar Association, and there were a bunch of people in
this party, about 30 people. The hotel security raided the party, and
banged on the door "Everybody out, e~erybodyout!" And they were
giving u s all this grief. I came walkmg out, and there's all these brown
faces around me. When I came walking out they sort of looked at me,
like "what the hell was that all about?" And then two more guys came
up from downstairs, and I went up to the elevator-ready to go down,
because I was in another hotel. And this M e t k woman tried to go back
to get her purse. And these two guys said "No-you can't go back over
there". And I wus just standing at the elevator, waiting. He grabbed
her, and radioed downstairs "mll the police, that's it! We're charging
this girl... ". And Ijust went over and said "what are you doing?". And
they said "She's being arrested ...she's here in this hotel and she's not
registered as a guest, at this time of night, and she's musing trouble."
I said ''oh! Well-I'm not registered us a guest either. You better a m s t
me too''. And bemuse they saw me as a white onlooker, they let her
go. So....that's one instance that I can remember, where I didnY say
anything about what my background was. However you define it.'

In listening to this participant, it is clear the extent to which in some

contexts, looking white provides individuals with tremendous social

authority and privilege, relative to darker people.
Of all the white-looking participants, only one individual, a low-

income woman with relatively little education, said that she identified as
Native everywhere--including to social s e ~ c e and
s to the police:

"I've not tried to keep it silent. I was amested because my partner is
epileptic, and he is jighting for the right to use marijuana medically.
And because I was also charged with him, I decided to try and go a
djfferent route, and charge the government on Native rights. I was
approached by t?w Native court worker. She had just sat down and
started talking to me one day, asked me why I was there, and
everything. And I was going to go along with that, ccnd fisht. M y sister
had had a dream for me, and told me to follow the spamow. Now I
don't know about the Span-ow case yet, but I know that it's one thut is
often used in the courts with Native Tights. So I was told to follow the
spamow. But I guess the court didnt want to deal with that challenge,
and they stayed my charges. I f I don't get into any trouble within a
year, its off my record. rd never been in trouble with the law before. I
know with W, or social services, every time rue filled out one of their
forms,rue put down "non-statusIndian".
Some light-skinned individuals noted the need for white-looking
Native people to continuously speak out against racism. They recognized
that in extremely racist environments, even if they were known to be
Native, they often manage to escape the brunt of racism because they are
not seen as being too dilferent from whites-until

they make an anti-racist

intervention. Others suggested that it seemed important that they begin
to be open about the times in their lives when light skin had protected
them-even if this risked raising the anger of dark-skinned people
towards them-in

order to begin to bring these issues out in the open.

One participant described how when he and his light-skinned partner
attended a ceremony for the first time on her reserve, they were assumed
to be white and were initially asked to leave, until his partner could

satisfy them that

she had family from the community.The participant

then raised this issue during a tallcing circle, so that members of the

community could have an opportunity to talk about light-skin privilegea process which was quite productive:

We got into a really interesting talk on racism, it raised the issue. A
person who'd been adopted, who'd mnie back two summers ago to the
community said that she'd had such a positive experience of people
welcoming her-that
it was very different from my partner's
experience. And then people e r e saying '&ou know, we have a
responsibility to welcome all our members back-not to question them
and challenge them, but to welcome them It doesnt mean we can't
challenge people, but how do we do that? And where do we do that?"
Those were the questions that were raised. And then other people
were saying how they've been hurt, in white society, who are very
dark-skinned. So we got into this discussion about skin colour, in the
circle, and different people went around, and they said "well, I'm very
dark, and I've been hurt, when I was very young, almost daily" And I
didn't ask for that. You didn't ask for that. its not a question of who's
hurt the most-its a question of "what are we gonna do with this?" So
people started to ask those type of questions. So it was a very
interesting circle that we contrztrzbutedto-we raised that issue, we
brought it right back to the circle, and that circle turned into a whole
question about race, mued-race, colour perception amongst our o w n
people, and racism."
One participant spoke about the need for critical thought in the

Native community, particularly with respect to the use of terms such as
"reverse racism":
"I really hate the term reverse racism. I hate it-beanrse there's no
such thing as reverse racism k t ' s just get that tight out in the open
right now. That tern is used far too open in the Native community. I71
give you a n example. A former acquaintance of mine, a non-Native
person, has made it to bevy the president of the board of directors for
a Native organization. And any time anyone challenges the fad that
positions, she71 cry
maybe non-Natives should only be in supportzrtzve
"reverse racism-': And so she's won a couple of people over on the
board, like any time its said or implied, she says "reverse racism".
Also, at an organization I fonnerly worked at, that argument has been
used a s well, when a non-Native person has been hired. If anybody
brought up any kind of objection, then somebody would say ' b e l l ,

that's reverse rncism". No its not. Iftnnly believe there's many, many
places for non-Ncrtives to work in the Nutive community-but they have
to be in supportive positions, not positions of pourer. A lot of energy
ends up being taken on looking aper the white person, because he or
she might feel put upon. It downplays all the experiences of Native
people 7&h real racism."
As another of the participants pointed out, the divisions on the basis

of relative privilege within the Native community are real. They have

implications beyond individual circumstances, and need to be addressed
in concrete ways, in organizational terms:
I think some concerns I guess I want to raise are...like, jealousies, thut
can happen between Native people, individually, and between these
agencies in the urban community. Because rue seen it when I worked
at different Native agencies. And sometimes I think I see it between

individuals, whether its because you have status or you don't, or "you
look more white so you might be able to fit in more when you have a
job"...sort of thing. I think these are wry real. I guess it all boils down
to some people having more advantages than others-bout
appearance, and also about whether or not they have status. Like, if a
person is darker, and they're job-hunting. It all depends, but I think
sometimes that can be played on, intentionally or not."
12.7 SUMMARY:
From the participants' words, it i s obvious that there is a need for
clearer thinking on the part of individuals in the Native community-particularly those with rigid perspectives on Nativeness which deny
hybridity and the reality of multiple locations-about

what it means to be

a Native person who looks white, both in terms of the constant

dismembering of their identities within both white and Native society,
and in terms of the privileges that white-looking individuals enjoy. I t is

imperative, however, to point out that in some contexts-particularly
with light-skinned individuals who are low-income with little education-

the concept of having any kind of "privilege" seems to fly in the face of

their generally impoverished lives-which

suggests the need for anti-

oppression education which takes into account how gender and class

mediates light-skinprivilege. The question also arises as to how we can
discuss appearance critically without falling into the dominant culture's
reduction of identity to appearance. One way or the other, the Native

community as a whole needs to open dialogue around the issue of
appearance more succinctly-without

closing down on the current

acceptance of a broad range of appearances as 'Native", which appears
at present to be a tremendous strength to

the community.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
STATUS AND ENTITLEMENT
&It is sort of an issue in Indian coyntaf, whether you
have sMur or no+ Having status means that you'ra a
real Indian and not having status m m n s that w'rrnot,
right? And nobody really tukes the time to daconstmct
what that mhanr. Y i rarag haav nmiuc people fealty
taking that on."
INTRODUCTION:
Urban Native communities are diasporic environments, composed of
families and individuals who migrated to the cities from their home

communities. Many individuals came to the cities because residential
school alienated them from their communities; others came to the cities to
find work after resource development made it impossible for their families
to live off the land. But to a phenomenal extent, urban centres also

represent the places which Native people migrate to because they have lost
status, or never received it i
n the first place, and therefore have nowhere
else to go. From this perspective, urban Native communities are to a

tremendous extent composed of the fallout from government regulation of

Native identity.
Urban Native communities are unique in other ways, in that these

are the only environments where status and non-status Indians are able to
work together in the same organizations, because these organizations are
not funded on the basis of strict status distinctions, as they are on
reserves. In this respect, status in urban settings ceases to signify what it

generally stands for in reserve environments. For many urban Native
people, their experiences with government categories of Indianness have
highlighted the racism and sexism of the Indian Act, and its utter
inappropriateness as a vehicle for determining who is a Native person. Not

having status has impinged on their families' livelihoods, on their access to
culture, and in deep ways has affected how they see their Native identities.

Two American Indian participants, both of whom grew up in
Canada, are not eligible for status because their ancestors had never
registered as status Indians in Canada. Both drew attention to the
inherent racism of having your racial identity regulated by legal
categories:

'On the Canadian side, the blood quantum is set crt fiPy percent,
o n the American side it's huenty-fve percent. We had Indian papers,
from the Canadian govemment, for m y mother, because she was fifty
percent-but of course, we're only 25%. So thut means that in
Canada, according to the govemment, we don't have a bloodline.
I'm not comfortable, or happy, about the measurements. I think it
makes u s less of a person than the person who doesn't have to
measure how much blood they have. When I think of being a astatus
Indian", it reminds me of old slave movies, where they check your
teeth "Better check her teeth-see how much she's going to be worth
o n the block". That's the feeling I get when I hear talk about
bloodlines. "Less than tucman, time to be auctioned off."
I keep thinking of when I was working in the hospital. I remember
the Eskimo children who would come down for surgery or whatever.
I remember one little girl, a gorgeous little girl. And her name was
"Lisa E99975 That's how she was registered, that's how her family
name was recorded. And when I think if it-what a hom-ble thing to
do to a people. And she didn't know any better, and I didnY either.
But the government did at the time. That was her family name. Just
like the numbers on your a m in a concentration camp."

"I used to think that I'd like to have status in Canada. That certrpcate
of blood quanhtm, in the United States, this '25 percent" t-you

know, it reminds me of the Nazis, measuring how Jewish a person is,
and I hate that. It is a little bit more blatantly based on race in the
United States, then it is here. It hghlighted to me that I'm Native.
Bemuse I began to realise-if you'e 25 percent Jewish, they'd throw
you in a concentration mmp. The more I started thinking about status,
though, I began to think thnt I really did not want the government that
oppressed me to d e m e me. I know thut sounds like wannabee taUc,
but that's the way I feel."

In this chapter, I will be exploring how experiences of exclusion from

government classified Indianness have been lived by the participants-

how it has impacted on their daily lives, and how it has shaped their
own and their families' identities as Native people. I will also engage
with the participants' views on status, and attempt to deconstruct the

function of status in urban settings.

If government categories of Indianness represent a war of
jurisdiction over who has the right to define an Aboriginal identity--Native
people or the government-then

one group of casualties in this war have

been the generations of non-status Indians and Metis who have Lived

traditional lives out on the land, as well as experiencing tremendous

marginalization and racism in the cities, but who have internalised the
government's logic that they are not Indian.

One very dark-skinned, Native-looking participant described how
growing up off-reserve, as Metis meant that he would forever feel the need
to qualify calling himself 'Native" or 'Cree":

"When 1 was about 21 or 22, I started defining myself as a Native
person. Not a Metis, because when somebody would look at me,
they'd say ''no, you're not a Metis, you're Native"-you know, that type
of thing, because of the mlour of my skin and because of my features.
B e m u s e some of the Natives zmre lighter mloured than I was. So I
started defining myself as Cree. Which wczsn2 exactly h e , because
both my mother and father u m e f r o m Metis f m ' l k s . Now, maybe one
was more predominantly Native than the other, but they were both
from Metis fmilies. So how I define myself now is as Native, but still
it's not the truth. I don't really come fmm a Native community-I was
brought up in the white society and always participated in the white
activities, went to the white school, and the whole bit. The only really
inkling that I got that I was Nclt-ve, when I started to say "Hey, this is
Native1*-was when I'd go up to my mother's place, and rd hear a
different kind of language--and then look at some of m y cousins, and

whntnot, and say "oh yeah, they're the same as me'; but they'd be
Native. So it's not really the tnith to call myself Cree or Native, bemuse
I neuer really did live in the Native community."

Another participant described how her mother also could not see herself
as a "real Indiann, despite her Native appearance:

"In the last fav years, I've continually said to my mother "Mom-you
don't know how many people that I have met that h u e blue e y e s and
blond hair, but they think of themselves as Indian!" And maybe
they're not fullblood, but they're Indians, as far as they're concerned.
So I ask her "How come those people have no problem with it but you
do?" And that makes her stop and think Like, if these people claim to
be Indians and they don't even look it, then maybe she should think of
herself as Indian as well. But its hard for her. When she was growing
up, they never talked about their i d e n q at all."
The reality of namelessness was constantly raised by the non-status and
M e t i s people. For their parents, lacking entitlement to Indian status and
a reserve, and forced to adopt the standards of the mainstream meant

that their Nativeness could not even be called "Indian." Western Metis
people sometimes referred to themselves as "breeds"; however, for east

coast Native people, without a tradition of 'Metisness", being urban nonstatus Indians often involved having no real name for themselves at all.
These individuals simply struggled all their lives from a marginal position
within the mainstream.

Some of the Metis people described the racism, poverty, a n d

extreme marginalization their parents suffered in urban settings from

lacking access to a reserve. One woman described her mother's
childhood experiences of urban M e t i s life as follows:

"She had cousins who would beat her and her sisters because they
wouldnt be prostitutes. It's like my fcunily 'thought they were better
than anybody else', in their neighbourhood, because they wouldnt
bootleg, or be prostitutes. That's what they were constantly fighting
against,from their cousins, in their own back yard-attacked at
any given time bemuse they were trying to get M education, they
were t r y m g to work hard, and do better. And there was sexud abuse.

M y Mom was sexually abused by a friend of her father when she was
only six years old, and he threatened to kill her if she told. And her
sister, my aunt, was raped more than once. Thnt's what they grew up
with Everything to do with bemg dark and g r o w up there was bad,
totally bad. If they could have umshed the colour of their skin right off,
they would have jumped in the riwr and done it. I mean, everybody
was so jealous of their cousins who had lehter skins.And they would
all buy the lightest shade of face powder that they could possibly get
away with, and use it all the time, every day, tnjing to look whiter. But
they had jet black hair, dark dark eyes, and dark skin-much darker
than rn-nd
it was pretty hard to hide."

The Northern Saskatchewan Metis woman could not understand
why her people do not have status, given that northern Metis people in
Western Canada have approximately the same degree of racial mixing as

status Indians do, live in equally as remote or northern communities as
many of the First Nations, have a common cultural heritage, look the

same, and speak Cree. She described the meaningiess of the divisions
between northern Saskatchewan Indians and Metis as follows:
"One time, when I was in Grade E$htJ there was an announcement
over the intercom it singled out all the Native kids, and raised our
ameties about racial tensions, bemuse there weren't a lot of Native
people in our school. Anyway, the announcement said something like:
''all the status Indians come and register with your numbers': I said
''what number?" I had no idea of what they were taking about. So I
went to the principal's office, and I asked them what number they
were talking about. I said 'Tm Indian, but I don't have a number? And
they said "don't you have a status number?", and I j u s t said 'izo5 So I
went home a f e r school, and I talked to m y Mom about it. And she said
that number was just for Indians. And I said "but we're Indians!" And
she said "no, we're not Indians. We're half:We're Metis. We don't have
a number". I was so confused. I have my culture, and I speak my
language. I look Native. To me, all this time, I was an Indian, that's all I
was. I didn't know about hal'reeds. But that's the day I found out,
that day, in Grade E m , that I was not an Indian. And that I don't get
the rights that the status people do."

Her community, heavily affected by uranium mining,with high rates
of cancer, is as remote as many First Nations communities, and the elders

in particular are sufllering because they do not receive the non-insured

health benefits and medical transportation which status Indians enjoy.

"There's a lot of health problems in my mmmun&y.Our seniors are so
sick, and they cmY afford the medicines. If you're on old age security,
you get some discount. But if you're not, you have to pay for all your
medication, and it's really hard when there's no income. There's no
hospital in the region, and lots of people die who could haw lived ifwe
had health care a little closer. I f you are really sick, you huve to be
flown out by ambulance, and then you get a bill for thousands of
dollars. "
The harvesting rights historically denied to Metis people have also been an
issue for this participant's family, because her family still relies to a

considerable extent on country food:
"Last year, the Metis got hunting rights! So m y gmndmcl said "ah,we
can hunt now!" And it's the first time, because before, if they wanted
to hunt all season, my uncles would have to take a treaty person with
them. And it's usually Chipugan, who the Crees never got along with
traditionally-because they're the treaty people on the reserve next
doorJJ

For some of the participants, Metisness signified loss of access to
culture, because their family had not been able to live on reserve.
Education was also a sore spot for a few individuals, who are carrying
significant debt loads for their educations, while most of the status
Indian participants in this study have had their tuition paid by their
bands.

Because Bill C-3 1 did not address the reinstatement of the
descendants of those excluded from Indian status as halfbreeds, Metis
people have been forced to try and get status by tracing their

connections to any status Indians who may have married into their
families. The above individual described her family's attempts to get
status in this manner:
Well, when the bill came out in 1985 that people could get their status
back my uncles hied. Bemuse on my grandfather's side, we think

someone had status-his Dad. And so we sent off the papers, and I
sent mine off too. It took ten years! I applied in 1985, and in 1995 I
went back home, and I got a letter. I should have kept it! But it said it
was too fat back, right? My uncle's still w o r m on it. He's been
corresponding with the government back and forth, back and fofik
For me, what I wanted status for was the education benefas. I owe a
huge student loan-but if I'd had status, I mid have gotten that
education as part of my treaty rights".
Of crucial importance to contemporary Native empowerment is the

manner in which the Indian Ad, by separating Metis and treaty Indians
into different communities, and providing one group with benefits and

constraints which the other did not face, structured divisions between
Metis and treaty Indians communities which still have resonance today.

One woman,for example, whose mother had lived on the land as a child,
but then faced racism and other forms of violence in urban settings,
described the complex relationship of identification, alienation and fear
which her mother still maintains towards treaty Indians:

all these years, I guess my Mom has felt some wistfulness,
maybe, but mostly batemess, about treaty Indians, because she
always used to feel jealous that some of her cousins that grew up on
the resewe had shoes, but they didn't have shoes. Things like that.
She felt thnt the Indians were better off: And yet, at the same time,
she SGW reserve life very negatively. She would say things like 'those
Indians,you know, from the reserve-they 're always partying, always
drunk' She felt that in theirfamily, they worked harder because they
had to get ahead-because they didnY have anything to rely on.
And she was afmid of them too. AU we heard, growhg up, was
'don't go and associate with those Indians. Don't go to powwows' and
stuff like that. And it's because of the medicine. My Mom grew up
knowing that there was a lot of bad medicine, and being exposed to
some of it, too. She's told u s stories about some pretty bad thrngs that
huve happened to our family with medicine over the years. So that
was the other reason that she grav up tryylg to keep u s away from
Indians. That fear, that something bad could happen to u s as a result.
So if you had status, then you lived on reserve, and you had all these
benefits that her family didn't have. But then you aLso had all those
other things to be ~fraidof'
%r

Other Metis individuals echoed this participant's words, describing the
contradictory messages which they received about Indianness from their
Metis parents as they were growing up:

"There was a resenre right close to Portage, just south, about five
miles away. And when I looked at the conditions that they were living
in, and then seeing that it didn't seem that there was any ambition
there to do anythug else but to stay on the reserve-then I begun to
believe t h d my father was right, in saying that 'We only way that
you're going to get educated or gain anything in this life is to follow the
white man's way". NOW, he was talktng like a white man. 'Ymhave
to learn from them". And this is the route that we followed. I'd look at
the reserve and say "no...that is a temsbleway to live.' My Dad and
Mom, they didn't have very much, so maybe that's why they decided
that they would push their children My father could see the
advantages of the white school system, and the disadvantages of the
school system in the N e e community, when people in my mother's
family were taken away to residential school. And they both wanted
the white system of education for us.
I'd like to have followed the traditions that rm sure that m y mother
knew. But ...it wouldn't have happened a! that time. Today its different,
but back then when I was growing up it never would have happened,
because the Native was a downtrodden person. For my parents, they
could see that if we had ended up on the reserve, or applied for
status, or anythug Zik that, then we'd be in the same kettle of fish,
and not have been educated. Or maybe we would have been educated
but sent to an Indian school, residential school, and I don't think that
either m y mother or my father would have ever stood for having any of
their children taken away from them. So yes, I would have Iiked to
have followed some of the traditional ways, but it was just impossible.
There was no way that you a u l d ever do it, without being told 'get
away from here':

"When I was growing up, we lived beside this creek And whenever we
were bad, Mum would say that she was gonna give u s away to the
Indians, who lived on the other side of the creek NOW,my mother
always treated Indian people-mostly
Dakota people who lived
nearby--with respect, and acknowledged the connections between us
as Metis people and Indians. But there was this whole other layer, of
intemalised racism, of colonial oppression, that we also learned. It
took me until I was in my twenties to be*
to unpack some of that

stuff; to really understand why I didn't feel entirely comfortable, on a
certain level, with Indian people."

The participant from a northern Saskatchewan Metis community related
how the logic of the treaties still structures Indian-Metis relationships,
even where differences between communities are relatively minor:
% Soskatchauan, there's a lot of northern communities that are all
Metis. The word for Metis in Cree means ahdfsons: A n d the word for
treaty Indians in Cree means 'fullbloods". There's nothing racist in it,
it'sjust the way it is. But then, the Cree treatg Iiuiians h a v e a word for
us, which is "Mi'i~e'~-theyplay on the word "Metis"right?
,
So they
call you "maisse'; which r n e m "my ass'. But it's like, a little teasing
going on between the Metis and the treaty Indians."

In taking about cultural revival, this individual made it obvious that her

grandmother,who h a s lived a. traditional life on the land as the wife of a
trapper all her life, does not see her skills as equal to those of 'the real

Indiansw-treaty Indians:
"My grandpa's Mom was a medicine woman, so she knew medicine.
And my grandfather knew medicines, where to go and pick herbs. But
it wasn't passed on. And my grandmother still uses traditional
medicines. But she calls them, in Cree "the Indian medicinesn-like its
something that "the Indians' do, rather than the Metis. Even though to
me, we're all Indian, right? But up there, because our communities are
separated, the treaty Indians and the Metis are apart. All the resemes
usually h a v e Metis communities right next door to them, so we! live
separate.*

The participant spoke of how, a decade ago, tensions between her
community and the adjacent reserve escalated during a n interval when
the band began pursuing a land claim:

"There's a r e s e w that's two miles out from Beauval. When I was in
Grade Ten, there was a lot of tension, because they oame so dose to
our village. They were trying to extend a land claim to encompass
Beauval. There was a lot of fear, and tension in the YiZZqe, because
we were aji-aid they were going to take the town over. I mean, the
Metis aren't allowed to live on the reserve, right? The band seemed to

be taking over everything. Our m7Iage is surrounded by the resewe,
and we can't go on their land at all."
Given this heritage of forced separation, it would be worthwhile
exploring in more detail how contemporary relations between Metis
people and those who identify as Indian are structured by the Indian Act.

However, because of the highly context-dependent nature of Native
identity, and because this study did not take place in Western Canada,

such in-depth explorations are beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, I
will be exploring how Indian-Metis relations are manifested in the

Toronto region. In Toronto, "Metisness" is not well understood within the

urban Native community, and to a tremendous extent individuals tend to
simply speak in terms of being "Nativen(often encompassing significant
degrees of racial mixing). A s a result, below I will explore how the Metis

participants see their identities in this context, as well as how Toronto
Native people understand Metisness.

13.1.1 Contemporary Attitudes towar& Metienem:

The participants manifested diverse origins and experiences of
"Metisness",only a few of which are adequately explained by notions of a
Metis Nation. For a number of the participants, their experiences of
"Metisness" had as much to do with losing or having never had Native

status in Western Canada as it did with the history of the Red River
settlement. Four out of the eight individuals had Cree grandmothers who
had lost Indian status for marrying Metis men.

I t is interesting to note that in eastern Canada, where the category

of "Metis" has little resonance and where Metis people are therefore free
to choose whether to define themselves as "non-status Indians" or
"Metis", the extent to which the participants identified as "Metis" seemed
to depend on whether they had actually grown up in Western Canada, or

the colour of their skin. This was most obvious in one family group I

interviewed, where of two siblings who had grown u p in Eastern Canada,

the darker one tended to identify as 'Cree/Metism while the lighter one
simply called himself "Metis". The father, meanwhile, i s very aware that

he is "Metis" and not 'Indian"; however, since he is so dark he has called

himself 'Native" all his life because most Native people simply refuse to
believe that he is Metis. Metisness then, appears to have been

historically linked to a notion of being light-skinned, with darker Metis
people simply assumed to be 'Indian" in common-sense ways.

Two of the participants, both visibly Native but from vastly different
experiences of Metisness, spoke of the quandary they face in Toronto

where their understandings of themselves as "Metis" are seen as indicating
that they are ashamed to simply call themselves 'Native".

"Myf i e n d s don't know mythug about the Metis. They don't know we
don't live on a r e s e w . E v e n m d s that I've had since I've been here
still don1 know that I don't live on a reserve. They say %oh, what's your
resente again?" They acknowledge that I'm Cree-they just don't
acknowledge that rm Metis. So I sometimes feel bad to s a y rm Metis,
so I say 'Tm Cree''. I think that when I say I'm Metis, they think frn
t q m g to be better than them...more white, right? Because that's how
they make you feel. And I have a Cree accent, and look Indian, so they
automatitxlly assume that rm a status Cree Indian, And I leave it at
that. They'll talk about Cree people, and traditions, and stuff like this.
And I can talk about traditions, and I can talk about Cree people."

%ronto's a funny place-you're either an Indian or you're white,
right? There's not much clllowanoe for Metis people-because
there's
no historical place for it. That's what I find in Ontario. Its like, in
Toronto, when Ifirst got here people said "are you an Indian?" And I
said "no--rm Manitoba Metis, historical Metis, going back to the Red
River szttlement". Some people understand that, the ones who are
fairly sophisticated about issues of identity. But I have found that
other people see me a s sort of suspect. 'T mean, what is he really-anybody can be Metis because it's self-declared. Maybe he's not really
Native. Or maybe he'sjust ashamed to be Native: rve had that kind of
experience. Which might have affected me in t e r n of h o k i h g me back

from full participation. I don? know. Frankly,
about it. *

rm not that intmspedive

One Metis individual who had worked for Ontario Metis
organisations pointed out that in Ontario, Metis identity at present is
simply a matter of individuals having their Native heritage verified so that
they could have access to resources:

"Right now in Ontario, bemg Metis simply means that if you have one
Aboliginal grandparent, and you mn document it, you ll be verified by
the Metis Nation of Ontario. B's so that people of Aboriginal heritage
can get access to funding for training. But its all about money. There's
all kinds of definitions of Metisfloating cmund. Metis originally I guess
meant French Cree or Saulteaw Now its anyone who's mixedancestry and wants to say they're Metis. A n d in this case, it's if you
can prove it. Which makes sense if you're trying to get hold of some
money-it's

only fair.

."

This individual identifies as Metis primarily because his father is
Western Metis and because of his white-looking appearance; however, he
asserts that Metis people need to rethink their ideas about what

constitutes their "nationhood":

"This whole definition of Metis right now....what people seem to be
really hanging onto is these pichtres of Riel, and so forth And let's
face 2-1 mean, my ancestors were probably not too fond of Riel. They
were English halfbreeds, and they were not Catholic, they were
Anglican, or Protestant. So what is all this?"
A further point which needs to be emphasized is that the tendency
to identify with Louis Riel and

the Red River settlement, and the concept

of a Metis nation forged in the west in 1870 were positions strongly held
by two out of the four Metis men interviewed, but by none of the four
M e t i s women. The other individuals were concerned primarily with

cultural revival, not specifically as Metis people but as people of Cree
heritage.

One of the Metis people felt very strongly that,in the Toronto
context, for M e t i s people to set themselves apart was a matter of them
being ashamed to identity as Indian. His comments, however, only
underlined the extent to which, in his mind, Indianness and Metisness

were separate realities-but

had to be somehow brought together, through

denying difference:
"1think that some Metis people are more for living the white way than
the Native way. Maybe that'sjust my feeling, but I still think they think
they're a little bit better than the status Indians, the on-reserve
Indians. I W y believe that. As I say, some of them don't even want
to rewgnise thefact that they have that Native blood in them Some of
them are fairly dark, t o y o u definiely can see that there's Native
blood there. But they don2 seem to wcmt to acknowledge that This
gets back to my father, who as I say, was Metis, but he'd talk about
''thoseIndians': I mean, he wasnY Indian, but he was Metis, with
Native blood in him. But he used that kind of t a l k - 4 I think it still
goes on today."

Another participant identified strongly with the concept of a Metis nation

because he saw his own family's history of silence and denial of heritage
as closely linked to the repression that Metis people experienced as a
result of the 1885 rebellion. On a daily basis, however, he sees his

history as strongly interconnected with all Indigenous people. He does
not differentiate strongly between "Metis" and "status Indiansm-and he

notes that the meanings of "Native" and 'Metis* are changing:

grew up, and m y Metis people grew up, not being seen as
Native by Native people. So you had Native people that would look at
Metis people and say 'Aw, you're not Native': It could be based on
appearance. It could be based on history, on status. But then Metis
people also get white people saying "you're not really white''. And so,
for many Metis people, they just wanted to survive, have a place to
We are wonderful sumbors, and
live, have a family. Just su&.
that to me i
s a skill. And so what do you do, what choices do you
make, in order to sunrive? And mn I really judge that greatgreat
grandmother, or greatgreat grandfather,for their choices, br order to
survive? I don't knou+I don2 think I can. Each generation has to
make its own choices. And the issues are the same, and yet they're

also differmt. Because what's always at stake is our very survival.
As peoples, as nations, as f d i e s , the ties that b i d us. And I would
say the thmcj that does unite us, as Aboriginal people, is the land. And
that is one thing that I have a wry dear vision of; and that's the land.
Its our mother, and our mother can support thut.
As Metis people--lluu~y people say t h t we're bridge-builders
between cultures. Well, that's a bunch of bullshit. Bridges get walked
on. Maybe once, w e had a real function that way. But what defined
Metis life keeps changmg. So the question, the very question of what
does it mean to be Metis or what does it mean to be a Cree man or
woman-its changing. Its not a static thing."
For the above individuals, who for the most part grew up in Western

Canada and/or identify in deep ways as Metis, it is obvious that a heritage
of being forcibly separated from Indianness has deeply marked them.
Whether the individuals adopt strategies of asserting Metis diarerence or

attempting to subvert differences by refusing to recognise them, the fact
remains that a history of externalization from Indianness has manifested
itself in the identities and choices of the above participants and their

families. Only the participant who spoke of how lived meanings of

Metisness and Creeness are both changing appeared to have found a way
to move beyond the history of separation from Indianness which shapes

Metis identity.

The other Metis participants, however, all children of Western Metis
who had grown up in Eastern Canada, tend to focus primarily on the
Native part of their Metis identity as the foundation of their Aboriginal

identity. For these individuals, Metisness (as loss of status and loss of
reserve community) is simply another brush with genocide that their

families have had to face as Native people. These individuals spoke
primarily of the difficulties they faced as non-status urban Native people,
in a context where lacking status, even for dark-skinned people,

ovenvhelmingly means not being "Indian enough". They spoke of the

attitudes that they encountered within the Native community,in which

lack of status seemed to sigrufy that they lacked grounding in an
Aboriginal community, lacked immediate ties to Indianness, or in other
ways lacking a living Native heritage:

"I do have the heritage, and the bloodline, and that is my birthright,
but it doesn? seem to be recognised-because I donY come from a
band, and bemuse I don't haw Indian status. And sometimes people
will ask, you knour--o?t, if they're talking about shopping or something,
and they'll say "oh,what about your card" and you say '1don? have
status': and they kind of go "Oh...who are you?"

"Sometimes I think it would be easier if I was status. Bemuse
sometimes I feel lep out, since I dont belong to a band. When you're
working for a Native organisation, these t h q s are important. I've
worked on the administrative assistant level, and sometimes I would
envision myself working up to a hrgher level, speaking for a group of
Native people. But you know, you read in the papers, or you hear
gossip through the of*,
about whether somebody's fully Native. And
so its harder, when you don't have status. You have to state your
values, your traditions, all that is t a k n into account as you climb up
the employment ladder, because those are important. In the
community's eyes, you are a role model for our young people, and you
manage other people. So its a question of what are your beliefs-what
d o you believe in? If you don't have status, and have no reserve, then
its like (who are you?' Those thugs all suddenly become
questionsble. "
One of the participants, a dark-skinned non-status woman from
Western Canada, with a non-status Indian mother and a Metis father,
rejected the label "Metis" for herself. She admitted that being identified

as Indian was very important to her, because as an adoptee she had felt

like she didn't belong for most of her life. To her, being Metis signified an
inferior, "less Indian" identity, which she rejected.

"Okay,this might be warped, but to me "Metis"means being not as
much Indian as if I was to say I was Cree/Saulteaux. Ihat's whut it
means to me. rd much rather say mixed race than Metis. r m kind of
using mixed-race a lot more lately. I guess because when you say
you're mixed-race, it doesn't question the Natr0veness of your Native

part, it just says you're aIndian and other". Whereas saying you are
"Metis" is different-& means you cue all mixed up, that you are very
mixed-race,and probably white-looking. I'm always amazed when I
see dark-skinned people who cue very proud, who identify themselves
as Metis. For me, personally, it doesn't work And you don't hear it in
Eastern Canada I think its all wrapped up in my whole stmggle with
getting status-the fad that I do kihd of look Indian, and I don't have
status, but hao come all those white people got to have status. fls all
wrapped up together. I don't want to be called a Metis. Goddamn it3I'm
an Indian and I want my status!"
A t this point, it is important to take into account the attitudes in
the Toronto community which shape these responses from Metis

individuals. On the whole, mixed-race Native people in Toronto who are
not from Western Canada tend to reject the label 'Metis" as their selfdesignation. For the status Indian participants, 'Metisness" seemed to
signify lack of connection to place, and a diminished sense of Indianness.

Several of the darker-skinned status Indians described how in their

youth they were called "Metis" by older people because they were
products of racially mixed marriages. They all hated the use of this

terminology because, as the older people were using it, it sigded

that

they were somehow not entirely Indian in ways that externalized them

from community. It must be emphasised that individuals who hold to this

worldview are a s mixed-race as Metis people a r e t h e y simply do not
identify as such. A few individuals referenced the belief that to identdy as
being of hybrid lineage, as Metis people do, is the same as not knowing
how to align one's self racially or politically. A few status Indian
participants attacked Metis people in the community for being "ashamed

of their Nativeness* because they refused to identlfy as Native (implicitly
"Indian"), but instead insisted on their Metisness. Several status Indians
conceded that asserting pride in Metisness might be something that was

"good for Metis people out west"; however, they fvmy rejected the notion
of "Metisness" in Toronto as something that was simply divisive. Some of

the status Indian participants remarked that all people should simply
"identify a s Native people", thus ignoring the centrality of status to the
"in-group" nature of Indianness, and how non-status people have their
identities routinely invalidated because they lack status.
Even the non-status participants from Eastern Canada indicated
that they preferred to iden-

as non-status Indians rather than as Metis

because of the association of Metisness with lacking a n Aboriginal
territory and having an %traceablew lineage (from circumstances where
mixed-race people may have been marrying other mixed-race people for
generations). These individuals preferred to identify a s 'Indiann (even if
non-status) rather than risk a sense of being further externalized from
Indianness by embracing a 'Metis" identity. The vehemence with which
the majority of the participants asserted the importance of identifying as

Indian, rather than Metis, suggests that 'Indianness", a s a cohesive
group identity,is extremely important to the self-image of most of the
participants, and that "Metisnessnsignifies being outside of this group
identity. In this respect, individuals in the Toronto Native community
appear to have entirely accepted the Indian A d s externalization of

"halfbreedsn, in common-sense ways, as a 'natural" phenomenon.

13.2 EXCLUSION ORGANIZED BY GENDER:

T n university I wmte an d c k on how Bill Q1 affected
me and mg fornlly, for the newspaper, and the guy who
wau editing the artich, a non--we,
noticed that I had
used "hktitlc#FYrst ilktio~Aborlglna1"thmughout the
article* And he wanted to, I guesss clean i t up and just
use one t e r n So instead of calling me, he called a
Natirre fdend of his, who said to him: "well, she's not
really hkrtivc, a n p u p .
If the previous section outlines the extent to which mixed-race
individuals in the urban Native community yearn for a cohesive "in-group"

identity as Indicuzs within the community, the issues raised by the
refiguring of Native identity under Bill C-31 highlights the extent to which
this cohesive sense of Native identity hinges on Native status. And yet, the
participants' experiences with attempting to have their status reinstated,
or to gain status, under Bill C-31 demonstrate the extent to which relying
on the bureaucracy of a colonizing government to bestow the central

determinant of one's identity can be extremely problematic. For many
individuals, frustrating, dehumanizing, and sometimes bizarre issues have
arisen in their attempts to acquire Native status.
One individual, who falls under the second-generation cut-off with
Bill C-3 1, which renders him ineligible for status, points out how gender

discrimination persists in the present, in disallowing the status of the
mixed-race grandchildren of Native women who married white men while
leaving the mixed-race grandchildren of Native men who married white
women with status.
"My grandmother manied non-Native, and had my father. So she
would get her status back under C-31,and so would he, but not me.
On the other side of it-ybody
who was my grandmother's brother,
no matter who he rnanied-he could p a s his status on."

Cross-border jurisdiction issues between Canada and the United
States figured in the stories of a number of individuals. One American
Indian w o m a n whose family had always lived in Canada knew that her
mother had had what she referred to as 'Indian papers"-docurnentation
attesting to their Native heritage in Canada-although

she never

discovered what kind of documentation this was, and whether it would
be useful in their struggle to be recognized a s a Native band in Canada.

For another individual, her attempts to ascertain whether her mother
could gain status have been held back by the difficulties of doing

research in a number of American locations for information about her

family, who had fled to the United States to avoid government repression
after the 1885 rebellion:

1 asked my Mom to see about getting status, and she did. About
three years ago,she got the long form birth certificate, und sent it in to
Indian Affairs. But they said they don't have enough man hours to do
all the research that's required to establish the credibility of her story.
Becuuse my grandmother went to the residential school in Montana for
a little while before they went back up to Saskatchewan. And they
also lived in mrtle Mountain, North Dakota M y mom's sister wants to
urrite to lbrtle Mountain, to see if they have our grandmother listed,
and in that way she could get her status from the American side. For
the federal government, t h ~ line
t
between Canada and the United
States is a big issue. But my Mom says 'wewel, there was no border at
that time'. At least as far a s Cree people were concerned, there was no
border."
Another individual whose Cree and Saulteaux family members moved

back and forth between Montana and Alberta in the wake of the 1885
rebellion, who has been denied status in Canada because of a history of
intermarriage with Metis people in her family, is also attempting to be
recognised as American Indian by the Bureau of Indian Mairs in the
United States. This individual, an adoptee, described her difficulties in
m

g to regain status in Canada, caught between adoption laws which

prohibit full disclosure of birth parents' identity, and Indian Affairs'
restrictive and demanding edicts, and how she ultimately realised that her

family history, which is Native on both sides, is apparently not enough to
make her a status Indian in Canada:

"My mother's father was one of the landless Indians of Montana. Her
grandmother is from Cold Lake First Nation. But the first thing Indian
Affairs said was that they had no record of any member of my family
ever being registered as Indians in Canada Iprotested this, based on
the fact that they had also said that my mother was e l w l e for status,
even though she didn't have status before she died. But based on the
facts a s they knew them about my father, they could not determine
whether he was an Indian or not. And because I'm under subsection
6(2)of the.. ..no, not the h i n a l wde, the Indian Act, I mn't get status
unless both parents are eligible. And so Iprotested their decision, and

Ifound the only Ndve woman in the whole country of Canada who
works in Ottawa, who handles all the protests. So that was a nice
connection. It took me years to j k d her. But I got denied again. And
so then I had a conversation with her, and she said '
I
have your
adoption file in front of me'. She was diuulging information thut she
wasn't supposed to be, to me. She said '
I
can tell you-l know for a
fact that your father is not an Indian. He's Metis'. So I can't get status
in Canada-because my father isn't eligible, being non-status."

One woman,whose mother had grown up non-status because her
father enfranchised, now faces the restriction that her mother i s

considered as having only one "fullAboriginal" parent because her Native

grandmother's documentation has vanished (although she is still alive).
Lost in a bureaucratic loop, she is presently denied status in accordance
with Bill C - 3 1's ruling that her mother's 'partial" status cannot be

handed down to descendents whose other parent is non-Native:

"Right now, my Mom is workutg on getting her full status. She has
that...what's that, half status, or part status? When you're under
Section 6(2),where you only have one parent that is Aboriginal? She
has both parents that are Aboriginal, but somehow there has been no
record of my grandmother as being an Indian and living on the
reserve. Now my grandmother was born on the reseme, went to
residential school, is very much alive, and has a birth cert!catealthough the documents which prove all of it were somehow burned or
destroyed. For me it's been really bizarre, because my first cowins-they have status. W e have the same grandparents, and they have
status. Its been nine or ten years where rue &d to pursue it, but so
many times I've put it on the back burner. And actually it's my Mom
who's pursuing it now, to get her full status. And a s soon as she gets
her full status, then automatically I'll get '.ti
One woman related how getting her status back involved four years

of research and having two separate affadavits sworn about her mother's
identity, since her mother had been removed from her band list after being
sent to residential school. Another described how her mother mistakenly

assumed her status had been removed when she married, although

through bureaucratic oversight it had not. When she went to Indian

Affairs to be reinstated, they discovered the oversight-and

promptly

removed her status, only to immediately reinstate her under Bill C-3 1.

This means that any children born after her marriage cannot pass status
on to their children, while earlier children born of the same white father

but without legal m a m a g e simply received their mother's at-that-pointuninterrupted status and can pass their status on indefinitely to
descendants (depending on who their marriage partners are).

One participant referred to her grandmother's red ticket, which
was issued to women who'd married out but had then been widowed, to
idenhfy them as eligible for treaty monies. These documents were widely
seen as "phony Indian cards" because the women who possessed them
didn't really have status-which

suggests that the tendency to

externalize Native women who lost status as 'not really Indian" goes
much further back than the present:
"My grandmother hod a status mrd, which she showed my Mom at
one time, but m y Mom used to joke about it and then cry about it. I
could never understand why when I was younger. Bemuse some
people said it was a phony Indian card. And I think now it may have
been what they call the red ticket that a lot of women were given.
People thought of them as 'phonyIndian cards".
On an individual basis, loss of status has had severe repercussions
for some families. One individual spoke of the poverty which her

grandmother's loss of status signified for her children when she married
a Metis man:
% ostmdse a woman for marrying non-status or non-Native-it

was
so unfair. Men werent ostmcised the same way-their non-Native
wives obtained status through mamhge! And if you just think about
the economic effects alone-jbzancially, my grandma wasn't in a good
position when she mamed a Metis man. She lost whatever she had on
the reserve. And when you cant live on the reserve, you haw to have
money to live on every day-paying for housing, buying all the food.
So she lost out, economically."

One participant described her grandmother's feelings on finally
returning to the reserve, forty or fifty years after her husband had

enfranchised, which removed her status as well:
1 took my grandmother back to the reseme when I was trying to get
my status, to visit with old friends of hers. hey knew who she wasthey remembered my grandmother instantly, and they hudnt seen
each other probably for forty or fiPy years. And so anyway-they
start taikvlg Indian to my grandma, and rm looking at my grandma,
right, and she ainZ talking back-but I a n tell she's understcurding
what they're saying to her. Thot was kind of neat-seeing this really
young w o r n in my grandmother when they started talking Indian to
her, although she was ~llswetingthem back in English So that was a
real surprise to me,that my grandmother understood the language. Or
understood some of it, enough to know what they was saying to her.
So they hnd their visit, and they really welcomed her. It was quite
touching, very moving to see that, afer all those years, that that was
still her home and people still knew her. I don't know where I heard it,
but somehow its stuck in my head-that my grandmother's last wish is
that that's where she wants to be buried."

Many individuals spoke of their mothers' predicaments, cut off
from their communities for marrying non-Natives, and forced to live in a

largely hostile white society. Despite their mothers' independent
zttitudes and resourcefidness, the fact remains that these women were
rendered far more vulnerable to the whims and attitudes of their nonNative husbands than they should have been.

"MyMom grew up in Rama, and my father grew up in a little t o m just
forty minutes away from Rama, called Norland. He was back home
visiting his father, on his summer vacation, from mining gold in
Northern Ontcuio, a t the time. He met my Mom, and they spent a lot of
time together during his vamtion, and on his last day he asked her to
many him, and she said yes. This was at the end of the summer, and
they were married at the end of October. A n d she left the only home
she e v e r knew, a Native community, to move to a gold-mining t o m in
Northern Ontario-Kirkland Luke. Tlzey were mam'ed for 44 years,
and my father passed away 2 1/2 years ago.

It was really important for my mother to get her status back She
was really bitter, over the years, at losing it, and having to leave her
community. She was really shut out for the longest time...I think it
was a matter of principle for my mother, for me and her to get our
status back it was something that was taken away bemuse of a
misogynous l a w s o it's only fair that all the women who lost their
status receive it back."

Knowing that they could not go back home to live heightened power
dynamics within relationships which already existed because of race and
gender:

1 think the conditions of marriclge for women aren't very good. And
for Native women, in particular, in many cases they have been terrible.
My mother would go up to the resew with my brother and myself, to
see her mother. My grandmother would wonder where my father
was--and then she would talk to my mother, about how 'you gotta
somehow make this t h u g work'. Meanwhile, the violence at home got
increasingly bad. At one point, I think that he was a b u s i v e in every
way possible- I remember him picking my mother up by the throat and
waving her around. I don't even remember why, it wasn't like there
was a reason. Its just that if he a u l d do it, he did it. He'd throw her
across the room He'd grab her and do tenible things to her, right in
front of us, and here we were, seven or eight years old."
It is important to consider what loss of status represented for the
individuals themselves that I interviewed-how

growing u p non-status

affected their sense of their own identities. Several of the individuals,

particularly those who looked white and/or had entirely lacked access to
their Native communities growing up, found that a status card was

important to their sense of entitlement to a Native identity. For most of

the individuals, their mother's efforts to regain their status was the focal
point for a whole shift in consciousness, a sense that being Native was

valuable, and needed to be supported and reinforced. I t was the change
in attitude, rather than the legal recognition itself, which spurred the
shift. However, while most of the individuals interviewed were quick to
preface their comments about status with Uofcourse, a card does not

make me an Indian", each also made some reference to the manner in

which their sense of their Native identity had been reinforced by this
legal recognition of Native status. Meanwhile, many of the discussions

about status with the participants revealed that while the contemporary

generation may have relatively easily adopted the rhetoric of rejecting
government classifications, "status"as a category determining Indianness
still has tremendous resonance for many urban Native people.

Many of the non-status or Metis participants described how for
them as they were growing up, an invisible line existed in their minds
between themselves and status Indians. They might be of Native heritage,

and consider themselves to be Native people, but they could not consider
themselves to be "real Indiansw,because this category was only for status
Indians:
"Before I was married I was not the least bit interested in status. I
was the most interested, I guess, in jinding out if people actually
conceived of me as a Native person, if they actually accepted me as a
Native person, even though I had grown up separate from that for a
number of years. Because I felt comfofitable with it. I couldn't
understand whether other people would accept me, but they did, even
though I haven't grown u p on a reserve or anythyrSJ3ut this thing
around having status or not-there was a line there. Like, I could
never imagine myself a s a status Indian. I never even thought about
it. "

This gut reaction that status Indians were the "real" Indians (which
renders the Nativeness of all Native people who lack status as less

valuable) was commented on by a number of participants:

1 never thought of it, but when you said it-I think status does, to a
certain degree give people a sense of entitlement as a Native person.
Because why would people say "oh,I'm status". Or non-status. Some
people d o that when they introduce themselves in a circle-why is that
so necessary? But I think, to a certain level, people think it is, or it
affects them somehow."

"Well sometimes I think hnving status might make me feel a bit more
secure, b e m u s e I would have the number, same a s everybody else."

"Status-to me that's only Q number from the government. What's
important is acceptance from the Native community, and fkom the
government--accepting us, allowing us to choose what culture we will
follow. But I guess if Native people see a status card, they
unequivoccllly sort of say %elmme"'.
Many participants were aware of the contradictory nature of their
opinions about s t a t u e t h e manner in which they tended to deny its
validity in theo~ybut were bound to its logic in deep ways. Most were
highly aware of the power of the government to regulate identity-they

felt

that status Indians were more Indian than those without status, because
of the entire apparatus of government recognition of Indianness which

shapes status Indian lives in ways that it does not shape the experiences
of non-status Indians or Metis people, particularly if they are lightskinned.

"There's this American E p r e s s gesture like 'look, my status card!', a
symbol of 'hey look, rm a real Indian!: And I think to some extent it is.
It's recognised by the government. "
A few participants were quite open and cognizant of the fact that

status was (or at some point had been) important to them because it
offered them a sense of connection to a Native community which was

important precisely because they lacked any other connection in their
daily lives to Indianness:

"When I got my status card, I was about eighteen or nineteen. Having
a curd, and having a number, and, you know, getting the band listbecause there was such a small connection to the community at that
point, it did give me sort of a sense of belonging. And there are those
times when you meet really ignorant people who don2 think you're
Native and pulling out the card, as childish a s it may seem ....I don't do

that anymore, but demitely there was a time when I really relished

having it. "
The non-status individuals who felt strongly that "real" Indianness was

synonymous with status often had intense emotional reactions to being
denied status:

"But I know, on both my two legs, standing here, that both my
grandparents are Native, and my mother's Native, so that means that
rm entitled to some type of status."
By comparison with the problems related to regaining status which

many of the above participants described, three individuals were
reinstated under Bill C-3 1 in a relatively problem-free manner. These

individuals revealed little awareness of the difficulties which some
individuals are facing in regaining Indian status. They seemed to generally
assume that anybody of

Aboriginal heritage can now simply apply and get

their status back, and that individuals who don't simply aren't proud

enough of being Indim to want to get it back.

13.3 THE FUNCTIONS OF STATUS IN URBAN SETTINGS:
A central aspect of the so-called "real indianness" which only status

Indians can possess (perhapsits most crucial element for many of the
participants) was the experience of growing up on reserve. While t h i s will
be explored more closely in the next chapter, being a t least able to claim

band membership is part of how urban status Indians qu-

their

Indianness. Being members of specific First Nations, as compared to those
who can merely claim to be a member of an Indigenous nation in the
abstract speaks to the concrete connections to place which are central to
Native life, connections which band membership secures for status

Indians:

'When I used to work at one of the provincial territorial organizations,
at our assemblies, everybody would go around, and they'd have their
name and their nation underneath it-not, like Cree nation, but, like
"SaugeenFirst Nation" or whatever. And well, that's more a question
of belonging to a certain band, I guess. But it is also part of the whole
status thing."

In daily life in the city, being able to say you are a member of a
specific First Nation also is a way of saying that you have a known

Indigenous lineage, that you can therefore trace your ancestral
connections to a specific tribal heritage. Status then is equated quite
openly with heritage:
"My mother initiated getting our status back She went and got our live
birth things, and filed all fhnt stuff, and got it for us. She went out and
got u s back our heritage."

Non-status Indians and Metis people, by comparison, are often assumed
to not know extensive details of their lineage. In many cases, they are seen
as being 'detribalized" (even if they are part of a specific Metis community),
as having lost the concrete connection to land and community which First

Nations band members appear to possess. They are therefore seen as

"Indian only in blood". At the same time, however, lacking status also
renders bloodlines in some ways irrelevant, when even dark-skinned
individuals are assumed to be 'not really Indian" by virtue of lacking
status.

These assumptions need to be unpacked, in view of the actual
identities of contemporary urban status Indians. A sizeable number of
urban status Indians are adoptees, who while technically members of

specific First Nations, do not typically know much about their heritage or
their lineage, and who have no real connection to their land bas-ven

though they may be members of a specific First Nation. Another sizeable

group of urban status Indians are those who have been reinstated under

Bill C-3 1-who

also frequently have little actual connection to their

reserves (and sometimes are not even accepted a s members), and who may
have very little knowledge of their culture (although several have had to do
extensive research of their lineage to get their status back). Many onreserve Indians currently dismiss the "Indianness" of those individuals
reinstated under Bill C-3 1. However, unless Native people are also
prepared to dismiss the "Indianness" of adoptees, there needs to be some
recognition that for urban Native people, status does not at present signify

anything other than proved connections to recent First Nations ancestry-which, as the above accounts demonstrate, many non-status Indians and
Metis also possess.

More to the point, it is necessary to challenge the historical accuracy
of the apparent 'grounded" nature of Native identity in many resenre

communities. Many reserve residents have complex histories of coming
from other communities, being arbitrarily assigned membership in bands
wh-re they have no family, and in other ways 'ending up" on certain
reserves through bureaucratic sleight-of-hand. The reality of a structured
nomadic existence on specific territories prior to colonization, and the
exigencies of being part of a marginal labour force in seasonal markets
which for years have demanded that Native labourers migrate to where the
jobs are, has meant that many familiesend up on specific reserves simply

because they have been made members of those communities through
government regulation. To speak as if reserves were microcosms of
ancestral land experiences belies the fact that to a certain extent all Native
people, urban and resexve-based, have been affected by detemtorialization

and diaspora.
Assumptions about status and race also need to be unpacked. The
non-status or Metis participants have indicated that their Nativeness has
been viewed a s suspect, particularly if they are light skinned, because they
do not have status. More to the point, however, even darker-skinned non-

status or Metis individuals face times when individuals are suspicious
about their Nativeness because of their lack of status. Meanwhile, the

Indian Act statutes which regulate blood quantum have enabled status
Indians to use their status as an 'official stampn,certifying the presence of

"Indian blood".l This is despite the fact that in many reserves close to
white settlements, Native women for years have been having children by
white men without ever naming them as such, and without their children

necessarily losing status. Furthermore, the children of one generation of
intermarriage between Native men and white women have always been
allowed to stay on reserve with full status. The results of this history is

that in some communities, status Indians are becoming increasingly
mixed-race. However, individuals from these communities are able to use
the fact that they have status to ignore their "mixed-bloodedness". One

dark-skinned Metis woman describes how this worked in her marriage to a
Light-skinned status Indian:

"When I met my husband, and we started going out together, I think
the thing that first attracted me to him was thnt he was light. I could
tell he was part Indian and part white by looking at him, and I felt a
kinship to him because I could see that there was a mixture in his
background. But, as soon as I got to know him a bit, I realised that
even though he was a lot lighter and more European lookvlg than I
was, he was full Indian as far as he was concerned. He would never
admit that he wasn't full Indian. And if anything came up about his
appearance-particularly about his Dad-he would shoot you if you
would try to s a y that he was anything BUTfull Indian."
One of the most problematic aspects of equating Indian status with
Nativeness in all its multitude of meanings (lineage, "blood", rootedness to

land and community-in

essence, Native heritage) is the effect that this

has on those dark-skinned, non-status or Metis individuals who have had
On some Mi'kmaq reserves, it is common knowledge that white people have for years
been abandoning their 'illegitimatewand otherwise unwanted children to Native families.
As a result, there are individuals on some reserves who have status and band
membership without having any Native ancestry at all.

to struggle against marginalization without a strong sense of having a

Native heritage to give them pride. One dark-skinned participant, whose
extreme family experiences of intergenerational alcoholism and abuse
stemming from residential schools cannot be described as anything other

than a lived experience of genocide, described how lack of status still
affects her today. She fears doing any further research into her lineage, in

case she discovers that she is ineligible for status. For her to discover this
would imply that she is 'less Native" than she needs to be to feel strong as

a Native person.
?guess maybe rm afmid to f h d out. There's fear of finding out that

our lineage stops with me. My aunt got reinstated, s o I think my Mum
would have been, too. And yet rue just realised today how much I
have that fear of jinding out, you know, that I might be less Native
than I would like to be, if I was to find out thnt I'm not eligible for
status."

This individual talked about how learning about Native traditions has
empowered her to such an extent that she would still continue to be
active in Native organizations even if she was to find out that she is
ineligible for status. Nevertheless, she fears the possibility that her
present state of being non-status might be discovered to be permanent.
If the above accounts demonstrate anything, it is that Native status
provides a sort of "official seal of Indianness" for urban status Indians,

despite their frequent disclaimers that 'status is really irrelevant". The
participants' conversations revealed that in very deep ways, Native status
secures for an urban individual certified "Indian blood* (even if the
individual is very mixed-race), a verification of concrete connections to

land and community (even if these connections do not really exist or do
not reflect the individual's family's history), and an intangible sense that

one is in full possession of one's heritage (even if one does not speak their

language, has never lived among Native people, and has been taught

relatively Iittle about their culture). By defining certain urban Native
people as "oflicial Indians", status also automatically deprives non-status

Indians and M e t i s of a sense of entitlement as Native people. Meanwhile,
in actual fact, the lives of urban status Indians, particularly as rights for

off-reserve status Indians continue to be withdrawn by the federal

government, are actually drawing closer to those of nonstatus Indians and

the Metis, than to their cousins on-reserve.
While fluctuations in the colonial regulation of Native identity
continue to demonstrate its -ciality

and its uses to divide Native

people, the fact remains that Native status has real implications for
the day to day life of many Native people. A few individuals discussed
the considerable material benefits that status had brought them, in the

form of education (one woman was completing her Ph.D.entirely
funded by her band). Others were more doubtful about the actual

benefits which status would bring them, because of the gradual erosion
of benefits for off-reserve status Indians, and the amount of work it

takes to actually claim treaty rights in most stores, medical offices and
other places where a status card is produced for tax exemption. A few

individuals relished the fact that they were able to work in the United
States, because of the Jay Treaty, which the United States honours but

Canada does not, which enables status Indians to cross the border
freely and work in either country.

One individual, while grateful for the rights and benefits which
status provides for her,described how status is dividing their family, with

the children born before her mother's marriage being able to pass status
on to their kids, while the child born after her marriage cannot.
The benefits of having status-going to schwl and that sort of thing-makes a difference in our family. But when I found out that my
nephew isn't el@le for status, I've been worried about him not feeling
included,in the f d y and in the community. There might be a little bit

of rivalry in the family. Like, "whydo my cousins get this, and I can't''?
You cant explain govenvnent bureaucracy to a child that way."

Beyond all economic benefits, however, is the meaning which
Native status holds within Canadian society, a s an indicator of the
special relationship which exists between Aboriginal peoples and the
Canadian government. This issue appeared to be extremely important to
a number of the status Indians-in

fact, there was an apparent

consensus among the status Indian participants that the very sunrival of
Native peoples depends on their maintaining Native status.
13.3.1.

Status Is The Only Protection Against Assimilation:

The other side of the coin of seeing status as government
regulation of Indianness is recognizing the role that status has played
and continues to play for status Indians, in terms of survival as Native

people. The ever-present tension in contemporary Aboriginal peoples'
lives between decolonization efforts and the need to deal with reality how
it is, is seldom manifested as clearly as when exploring issues of status

and band membership. Particularly at present, when non-insured health
care benefits and taxation rights are increasingly being denied urban
status Indians, a trend appears to be present on the part of the
government to render Native status meaningless unless an individual
resides on a reserve. In this respect, urban status Indians are vehement

about the importance of maintaining their status, particularly in the face
of the racism and resentment they often encounter from whites when they

insist on their rights to the benefits which Native status gives them, and

the frequent problems they face in actually receiving those benefits.
Several of the participants spoke about how Indian status is the
only remnant which remains of Canada's recognition of the First Nations-

that since alI the treaties have been violated, it is important for status
Indians to assert themselves and defend their rights to have status:

"Status is important because Natives are--like? we're all human
beings, but we're not all the same. N a t i w peoples made treaties with
non-Natives,you know, a long time ago. And the treaties were made
because we shared things with them, with the promise that we would
have celtain secu&ies. And in the old days, when they made the
treaties, the whites were willing to listen to us, because they were
outnumbered-they were always ready to listen. But as soon as they
outnumbered us, then they broke the treaties. That's what the elders
say. And now, we haw to fightfor all the little things thut we get, and
w e have to even fisht for our recognition as Native people. So there's
people today that are saying 'We're all the same''. Well that's not tme.
We're Native people, and this is our homelcmd. Our ancestors signed
treaties to give u s a future, and that's what we have to hang on to. To
me, status means that I am recognised. Well, I already recognise
myself as a Native person, and my traditional chief remgnises me a s a
Native person-but it also gives me the chance to get free mediml
attention, and free schooling i f I want if. It gives me the ab17ity to travel
where ever I want, and it also gives me the ability to not pay taxes. My
mother's ancestors fought for those treaties. My Mohawk ancestors
fought with the British, so that we wouldn't become a part of the
United States. My ancestors facght for these treaties. And that's what
they are. All we have to do as Native people is to be adamant about
what our fights are, and know who we are."

?think status is important in that fm of the belief that the agreements
that were made between the original nations and the settler culture
should form the backbone of our relationship with that settler culture,
and consequently, the government.
So I'm a fimt believer in
maintaining all of our rights, accessing all of our rights,using all of our
rights. Bemuse ifwe don't, they will get taken away."

"In the best of all worlds, we would all be Aboriginal, and it
wouldn 2 matter. The problem is, that-see, the problem with being a
Metis-if status was the same as a Metis card, righi-'here you are,
you're a Metis'. 'Here you are, you're not a Metis'. These rights can be
withdrawn arbitrarily. And there are Indian groupies. I think status is
important bemuse of the nature of the world we live in. I f there are no
stafus people, there are no treaties. I f there are no treaties,there are
no Indians.

What I think would happen i
s that they would obliterate us.
Aboriginal people are under siege for cultural genocide. So I refuse to
co-operate with my own genocide. Ipull out my status card, I insist on
my tax rights. I insist on being recognised. To me, status is sort of like
hanging on b y our thumbnails. Somebody's got to do it, or we're all
going to be obliterated. And they would like nothing better than to
have us all leave the resems and then say 'now w e can turn them
into municipalities'. That's the only reason. It's not about saying that
some people are more Indian thcm others."
One woman whose status was reinstated under Bill C-3 1 but who
cannot pass it down to her children described how she would only marry
somebody or have children by them if they were a status Indian, so that
her children would be able to have status:

"My children have to haw status! They h w e t-that's
the only way
that we can ensure, ten years down the road, that w e have any Native
people lef. Status is the key to ensuring our rights. "

13.3.2

Status Is Government-OrganizedDivisiveness:

Some of the participants were unequivocal that the benefits of

having status are far outweighed by its divisive effects. In particular, a
number of individuals, all Metis, who have worked for both urban-based

and provincial territorial organisations (and in some cases for the Metis
nation as well) discussed the constant struggles around the issue of
entitlement which happen when different groups of Native people become
involved in struggles for funding. They reiterated that despite the rhetoric
from status Indian organizations about status being linked to the

treaties, the fact that the organizations representing First Nations, offreserve Indians, non-status Indians, and the Metis are all competing
against one another for federal monies made the status Indians'
assertions that status gave them some sort of unique sovereignty claim
over

and above those of other Native groups quite meaningless:

"Status is a crock of shit No, really, it is. The point is that it's a
government definition.And I respect that I'm not a status Indian, and

maybe not what most people would think of as an Aboriginal person.
I71 acoept that. But whut I w o n t accept is the notion that "you're a nonstatus Indian and this person is a status Indian, and yau're a Metis,
and ....." I mean, we've already got so much difficulty, and we're
always scrambling to meet those definaons. I j u s t have a problem
with them. I mean, I also have a problem with people who only have
some distant blood in there, you know, and they're playing at bemg
Indian-that's not respectficl, to me. But those people are few and far
between, and they're nut cases, and everyone knows it. So it's not like
they threaten me or anythug.
Why are people idenhijijng as Metis all of a sudden? Well-there's
bucks in it. Why did people sell their status [enfanchtse]? So they
could join the army, or get a job, or vote or go into a bar, or get manied
and live in the city, or what have you. W h y are they going back now?
So they can get money. These categories are all govenunent-defined.
It's nonsense?

This individual,however, does recognise that status HAS served a
protective function for Native communities, and that in this respect it has

real meaning:

"Clearly people who are status Indians who have lived on reserves
and were raised o n r e s e w s probably do have more of an
@
i-tnedi
that fact ofjust grouping them there has obviously retained the identity
more than it would for someone like me. So there's something to itthat status thing. lts not like it doesn't mean anything in reality,
because it does."
Other individuals concurred that money was at the root of many of the

divisions between status, non-status and Metis people, and that the onreserve/ off-reserve division was undoubtedly the biggest, in this respect:

"I've sat on diftcerent sides of the Indian table, which has been
interesting-working for provincial organisations, one that represents
the on-reserve people, and the other that basically represents the offresente people. And what it comes down to is usually fishtug over
dollars, the bones that are chucked to us porn the government. There's
always a big fight over where the money's going to be spent. It gets
divided up between the on-resew and the ofFreserve, with the onreserve feeling that the offreserve shouldn't be getting the money,
bemuse they're the REAL Indians. Like 'they should give US the
money and w e 7 1 look aper our people". Well, of course, off-reseme

people know that--THEY DONT, right? So there's power struggles
between the on and off r e s e w people. So I've been sittikg on different
sides of the policy tables, fishting for dollars for one side or the other.
That's a lot of what it's about. There's lots of stuffyou?l hear around
the table at First Nations organisations-stuff about "aw, the Metis,
those people don't even have status-you know, who are they?"....or
"ruell, off-reserve people have access to most services in the city, so
they don't need any money, they don't need anything': There's a real
sense I think thnt "we're the real Indians'; right? 'We deserve all the
rights, and all the semnnces'*.
But with the urban organisations, there's a much greater sense that
everybody's accepted. I f you say youk Native and you seem to have
some trace-then you're accepted. Although, you know rue heard,
like-there are mumbIings in the community, questions like 'Are they
really Native?" So yeah, there's talk about this person and that-"Well,
you know, I think that person's a wannabee, you know, I don P think
that person is...."So there's some of that. But on the whole, it's only a
small part of it. ."

"It all boils down to fishting over resources, most of the time, and it's
really too bad, and instead of being positive and working together to
complement each other, w e usually have to look at the issues
separately. And again-it does tie back to treaty, and fiduciary

obligations. And to thmgs like how come I felt uncomfortable and
insecure, about working for First Notions in Ontario, when I'm not from
a reserve here, I don't speak my language, and so, there's really no
reason why you s b u l d have me worktry in this job. It's really
interesting, though, because the other organisations, the ones that
represent Aboriginal women, or the urban Indians, or the Metis, they
all make efforts to work together. I don't generally think that the First
Nations have made any efforts to work with the others. I think the
extension of 7et's try to work together' tends to be coming from offreserve groups towards on-resew status Indians. And there's
differences. I mean-semkes-it's
a separate thing, fromtreaty rights,
and our legal issues around the constitution and everything eke.'
The crucial stumbling block for all of these individuals, however,

was the issue of the land-the

reality that what separates status Indians

from all other Native people is that they alone have reserves which have

special legal status distinct from all other forms of land tenure in

Canada-and

that in this respect, the question of what to do about the

divisiveness of status becomes incredibly complex.

One individual asserted that all non-statuspeople should identify as
"Metis" to have their legal rights as Aboriginal people protected. He

asserted that unless the non-statuspeople had organisations which
advocated for their rights, their voices would disappear. However, he

differentiated between legal identity and cultural identity, stating that
there was a need to consider how individuals could be 'adopted back" into
their communities, so that cultural regeneration could be facilitated:

"Whut we started with was a whole voice of First Nations peopleall First Nations people, including Metis. But a lot of negotiations are
going on, where a lot of people aren't aomingffom a principled position.
They see money on the table, and that starts to separate us. Whatever
you do, if you havent resolved some of the pri.c@le issues, and then
you throw money on the table-it's gonna divide and conquer.
Always, every time. Money is hard enough to handle, but when you're
talking about major dollars, its something that is really, really difjialt.
So how do we use our resources to the best use of all our peoples?
And that's when you get into these off-reserw/on-reserw, status/nonstatus, Metis/status divisions.
The people that rm really afraid for are the non-status people. fm
really concerned, because eventually their voices will become lost.
Unless they find a safe harbour in which their stories can be told and
retold, where those stories can be kept alive. Because those are very
important stories. There has to be a way to protect those stories, to
protect those people, those families, and to really conned them,
however they want to associate themselves. I f they want to associate
themselves a s urban Mi'kmaqs-but they're still mixed-race and nonstatus-then we haw to jind vehicles that can maintain them. Now,
look at it from a legal perspective, a
the only way, for me-I
constitutional, legal matter-the only avenue we hnve is as Metis. As
a legal concept. Now, not necessarily as a cultural or historical
concept. We71 have similarities, well huve similar stories, but we will
relate more atltumlly, historically, as First Nations. But it cant exist
just ~ & h the Metis Nations. The First Nations have to start to
accommodate mixed-race people-or at least keep those networks.
What's gonna happen t~ some nations? I mean, some communities
have doubled or tripled in size since C-31's became citizerzs-and
infrastructure commitments in terms of sewage, roads, housing,

schools, health care--have not been made. All that's been opened up.
And what's goma happen when-not this genemtion, but the next
generation--finds that they can no longer live on that reserve? That's
gonna be the end of their f a m i l y ' s involvement in that community. How
is that community gonna be facing the frcture? Like those families, to
me, are their r e s o u r c e s 4 yes, they may represent additional
pressures, bemuse they b m more mouths-but they bring more
money too. But once the person loses that status, the money stops
flowing to that community, that community can no longer service that
individual, and the individual will haw to go away. So what are those
communities going to do about that?"

13.4 SUlYIlVIARY:

The opinions of the participants as to the importance of status vary
broadly. Generally speaking, the status Indians (anda few non-status and
Metis individuals) consider that status is vital to protect the rights of
Native people-and

that without the presence of status Indians to force the

government to maintain some recognition of Aboriginal presence, Native
people as a group will disappear. This suggests that non-status Indians in

urban centres like Toronto are able to live as Native people because there
are First Nations who continuously insist on their treaty and Aboriginal
rights. On the other hand, other individuals felt that the Idim Act caused

such divisions between Native people that the entire apparatus of legal
regulation of Indianness was ultimately highly detrimental for Native
people as a whole. From this perspective, it is difficult to estimate whether
nonstatus Indians are being protected by the existence of status Indians

around them,or whether they face more marginalization because of the
existence of status Indians who are everywhere seen as "the real Indians"
undermines their claim to a Native identity.
At present, it seems to make sense for urban status Indians to make
every effort to exploit the current strength which a colonial category has
created for them. But it is questionable whether this should be a long-

term strategy for survival for urban Native people. Particularly when

significant numbers of individuals, the grandchildren of C-3 1 Indians,

begin to lose their status, it might perhaps be important to question what

kinds of options are being foreclosed by a strategy that resists assimilation
primarily through the use of a colonially-created category, while

fragmenting Native people in the process.
It is necessary, also to maintain a clear view that while status is
currently being used to promote Native heritage and defend treaty rights,

status is not "heritage"and it is not the same thing as treaty rights.

Status in fact was the government's way to pre-empt the rights of
Indigenous nations to govern themselves, a signifier that the colonizer, not

Native people, controlled Native destinies.
Those individuals who assert that status must be maintained to
protect all Native people, but that 'it doesn't have anything to do with

who's reaNy an Indian" appear to be avoiding looking at the extent to
which Indianness has been linked to status. If status is vital to the

survival of Native people as a whole, and is to be maintained a s a primary
strategy against assimilation, then status Indians must be ready to have
the question of 'who is a status Indian" opened up yet again, this time to

include the descendants of those who were externalized a s halfbreed and
who still maintain an affiliation as Aboriginal people. This would enable a

significant number of non-status Native people to enter into a treaty
relationship with the federal government. It does not have to signify that

"treaty Indian" and 'Metisn are the same people. It merely means that both

are now subject to the same privileges and constraints under the Indian
Act, and that

the injustices of how Indianness was assigned to some

groups and denied to others will be rectified. Choosing this course of
action,however, would make it more difficult for status Indians to achieve

gains by downplaying the Indianness of non-status Indians. One

participant, a strong advocate for the necessity of hanging on to status,
acknowledged this quite honestly:
"I think its really convenient for the Native community to say "oh, nonstatus Indians dont count': Bemuse, then they don't have to include
all of those people in m y demands they're makmg, or any changes
they're making."

From this perspective, individuals who assert the importance of
status and then say at the same time "but that doesn't mean status
Indians are any more Indian than non-status people" are simply refusing
to look clearly a t the issues of power and privilege between Native people.

Native people, of course, did not choose this conundrum, and in a
sense, as long as they continue to rely on government regulation of Native
identity to set the boundaries of Native identity, they will face this
problem. The reality is that the only way that status can continue to

maintain its 'klout' as an indicator of a special relationship with the
government is precisely by maintaining its power to exclude. The primary
function of status is a s a boundary marker-a

clear indicator of who is

Indian and who is not, and it is only by retaining this power to include
some and exclude others that Indian status has any meaning2.
A few of the participants, looking towards the future,have pointed

out the problems they see occurring with the next generation of urban
Native people when large numbers of people lose their status, or retain
Just prior to the passing of Bill C-3 1, certain individuals proposed Bill C-47, which
would have amended the Indian Act to reinstate everybody with any historic claim to
Indianness. These individuals would all be on a general band list, and then chiefs and
councils would indicate who could be accepted back as band members. This was
strenuously resisted by the warnen who were struggling to have their status reinstated, on
the grounds that it would mean that "anybody could be an Indiannand that the 'general
band list" would simply be a meaningless bureaucratic item to be filed away in Ottawa,
leaving Native people more powerless than before (Silman, 1987:202-204). In this view,
rather than the government abolishing status, a s they attempted with the White Paper,
the government would render status meaningless by opening up the category of
Indianness to anybody with any claim to Native =cestry. Status, then,is only effective a s
a means of protecting the rights of some Indians insofar as it can exclude others from
Indianness.

their status but find that all benefits for off-reseme Indians have been
removed. They talk about the impoverishment that will result when
individuals find themselves no longer eligible for education or employment
programs, and how diflicult it will be for these people when they get older

and do not have treaty health benefits. Widespread Loss of status will,
according to them,turn the tide against Native empowerment in the cities,

"drying upn the benefits which Native people have begun to experience
because of a generation of access to education and to jobs in the urban or
on-resenre Native communities, and truncating the rebirth in cultural
pride which an empowered community can work towards. These

individuals point out that this is the fust generation to really enjoy access
to the education which had been expressly specified in many of the
treaties, and it is these benefits which have helped to create a strong,

growing urban Native middle class who are proud of their heritage and
working at cultural promotion. All of this is threatened by the government
attacks on status rights for urban Indians, and by the second-generation
cutoff in Bill C-31. In this respect, retaining status IS tied to retaining

heritage, at present, in the cities. However, in view of the fact that Iarge
numbers of the next generation of urban Indians will be ineligible for
status, it might be wise for individuals to begin to strategize how Native
empowerment can be brought about without status-r

how non-status

Native people can be brought into the status relationship. Both are risky
concepts. Many Native people are aware that the strength of Native
people has been in their access to land, and to a distinctive relationship
with the government-that

without these strengths,which at present

accrue through status, Native people could conceivably be further

reduced to powerless, impoverished "visible minorities" drifting through
the urban mainstream. Whether fighting for status rights for a relatively
small percentage of the urban population is the key to avoiding this fate,

or building for other forms of empowerment-is difilicult to say. Again,

this points to a need for different ways of conceptualising citizenship in

Indigenous nations, one where being 'Onkwehonwe", or "Anishnawben-

that is, members of specific nations-is

the goal and where 'Indianness",

as a signifier that one is a member of an oppressed and colonised
minority, ceases to exist.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
THE IMPORTANCE OF PLACE: URBAN AND
ON-RESERVE IDENTITIES
A high dark mesa rises dramatidy from a
pl.in,
f a e e n miles wutheut of Laguna, in an area known u
Swahnee. On the grassy plain 140 years ago, my greatgrandmother's uncle and his brother-in-law were grazing

their herd of sheep. Because visibility on the plain
extends for over twenty miles, it wasn't until the m o
sheepherders came near the high, dult mesa that the
Apaches were able to stalk them. Using the mesa to
obscure their approach, the raiderr swept around from
both en& of the m a r . My great-grandmother's relatives
were killed, and the herd was tost...Thus the high dark
mesa and the story of the two lost Laguna herders became
iaextricably linked. The memory of them .nd their stow
resides in part with the high, dark mesa. For as long M
the m e r a t m 6 , people within the cn.aily and clan will be
reminded of the atow of that afternoon long ago. Thus,
the continuity and accuracy of the oral marratives are
reinforced by
the
hdscape-and
the
Pueblo
interpretation of that landscape k m a i n t a i d
- Lcde IVIarmon S u b ~

.

INTRODUCTION:
Connections to the land, for Native people are important in different
ways than for settlers in the Americas. Contemporary notions of being on
the land in Canada have been shaped by an urban white middle class, for

whom the land represents personal recreationeither as a solitary retreat
or as 'cottage country". For reserve-based Native people, as well as rural

Metis, however, land is about community,culture, and ancestral
connection.

I t is only when we take land into account that we can see the full
extent of the control which settler governments have been able to assert

Leslie Marmon Silko, 1996. Yellow Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit: Essays on
Native American Life Today. New York: Touchstone, p. 34-35

over Native identity by the act of tying land access to Indian status.
Indian status, a t present, is the sole determinant of which individuals

have any access to what remaining territory in Canada is still recognized
as Indian land, and which individuals are already removed from that

equation by Indian Act laws which deny their Indianness.
The first part of this chapter will explore the participants'
experiences with band membership, including the issues which the Bill
C-3 1 Indians faced around band reinstatement. The second part will

focus on the strategies which "placeless* individuals use to negotiate a

sense of groundedness in their Native identities. The third part will
explore the participants' views on on-reserve and off-reserve distinctions.

14.1 BELONGING AND ESTRANGEMEIMT: BAND MEMBERSHIP

T h e most unco~ortcrbleIndians Ibe met a m those who
are most remowed from their physical &cab. Becuuse if
you're rcmowd /ram the physical locale, -'re
remmed
j b r n rdationships, and Indian culture is all about
relationships and how to munage them, and the
importance of them, dght? So.. theg9re like Jish out of
water, hem?

.

For over a century, Canada has exercised the right to determine
which status Indians belong to which communities, and therefore who

has a right to live on what reserve. This system has been notorious for its
patrilineal structure of affiliation, which has violated the matrilineal
traditions of many nations. For example, one participant from Six
Nations, a primarily Mohawk community where many band members are
from the Cayuga nation, described how Indian Affairs classifies these
individuals according to their father's nation, while descent among the
Iroquois nations is reckoned matrilineally.
I know a lot of peop~efrommy r e ~ e ~ e - t h e yactually
'~
listed on their
status card us being something that they're not. People cue listed
under theirfather's side, but our traditions are matrilineal. So u person

with a Mohawk mother and a Cayugafcdher is listed a s Cayuga, by
Indian Affairs, when the community actually considers them to be
Mohawk

She also described how her family, who are considered Mohawk under

Iroquois traditions, are legally considered Ojibway by Indian Affairs:
"My mother is Mohawk, from Six Nations. But she mamed an OBway
man from the Mattagami reseme, so she was listed officially a s
Ojibway. When she lefi this man, and started seeing my father, who
was white, she decided not to many him, so she could keep her
status. So when I was bom, and my sisters, we got her first husband's
name, and inherited status from him-so we are listed a s O j b w a y s
from Mattagami Thnt was something that made my Dad really mad,
because he wanted me to have his name and everythmg, but I think
my Mum was scared I would lose my status if she declared him a s my
father, so she never did. When I became an adult, I decided to switch
back to my reseme-six Nations. All I did was write the band council
and -lain
the situation-that
m y Mum was a member and could I
come back? Actually, my MLcm still isn't a member of our reseroe.
She's still under her first husbcmd's reserve, as well as my sisters. So
they're actually considered Ojlbwuy under the government-but
they're not, right, they don't even have any O m a y blood. I keep
hying to get them to go back to Six Nations members+because,
especially if they die, where are they going to be buried-way up in
Mattagami where they've never ever been? This could cause a lot of
problems, so rm trying to get my Morn and them switched back-like,
you never know what could happen, right?"

Other participants mentioned that their families had somehow
been made members of bands where they had few relatives or
allegiances. One woman described how her family belongs to a reserve

where they have never lived or even visited, while her grandmother had
actually been born on another resenre. Another woman described a

similar discrepancy:

"My father was born in Sucker Creek. AU m y father's brothers and
sisters and his parents, both of his parents, were born in Sucker
Creek But we actually belong to the Birch Island r e s e w . I dont
really know why. I never really had any connection to Birch Island,

except belonging to that band, and I never even knew that until I was
in my teens. I always thought I belonged to the Sucker Creek reserve. "
The patrilineal manner in which Indian Affairs automatically
assigns children to their father's reserve, and the indifference of one

band office employee nearly resulted in an adoptee never being reunited
with her father's Native family:

My Mom thought that my Dad was from Couchiching, which is where
my Grandma is fkom. But we're actually registered urith Rainy River,
which is my grandpa's reserve. So to by and find m y father, I didn't
write to Rainy River, I wrote to Couchiching, because my Mom didn't
know anything about Rainy River. The communities are right next door
to each other, and the membership person for both communities wrote
back to me and said "no, this is not the right band, your father isn't
registered here': She didn't say 'by Rainy River': So I felt that I was
hining a dead end. But a couple of years later, I decided to try againthis time wnwnting
to Rainy River-ctnd I got a reply Mht away-that my
family was from there, and that this was my band."
With the passing of Bill C-3 1, which reinstated Native status to
women who had lost their status for marrying non-Native or non-status
men, as well a s to their children, a fury of struggle erupted in a number
of communities, along gendered lines, over entitlement to band
membership. A s one individual remarked, no aspect of status has been
so divisive among on-reserve Native people as the issue of band
membership for those individuals reinstated under Bill C-3 1. And yet
despite this, most of the participants' experiences with their bands have
been positive.

Of the seven participants who had their status reinstated under
Bill C-31, only one individual, the daughter of a woman who was
orphaned and grew u p in residential school, has not been reinstated.
The other five individuals, whose parents either maintained a continuous
connection, or who still had family members on reserve, have been able

to be reinstated.

One participant described a warm feeling of being accepted as a
band m e m b e r years after her mother had been forced to leave the
community for marrying a white man:

"Whenmy mother and I regained our status, it had already been fortyfour years since she left. Her mother had already passed m y , and
she wasn't close to her one remaining sister, who didn't live on the
resenre anyway. And it's a pretty small reserve. Sut a lot of people
remembered my Mom My mother's cousin owns the giP shop on the
reserve, so we go and visit her every now and then. I was up there in
June, and I went to see her. It felt really nice-she gave me a big hug,
and I think it wus a real turning point for me. It felt like a message 'it's
okay, you can come back-you're part of this famt7y now: Maybe I
always was, but this kind of underlined that I'm f d y and I belong
there. It felt nice".
Two individuals,who visited their reserves regularly as children,

described how they never felt any doubt that this was their home. One

woman, whose mother had been enfranchised, described how they were
always welcome in their community:
"My mother and I weren't singled out a s non-status whenever we
visited our relatives. At my reserve, it's very unusual, in that they don't
make a big thing about it. if you go and visit9 they don? tell you 'hey,
you're non-status, get out of here'. And in fad they've actually been
very welcoming to me. When we got our status back, they never gave
us any difficulty-they made us band members right off the bat And
my community has welcomed me back. They actually had me up there
a s one of their role models. It was amazing."

Another individual,whose mother was an activist in the struggle to change
the Indian Act so that women would no longer lose their status by

marrying non-Native men, described how he was always on the resenre,
every summer, growing up. Indeed, for a few years, when his family lived

on a farm adjacent to the reserve, he actually went to the reserve school:
"It's not up to the government to define who we are. I mean, I went
through all my fonnatve years, my entire childhood, bevlg around my
resenre. I never cared about being non-status. In fad,1 used to roar
around,and get tax ofJ and stay on the reserve urith my relatives. You

know? I went to school on the reserve. I guess I was about fifteen
years old in 1985, when they changed the Indian Act. And its 12of a sudden, I got this card, and theyy're mnftming Yes, rm an
Indian!' As if that could make a dvference to who I am! I never cared."
In contrast to these tales of belonging and the sense of entitlement
that they generate, one participant has not been reinstated by her band,
after a long struggle to get her status.
#Once I got the status curd, I wrote to my band and said 'hello
thereJ. I was asking for membership, and they sent me the stufJ I
sent off the membership, and never heard anything. I did phone once
or twrtwrce....and...
oh, well, they're having new members on board, and I
have to wait....and I never heard anything more, and I never pursued
it. The government says I belong to them, but they've never taken me
in as a band member. They never responded. So it means to me that
t They never responded to any d e n
they d o n r want to deal with i
application. So I'm not a member. BilI C-31?-they dont want to hear
from you.
M y Uncle Fred, my mother's half brother, lived there, but he died
two years before I got in contact with the band. I missed out, because
he was apparently well-thought-of up there, and he would have been
my 'in' into the community. % was very eqensive to go up there,
during the years when I was researching getting m y status back, so
I'm not sure if I'll ever go up there again."
This individual described how her initial excitement at the possibility of

becoming a member of her mother's band gradually gave way to
disappointment, and finally to a mixture of apathy and some bitterness:

1suppose I did at one point feel rejected. Now I don't even give it
a thought. I keep trying to think about it fromtheir point of view, so I
say to myself 'it's not surprising, is it9.I might have felt different, I
might have felt more connected, if they had accepted me. I might
have felt 'maybe I should go up there and teach'. It would have
been good if they had been able to help me with my education. I
think I would have felt different.
I've severed some emotional ties there now, whatever emotional
ties that were there. I was curious, and I was kind of high on this for
awhile. I know now that that has worn off. it doesnt make sense for
me to try and fight for mernbershp, when the community is so far
away. Now, if it was within a hundred miles, that would be different.

But because of the work involved, fm not witling to chase that down
and fight for it Maybe i f I was younger, and thinking of moving up
there to live, work, and teach, then maybe I'd by some more--but I've
kind of resigned myself. fm too old to reloate. rm gonna start
needing medical services soon. See,the only relatives rue got up there
live in an adjacent town and they're not band members either. I have
no living roots that I know of, there--although it's hard to tmce
relatives too, because our name was translated into English, and I'd
have to work with translators, because everybody up there speaks
the language. I've probably still got some relatives there, but I dont
know who they are. Ifigure, the energy I'd put towards trying to get
band membership I might as well put into hying to establish a land
base here in the city for urban Indians. 1 could go for that.'
By comparison, the adoptee who inherited her status through her
father, rather than her mother, described how her band was extremely

obliging in facilitating a family reunion, and enrolled her as a band

member after her father's death, even though her family has been offreserve for s x t y years:

"It took me four years to get status. One of the j k t thmgs I did,
when I was looking for my father, was to register with D.I.A.'s adoption
regishy. But my birth father's name hud never been put on my birth
certifcate, so there was no papenuork to match it up.
When I did find the right band, I w a s toM by the band that my
father was deceased. But they have a family services up there, which
assists adoptees in getting reunited with their f m a m r l i e sSo
. I put
together a little budget, and they flew me out there. I told them 7 want
the reunion to be on the reserve, at the traditional powwow'. I didn't
know at the time that my whole family's been off-reserve for the last
three generations. But they were obliging. 'Okay-I guess well go to
the reseme for the powwow. We never go to the p o m w , but we71 do
it for you: So Iflau to Wmnipeg, and met my auntie there. We stayed
overnight, and then she drove me out to Fort fiances, where my
grandma lives. We had a motel that they paid for, and we all stayed
there, and had our reunion We went to the powwow for two days-so
I got to dance there at least once. They showed me the burial mounds,
that are 8000 years old, and the rapids were just beautiful, and there
was an eagle flying over the top of the ~ O U R O O W ~Everything was
mazing.
Afer I met my f d y , they vouched for me, and they went up to the
chief: Tke chief and my unde were pretty good buddies in business,

so I guess they put it through My status comes from m y father so I'm
actually not a Bill C-31 or an$-rmjust
a plain old status Indian.
The band council voted on it, and made me a full member. It all
worked out after I had met m y family. ."
For most of the participants whose status was reinstated under
Bill C-3 1, acquiring band membership was a relatively positive

experience. By comparing their outlooks with that of the one woman
whose band has not reinstated her, it is obvious that to a phenomenal

extent, band membership provides status Indians with a sense of
community acceptance-and

most of their sense of entitlement to a

Native identity.
For the most part, the participants' experiences suggest that

communities are more open to reinstating Bill C-31 Indians than the
controversy around Bill C-31 would lead u s to expect. It is worth pointing

out,however, that for each participant, the burden of proof has been on
them to find relatives who can vouch for them, and convince the band to
let them in. In this respect, it is safe to say that bands have not seen the

loss of status of Native women marrying non-Native or non-status men

as a violation of the women's birthright. They have not acted as if the

Indian Act violated their sovereignty by forcing female members of their
bands and their children to leave their communities. Instead, as I

demonstrated in Chapter Two, some bands have labeled their resistance
to reinstating these women as acts of asserting sovereignty. In particular,

the children of these women have not necessarily been welcomed back.
On the other hand, it is clear that bands have viewed the massive

theft of Native children from their communities by Children's Aid as a

violation of their sovereignty, so that they generally make every effort to
repatriate these children to their bands. The participant whose father

was a status Indian was accepted a s a band member in his community,
even though his family had been off-reserve for three generations. In this

woman's case, we can only speculate what might have happened if her
mother had been Native instead of her father. If she had approached her
band as a Bill C-31 Indian who was also an adoptee, would they have
been so anxious to reinstate her as a band member?
The participants who had been reinstated all discussed the issue of
entitlement to band membership a t length. The interesting feature of
these discussions was the manner in which the participants, once their
own reinstatement had been effected, usudy situated themselves within
the mainstream of their bands, as if their own entitlement to band

membership had never been in question. They would judiciously discuss
the predicaments of those individuals they knew of who had been

rejected by their bands a s if they had nothing in common with these

individuals.
Furthermore, the dialogue around reinstatement often focused on
the intent of Bill C-31 Indians in asking for band membership. This only

reinforced the sense that each individual had to prove themselves worthy
of being reinstated before they should be accepted as band members-

that Section 12(l)(b)had not been a collective violation of the birthright of
Native women and their children. While most of the participants

expressed in an abstract manner that it was an injustice not to reinstate
people to their bands, some individuals implied that Bill C-31lndians

must demonstrate the right reasons for wanting reinstatement (selfless
devotion to community) rather than the wrong reason (looking for
education funding or other financial benefits from the band). In fact, two
of the participants who were themselves Bill C-31Indians, but who had

been reinstated as members of their bands and who acted as if their own
rights to membership in their communities had never been in question,
engaged in some aspects of "blaming the victim". I n their interviews, they

expressed some level of belief that if individuals did not get reinstated by
their bands, they probably didn't deserve to.

"rue heard horror stories from other people, that their reserves just
don't want to know them And I say 'wait a minute! These are our
peopleJ. On the other hand--and it's not that I would ever be against
anybody who was Aboriginal, to whatever degree, don'tget me
wrong-but they haw to be sincere. They huw to have a love for our
people, not a selfish love, but a low that is caring and respedful. I
think that's the problem with the so-called Bill C-31's. Well, not even
just them. Because of the nature of the interfeeme in our families,
with the kids being removed and sent to residential schools, you mn
have somebody who has status, and is 100%Aboriginal lookutg, but
you don't know how they see themselves-lhy may see themselves
as Aborig*lal people, they may see their future in the Aboriginal
people, or they may not. You can be status, you can grow u p on a
reserue, and you can still huw that... loss. See, that's the whole thing
with the divers* of our peoples' experience. When you meet an
Aboriginal person, whether they look very strongly Aboriginal or
whether they look very white-you don't know what that person's
heart is like. You can? see that. But you can experimce it over time,
after a little while. And I think thut's the thing. I don't believe that
white people should be coming into our communities and doing our
jobs-becuuse
that's like somebody trying to appropriate our
resources."
I

"Ultimately, it doesn't matter what the government says-the only
thing that does matter, is what the community says. Not even what
the band says-not the band council, not the band administration.
Whnt does the community say? And that's what matters. You know,
when the Bill C-31's get their card, and the f m t thmg they do is me
to the reserve? Well, a lot of what you hear on the reserve is 'well the
first thing they do is go on welfae and ask for a houseJ. You knowJ
that's the other side of it."
I t is interesting that while the individual who did not get reinstated

as a band member had remarked that she was hoping to get some

education funding from the band, the element of self-interest in her
desire for reinstatement was scarcely unique (particularlyas the

individual wanted to use her education to return to her mother's
northern community and teach). The adoptee whose status flowed from
her father,who was enrolled into her father's band after his death, also

considered access to education monies to be a high priority for her in
going through the process of getting registered as a status Indian.
Another of the Bill C-3 1 Indians who did get reinstated and f m d e d
stated the s a m e desire. Finally,one of the individuals who h a s had
status all her life, and who has been funded u p to the P k D . level by her

band but who grew up with her white mother and has not been able to
spend much time in her community also regarded education funding as

a central aspect of why she was glad to have status and band

membership. A selfless desire to put the wishes of the community before
one's own educational or other needs is in fact demanded of nobody but
Bill C - 3 1 Indians.

One adoptee, who has been unable to get her status back at this
point, was quite clear that some bands do not reinstate Bill C-31 Indians
as band members because they agree with the sexism in the Indian Act,
and consider Native woman to have forfeited their right to be considered

Native, by marrying white. These individuals never question the
Nativeness of Native men who married white and did not lose their
status.
@Inmy community, the chief has refused to let the Bill C-31 women be
reinstated. They protest every year, and he s a y s 'These women will
only be reinstated over my dead body.'

The restrictive or suspicious attitudes which a number of bandsand some of the participants-have

demonstrated towards Bill C-3 1

Indians, with the notion that they are "outsiders" whose dedication to
Native people must be proved (or at least brought into consideration)
before they can enjoy their right to band membership, needs to be

compared to the fact that white women who married Native men
(including the white mothers of some of the participants) enjoyed the
privileges of automatic band membership for many years without the
issue of their dedication to +becommunity ever being raised. This
should also be compared to the actions of the one Metis participant who
married a status Indian before the passing of Bill C-3 1 and who therefore
automatically acquired his status a s well as membership in his band.
This woman worked on issues of community empowerment far harder

than most of the individuals who took band membership for granted:

"My own personal background is that I'm Metis, but because I married
a status Indian before they changed the law in 1985, I became a
status Indian and a member of my husband's band, which is a
landless band with a land claim that's been outstanding since the
1800's.My husband had been a counsellor for a number of years,
and s o a f e r we were manied I wcrs very much involved in the politics.
We took a militant approach, and organised a lot of different protests
and demonstrations on the band's traditional land base, which is now
a park We would show up every year and refuse to pay, and go in
and have an annual picnic or whatever-things like that. My husband
ended up becoming a chief while we were still together, and since we
didn't have any land, our kitchen became the b c d of*.
I had three
young children, at the time, and I was working JW-time, as a s 1 1 as
doing all this work for the band. It was really insane. It certainly
contributed to our eventually splitting up."

The above accounts clarify a number of issues on the subject of
band membership. First of all, it was obvious from the comments of
individuals whose bands had reinstated them that band membership, with
its implication of community acceptance is probably the primary means

through which Native people secure a sense of their Native identity.
Indigenous identity, despite years of state regulation, remains both
collective and highly place-specific. These two aspects are intimately
related-it

is ties to place which enable people to maintain collective ties.

One participant elaborated on this:

'What makes a Native person who they are, is....you have to be from
the community. Yac've COT to know who you are, you've gotta have
family, you've got to h a w that connectton. That's what makes yac
who you are, is your connection to your f a m i l y and to the community.
That's where you leam. That's where the om1 tradition comes in, that's
where you leam culture, that's where you leam values, that's where
you leam language, that's where you leam..everything. m t ' s where
you leam how End ians..... walk, How they tell a joke. Whatever, right?
I mean, all these thmgs that make us Indian-you know, not the thngs
that make us Hollywood hdians, but things that actually make us
Indian-the sense of humour, the love of laughter, the valuing of
children, the fact that friends and family are important and no?
necessarily money-you know, that kind of thing. I think it is a
connection to community, its dl about community. That's what makes
you who you are."
For urban Indians,who do not grow up around Native people, band
membership appears to be even more important in securing for the
individual a sense of being grounded in a collective, place-based identity,

even if that identity is in some sense an abstract or fictional relationship.

Having a reserve to point to as a homeland, where one's family has been
part of a web of relations within the community, anchors these individuals

in profound ways as Native people, even if most of the actual connections
they develop in their lives are within the urban Native community.

The manner in which band membership connects individuals both
to place and to community has obviously been an important issue to

many of the families of the participants. A number of individuals
described the efforts their parents had made to ensure that they
maintained a connection to their community, as the participant below
speaks to:
"Ever since I wus born, we'd spend just about every summer I can
remember-my whole lifk-on the reserve. I would be there for several
weeks in the winter, for holidays. And every chance, every time that
we had an extra day off; the family would load up into one of our b e
cars, and we'd drive up north-ight hours,one way. Just to maintain
that connection."

For many of the older Native people, their desire for community has

persisted for decades after they have been alienated from their homes
because of losing status or through community dysfunction. Two
individuals talked about their mothers or grandmothers who left their
communities through losing their status. As they grew older, however,
they managed to settle down near the resewe, so that even though they

were not abie to go back to the reserve, they were not too far away from
home:

"My mother goes back every now and then. Her niece has ties zuith
the reserve, so they go back and visit certain people--she only lives
forty minutesfiom the reserw, in Norland. "

"There's the whole issue around my grandmother being 87 years old,
and she's g e m old, and leaving the reserw. But if you look at the
geography of $-she's only an hour away from Oneida his place that
she lefi and never returned to is only one hour's drive away."
Ties to community are not necessarily experienced as personally

empowering. One individual described the difficulty of re-entering her

father's community as an adult after a long interval of separation from him
because of his abusiveness. She faced considerable problems in living
there, given the reality that her community i s still dealing with a legacy of
violence stemming from residential school, a n d that as a result most
families are struggling with dysfunctional relationships-within
and between families-which

families

speaks to the damage that colonisation has

done to the life of the community:

7 tried to spend a summer in my father's comunrty when I was
twenty-four,just before I entered my master&program. My father was
living in the community at the time. It was a wry, very difficult
summer. Part of the problem was the realization that I wasnt going to
be able to have a father-daughter relationship with him--that if
anything was going to develop between us in the future, it would have

to be in terms of us as adults, and in a completely different setting.
But it was also the politics of the community. IL's a very small
cornmunitzj, there are only about 100 or 120 people there in the winter.
The kids only mme back in the summer.
There's such intense politics within the communtty, and its not like
you go to work and deal with the politics and esmpe them by coming
home-it just follows you everywhere. Family politics, band politicsthe two are interrelated. There are abuse issues that haven't been
resolved, and people thatjus? hate each other as a result of that. And
then you enter the communrty and people are saying 'yac know, you
really shouldn't talk to this person or that person: and you 're trying to
say 'well, rm my own person, I hnve to make my own decisions'. And I
was trying to idenfib myself as my own person, rather than a member
of m y father's f d y , and especially as his daughter, which came with
its own stigma, even though I had been away for so long. Partly that
was because everybody knew what he'd done to me, and p a d y it was
because he was the main representative of a family that they might be
at war with, the other main families in the mmmundy--and partly it
was because he's a very politiml person, and they would or would not
agree with his politics. From a number of different perspectives."
Nevertheless, for this individual, despite the actual paidid nature of her
relationship to her community, it remains a real, and grounding
experience of collective bonds, which ties her to a Native identity that
would otherwise be relatively abstract, given the fact that she was raised
by her white mother and has been relatively alienated from the urban

Native community.
Band membership can also provide urban individuals with a sense
of ancestral ties (although some non-status individuals are also able to
trace their lineage back on specific lands for several generations as well).

The adoptee who was reunited with her father's family in her twenties has
conducted extensive genealogical research going back several generations.
Knowing that she has significant family roots in the territory around Rainy

River connects her in deep ways with an Ojibway tradition that is ancient.
This individual may not have the stories of her ancestors-but

she knows

that she carries that continuity through her lineage. In many ways, the

solidity of this connection diminishes the importance of her individual
experience of adoption and alienation, because the ties that bind her to

her Ojibway heritage are much older and deeper-precisely

because they

exist in the region of their origins.

Another individual has also described the sense of rootedness which
comes from knowing that your ties to a region are ancient:
"Myfamily's been living here ever since there WAS a here. And not
living here like, living on the planet, I mean, living here like pretty
much in the same place they're living now. The Great Lakes a m is
where they've lived the whole, entire time".
An important function which these ancestral ties to specific regions

play for many urban Native people is to diminish the significance of

otherwise-devastated family histories, to counter their genocidal
implications with a knowledge that the upheavals that they and their
immediate families have experienced are by far not "the whole story".

Ancestral ties to place have enabled urban Native people to survive

colonization as Native p e o p l ~ t h estories may be lost, but the connections
to the land based on lineage are still there. This was particularly the case

for the two participants from the east coast whose ancestors were
militarily defeated by the British in the mid- 1700's, and who for years

aftenvards were targeted for obliteration by the colonial government. For
one individual whose family had lived for centuries on land which had

been part of her nation's territory prior to colonisation (but at present was
not reserve land), the stories of her ancestors had been lost for many

years, and indeed much of the language had also been lost, but the ties to

the land remained, and it was these ties which told her family who they
were. For the other individual, the fact that her family had moved to
Toronto had removed her from much personal knowledge of her heritage.

But she took great comfort in knowing that her father's family, although

non-status, had lived on a plot of land adjacent to the reserve for over a
century, maintaining community connections despite being non-status.

One individual,who had visited her reserve frequently as a child,
described how for her, during a crisis-filled adolescence, her reserve
represented a haven for her, a place where she had felt safe and nurtured,
with her grandmother. It also represented a site of resistance-she

knew

she could walk away from the racism of the nuns that she worked for, and
go home where their perspectives did not matter:

1 was about fifeen, and I had worked for the Carmelites for a year,
when Ifinally made the decision that I wasn't coming back I wore my
little mini skiit to work the last day I was there, and I told them I was
leaving. And they were sojudgmental-they sort of said 'how can you
wear that?' And I thought to myself 'oh, good!' And that day we set
off for my grandma's. I remember thinking 'Tm going home". Because
there was some sense that, although Toronto w a s where I was born,
and where I lived and worked, my happy memories as a child were
mostly when I was on the reseme. Now there were probably some
scary times too, bemuse people did drink a lot when they were up
there. But it never seemed to be a s bad somehow. And I guess too, we
were carefee, because we were little."
Another woman saw her reserve as a place where there was simply "more
life" to the environment,where people interacted more with one another

and had stronger bonds. She saw her cousins from the reserve a s far

more independent and resourceful than the suburban children she knew:

"Myfirst mp to the r e s e m was when I was about nine or ten. I loved
it! I thought my cousins were really lucky, living on the reserve. I
thought it was really wonderjid and exciting. I enjoyed the visits, and
they would come and visit u s in Woodstock And I knew at that age
that there was a big difference, between the w a y I was as a child, and
the way my cousins were as children. I could tell that they lived
differently. I don't know, they were freer. They didn't have the same
type of rules on the r e s e w that I did growing up in the city. Like, I
hud to come home when the streetlights came o n That was my
curfav, and I would get booted home. And ...there's no streetlights on
the reserve! I thought that was really neat-bebeme they were
playing outside, and they'd come in, and go to bed. And I don't know,

it seemed that they were more creative. They did a lot more outdoor
stuff than I did, living in the city. There's less television on the reserve.
And you had to entertain yourserf; there was no just going to the
show.It seemed even their house was different porn ours. Their house
seemed a bit more run-down than ours-but with more life in it. Even
though the life was like, loud, and partying-but it was more exciting
to me. I wanted to be there, instead of at my house, living in the
suburbs."

In numerous ways, then, band membership (in addition to other long-term

Aboriginal connections to collective lands)roots individuals finny into a
web of relations, sometime in a relatively abstract way and sometimes

extremely concretely. Ties to place and maintaining collective identity are

thus, in a sense, inextricably connected.
14.2 IDENTITY AND PLACELESSWE88 IN URBAN NATIVE LIFE=
V o r me, what's ava more important them the status
issue is not having a homelruui thot I can point to ond
say %hisis where m y people come from*. Because for me,

my fomily background is this nebulous territory in the
middle of M a n i t o b a somewhere. So if I say Trn a Cree
from Manitobu', and then I meet a another Manitoba
Cee, they'll sag to me 'who the hell ave -3'
I mean, I
grew up in Ottuuu I t s kind of a fictional tie. I don? have
a homeland, Iguau.m
For Native families who lack concrete ties to specific places, there
is little to ground them in a collective identity. Janice Campbell Hale has
described the dysfunction and fragmentation of family ties which her

family experienced as a result of her mother's displacement, first from
her own mother's Canadian Native community when she lost status and
then from her husband's American Indian reservation through marital

breakup. Loss of any sense of a viable collective future was the result of
this family experience of diaspora, as Hale vividly describes below:
In 1987 I had a dream about a turtle. (We are the last family left of
the Turtle clan.) A dream, in other words, about the family...I a m
walking along the shore of a lake or a bay towards a house in the

distance. I step on a small turtle I did not see lying among the rocks
and think I've killed it. I a m w e d with grief: I leave it there and humj
away towards the house. I come back to that place on the shore later
and see that the turtle is not only alive but is no longer the size of a
small rock It has grown to a hundred times its previous size. It's like
a giant sea turtle and is very strong. I am filIed withjoy now. I watch
as the great turtle walks into the water and swims away...Thedream
was saying that our family only appeared to be dead, stepped on,
broken into a million little pieces. The family-or the power of the
family-lives on in some form and is strong...Once I longed to
belong to the family I came from. Not anymore. I'm one of its
broken-off pieces now. But... others are trying to make what's left
of it strong again (Hale, 1 9 9 3 : k - d ) .
For the seventeen participants of this study who do not have band

membership or other long-term collective ties to specific lands, a major
problem that they face is that they are truly diasporic. These individuals,
whose families have been uprooted and scattered and who therefore
cannot point to a specific place and say 'this is where I belong", all
commented, in one way or another, about the problem of being a member
of an Indigenous nation in the abstract. Their historical ties to the
communities where their ancestors came from, although real enough, in
some ways also seemed to be fictional, simply because the connections
with those communities had been left behind, and were therefore no

longer viable within their families.
The participants had all developed different ways of anchoring
their somewhat abstract identities, on a personal and familial level. One
way of establishing longevity and ties to place was through tracing

lineage. If individuals could trace their lineage for several generations
within specific communities, even if they no longer had any direct
connection to that community, they still felt themselves to be rooted in
that place. One Metis woman spoke about how this strengthened her
sense of her identity:

1would say the important things about being Abor@inal isw
n
i g out
exactly where you m m from,your lineage, d,
once you know that,

then it makes you feel stronger. You know exactly where you come
from, and it makes you feel clear. It gives you a sense of
empowerment. And the more strength you can obtain about your
identity, especially being of mixed mce, the better. It's so important to
your sense of being. When I was a child, I didn't want to be Native,
because to me, it was the weaker race.tt made me weak, knowing that
I was not of the stronger race, or the majoity. That's what my
childhood was, it was weak So pcut of getting stronger involves
knowing exactly where you come from, even if it's mixed. People cant
take that au~lyfrornyou. You haw to team all that you can about who
you are, and then no one can take that fkom you. Sometimes I think
about my life, and I think 'Who am F' When I die, what will people be
able to say about who I am? Bemuse family's so important. I f
somebody was to write up my obituary, I want them to be able to say
'she was born here, and this was her family, and.... '. So a family tree
is very important to me. I've just bought a book, this past year, and
I've stalted flling in the blanks, because that was never done for my
Mom'spart of the f d y . "
Language was another vehicle which the participants saw as
important for grounding individuals in their culture. The one participant

who was fluent in her language described how differently the world

looked from within the Cree language.The more tolerant attitudes which
she found in northern Native people, as compared to urban Indian
mannerisms, was, to her, attributable both to the ability to speak Cree,

and to being on the land. Because language shapes thought and custom,

and therefore behavior, knowing one's Indigenous language was essential
to a really strong grounding in one's culture. One woman,who has made

repeated attempts to learn her language,and who still plans to develop a
working knowledge of it, spoke about how she saw language as
anchoring her to her heritage in bodily ways, despite being diasporic:

"For me, it feels 1-language
is where you draw your nationhood,
your identity from It's like, what language are you porn-that$
where you mme from, that language. It's not just words. I feel ?hut
there's aphysimlpresene of something. I guess it's one of my biggest

challenges. One time I went to a workshop, and they said "if you only
had a feur months to live, and you knew it, what would you plan to do
with that time?' One of the thmgs I had down there, was I would go to
Saskatchewan and I would stay there until I learned the language,
and I would learn. That's how I feel about it-that it's something that I
have to accomplish"

This participant also spoke of the more ephemeral aspects of
identity, including the linking of ancestry, embodied knowledge, and
relationship to land which is often referred to as "blood memory". For a

number of the participants, flashes of what seemed like memories linked

them to the past in ways that seemed to physically ground them in their
ancestral heritage:

"heother day, I was chopping some meat, and suddenly my body felt
like this was something that we've been doing for years and years and
years. There was just a flash where I thought like---Iwas somebody
from 200 years ago, and you know, I knew that this person was
here--and we're still doing these things, these things don? change. So
there's a sense of somethmg e k e too, besides the language, that
grounds us in our identities."
Another individual, who strongly emphasized the importance of following

traditional teachings, also spoke of the connections between land,
embodied heritage, and our ancestors:

"This is our home. Its in our blood, eh, in our psyche. This is where
our ancestors were-its all here. They're all here, all the spirits are
here. The spirtts of our ancestors are here, in this continent-not in
another country."
A few individuals referred to an emotional bond that they felt as Native

people, to a collective past:

"Okay, there's two levels that I base identity on. My more intellectual
response would be 'people identify that way for solid reasons, like
family. This gives them their sense of who they are'. The more gut level
part of it involves in some way...being confused about it. Being part of
the 'lost generations: I think It's more of a feeling, that way, of being
part of an historic processJ even of loss and pain, that is signzjbnt
somehow. Like, gettug a feeling from people.. ..that it means somethvrg

to them There's an emotional identifiCQffon.It's not just saying tuellthis is who I grew up with, and this is where I'm from: It's
defiitely ...emotional. Like, a lot of people will talk about the first time
they heard the dmm And I think-certainly non-Native people are
capable of being moved by sornethylg like that. But I think that that's
central, that emotional wnnedion. It's....like family, almost. "

For a few of the participants (the author's family included), strong
family bonds, beliefs within their families about spirituality and

connectedness to nature, and other somewhat ephemeral feelings about
ties to ancestors were some of the few things left about being Native that

they still had access to on a regular basis, a s people from extremely
acculturated and diasporic families.0ther individuals, particularly the
adoptees, who have had to deal with extreme feelings of Loss for having
been taken from their families and communities, tended to feel even

more strongly that Nativeness was "in the blood" and could not be
erased:

"Becauseof the very djfficult relationshp I had with my parents, my
adopted parents, I honestly believed that our breakdown in the
adoption was so much about seeing the world from two completely
differentplaces. Because even though they raised me in their value
system, I'm a reallyjkt believer that you have blood memon~,and you
have...sonethug...as a Native person you have something in there that
they would never be able to relate to. And that was just always a
sttuggle that I had, cmd I j u s t redly believed that I was really different,
and they would never understand me because I was Indian."
Interestingly, the only adoptee who did not speak in detail about blood

memory was the one individual who had regained band membership, and
whose collective ties to place were therefore ensured on other Levels. This
would suggest that concepts such as blood memory become increasingly

important when more concrete and material bonds to place and
community have been removed.

Some participants described the sense of belonging that they felt
when they first encountered Native people. Being around Indian people

"fit" their lives in ways that they hadn't known they were looking for:
7 dropped out of school real early, and staHed that whole partying
scene. And my first parties were with these two Indian brothers, all
the way from Ingersoll-and I hachhiked. I'd go to ingersoll, and that's
who I did m y drinking with I t s interesting that you can always find
your own people, in maybe, the t o m over, or the city over. To have
never met each other, and then you meet each other and its like
corning home. 'Oh,jTrzally! Let's hang out!"
Given the extent to which concepts like 'blood memory" are used
to explain an ephemeral feeling of connectedness to other Native people,
it seems important to examine this concept. I do not want to argue for or
against this idea (and certainly not to simply dismiss it as 'essentialist").

Rather, I think it is useful to consider what the idea of 'blood memory"
enables and secures for Native people. In a country where a powerful
body of white politicians and scholars have for years maintained a
monopoly on defining Indigenousness, and where Native peoples do not
control the discourse which controls our lives, the concept of "blood
memory" cuts through the pronouncements of 'Indian experts", insisting
that we are Indigenous because our bodies link u s to o w Indigenous
past. W e do not have to wait for courts and legislation to decide who is

Indian, who is entitled or unentitled, and to internalize that logic-our
bodies tell us who we are.

The concept of "blood memory" also reassures us as to our cultural
survival. For a people who have had much of their knowledge of the past
severed, 'blood memory" promises a direct link to the lives of their

ancestors, made manifest in the flesh of the descendents. In a country
where countless past generations have been educated to have 'the

Indian" removed from the person, where Native people are pinned down
by those who control them, where urban Native people are anxiously

trylng to discover what remains of the cultures so apparently erased or

abandoned in the interests of survival, 'blood memory" promises u s that
we can claim o w ancestors' experiences as our own, that we can recreate

our cultures based on what we carry in our genes. For people damaged
almost beyond recovery by oppression, it offers us the strength of our
ancestors to survive and persist. Blood memory, therefore, is incredibly

seductive, in this 'post-colonial moment? for urban Native people, whose
peoplehood continues to be dismembered, as racism escalates and the
colonizer's logic reigns unchecked-as

colonization, in fact, continues

unabated. I t is also, in some deep ways, impossible to deny, a s our
bodies have a knowledge all their own. For many of the participants, the
concept of blood memory has been an important way in which their
families "kept the faith" to an often ambivalent sense of collective
identity, despite lives spent placeless and almost invisible, in the heart of

the dominant culture.

Some individuals have developed personal ties to specific reserve
communities through networks of friendships, which they see as rooting
them in some respects in a t least some relationship to a land-based

community. Others involve themselves in urban spirituality as a means
of grounding themselves within nature even in an urban environment.
Finally, many of the participants have developed strong community ties,

through work or activism, within the Toronto Native community.
The participants, as diasporic individuals, have to negotiate
identities in a milieu which insists that the only 'real" Indians are onreserve Indians. Below, the participants discuss this issue.

14.3 PERCEPTIONS OF ON-RESERVE LIFe=
"It u w n Y until the whits people startfng somng us wad
w and a g i n g "unless p u l i a hem on this
little p&t of land p k not going to be an Indian" that
we stcvtsd getting caught up in these kinds of divisions.'

c-mng

The participants were asked about their attitudes towards onreserve Indians. How important, on a daily basis, were the immediate
ties to community and land,which they possessed? To what extent is
this crucial for Native identity?

First of all, the individuals who had lived in Native communities
most of their lives talked about what becoming urban meant to them. For
the northern Saskatchewan M e t i s woman, urbanization---even the

process of embracing an urban Native cultural orientation-was
described as acquiring white values:

"rue been noticing now when I go home-because rue been away
for fifteen years-that
I'm feeling disconnected with my culture.
Especially being in the city. Because people in the city, young people,
are trying so hard tofind themselves, and jTnd their culture. In the cityJ
we do things like traditional singingJ using suleetgrass_and we try to
have a cohesive Native community. You h o w , you go to the Native
centre-we do thzngs like that. And then, I go home, and I'm not quite
fitting in now. It's like white values haw come into my head a lot. So
my fiends treat me a little bit differently. They71 give me a clean cup.
Whereas before, they'd say #get it yourself: But now, they're treating
me like I remember treatmg white people. You know? Not to that
extreme. They don't run and hide in the bedroom Like, when I was
growing up, if a white person came to the door, then everybody would
go hide right away, so that there'd only be one person there who had
to talk to them That's exactly what happew. And it's not that bad, the
way they treat -but
it's like rm gettingfurther away. And I hate it.
It's very hard. Because I remember, when I was in Beauval, and my
aunts who had been away for a long time would come, and I would be
shy with them, bemuse they were like strangers. They had married
white men, so they brought their white husbands along for a visa. And
it was just more formal.
I feel that people are a little uncomfortable when I go to visit. It's
bemuse some of this urban stuff has rubbed off on me, right? Even

the joking--likeJ the way you joke at home is you put each other d o u m
But it's not really putting them down, the way we do it.. But in the
white society, it's putting somebody down Like calling somebody a
d i m spoon, it means 'you dirty cunt', right? I used to whip out those
comments like nothing-%ello, you dirty spoon!' But now, if I go home
and say that, they71 look at me like I'm insulting them-bemuse I don?
have it any more."

This individual, who is two-spirited2, described going home with her lover
on different occasions, and has suggested that rural Native people are

much less homophobic-in

general, less judgmental-than

urban Native

people. She felt that her sense of alienation in the community had more to
do with becoming increasingly urban than with being two-spirited.

Another individual described the changes in his outlook which came
about from leaving the reserve. He saw this process as involving a greater

politicisation, through having had the opportunity to visit numerous other
reserves and to become more familiar with the power structures of white
society. To him, being in the city did not otherwise involve a tremendous

degree of change-which

speaks to the heterogenous nature of his reserve,

located near a white urban centre:

1 didn'tbemme politically aware until I left the reseroe. I worked
for awhile as training producer for CBC radio. That's where I really got
a lot of education. Travelling, reading the papers, wrtting stories about
them. I've been to over 100 reserves in Canada and the U.S.When I
left my resenre, I knew everything about the community way of life,
inside the commundy. That was how I grew up. And then when I left
there, I learned about everything that happens outside the reserves,
outside the communities, the political and sociologicaI issues pertaining
to Native culture that we have to deal with,
I think on the reserve there's certainly more of a connection to the
s
land. You know, I go home, and there's the lake--our reselve i
surrounded by water. And now I don? feel as comfortable a m n d
large bodies of water as I did when I was a kid. I mean, we haw Lake
"Twospiritedwis a concept which many Native gays nd lesbians have adopted, not
only as a means of conceptualizing homosexuality,but to make connections with
traditional Indigenous ways of understanding the qualities of maleness and femaleness,
and the flexible m m e r in which these qualities can fit different bodies, across gender.

Ontario here, but hour often do you go swbnming or canoeing in that
lake? I mean,just crossing the Gardiner to get to it is such an effort!!"

A few of the participants strongly felt that because they grew up
off-reserve,their Indianness was flawed or in some ways inferior to that
o f on-reserve Native people, even though they also sometimes expressed
an awareness that there was very little actual differencein the lived

experiences of the people on the reserve, as compared to their own
lives, in some cases lived right next door to the resenre:

1 think on-reserve Native people look more Native. I f they have
cultural information, they don't always share it. You almost have to
find a soul mate, who will educate you and m a k you more aware.
Maybe again, it's my lack of understanding of the culture. We're
supposed to hang out and talk to each other. And those are probably
things that I didn't learn. I mean, certainly at home, with my
grandfather and my uncle, and my mother, we had those skills of
relating to one another-ulthough that's sort of blurry, because my
mother died when I was so young. M y father was not a talker. So,
what I know, I learned from my uncle and my grandfather. M y aunts
weren't talkers, they were drinkers. And I'm not a talker.
I haven't made great efforts. But because not much is written
down-there are things on tape, that sort of thing--but it's hard to
gain access. The way I live, I could read a book about our culture, but
I don't have three hours to sit and chat with somebody. Not on a
regular basis, to have an ongoing relationship where I could leam
things from somebody-I'm just not geared to thut, the way I live
now. You have to have an extended family, I guess-which was like
my early days, when the elders were around.
But even on the reseme, integration was the goal. Everything
centred around the Catholic School. There was nothing Nativeoriented, that I can remember. No regalia. No Native dishes. They
used to have, like, cans of chipped beef, it was like dodood, honest
to god. And that's what they had to eat. Mostly it was that canned
stufJ And.. .no running water. That's not unusual for the Maine side
even today-there's still places that don't have indoor plumbing."

This individual womed that her family's marginal status within their
community, as peopIe who had grown u p on kmd adjacent to the reserve
rather than within the community, might have negative implications for

one of her brothers. She feared that his strong activism might cause him
to be seen as an interfering outsider within their community, and that he

might therefore be endangered not only from the police but from some of

the Native people in her community.
Another woman also described her own sense, growing up, that she
was not "Native enoughnfor being from off-reserve. However, in later years,

when she gained status through marriage and began working primarily
with on-reserve Indians, she began to no longer see 'Indianness" as

necessarily linked to having a reserve, and gradually rejected this idea.

I could be branded here for saying this-but a lot of people who
haven't grown up on reserve have for some reason retained a lot, in
some cases a lot more, I R d h ways of thinking. I don't k n o w n o t
attitudes.. .I don 2 know what it is. But... there's something there. It's
in the blood. You can'tjust get rid of by moving to the city. You just
can't get rid of it. It keeps coming back"
The participant also noted that she was beginning to practice some
of her great-grandmother's land-based ceremonies, and that she was able
to do this in any park area, if necessary-although

this obviously wasn't

an optimum solution. From this participant's perspective, being placed on
reserves was the coloniser's actions. Being able to access part of her
great-grandmother's practices, from the days before they were put on
reserve, was just another indication that being based on a reserve did not
ultimately determine whether one was Native or not.
Other participants took this perspective, noting that being on a
reserve was only an interval of Native experience, not a primeval state of
being. One adoptee was adamant about challenging Native people who
claimed a superior knowledge of Indianness through growing up on
reserve:

7 think on-reserve Indians might have the feeling that their link is
stronger, through the generations, because they've not been taken
away or whatever. But h e had people tell me that they grew up in

Saskatchewan, like a real I d i a n with horse and buggy, and I tell
them 'No, no, no....you did not have a pre-Columbian experience'.
This i
s my bottom line. I tell them- 1went through major oppression as
an adoptee. I sumbed it all done. I could have killed myself way
back then, and you'd newr haw even known &out me. Ftcck you".
Another woman concurred with this:
uBeing adopted is a Native experience! Bevzg mired-race is a Native

experience!"
One woman suggested that Native people had to rethink what was
meant by "Indian landm-that when Native people agreed to limit "Indian

land" to reserves, they were ignoring the fact that all the land had once
been theirs:

"We didn't have reserves, before, we never had reserves. Maybe
tern-tolies,so I can see the affrriatioonto reserves with the ternstory--like
we had boundaries that we respected,or went across cvtd maybe had
to risk our lives to get, you know, a deer or whatever."
Several of the participants were careful to spec@ that while many reserve
Indians clearly had greater access to cultural heritage than urban Native

people did, some reserves were so dysfunctional with alcoholism, or so
permeated with hdamentalist Christianity that they could not fili this
function.

Other individuals noted that the divisions between on-reserve
and off-reserve p e o p l ~ s p e c i a l l ywith respect to the southern reserves
near urban centres---were not a s hard and fast as some on-reserve

people made them out to be. Nevertheless, they asserted that simply
because reserve Indians interact more on a regular basis with other
Indians, this made them "more Native" in their orientation than urban
Native people are. One participant discussed her opinions on this
below:
"Well,there's lots of people I know in the community-..don't know

if they consider themselves to be mixed race. They obviously are, and

yet they daim to be filly Native. These are all people who come from
reserve communities, so they haw more of a claim to Nativeness in
that sense.
Its not as cut and dried as it might s e e m Our communities have
people right at the centre of them who are mixed-race. Despite this,
however-I do see on-reserve Native people as being more Indian,
bemuse they're totally immersed in a Native environment. They're
living in a community where everybody is Native, where people have
always lived with other Native people, and that's just the everyday
reality, the everyday aspect of it. So, yeah, I do think that its a
stronger base there."
One individual talked about her strong yearning for the cultural

connections which she saw as being available to on-reserve people,

particularly in the north. At times she verged on romanticizing reserve Life;
however, at other times it was clear that she simply missed the connection
with older Native people in her life:

"They've had the connection with mother earth, you know, all those
things that w e don'thave access to unless we go to a park, or you
know, that little trip that w e get to take out for the day out in the
country. They've had the access to those elders. And I don't mean
elders a s in teachers-simply those older ones who still mmj the
culture. I would love to be able to go and sit down and just listen I
was watching a program, and there was a woman u p in Moosonee or
Moose Factory. And she still does hides. They huntJ and then she
does her hides. They still live the way that our ancestors lived. And
she was so upset that all these women around her were saying
"retire-what are you still doing that stuff for, you can go out and buy
it".And she wants them to come and learn how to do it, brtt they're not
interested. It almost made me want to just to put some stuff together,
get rid of my apartment and everythmg else, and start walking up
there-bemuse she wants people to come and l e a m I would love that.
Those are the things that we need to pick back up. Mi?onaq people are
fabulous basket weavers-their baskets are in museums all over the
world. But there's no basket weavers here---it would be so nice to be
able to learn it."
Many individuals simply discussed the pros and cons of onreserve versus urban experiences-as

providing more and less access

to certain types of cultural experience, as one individual below noted:

7 think in some ways on-reserve Indians hnw more access to the
language, and to being around ceremonial activities. But I think in
some ways here, w haw access to things like workshops,

conferences and readings? and cultural awareness gatherings, thut
just don't happen on reserves. So there's kind of a give and a take
there. A lot of people living on the reserves are still very Christian. So
in a lot of ways, urban people who are living the traditions ARE more
traditional. But language-wise-+ lot of people living on the r e s e w s
speak the language. There's more language speakers then there are
in the city."
One individual pointed out how the dominant society influences
what people think of as Native identity, how urban Indians are presented

in the media as having left Indianness behind:

"Somepeople think urban Indians are less Indian, you know, because
they've become citij'ied. I remember, a number of yews ago, watching
a TV program., and it was about a Navajo child custody case. I just
thought it was so weird, bemuse I never even liked that show, but that
one time I watched it. What really struck me was that one of the
Navajo lawyers didn'tlive on the reserue, he wore a suit and mmied a
briefmse and he had an expensive haircut. That's what people really
think-that if you live in the city you're a sell-out, you're a suit. I think
some Native people think that. And I know white people believe that if
you live in the city, you can't really be an Indian, because if you were,
you'd be on the r e s e m e k h e r e you belong'".
Another participant, who had worked in both on-reserve and offresenre settings, saw it as important that both sides work together,

because both had strengths to offer each other:

Last year I made the break from urban to on-reserve organisations I
was asked by one of the provincial tem?orial organisations to train 1 3
frontline workers in the program we've developed for adult survivors
of childhood sexual abuse. Over time, rve been going back and
teaching at dvferent reserves, about selfesteem, child sexual abuse,
family uiolence, or wellness. rve been to West Bay, and all different
places on Maitoulin Island, and rue been up to Jomes Bay to do
teachings about violence on Mother's day-so I think the thing rue
been able to do is take the things rue learned in both worlds and bring
them back to the communities. Because to me those are the same
people. Not the same people, but in my mind, I don't want to build up

the notion that the people in the north and on the reserves are
separatefrom us. I think thut's very short-sighted.Because we should
be able to be Aboriginal people wherever we are. Why should we have
to be in a certain place to be recognised as Aborighal people?"
One adoptee pointed out that to her, as an urban Native person, on-

reserve people, particularly those from the north, had many gifts for her to
learn from:

"My feeling is that we all have dfferent experiences, but we're all
Indian people. And so I know that some of the people that come from
the northern communities are tmly grm for me, because they seem to
have this wonderful...quietness,a quietness, that I really have a lot to
learn from So I feel that every experience provides something to learn
from, I see the urban Indians, and I see the First Nations communities
in this area--and they're struggling with different things. And then the
people from the north-they're more connected to the land. rrn much
more attraded to that, because they have somethmg to teach me.
They've taught me about the importance of family. And the laughter,
right? The laughter, the food, the communrty--they're tremendous g i i
to me. Because I never eqerienced that."
14.4 TERRITORIALITY AND

EXTRA-TERRITORIALITY:

A crucial issue with respect to being urban is whether the

individual is living in the same territory as their Indigenous nation. The

participants in this study are perhaps quite representative of the
diversity of Native people within the Toronto community-in

that they

came from thirteen different Indigenous nations. However, one third of
them were Mohawks, Oneidas or Ojibways from reserves which were very

close to Toronto. For the other twenty participants, living in Toronto
entails living in Ojibway temtory as a non-Ojibway person. During the
interviews, the participants talked about where they felt more

grounded-in

the city, or their home community-and

the issues which

flowed from this.
What seemed most germane to the off-territory participants'
identities was how rooted they felt in their territory of origin,relative to

Toronto-how much time they had spent in their home village, and how

much family remained in their territory of origin. The participants'
experiences ranged from those who had grown up in Toronto and had
never been to their home territory, to those who were closely linked to
their communities of origin but had lived in Toronto for several years and

so had a Toronto-based identity as well as a "home" identity. The majority
of the off-tenitory participants, however, came from backgrounds where
they had no remaining family on their traditional territory, or had grown
up not knowing where their original community was, thmugh forced

dislocation. Their identification with their Indigenous nation was mainly in
the abstract. For these people, the most concrete identity they had was as

urban Native people. For the most part, these individuals saw adaptation
(or even absorption into) the local norm as the only way to live as a Native

person. One individual, of Cree and Saulteaux heritages, describes how in
Toronto she has been drawn to Ojibway culture:
"You know, at one time I wanted to go back and re-claim my
Creeness. I wanted to move to the prairies, leam the language, and
try to leam more about what it means to be Cree. But now that I'm
probably going to be staying in this region for good, it has occumed to
me that I feel more of an affiation to Ojbway mlture, for some
reason or other. I mean, the big cultures that are here are the
Ojibways and the Iroquois cultures, right? For some reason or other, I
don't lean towards the Iroquois--although I enjoy learning from their
teachings or something, but I don't align myself with them Maybe it
was from wutchvzg that tenible scene in Black Robe, about those
Mohawks! In any case,for some reason I don? feel tike that's part of
who I am, you know. But I do feel some kind of connection or tie to
Ojbway culture, for some reason or other. So now I would like to
leam that language, and perhaps follow that spiritual tradition a bit
more.
So as far as seeing myself as part of some kind of community, or
how I trace myself-I guess rue taken the tack that I have to look
fonuard. There's no going back-I can? really make those connections
to w h o w e were on the prairies. But rm building a life here as part of
this wmrnunity instead. The culture I'm learning about m y not be the

one that I come from, but its as close as I'm going to get, around here,
anyway."

The African Cherokee participant, on the other hand, feels alienated
by Ojibway culture and has gradually become deeply involved in the

Haudenosaunee traditions. She feels clearly that because the Cherokee

and Iroquois peoples have common linguistic and cultural roots, the fact
that she is drawn to Mohawk culture is a natural affikity.

Other individuals, who had had a deeper access to their own
cultural background before coming to Toronto felt too grounded in their
own culture to attempt to grow towards an Ojibway or Iroquois norm.

However, their attempts to continue to leam about their own particular
cultures were hampered by the lack of elders from that culture in the

community, and the lack of access to instruction in their own language:
"They are supposedly offeering a language course [in the
participant's West Coast language] through the University of Victoria.
But for me to get it I'd have to go through the band, and for the past
two or three years they've ignored my requests. The other thing is that
individuals who take the course in Victoria can actually go up to one of
our communities, where our language is spoken, to practice. That
would be hard for me, in any case. I would find it an effort to say to
people '1want to be with you for one or two hours on a reguhr basis
and just speak our language: I guess I'm too far away from it right
now. And of course, you dont really want to leam a language like that
on paper.
I started taking Ojibway lessons this past year. I sort of realized
that it m@ht be too difficult to leam my own language under these
circumstancesj a d I have a language requirement for my PhD.. But
its difficult for me. And you need to have friends who speak Ojibway
to practice it with,"
Other participants paid less attention to language, and simply felt

comfortable pursuing Ojibway spiritualiv, because they did not see it as
too different from the traditions of their origins:

"There's not that much difference between South Amerimn Native
culture and North Amerimn Native culture. Their beliefs, and our

beliefs, are more or less the same. I associate being Nutive with m y
traditions, with the love for mother earth, those thugs. I j u s t had an
appointment with an elder, and it was so interesting, it was just like
hauing a talk with a grandmother at home."
The participants' words seem to suggest that with respect to issues
of territoriality and extra-territoriality, living far from your own territory
is only an issue to those individuals who have been strongly exposed to

their culture a s children, or who grew up in their communities of origin.
The rest of the participants tended to adopt an urban identity coupled
with a somewhat abstract identity as 'a member of a specific nationn

(rather than a very concrete location-based identity). Those individuals

who had been definitively severed from their own context frequently
spent a number of years living in hope of some day being able to go home
to their village where they might somehow re-create themselves within
their ancestors' identities. I n many cases, however, these individuals

eventually became pragmatic, and gradually began to absorb cultural
teachings either of the Haudenosaunee or Ojibway cultures.

14.5 SUMMARY:
In discussing the various issues involved with being land-based,

two sets of problems have arisen. On the one hand, there is the real
connection between being land-based and maintaining collective ties to
identity, which each participant engaged with from different locations.
On the other hand are the hegemonic perceptions about Indianness-the

immense body of stereotypes within the dominant society which link
Nativeness inextricably to an on-reserve environment. For the most part,
the participants were relatively clear that they did not subscribe to knee-

jerk ideas that on-reserve Native people simply were 'more Indiann than
them because Indianness required a reserve experience. Their responses,

rather, indicated a comprehensive awareness both of the strengths that

being reserve-based brought to Native identity, and of the reality that a

considerable amount of interaction and cross-fertilization is taking place
at present between the more southern and urban reserves and urban
centres like Toront-and

that these interactions are important for both

urban and on-reserve communities.
Several participants saw a need for on-reserve Native people to
deconstruct the sense of 'real

indianness" that being from a reserve

generates. They suggested that Native people in general need to be
clearer about what actual differences (and similarities) exist between on

and off-reserve Native people, rather than simply asserting in a blanket

manner a sense of absolute difference. To continue to assert this notion
of absolute difference is to promote the idea of reserves as culturally

homogeneous communities, which ignores the real differences between
First Nations, semi-urban and rural, north and south.
On the other hand, the participants were also aware that being
land-based was vitally important to maintaining a viable Indigenous

culture, and that in this respect, for urban Indians, asserting a Native
identity can be a highly contradictory enterprise-one that might require
unique and fresh approaches both in understanding what constitutes an

Native identity, in building bridges with land-based communities, and in
finding ways to deal with the issue of extra-territoriality. These issues
will be taken u p in the next section.

SECTION TWO - SUMMARY:
UPou know, when gem start to m t l g anal' it-that's
the wuy the colonisers work. Tha beauw of whut tluy &
as colunbers b-#br theg ham come and instituted
their zuap among a cd-2
mass of people oua o
certain m
a
d of time, then thry establish that that is
now going to be the n o r m And SQ the cobnisers haam
now &$ta g m p of the colonisad who continue to
oppress their own people* Thty're the ones w b a m
oppressing their own prop&. And that's what apa-hing
that has happened in Cwuadu has been about-the
residential schoo&, and the churches, avld cvcwhing
else. So that it's us doing it to ourssluakm
As this section has demonstrated, the impact of hegemonic images

and definitions of Indianness on the participants' sense of their own
identities has been considerable. At the same time, it is obvious that the

urban Native community in general is engaging in ways of subverting or
actively resisting these ways of thinking about Indianness, with greater or
lesser degrees of success. One of the greatest difficulties individuals face

in attempting to work their way through these hegemonic ways of
thinking is the fact that these constructs have power precisely because of
their ability to reflect reality in common-sense ways. Appearance does

make a difference to Indianness. Native status has shaped the realities
of status Indians in ways that are highly distinctive. Being reserve-based
has provided for a stronger collective identity for band members than is

typically the case for urban Indians. And yet, as the participants' family

and individual experiences have demonstrated, none of these
descriptors-appearance,

status, or a resenre background-are

ultimate

signifiers of a Native identity.
For Native people, appearance has been one of the obvious ways in
which boundaries have been maintained between members of Indigenous
societies and a hostile colonizing society. And yet a crucial way in which

the cultural distinctiveness-and

the nationhood-af Indigenous societies

has been denied within the colonizing society has been to reduce cultural
identity to race, therefore reducing Nativeness to appearance, with its

implicit connection to 'purity" of blood. In the urban community, a critical
response to this colonial obsession with appearance has been the attempt
to de-couple 'Indianness" from 'looking Indian", to ignore colonid
divisions among Native people and assert that anybody of Native heritage
is a Native person, regardless of appearance. These urban attempts to

exercise a strategic flexibility about appearance, intermarriage and 'Indian

blood", however, are directly opposite to the approaches taken by certain
First Nations communities. As I indicated in Chapter Four, Kahnawake

Mohawk territory has implemented a 50% blood quantum membership
standard, and restrictions on intermarriage in an attempt to maintain a

high level of 'Indian blood" within the community. These approaches
diverge broadly, and it may be helpful to see them not only as
philosophical positions, but as responses to the significantly different
circumstances facing urban and reserve- based Native peoples. In
particular, urban communities have had to wrestle with the almost
inevitably higher rates of intermarriage with non-Natives than reserve
communities typically face, while the pressure on reserve communities to
maintain their land base, in a context where the resenres are the only sites
in Canada where Indian land is legally recognized and protected, creates a

need to maintain fairly rigid boundaries about Indianness,to ensure that
the land is not gradually alienated into white hands. For communities

such as Kahnawake, adopting a blood quantum standard represents an
attempt to come to grips with the community's desire to regulate Native
identity while a t the same time rejecting government categories of

Indianness as determined by Native status.

Native status, above all, is a system which has enabled Canada to
deny and bypass Indigenous sovereignty, by replacing 'the Nationnwith
"the Indian". A s the experiences of the participants' families have

demonstrated, Canada has been able to use Indian status to define who
can be considered to be 'Indian" in ways which have alienated whole

communities from any access to a land base and permanently
fragmented Native identity, as well as controlling racial miscegenation
and Native blood quantum through an extremely patriarchal and racist
system which has tom large holes in the fabric of Native societies. Native

status has also been an extremely effective way to control access to
Native territory-through

demanding that only status Indians can live on

the reserves supposedly set aside for all Native people.

The fact that the participants were able in a relatively
straightforward manner to reject hegemonic concepts of Indianness as
deterrnined by appearance or being reserve-based, but continued to

wrestle with issues of status indicates the profound power of the state to
regulate identity. In many respects, the participants' opinions about status
were entirely reflective of whether or not they actually possessed Indian
status. While the

status Indian participants all saw status as crucial to

protecting Native people from extinction, virtually all of the non-status

people saw Indian status as so ultimately divisive that it represented a

significant weakness to Native empowerment. What both groups held in
common was an avowed belief that status was irrelevant to Nativeness,
combined with a generally deeper-held, almost instinctive reaction that the
only real Indians are those who have Native status. This is the problem
with government legislation on identity-once created and established, it

cannot simply be undone. You cannot put the genie back in the bottle
again-you

have to deal with it. It is one thing to recognize that Indian

Act categories are aftificial-or even that they have been internalized-as

if these divisions can be overcome simply by denying their importance.

Legal categories, however, shape peoples' lives. Legal restrictions on
Indianness, on the basis of blood quantum and gender have created a
legacy of experiential differences between status Indians, confined to
reserves, and most other Aboriginal people. These differences-between
communities, a s manifested in conflicts between on-reserve status
Indians and all other groups-urban
Indians-and

Indians, the Metis, and non-status

within communities, as manifested in conflicts over

reinstating band membership for Bill C-31Indians, are the most divisive
issues which Native people face in Canada today. Government created

differences have now been naturalized as inherent differences, to the
extent that the government has been successful in tying treaty rights and
a nation-to-nation relationship to Native status (and increasingly now to
reserve residence)-a

process which has created a large (and ever-growing)

group of disenfranchised Native people, while those who fit the
government's notion of who a "real Indian" is-n-reserve

status Indians-

continue to argue that they alone are uniquely entitled to the rights and
benefits of Aboriginality.
For the participants, what complicated their opinions about status
was the fact that it is tied so closely to access to Native land. Meanwhile,
because of the blood quantum and gender restrictions upheld for over a

century by the Indian Act, status has also become inextricably connected
to issues of appearance and to gender.

Regardless of the opinions of the participants, however, in some
respects the cities represent a space where status has already been decoupled from the position it occupies in reserve settings as a crucial

signifier of Indianness. In urban settings, where a significant proportion of
the Native population are the products of loss of status (or never had it in

the first place), status Indians and non-status people work side-by-side at

different agencies and are involved in the same activities in ways that
simply cannot happen in resenre settings, where h d i n g for any sort of
activity or process is linked to status and where non-status people cannot
live on resenre land.

Urban centres, in fact, increasingly represent spaces where
boundaries between Native people and the dominant society are

maintained neither by appearance nor Indian status. In this respect they
represent an unique place to observe what happens to Native people who

lack legal protection of their rights as Indians, and who are flexible about

the boundaries of Indianness. In many respects, however, urban Native
people are able to maintain this flexibility precisely because they have no

collective land base, which in many ways is the most problematic aspect of

urban Native identity.
Given that the distinction between on-reserve and off-reserve
Native people currently represents the biggest struggle around
entitlement which contemporary Native people face, the participants were
extremely clear-headed about how being urban affected their identities as

Native people. While some individuals wrestled with the hegemonic logic

that links Native people to images of "living on the land like an Indian",
most of the participants were relatively clear that resenre-based
individuals did have a stronger sense of their identities as Native people

simply because they had grown up in places where Native people were
the majority. These individuals, however, were aware that the

boundaries between urban and reserve culture are neither as distinctive
nor as fixed as individuals believe---that considerable cross-fertilization
continues to happen between urban centres and adjacent reserves.
The

participants'

experiences of having band

membership

reinstated were, on the whole, quite positive. It was obvious, however,

that in some respects, Bill C-31 Indians have been entirely externalized

from their communities. There is no unconditional acceptance as
redress for past wrongs-individuals

are only accepted back if their

circumstances fit band criteria, and those who do fit not remain
externalized.

I n many respects, then, it is obvious that for these

individuals, and for the majority of urban mixed-race individuals who
cannot get their status back, either because they fall below the secondgeneration cutoff with Bill C-31,or their ancestors never had status,
there is no "going back" to a Native identity (or community) which their

ancestors became alienated from. These individuals (many of whom are
from other Indigenous nations but have no communities to go back to)

are attempting to build identities as urban Native people in Toronto. It is
clear, however, that these individuals would be extremely enriched by
having more continuous access to First Nations communities-and

that

in many instances these individuals have resources which First Nations
communities could benefit from. This suggests that urban Native people
and the First Nations need ways of conceptualizing alliances-or

nationhood-which

does not

involve individual bands having to

endlessly open their membership rolls to newcomers, or urban Indians
attempting to "go back"-having

to continuously engage in a fruitless

attempt to re-create ourselves in identities that our families left behind.

In the process of discussing urban-rural relationships, a number
of questions arose. How is identity maintained in urban settings? How

are traditions being revitalized in urban settings, and what effect does
this have on mixed-race people, particularly women? How do we

negotiate the need to promote nation-building as landless people? What

should our relationship be to the on-reserve status Indians of our
homelands who may or may not accept us, for being mixed-blood or
non-status, or simply for being urban? In the next section, I will explore
some of these questions.

SECTION THREE:
URBAN C O M M U N I ~
AND THE
REBUILDING OF INDIGENOUS NATIONS

Y Just hape thut when ura ham cMIdrcn, that our
actions and our decisions wilt badcully giua them a
grpater knowledge, and something to be mom proud o/,
and something to malty be immersed in, ftvm their
earliest ywrs, rather than a m a 1 e g g & just to find
and to uncoat, wad to drruu out of people grudging
stow q F r grudging story...Fmm a r w l l of dlence...We
subsist on ~ m m b a e . f i c y 1 1 s c n t s . But I think w hova a lot
mom thanjhgments. And the thing is, that a lot of our
stories, a lot of our histow, has not bsm d t t e n . *

The contemporary generation of urban Native people have for a
number of years been trying to reconstruct their histories around the
once-silenced voices of their parents and grandparents, listening avidly
to their memories and experiences, asking

them for old stories, and in

these and other ways seeking to recover what had been thought lost. In
the process, they have been reshaping their own lives to challenge
assumptions that their families' Native identities are going to vanish. A t
the same time, as mixed-race Native people, they have to negotiate
multiple d f m a t i o n s and denials of their Indianness according to their
degree of acceptance within the urban Native community, and the extent
to which they conform to hegemonic standards of what constitutes a

Native person in the non-Native society.
This is not the full extent of the issues which urban mixed-race

Native people have to deal with, however. Perhaps the most serious
problem is the fact that these individuals are negotiating profoundly

contradictory realities from a position of real weakness. They live in an
urban setting where there is no land base, where despite significant
numbers, the collective 'clout" of an impoverished and deeply damaged
community is minimal, where government policy continues to curtail the
Indigenous rights of those individuals who have Indian status, and where

probably the majority of the population lacks any legal recognition as
Native people a t all.
I t is difficult to describe the combined impact of invisibility and

placelessness on urban Native people in Toronto. Between a mainstream

agenda still predicated on the "vanishing Native", the struggles of dozens
of "multicultural" or multiracial populations to promote their own
agendas and engender their own survival in ways which generally ignore,

and often eclipse the presence of Native peoplel, and First Nations

leaders who disown and undermine the very existence of urban Native
people, many of the participants are negotiating their identities almost in
a vacuum. I t is clear, then, that urban Native people, particularly those

who are mixed-race, require two things---external structures which
address the problems which urban Native families face and to provide
environments which promote Native pride and cultural renewal, and

internal empowerment in the face of their relative invisibility within
Toronto urban politics, and the ceaseless barrage of messages about
Indianness from the white society.

In the ftrst chapter of this section I will describe what the
participants see a s important to urban mixed-race Native identity,and
their experiences in helping to build many of the urban Native
institutions which currently represent the only Native environments
which exist in the city. The second chapter explores the urban

Without wishing to promote divisiveness between the weakest sectors of the
population, in Toronto, the constant denial of the colonial nature of Canadian society
has meant that among whites (who control official discourse), the "visible minority
Other" is the only "Other"that is recognized a s even existing. Despite the relative
powerlessness of most Xsible minority" populations, Native people in Toronto face the
predicament of not being seen as existing at all, in an official discourse which is so
intent on delegitimizing "visible minority" populations that the resounding scale of
Native absence-in government, in business, in academia,and in the media-is not
even missed, within the mainstream OR within the ranks of those outside the Native
community who struggle for empowerment and justice.

spirituality movement and the role it is playing in promoting cultural
pride and renewal of traditions.

Having looked at the past and present realities of urban mixedrace people, it is important to consider the future. In the fiial chapter I
will be asking is uwhatroles are mixed-race urban Native people playing

in the rebuilding of their Indigenous nations-and

what roles might they

play in the future?". These are huge questions, and this work cannot

hope to engage with this issue in anything but a tentative manner.

However, I will focus, in a preliminary manner, on the nature of the
urban/on-reserve alliances which do exist at present, and broach the

question about what forms of nation-building might be able to

encompass both urban and on-reserve experiences as uwingsof the same
bird".

CHAPTER FIFTEEN:
BUILDING AN URBAN NATIVE COMMUNITY
"XS urbun llktlua peopk, you know, zue'rr not in a
comfort tone. And m n g mirrcd-moa, it's not a cowort
zone. But maybe it's not a 2 2 that grarrt, bang in that
comfo* zone und hauing p u r U t t & comer a21 decked out
for you. I think that you need to be hungry for
something, if W'IZ gonnez leant. I t makes yac umrk
hatder. W e put ourselrrss out on a limb, in swvch of our
identltg. I think mixed-mea urban peep& Pght for thut,
because theg hame it rtpped acwy porn them by
everybody. Thay hrma i t Mped auroy by the llkrtlw
peopla, thay hum it ripped azmy bg the non-Mztiue
y s torn apart bg questions Uke
peopla. We'rc a l ~ ~ being
"who a m pu?" Y a ' v c goptovc yoursew p u keep
proving yoursell. Maybe in the end, we just hame

ourse2ues.

'
,

INTRODUCTION:
A s this study has revealed, the label "urban mixed-race Native
peoplen spans a wide range of experiences-from

those individuals who

have grown up in Native communities and only came to the city as
adults, to those whose families have been urban and mixed-race for two

generations. In this chapter, I will explore how these individuals,to a
greater or lesser extent, have been involved in creating and maintaining

an urban Native community.

The participants were asked a number of questions about urban
Native identity-the

boundaries they establish to control in-group

membership, what they see as central aspects of an urban Native
identity, and what the next generation of urban Native people needs to

make them strong. The participants also described their families and
partners, and the extent to which their personal lives reflected a strong
Native identity. And finally, they described their activities within the

urban Native community-from

helping to found and run its institutions,

to volunteer work and grassroots activism.

15.1 WHO I 8 A MEMBER OF THE URBAN NATIVE COIHMU#ITY?
Most of the participants responded to this question in ways which

show the uneasy tension between Nativeness as a cultural identity and a
racial identity. This tension is almost inevitable, given the history of

colonization and land theft which Native people have experienced, which

has reduced formerly autonomous and distinct nations to virtually
landless cultural groups lacking real sovereignty, their citizens devalued,
categorized a s an underclass by race as "Indians", and controlled by a
settler government. The question of who should be considered to be

Native is central not only to the personal identities of the contemporary
generation of urban Native people, but to the issue of entitlement, of who

should be considered members of Indigenous nations, as they struggle to
assume control of their own destiny.

For all but two of the participants, Vndian blood" was seen a s a
necessary prerequisite for membership in Indian nations, thereby

affirming that Nativeness, at a gut level, is seen as a racial identity. Most
individuals, however, refused to specify how much blood was necessary,
maintaining that Native people were divided enough without instituting
blood quantum measurements:

"I think the amount of Indian blood doesn't mean anything. Nor does
legal status, really. The thing that matters most is what'sin your heart,
and what you believe spirihcally--that's what makes you Native. I f
people start measuring blood, it's going to really divide our people."

One individual considered it important that people have at minimum one

Native grandparent in order to be considered Native. Others simply
stated that there had to be something in an individual's Life experience or
family experience that made Nativeness relevant for the individual, and

that this was really the only valid determinant whether a person's Native
heritage was sufficient for them to call themselves Native. Most agreed
that they tended to accept others' self-definitions, although doubt and
suspicion tended to accrue to non-status individuals who looked white
and who did not have family connections in the community or who could

not otherwise demonstrate that they came from Native families.
Three of the status Indians voiced their concerns about federal
regulation of Native identity, and what standards could replace the
current status system. They had all noted the trend on different reserves

towards formalizing membership criteria based on blood quantum, in the
interests of keeping blood 'pure", and considered this to be a form of
state-organized Nazism:

1think its important that the Indian Act chunges, big-time. At the same
timeJ I'm kind of afiaid what wilI happen when bands start to use
other standards to dedde who's Indian. rm afiuid that if it g e t s into
the hands of people who aren't thinabout the potential problems
of trying to keep actual, physical blood pure, we will be in trouble.
Because then you're getting into the same kinds of things thut Hitler
did. And you're creating very exclusive clubs. And I don't think Native
people are about that, in our truest sense."

One individual, on the other hand, felt that she would be pleased if
Canada dropped the Indian Act and instead took up blood quantum
regulations as a means of determining Indianness-because

she felt that

far more Native people were excluded from being defined a s Indian under
the Indian Act than they would have under blood quantum requirements.
Most of the participants, however, because of their concern that
Indigenous nations alone should determine who should be a member of
their communities, rejected any form of externally-bestowed rules about

Nativeness, whether in terms of status or blood quantum.
While most individuals explicitly stated that the amount of Indian
blood that an individual possessed should not be important, a few

participants mentioned in other parts of their interviews that they felt
that some aspects of being white-looking were problematic for the Native
community:

"rue worked in community development now for about six years. And
for a lot of Native people that really look Natiw, who are coming to
Native organizations in search of some kind of h e w think its really
Lnportant for them to be helped, or work with, people who look Native.
Because there's a whole trust factor. And its not just about shared
e x p e r i e n e i t s all about role modeling."
The fact of racism, the way it "works" on dark-skinned individuals and
empowers white-looking individuals at their expense, thus militates
against the tendency of many of the participants to accept individuals
with any amount of Native blood as unproblematically Native. Despite
this, however, most of the participants held to the notion that Nativeness

should be interpreted a s broadly as possible.
Throughout the intenriews, an unspoken assumption seemed to be
operating, that a history of genocide was what made it most important
that Native identity require "Native bloodn-in

the sense that membership

in Indigenous nations should accrue only to those who were descendents

of those who had survived the colonization process. Paradoxically,
however, it is also because of that history of genocide-the

reality that of

the Indigenous nations that survived colonization, most faced the deaths
of ninety to ninety-five percent of their membership, the assimilatory
pressures that continue to assault Native families, and the constant
attempts by colonial governments to control and constrain who can be
considered Native-that

most individuals felt that this requirement of

"Native blood" be interpreted as broadly as possible.
All of the participants stated, however, that in one way or another
they were concerned with 'wannabeesn-white-looking people who claimed
to be Native, but were suspected of being actually white. For some

individuals, this was a serious problem, while others considered that the
price of having the kind of flexible boundaries on Nativeness which an
urban community requires might be that a few 'wannabees" might slip

through the cracks-but

that the cumulative effect of this problem on the

community a s a whole was minimal. One individual, however, mentioned
that the Friendship Centre in a nearby community seemed to have been

taken over by "wannabees", and that this created problems for the Native
people in the community who needed the resources which the Centre
had to offer, but were staying away because of their alienation from, and

dislike of, the individuals in charge:
"There are a lot of not-so-native-looking Native people running the
Fnendshrp Centre in [a nearby community] . And almost all of them
are considered to be white wannabees or "native-lovers"or whatever.
They claim to be Natiue-and some of them aren't-but you can't reaNy
tell, you can't really say. But there is a real feeling of resentment that
they've kind of taken over."
The potential for having this happen suggests that individuals should be

careful about the issue of light-skin privilege in institutional settings, and
attempt to ensure that at least some of the leadership positions are held
by those whose Nativeness is not in doubt.

Two individuals, on the other hand, did not see Native ancestry as

a requirement for taking u p a Native identity. One suggested that if a

non-Native person had been adopted by a Native family and had been
raised within a Native environment as a Native person, then they should
be considered Native. The other, who closely follows the spiritual
guidance of traditional elders of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy,
suggested that if white people wanted to learn the spiritual traditions

and live by them, they should be accepted as members of a Native
community. Both felt strongly, however, that individuals should be
honest about their lack of blood ties, and that something distinctly

different was a t stake when a person pretended Indianness and when
individuals asked to participate in Indigenous culture as white people.
Five of the participants stated that the only relevant issue for
Native identity was blood. They felt that s a x e so many Native people
had grown u p alienated from their language and traditions, Nativeness

should not be judged on these qualities, but solely on whether an
individual was of Native ancestry.
In the urban context, where so many Native people have grown u p
in silence about the past, and where knowledge of heritage has been

severed, the participants all felt that Native cultural identity is something

that needs to be actively encouraged. Several of the participants
discussed what they considered to be necessary aspects of Native
cultural identity. Most felt that self-identifying was important, that one
should not only be of Native heritage but should assert that heritage,
make attempts to learn about it, and to develop pride in it. Involvement
in the Native community was held to be important by a number of

individuals-in

that Native identity involved a strong collective element.

The individual below spoke of the casual, everyday aspects of relating as
a Native person:
I would say what I define as a Native cultural identity would involve
not only the f o m l things, like ceremony, but the little things, like a
sense of hurnour-ull those things. Do you have Native people o v e r for
dinner a lot? You know, my aunt's Native, but I don't think they haw
Native people over for dinner, except for relatives."
A third element which many of the i~dividualssaw as necessary for

developing Native cultural identity was knowledge of Native traditions.
This will be explored in the following chapter.
The roles of the participants families' were also discussed. While
some of the participants come from families who never questioned their

Nativeness, a number of the participants have had to make conscious

decisions to reverse assimilatory trends within their own families. Each

individual,therefore, was asked about the extent which their families
identified as Native, and what steps they were taking to ensure that
Nativeness did not end with their generation. They were questioned as to
their attitudes to marriage with non-natives, and what they saw as

important to ensure that their children would grow up with a strong sense
of Native identity.
15.2 PRIVATE IDENTITIES

PUBLIC PERSONAS:

Eleven of the participants, although personally Native-oriented,
came from families where assimilatory agendas were still being actively

pursued-where

Nativeness had either been denied, or was

acknowledged but was viewed as relatively unimportant to the family's
identity. For these individuals, claiming an Aboriginal identity had
involved challenging a history of family indifference (and sometimes
active resistance) to their heritage. Two of these individuals were status
Indians, the rest were non-status or Metis people. In a culture where
family connections define one's Native heritage, to have to assert

Nativeness in defiance of family has meant that major aspects of Native
identity have been shot through with contradictions for some of these
people.
One of the status Indians had grown up with two mixed-race
parents who were both products of residential schooling. Both were
capable of passing for white and both had ignored their Native heritage at

home (although the woman later learned that her mother had been active
in the Toronto Native community during the 1950's). The other status
Indian, an adoptee who was reconciled to her Native family in her
twenties, found that her birth family had all left the reserve, were

primarily marrying whites, and were, in her consideration, on the way to

leaving Nativeness behind.
Of the Western Metis in this group, two individuals had 'paved the
way" for other members of their families-siblings

and cousins-to

later

begin to identify as Native as well. These individuals had succeeded in
radically bringing to a halt the family attempt to become white, as their
generation of siblings began marrying Native people again.
Of these eleven individuals, eight had married or been involved
primarily with white people, and six had had children with white
partners (most of them very white-looking). One divorced woman
regretted having married a white man,and stated that while future
partners did not have to be Native, they could not be white, because of
the power relationships she had found to be embedded in long-term

intimate relationships with white people. For two others, marrying Native

partners had been a natural course of development for adulthoods
deliberately spent primarily among Native people. A third participant,
who had been adopted and who had had to struggle to reintegrate herself
into the Native community, was very clear that the father of her children
had to be Native. This individual discussed her reasons for this in detail,

below:

"My personal choice is that I want to many a Native man and have
Native kids. I want my kids to know who they are. I don't mind if my
partner is also part white. I really just want them to huve tzuo Native
parents, so that they have a stronger sense of who they are.
I'm in the 'husband search" mode--and I know how hard it is to
find somebody. I could be mamkd to this guy I met in '95 who's white,
who's really nice, and who treated me really good-but I didn't want to
be with a non-Native person. You always hear from people ten years
later that "Oh, my husband doesnt understand me "--and theyke still
fishting about the fact that he's white. Well, you manied him! I don't
want to have to go through that.
A specijic example for me is this couple who went down to
ceremonies. The husband is white, and the wife is Native, und the little

girl is obviously half. The husband wasn't chted in at all-so

he didnt
have a place there. Like, there's families there that are mixed race, and
they can be amazing, bemuse the white urife stays out of the lodge,
but she's defbziely a part of the whole traditional expetience--and
what she's done to j h d a compromise is she mns the kitchen all
weekend, and she cooks and w o r k really hard, and everybody really
thanks her and praises her. But she doesn't try to push in where she
doesn't belong. But this guy had obviously been dragged along, and
he didn't want to be there. So he was surly and snarly-but in a really
polite white way. There were a bunch of u s women that were outside
the ceremony, because we zuere on our time. He was simirg out there
with us, and it looked so pathetic to me. And I was thinlcing '1don't
want my partner to be doing that! I want a parher that's going to
stand inside that lodge with me. And he kept the daughter with him,
too! So here she was,sating o u t s i d e s h e didn't get that Native culture
inside the lodge. She got this experience of being alienated outside
with her Dad, and being really uncomfortable, like a really awkward
white person. And you just know that they're gonna fi-9h.t on the way
home about if, in the car. And it's not his fault, you k n o w i t ' s not that
he's the big bad white guy. I mean, she rnamed him. So I try to look for
how it works, day to day. And most of the time,it doesn't, for me."
This individual was also conscious of reversing the trend towards
assimilation in her family:

"See, with my cousins-I'm probably going to be the only one who
mam'es a Native person And so, the rest of the family is kind of going
to get gradually washed m y into the whae world. They're going to
become a white family. They're doing a little bit of culturally
appropriate add-ons,you know--so they're kind of remembering. But
they're mostly manying white people, so they're going to have quarterNative children who're probably gonna many white. The line i
s just
kind of stopping somewhere. The greatgrandchild, who 71 be oneeighth Native, i
s gonna be hying real hard to be an I d i a n . I can't sort
all that out, all I can do is make a personal decision for myself; eh?
But I get Jack from the Native community from people who believe that
rm criticking their choicesfor marrying white."
Some of the participants who had blond, blue-eyed children
worried that

Native identity might be problematic for them,because of

their appearanc-r

because by their generation, their Native heritage

would constitute only a small part of their identity. They saw it as

important that their children felt they had a right to attend events in the
N a t i v e community, as a person of Native heritage, but felt that their

children would have to work out for themselves how they identified, as
adults. A couple of individuals, on the other hand, noted that the
meaning of 'Nativeness" was changing, and thought that their children
felt less constrained than their generation did by a white appearance,

because the younger generation of Native people had many more white-

looking people in it than their parents' generation did. Several
participants were making conscious efforts to ensure that their children
had enough contact with Native people that they would have a strong
Native identity when they grew up:
I think that it's important for them to be reminded that they're a
welcome part of another, bigger community, the Native communrty.
And so, from time to time, well go to an event, you know, powwows,
or other cultural actrctrvities
at the Native centre. So they feel "ohyeah,
this i
s part of who we are too". Their Dad has made sure that they're
registered as band members and that they have their Indian cards.
And they haw annual picnics, and the Christmas party for band
members, and when there are special events, he makes sure to have
the kids down for those things-so they're part of his commundy too."
Of the eighteen individuals with more extensive Native

identification in their families, seven individuals had married white

partners, and one had married a Black partner. Four individuals had
children who looked predominantly white, while a fifth had a BlackNative daughter. Many individuals stated that they would have liked to
have had Native partners and more Native-looking children in order to

strengthen Native culture in their families, but that the 'right person" for
them had turned out to be non-Native. They all were making efforts,

through bringing their children with them to Native events, and enrolling

them in Native programs, to ensure that their children identified as
N a t i v e in strong ways.

Seven out of the eighteen individuals felt that it was important to
have Native partners, in the interest of maintaining a strong Native
identity. For these individuals,having Native partners was important not
only for reversing a trend in their families, towards marrying white, but

in order to have children whose Native identity was not fragmented and

divided. One of these individuals,who had been an activist for years,
spoke less of individual than of collective circumstances. She felt that at

this stage of Native-white relations, Native people needed to marry other
Native people to keep Nativc culture alive:

"It's not that I have anything against interracial marriages, because I
know we can still be Aboriginal people, no matter who you marry. And
we have always intennam'ed, between nations. But the thing that's
dflerent between before and now, is that we were stronger then, and
when a person came and lived with us, they became part of our world.
almost impossible to go any
Whereas now, the world, you kno-it's
place and be away from white people, and be in Abo-al
culture. So
I believe its even more desirable for us to many amongst ourselves.
Because otherwise there won't be us. I'm not saying that we have to be
static in our culture-because we're not. We're creative, and we're
dynamic, and we change. But we live in a culture which denies our
contributions, and denies anything good about us. The incredible
resilience of Aboriginal cultures mazes me. But right now, Aboriginal
people keep running into invisible walls, and it hurts. So I think we
need to marry amongst ourselves for awhile."
Three individuals, two of whom were from reserves and were
comfortable with the notion that both they and their children would be

Indians no matter what their blood quantum,had thought it irrelevant
whether their children had two Native parents or not and initially had no
problems about intermamage. They all reported, however, that as they

began to get older, they wanted partners who would be comfortable in
Native culture for the long run, where they didn't have to constantly

negotiate attending Native cultural events with a non-Native partner.

On the other hand, for three other individuals, who had grown up

alienated from their communities, particularly one individual who had
been adopted, having Native partners was vitally important as part of

"reclaiming a piece* of their Native identity. One woman reported that it

was important not only that her partner be Native, but he had to be a

status Indian. A s a C-3 1 Indian, this woman could not hand her status

down to a child unless she married a status Indian-and

she was

determined that not only must her child be Native, but he or she must be

able to have status,so that Nativeness was not lost in her family.
One woman felt a strong responsibility to her community,a s a
member of an important family within her West Coast culture, to have
children with a Native partner:

"Its always been in the back of m y mind that I should be with a
Native person. If I manied a white man, he would probably want to
raise his child in the setting that he was raised in, and so I would only
be able to bring Native culture in on the side. And that would not be a
positive thing for my child-they would redly be missing out on
something, porn not having access to Native communities, and not
knowing more about their heritage.
In part, I feel this way because of my family's status in our
community-the fact that I'm the only child of a person w h o holds such
a hgh position, who's supposed to be giving out all this information. It
giues me a very iugh position within the community, as well, and so I
feel a ceaain amount of responsibility. Even though I haven't really
been raised at this point to fll this position, I still feel that there is
some sort of responsibilrty to the wmmunity in that way."
On the whole, participants, regardless of their choices of partners,
felt that it was important to have Native partners to make it easier for
them to live a Native life (following traditions, attending social events, etc)
without having to mediate between Native and non-Native life. Most felt

that their multi-racial children must simply be given the opportunities to
involve themselves in the Native community, and must grow up knowing
of their heritage.

In general, the participants saw it as much more important that

their children knew who they were as mixed-race Native people than that

they looked Native. A few indicated through their comments, however,
that looking Native would ensure that the children felt more resonance
towards their Native heritage. A couple of participants said that they had
found it odd, initially,to have such white-looking children, or that they
did not want to have children who looked really white. Several as well

tended to be constantly evaluating, on the basis of looks, whether their
children "really" belonged in the Native community-which

suggests that

at a gut level, looking Indian is seen as far more important to an

individual's entitlement to participate in the Native community than
individuals are willing to admit. The strategic denials of the importance
of appearance to Indimness do not remove common sense assumptions

that those who choose to identify as Native should look Native. Despite
this, however, none of the participants-even those who wanted Native

partners to ensure that their children were more grounded in Native

identity-saw

it as important to make sure their children had high blood

quantum.The Native partners did not have to be 'fullbloods"-they
simply had to be Native, so that their children would have an

unequivocally Native identity.
I t is impossible, of course, to discuss issues of intermarriage for

mixed-race Aboriginal people without considering dynamics of racial
identity, and how one's appearance affects ones' choices, particularly
when considering how gender and class shape ones racial identity. A
common comment among white-looking Native women who wished to
marry Native men, particularly those who had grown up assuming in
common-sense ways that they were white, was that they would have had
better luck finding Native men "if they had stayed white". They found
that Native men who wanted Native wives bypassed them as 'too white",

while their adherence to Native standards in the community made them
"too Native" for men who wanted white women:

1 think that some of these &om-againIndians would never many a
mixed-race woman because they would think it was contaminating
the culture, or the bloodlines. I dont think rrn so blind as to say its all
based on romantic love, or anything like that. I think if you're a white
woman, then yeah, I think lots of Native m e n would go for you. Or if
you're a Native-looking woman--and especially if you have a certain
kind of look-the born-again Indians go crazy for you. But when
you're a halfbreed who doesn't look very Native-nobody wants to
touch that!"
By comparison, only one of the white-looking men (an individual who

continuously used self-deprecating humour to cope with the alienation
he experienced stemming from his fair-skinned, blue-eyed appearance)

commented on this issue:
7 haven? discussed it with my wife! But yeah, I guess rue thoughr
about it, that that it would have been nice to have married a Native
woman. But then, there's the other side of ii-how would they feel
with a guy like me, eh?"

This sample body is too small (and the gender array too skewed in favour
of female participants) to be able to discern definite trends here.
However, it must be noted that almost all of the women who were

somewhat or very white-looking (a total of six out of the twenty-two
female participants) commented on the difficulties they were facing in
finding Native men as partners, while only one of the six men who were

somewhat or very white-looking (out of a total of eight male participants]
mentioned this. This suggests that on the whole, light-skinned mixedrace women are far more constrained in their choices of Native partners
then are light-skinned mixed-race men.

Class and age was an issue as well,for most of the women,
regardless of their appearance, in that those who were in academia or
who occupied leadership roles in the community found that there were

simply too few Native men present in the circles they moved in to enable
them to easily find partners at their own education level or social
position. Some commented on the trend they had noticed, that upwardly

mobile Native men seemed to marry either middle-class white women, or
to choose much younger, less-educated Native women-women

who

might be perceived of as 'grassroots" and who therefore might anchor
them to the communities that their upward mobility was taking them

away from. One woman described the social isolation she found within
academia:

'Tm entering my eighth year of university, and I really haven't met any
Native men in the academic community. And where I have met Native
men there really ham? been enough empowerment to build a
relationship. You get to a certain age and you think '8'smore than just
having a relationship, you've got to think of the Juture as well". I wish I
could meet more men that I had more things in common with, who
would feel comfortable not only in Native communities but in attending
an academic function. I mean, that's asking a lot! f m not always
comfortable in those situations."
This individual also spoke of the manner in which some of the Native men

she had been involved with have devalued Native women when they DO
form relationships with them:

"I've also hnd issues with some of the Native men I have been able to
get involved with I had one boyjiiend, who got really smashed one
night and said that he was gonna sleep with whoever he felt like. He
wasn't gonna follow the whae man's rules of monogamy because
that's not a Native thing."
One participant described how her desire to have children with a
Native man was offset by her fear of the abuse that so many Native men

have experienced. In her estimation, this seriously affected her ability to
have long-term relationships with Native men:

I have a strong yearning to have Native kids-but I've also got a lot of
fear about it. Every Native person that rue dated-if t h y don't have a
drinking problem, they still drink a hell of a lot. rm certainly not a

teetotaller, but that's something that would haw to change i f 1 was to
have children And because of the abuse that rue had to deal with,
and that so many Native people have hnd to deal Urith., it affects
people in dzrerent ways.
Now, certainly white men are abusive, and I've experienced that a s
well But I think thut I've probably been the most scared that fve ever
been in drinking situations when its around Native men. The type of
anger that sometimes comes out, and the type oJ..tmnsformcltion in
personality that you see. So yeah, whether that's true, or whether it's
somethutg about Native men that I've internalized, it's d e m e l y a
concernfor me, in having a Native partner. It's always something that I
look out for when 1 meet any guy, whether he's white or N a t i v e 4 - m ~
much he dtinks.
In tenns of a b u s d j u s t relate that back to the residential schools.
And also the fad that for my community out west, the contact with
Europeans came later than it did around here, and a lot later than it
did in your community. So the abuse that my father suffered from his
own family members, where their lifestyle had been completely
changed within their lifetimes, really marked him And then there was
the sexual abuse that he experienced in residential school. There have
been so many kinds of situations like that for men of my father's
generation I remember at one point when one of m y uncles who I
thought was a non-abuser was accused of abuse. I remember sitting
there thinking "Is there any member of my family who isn't an
abuser?" I mean, some of it is accusation-but my bias is I tend to
believe the victim over the accused.
I think for women, there are more support groups, and its socially
acceptable to talk about feeling victimized and thutgs like that. But its
definitely more difficult for men to talk about how they've been
abused. And that's so scary for me, because if I was with somebody
who had been abused, then would they have really dealt with those
issues? Now that could be with either a white man or a Native man,
but itjust seems to me that so many more Native people out there have
been abused. So it's more of an issue than it would be if I was just
dating white people, or not caring about having kids with a Native
man."
As we can see from the experiences of the participants, keeping

families Native in an urban context is not easy. A handful of the

participants have only come to understand themselves as Native after
years of struggling against hegemonic ways of thinking which denied or

minimized the validity of their Native identity. In the meantime, they had
families with white people, and raised fairly white-identified children who
fit only uncomfortably or marginally into the urban Native community

(one individual, whose status card came after her adult children had
married, finds that her children are uncomfortable with her 'becoming

an Indian", seeing it as an embarrassment in front of their white
partners). Others are uncertain as to whether their children, who by that
generation have only marginal Native heritage-should

identify entirely

as Native, or whether they should not simply see this as a viable choice
for 'part" of their identity. Meanwhile, several of the participants have
married Native partners and are bringing their children up to idenNative. Others feel strongly that they want Native partners-but

as

are

finding their choices shaped by appearance and class and histories of
genocide in strongly gendered ways. For the female participants,
especially those who are white-looking, or highly educated, or who insist

that the fathers of their children must be whole and healed, fmding
Native men to have children with has been very difficult.
Appearance and experiences of assimilation have all impacted on

the roles that individuals play within the urban community. Generally
speaking, those who feel entirely entitled to a Native identity, because of

status, band membership, community/ territorial connection or
appearance, have been extremely active in the community. Many are
playing leadership roles and have a tremendous sense of ownership of
the community. Other individuals strclggle between a home life that is
heavily white-influenced, through having white partners and white-

identified family members, while maintaining specific niches in the

Native community. In between these two poles are individuals who
negotiate varying levels of contradictions with their Native identities, but
who are fairly grounded and a t home in the Native community. Class

barriers must also be taken into consideration, with the discrepancies
between those who work in the community and those who use its
services. Finally, some individuals work for the provincial territorial
organizations, representing on-reserve status Indians, which have offices
in Toronto but which do not work with the organisations serving the

urban community. These issues will be explored more fully in the next
section.

15.3 BUILDING URBAN C O ~ T Y t
The Toronto Native community has only relatively recently begun to

assume its current level of responsibility for the health,education, justice,
social services, and cultural needs of urban Native people. Indeed, some
of the participants have played central roles in establishing and building
the institutions which have taken on these responsibilities. The work that
these individuals engage in is a crucial aspect of turning the approximately
65,000 Native people who live in Toronto, scattered among several million

non-Natives, into a community. I n this section, I will explore the various
roles that the participants play in building community.

The participants' experiences represented an extremely broad range
of activities-from

those who helped to start certain Native organisations

and who currently lead them, to those who work in them, and those who

use their services. A few of the participants had been involved when
several of the Native agencies in the city were being started. Three others

had mothers who had played pivotal roles in starting the early institutions
which gradually led to the establishment of others. Below I will present
excerpts from different individuals' accounts of their activities, to achieve a
picture of the kind of work that the participants have done:

1 got involved j k t of all with Concerned Native Citizens, as a
young person. W e did the Jay Treaty obsemtion, but really, for us it
was more about going down to the powwows to look arourxi and go to

the dances. it wasn't big political stuff then. While I was in universityJ I
was with the aper-school program for Native children, run by Native
people, thmugh a bunch of grants. I volunteered there and read to the
kids cmd things like that. They would feed the kids, they'd haw them
there for a bit, and give them dinner, and then there'd be a program for
them to do different things like crafts or whatever. And there would
also be recreational stuff-they took them camping. h e r e were about
200 kids involved--a lot of f d i e s . At any given night you'd have 28
or 30 kids, most of thernjbm very chaoticfamilies. When that progmm
closed, most of those kids went into care. Bemuse their families
couldn't sustain them.
I was on the committee when they were putting together Aborigtnal
Legal Services. And I worked with First Nations School, on cum*culurn,
and uniting a management and organisational plan. I helped set up
the Ontario Native literacy coalition. I was a developmmtd worker for
Native Child and Family Senrioes when it started.
I think the best thmg I've done is to work, in conjunction with
another woman, in developing a program for adult Native sunriuors of
childhood sexual abuse. That came from the fad that over 60% of the
women we worked with disclosed child sexual abuse, and knowing
what the pain of that is like, and knowing that I had tremendous
resources to cont-ntrrbute,
because I was in university. And 1 was able to
gain access to cacnsellors and traditional people who could help me
deal with my healing journey. All m y education has been about w h y
are my people suffeeling so much, and what can we do about it? Like,I
had an aunt die when I was about eight years old. She froze to death.
The people she was drinking with didn't think enough of her to take
her home. That kind of thing makes it clear to me why it is so
important to help our women. I think the best work I've done is with
our women, providing services, addressing healing, building their
sense that they are valuable. For me, that's most important thing for
me to do."

"WhenI left Manitoba, it was over twenty years ago, right? There was
no Aboriginal semke development, nothing was going on I was on the
Board of Diredors of a small Native youth-serving agency, one of the
feur. It was in fact sponsored by a mainstream agency. And I kind of
got the Native-specrfic mseIoadfrom the Children's Aid Society when I
was a social worker. The community involvemmt I had was in the area
of volunteering and youth programsJ for core area kidsJ who were
primarily recent aniuals from reserws in northern Madoba I was

there as part of my own identi@ a m i t y , but I was there also as a
professional social worker with some sense of program development
and all that stuff. That was my involvement in Manitoba There
wasn't a22 that many opportunities to be involved, not l&e today. This
was the mid-1 W O ' s , things were just starting to happen. I participated
in Manitoba on a Native-spedfc child welfare cornittee, to look at
doing things better for the Aboriginal oommunity, you know, swf like
that. But my real involvement started here in Toronto, when things
started happening here, like in the rest of the country, around 1980. In
Toronto, my involvement has been pretty much restnkted to child
welfare, at this agency. I was also involved in the Association of Native
Child and Family Semkes, which is aprovindal-wide body. rue taken
a big bite, d h respect to Native child welfae dfamily semkes."

"I've worked doing policy work with provincial territorial organisations,
and with the provincial government-working with Abon@naI women's
issues at the Women's Directorate, and getting involved in the Healing
and Wellness strategy. And that led me into m r k m g with the Ministry
of Community and Social Sernkes, doing policy work on Aboriginal
strategies. I've worked with Metis organisations and Friendshp
Centres, and I've worked with a whole range of groups, together on
some initiatives, l i k ~the Healing and Wellness strategy, where we
formed a joint steering committee."

? worked at both the Federation of Riendship Centres, and Chiefs of

Ontari-ne
being the off-reserve provincial big gun, and the other
being the on-reseme provincial big gun. I've cushioned my little butt in
the middle of all of it-warring factions at times...and I'm still happily
fiends with all around, so...I've sat on different sides of the Indian
table, which has been interesting."

"I've been involved with Native literacy and adult education for a
number of urban organizations for a f a 1 years now. I also sit on the
community council for Aboriginal Legal Sennnncesof Toronto. It's an
urban based alternative justice system-rve been doing that for two
years now. I was nominated on, its a real honour for me to be part of
that. Bemuse I learn so much from the other people who sit on the

council, and I also am able to leam a lot from the people who come in
front of the council. And I think its a ma2 way to serve the community
in a practical way. The recidivism rate is wry low, which is really
great, because it means its working."

% the last three years I've been working with adoptees, with Native

people who have made it back from adoption, or from long-termfoster
care, or private adoptions, the selling, and buying of children. I don't
think any Native family has escaped involvement with the Children's
Aid Society. Ourpeople haw been shipped all over the world. There's
a whole bunch of Mohawk people in HoUand that were adopted out.
They're all over the place. rue been part of quite a fau f ~ ~ ~ ~ l i t a t e d
reunions, and done the searching process-its been very rewarding."

1 worked with people with addictions-front-line work, just after I'd
come back into the community. Right now, I work at the family
violence healing program at a Native housing project. I m-facilitate
women's healing circles and children's healing d e s , through the
Aboriginal Healing and Wellness Strategy. Its been antazing work,
working with the children, who are all survivors or child witnesses of
abuse, and really being involved with the whole program development.
And we work with the women, all sum'vors of violence. We use a
combination of Native cultural approaches and western munseling
with the women."
For several of the participants, volunteering was a crucial part of their
activities in the community:

T v e done a lot of tutoring. I took one fellow, and worked with him for
about 2 1 months, and in that 21 months we got him from a Grade
Seven level and into hrgh school. And then he graduated just this

June from high school. And now he's going into college this fall. So
that was an accomplishment. And then I worked urith some girls at the
Native Women's Resource Centre, tutored them in English And thenjust individual people that have mlled me, within the Natiw
community-I work with them One girl-she's going to Trent this fall.
So, it's very rewarding. It takes a lot of time, but its well done and
good work, and I try to....as I said, I have an example fiom my
parents, who were very good at saying "this really means somethug,

and you can still follow your Native ways, but you've got to learn

something else, particularly in today's s o a e ~ y o u ' wgot to have
some skills. This one guy I took from Grade Seven to his high school
graduation last June. He was on the street, heavily into the booze,
and I guess some dmgs. He is forty years old now, but he got off the
booze, and then he started lookmg for help. That's the type of thing
rue got going here. It keeps you involved in the Native community, and
the traditions that are involved, and so on. You do your best."

1wish I could sag I've h4d jobs in the Native community! But as far
a s volunteering or activism-rve been quite involved over the last few
years, since 1990. rue been to a lot of rallies and demonstrations, m d
rue been involved with CASNP,and I'm also a member of %o-Spirited
People of the First Nations. I've used a lo? of the semkes in the Native
organisations. I think that there w e times when I could
social semNZce
have done a lot more, but r m taking what I can handle, given my
personal life circumstances, given the issues that I have to deal with
I'm taking on as much as I can handle, emotionally. I'm a dyke, you
don't have to keep that off the record. rm not ashamed of it. I think it's
important that Native gay and lesbian people are recognised in the
communrty, and are accepted for who they are, and that they too can
live traditionally and spiritually-that we have a place within the
traditional aspect of the Native community, and that we have a
contribution to make, and that's about it."

"I've been a Native court worker. And I've been on the board at
Aboliginal Legal Services. I did work on the Leonard Peltier Defence
Committee's paper, with another student and a professor, for the U.N.
Working Group on Indigenous Peoplwbout the extradition from
Canada to the States, and Canada's complicity, that sort of thing.."

"At home, I was on the board for the 7keatment Centre at
Kahnesatake. And I've gone to Prison for Women and sang some
songs there for the Native Sisterhood-the remaining eleven women
that were there, because they're closing up the building, and its mostly
Native women lef. I was surprised at that at first, but I think its
because they were jightihg to not get put in with the men. Most of the

women ended up in prison in the first place bemuse of the abuse they
suffered, especially domestic violence, and so they don't want to be
put in with the men."

1worked with the Guatemalan community-Nuestm V o e - O u r Voice,
addressing the people who disappeared. I've worked with CASNP,
the Canadian Alliance in Solidarity with Native Peoples. Tve done
contracts with Native organisations, doing soaological research in the
Native community. Sue volunteered with the Street Patrol, and been on
the Aboriginal Advisory Committee at Seneca College."

rue worked

at Native people's parish, and I did Five Agency work on
the drug and alcohol programs-with Council Ftre, Native Women's
Resource Centre, NaMeRes, Anishnawbe Health, and A b o m a l Legal
Services. And it wasn't to start a new program, it was lookvlg at what
resources do we have, and how can we share them, to avoid
duplication of services, and utilise each other's resources to address
this issue in our midst. Fve run the Street Patrol program at
Anshnawbe Health, and been involved there almost since it began.

"rue been working with the traditional chiefs and clan mothers of the
Iroquois Confederacy for the past ten years. I was a director for
Council Fire for three years, and fve worked with some of my elders in
the Canadian Native Centre, doing socials. I was involved with the
occupation of the Revenue Canada building, over treaty rights. h e
been involved in Temagami urith Chief Potts, in court I also did a lot of
work with traditional people from Akwesasne when the waniors were,
you know, trying to take over the cammundy. They were uskg
intimidation, so I was working with the traditional people, uniting
articles in the newspapers, to educate people about the issues. l've
been working in film for the past five years. My last film became part
of the cummculurn
with the Ministry of Edumtion M y new film involves
jive traditional elders from the Iroquois confederacy, my people. I've
also worked with the different school b o d s , speakmg about
Enuironmental pmtedion through a Native American perspective."

For several of the participants, their primary activities in the Native
community involved ceremonial Me, as well a s attending teaching circles
or healing circles-sometimes

with activism and jobs in the community,

and sometimes not. Four of the participants were artists--one who has
acted in a number of movies, another who makes films,a third who has

toured with Native theatre companies and who sings and plays traditional
hand drum, and a fourth who is a playwright who has worked extensively
not only in Native theatre but in the mainstream media.

If the above accounts demonstrate anything, it is that virtually every

participant has taken on some degree of ownership of the problems of the

urban Native community, and made some attempt to address healing for a
generally impoverished and devastated community. On the other hand,
their contributions have been to a considerable extent determined by their
level of education. Below, we will look at the issue of class divisions.
15.4 CLASS DMSlONS iN THE URBAN COMMUNITY=

The tremendous range of roles within the urban community which
the participants spoke about suggests that class divisions within the

urban community need to be explored. On the one hand, it is noteworthy

that several of the individuals without university education worked as
front-line workers at a couple of the social s e ~ c e agencies
s
for a number
of years. Furthermore, at social functions in the community, particularly

powwows, but also plays and music events, the participants without high

school education attend alongside those with postgraduate degrees. For
the most part, the Native community consists of individuals who, if they
have an education, are the first in their families to do so. In this respect,

class divisions do not yet appear to be deeply entrenched.
On the other hand, one individual, whose Metis father had been

highly successful working in non-Native contexts, described her

ambivalent feelings about how his, and her own, successes have been

taken up within the Toronto Native community:

Bemuse of the path my brother and I haw taken, my father is now
being d r a m into Native circles where he is really embraced, because
he's an older Native man who is middle-class. I ahuays notice how
people in the community treat him-they really make a fuss over him
They see him as something to be proud of in our community. But when
you think of &-my Dad left all of his heritage behind to become
middle class. And this is what they're celebmting! I guess older,
stntnking-looking,channhg, kind men in the Native community, who
have a certain kind of class to them, are rare. I guess any older men
doing work in our community in itself is rare isn't it. Our older men are
not usually in very good shape. And those who've achieved what my
father has don't usually go back into the Native community-they 're all
either on the golf course or, you know, d r i n w their scotch So my
Dad is kind of an anomaly, I think
And then, when Igraciuated with my B.A., everybody at the agency
I was working at celebrated it like it was some sort of coronation or
something. And at the time I was thinking-for me, it was just sort of
playing out what my class background hnd led me to expect out of life.
It was no achievement, as far as I was concerned. And here they were
all so impressed."
Another individual spoke of this same phenomenon, how the level of

devastation which the Native community faces privileges those mixed race
individuals who have managed to obtain any of the benefits which accrue

from fitting well into the mainstream. At the same time, the basic

egalitarianism which permeates much of Native culture still operates
within the Native community to enable these individuals to also circulate

in poorer and less privileged circles to a degree unheard of in the
mainstrearn.

The Native community in Toronto is not so much a community as a
series oJ ...circles.. . And the thing about the drde that I so^ of run inI wouldn't say it's part of a nation or community, so much as a certain
class of Native people. I mean, probably those who, once they finish
working, go home to a relatively stable environment. As opposed to a
lot of our people, who are not so lucky. Toronto has a lot of people
who are really in a bad place. But you k n o w 1 always feel welcome

with them I mean, I mn walk into Council Fire. It's a rough placeJ if
you've ever been there. I can walk in there and sit down with a bunch
of peoplsometimes there71 be some angry young man who
wont like you bemuse you've got dress shoes on, or somethvlg. But
for the most part I feeL..comforbble with them"
Another participant spoke of the economic benefits accruing from her
white upbringing, and how it enabled her to protect herself from the more

negative aspects of urban Native Life:
I think I grew up with a lot of privilege. Fhm bevlg with white parents
and ...you know, access to education, access to lots of dfferent

opportunities. So I know how to protect myself. I take mre of myseIf. I
don't get involved in the politics, and that's how I always take care of
myself. I don? live at the housing cooperative which I work at. I
wouldn't live there for a million dollars, *ht? I don't need to listen to
the gossip, I don? need atl that stufJ I do my work, I go home, I have
mother life. And that's what's always been really important to me.
So I can get involved as much as I w a n t e d I can also remove
myself."
The above perspectives encapsulate a major contradiction which

many mixed-race urban Native people are negotiating. On the one hand,
they are heavily involved in work which addresses the social problems of

the community. On the other, the privileges of having an education, and a

steady income (from those jobs) in many cases is used to remove
themselves from the daily stresses of Native l i f e s o they will not have to
negotiate the devastated circumstances which, on a fundamental level, is
still the lot of so many urban Native people in Toronto.

One individual talked about people who come to the city who are so
intent on upward mobility for their children that they appear willing to

jettison their children's access to cultural knowledge in the process.

"You know what pisses me off? These people from the reserves that
put me down because I grew up off-resew, and not in touch with my
culture-they want their own children to go to university and become
graduates and move to urban centres-to become me! That's whut
they want for their kids-but still, they put me down for who I am And

then sometimes, I g e t the sense that they resent me. Like saying ''who
the hell do you think you are?" Bemuse I'm already there--I haw an
education, and I'm comfortable in the middle class. And they want that
for their kids."
This issuethe kind of goals the urban Native community ultimately
wanted to aim for, and their implications-was

discussed in depth by one

participant:

"The worst case scenario for an urban setting is to have a
permanent underclass of Native people who cue anomic--they are not
allowed into the mainstream, and they are estranged from their
traditional selves. Thrb's the worse m e . One tendency which muld
challenge that is the emergence of an Aboriginal middle class, a
middle class that is promoting cultural pride. But the problem is--are
they promoting values which are really Aboriginal? We've got lots of
artifacts. Everybody's got an I h d i a n npme, we've got the tikinagun in
the comer and the beaver pelt on the d l - b u t you know, how much
depth does that really have? Do we have the collectiue values
anymore?
I mean, class is the peat cultural equaliser, you know. I can sit at
my kitchen table, which is a middle-class kitchen table, its not
altogether different from a middle4ass kitchen table in Tokyo or
Bombay, or my white neighbour. We're speakutg some different
languages, eating some dijJerent foods, but what do we aspire to? A
bigger house, a bigger car, a better school for my kids, you know,
these are the things that concern me. So we're not really making
community because we've got some vested interest in maintaining a
certain standard of living, which becomes a lugherpriorityI think a lot of successful, middle-class Abo-al
people distance
themselves from other Aboriginal people because there's a lot of
problems in Indian country. I haue had opportunities to take jobs in the
north, and rve chosen not to, because I don't want my children to haue
to deal with a lot of the stresses that go on in northern communities.
And I want them to be able to enjoy the kind of benefits that are
available in Toronto.
I n a sense we're doing what our parents did with us. The only
difference is that our parents were closer to the hardshps than we
are. I mean, my parents were drinkers, and hnd no education, and all
that shit. I wasn't middle-class growing up. But I've become middleclass now."

With this individual's words in mind, it appears that unless
significant efforts are made by the Native middle class to address the
implications of their own investment in class privilege, then the
egalitarianism and collective values which have characterised many
Native communities will continue to be the first things sacrificed by

individuals when entering an urban environment, as the price of upward
mobility. At the same time, in a community which is so devastated by
dysfunction and poverty, really attempting to encourage collective values
cannot be an individual issue-it

is a structural problem which needs to

be addressed organisationally, as well as personally. The need for cooperative income-generating projects which encourage individuals to

think collectively, is one approach-there

are probably many more.

15.5 SUMMARY:

This chapter has demonstrated that most of the participants, even
those from backgrounds of considerable assimilation or who are very

mixed-race, have taken some form of ownership of the issues which

urban Native people face. As a rule, those w h o feel they are only

"marginally"Native have tended to take smaller roles in the urban
community (although in some respects this is gender based, with the
heavily mixed-race women participants often being more aware of issues
of power and entitlement than their male counterparts). Other

individuals, who feel strongly that the urban Native community is their
community, have taken on leadership roles.
A p a r t from their public life within the Native institutions in

Toronto, however, the participants' private lives told another set of
stories. O n the one hand is the issue of the future of urban Native

families in the face of continued intermarriage; on the other hand is the

issue of growing class differences and the changes which this often
brings to the collective nature of traditional Native life.
While many individuals from families with more than one
generation of being mixed-race and urban had successfully reintegrated
themselves into an urban Native environment, they faced situations a t
home where they were often still negotiating denials of Nativeness from

parents and siblings. In many cases, the weight of hegemonic definitions
of Indianness had made it so difficult for them to identify a s Native that
by the time they felt clear about their Native identities they had already

married non-Natives and raised fairly white-identified families. For these
individuals, attempting to reclaim a Native identity within their families
was heavily circumscribed by the fact that the next generation in their

families was even more mixed-race and white-identified than they were,

and that in this respect, their offspring might not continue to take part in
the urban Native community that they had struggled so hard to adapt to.
On the other hand were the issues which those individuals whose

immediate family were still highly Native-identified were struggling with
around the implications of growing class privilege. I n particular, certain
individuals discussed the extent to which the collective nature of
traditional Native societies does not fit with middle-class lifestyles which
place a high premium on individual comfort, and the pressures which

urban Native people face to jettison traditional values in struggles for
upward mobility.
In some respects, then, it appears as if the issues which I
discussed in Chapters One and Three, related to the concern of theorists

such a s Elizabeth Cook-Lynn (1998:
124- 131) about the individualistic
aspect of urban mixed-race Native identity, and the negative effects of
intermarriage on Native identity, have some grounding in reality. The
nature of urban life, where most work and home environments are

organized in ways which ignore the demands of family or community,
and where there are few all-Native spaces, encourages a growing
individualism which only concerted struggle can challenge. Meanwhile,
it is extremely difficult to overcome the assimilatory pressures of white-

dominated urban environments. Intermarriage, in such contexts, cannot
help but increase the pressures to ignore, o r a t least downplay, Native-

centric perspectives. And yet we can also see that the project of
attempting to "bring some Indian back into the family" (as my mother

used to refer to it) through intermarriage is also fraught with difficulties,
for heavily mixed-race women in particular. These problems suggest that

although urban Native environments are profoundly strengthened by
their flexibility in matters of appearance and intermarriage, there is a
limit to the extent to which families can intermarry and still remain

Native families. I t also suggests that cultural values have to be

promoted, particularly as a way of counterbalancing the individualistic

pressures which accompany upward mobility in the city. In the next
chapter, I will explore the urban spirituality movement, and its role in
strengthening urban Native identity.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
TRADITIONAL SPIRITUALITY IN AN URBAN

CONTEXT
-r
spiritualitg isn* airy fdrg stuff* ICs a uary
practical thing. If p u follow it, you71 haw a good life4 dpu d o n Y follow it, you'ra going to & whiny, you'ra
going to hurt other people, and you're going to be hurt,
you know? &cause the naturs of the universe is that if
you do hama, p u a m going to be humted h c k . That3
fust the natume of the u n i ~ m And
~ . whether somehdy
thinks that$ true or not doam%matter, thaes how it is.
That's to me what tradition is all about-irs very
simple. And then of course there3 all the incmdibh
beauty of the c r q F and the legends and the stotiar and
the teachings, g m know. And etmy yaar I lrwrn
something new about it Its a uay, wry rich hedtazgeBecause thuts what we need to know. W e also need to
know our peopk' history-thut uwr wra virtuall'' put
into concentmtton c~lllp-d
wt need to be abk to
show people how theg can mcozm f b r n those
expedences. We'ra going to do our part to cnats
something good to build oursslues back up. To me that
is tmdition too. T h a t 3 how I see our stmggle, so that
we can hQW a life hem. And I think that for us to glup a n n one litttc M t of it, is kind of like a betrayal of
ourselrws, you knoweD
INTRODUCTION:

One issue which the participants repeatedly emphasized
throughout this study was the centrality of traditional knowledge and
behavior to Native cultural identity. During discussions about this issue,
the participants called on a number of different sources of traditional

knowledge. In the first part of this chapter, I will explore how the
participants see traditional knowledge and spirituality, and its
importance to them. I n the second part of the chapter, I will discuss
some of the issues which arose during these discussions around various
aspects of urban traditionalism.

Before taking up these issues, however, I believe it is important to
consider the context in which this discussion is taking place. The
traditions of all nonwestern people, in institutions founded on a belief in

the superiority of western rational thought, are easily dismissed as
superstition, or trivialized as "colourfulwarchaic folklore. Furthermore,
the validity of Native oral traditions continues to be negated in Canadian
courts as part of the denial of Indigenous sovereigntyl. The very notion of

academia as a neutral site where 'pure knowledgewis pursued must be
seen as part of the secular humanist tradition, which upholds the West
as a seat of egalitarianism and human rights and which insists that
knowledge must be secular and separated from the knower. Secular
humanism, in general, has viewed the traditions of specifically tribal
peoples, or of any people who do not observe a split between the knower

and what is known, or between secular and spiritual life, a s 'dark
knowledgen-as dangerously flawed, fundamentalist, and inherently
"tribalisY (meaning partial, rather than universal, and opposed to
egalitarianism).
A central aspect of the attack which the Western secular tradition

continuously wages on 'tribal" oral tradition (when it is acknowledged to
exist as a valid body of thought at all) is the notion that such traditions

(and indeed, the traditions of all non-white peoples) are inherently
oppressive to women compared to the liberal attitudes in the West.

One of the more notorious instances of this was during Delgamuukw us. 7Re Queen,
where the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en Elders presented excerpts from over 10,000 years
of oral history as evidence of their ownership of their 22,000 mile territory4nly to have
Justice McEachern rule in 1991 that none of this oral tradition was valid as 'history" as
compared to a century of so of occupation by the British crown who claimed the
territory--that Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en civilizations 'if they even quali@for that
description, fall within a much lower, even primitive order, and that Aboriginal life in
the temtory prior to colonization was, a t best, 'nasty, brutish and short" (Monet and
Skanu'u, 1992:188).This decision has recently been overturned; however, the reality
remains that it is impossible to discuss Native traditions as if a sort of neutral terrain
exists within academia.

Sherene Razack identifies how this gendered aspect of the colonial
encounter has persisted since the earliest days of European colonialism,
and that these colonial relations are constantly being re-created in newer

"contemporary forms" to maintain white superiority in Canada and
elsewhere in the West:
Today, newspaper descriptions of female genital mutilation (FGM)
performed on African women, actual film footage of a n FGM
operation in progress playing throughout the day on C N N
television network, and media reports of the brutalities of 'Islamic"
and Asian states towards women reinforce the notion of a barbaric
South and, by contrast, a civilized North ... Scholars play pivotal
roles in sustaining these old colonial formulas.. .both feminist and
non-feminist scholars have actively participated in reproducing the
binary of the civilized and liberated Western woman and her
oppressed Third World sister (Razack, 1998:6)

In this chapter, therefore, when I discuss the participants'
exploration of Native traditions, I a s k that individuals be aware of their
own biases, their own subject positions. A s Cree Metis writer Kim

Anderson notes, readers have a role in the way a text is read-they

must

read it openly, accepting its premises and listening to its arguments
before coming to their opinions. Above all, they must resist the
temptation to "claim" the text according to a different frame of reference

than it is meant (Anderson, 1997:34-5).
Because of the problematic aspects of discussing Native traditions
in contemporary academic settings, this chapter will not discuss

foundational aspects of any of the Native traditions, or how they are
practiced in rural settings. This section is primarily concerned with how
mixed-race Native people take up traditions in urban settings. Socially
"progressivenreaders must also be prepared to recognize that sometimes
Elders, no matter how much they seem to embody sexist or homophobic
or otherwise oppressive attitudes within their teachings, nevertheless
may have access, through their Indigenous traditions, to powerful

knowledge about the world, a knowledge and a power that must be
recognized on its own terms, and that cannot be explained away by
western logic.

16.1 THE MEANING OF UTRADITION"TO THE PARTICIPANTS:

For the individual who had grown up in a northern Saskatchewan
Metis community, being traditional meant living off the land:

1 can say that fm traditional corning frrn bemg raised by my
grandparents, having them raise me in their traditional ways*
Metis
way. But it's not like, t m d i t i o ~ with
l
the sweetgrass, or other thmgs.
We were traditional in that we were isolated. There were not a lot of
white people we were exposed to. We didn't have electnkity, or mnning
water. In that way, it was like growing up the Native way, that's the
way I knew it-the Metis way. BUt the way I see it now, in Toronto,
when people ask me am I traditional, it means a different thing. It's
like they're asking me if I practice sobriety, do I go to powwows, do I
used sweetgrass, do I follow the traditional medicines, and all this and
that. This is what the urban Indians mean when they ask "are you
traditional?': And to me, in that way I'm not. But I am traditional in my
o m way. I grew up with trapping. So for me, rve seen skinning, I've
seen meat smoked, fish smoked. I grew up with fish and traditional
meats, and they passed all that on. And the uses of certain teas, and
bear fat, that's good for certain things. But it's also the way I was
raised, right? The language was passed on, the way of raising
children-I grew up in an extended family, where children are never
hit, you are taught by example. You don? realise until you're an adult,
the values you've been raised with My grandmother would teach me
things. Like, if I did something bad, she would say '9ou shouldn't do
that-think about hau that person's feeling now", right? So we were
taught to put ourselves in the other person's position, so that we would
not do something to hurt somebody. And we were taught by
example--they gave u s verbal examples, that's the way our morality
wus taught. So they taught me a lot of things, even though I didn't
realise it until I was an adult."

One woman called on her memories of practical childhood teachings from
the elders of her small east coast band, as well as her family's long

association with the land, for her sense of traditions and what was

important as a Native person, despite her own urbanisation and the

assimilation she and her family had experienced:

1 didn't have any depth of knowledge. Living in an extended
family was important-like in my early days, when the Elders were
around and told people things. They taught you how to set the traps,
that sort of thing. Practical things too, like putting them on a
matchbook, so you'd remember where you set them, you h o w ? M y
uncle used these tem-ble leghold tmps, raccoon t m p s that clamp the
legs. We used to set the traps, but he'd always have a book of
matches, and we'd keep track of where the traps were by uniting f t
down o n the matchbook-so when you went out the next day you
wouldn't be stepping on them. And then w e used different roots. It's
blurry now, in my mind, because there's nobody to talk to about it.
For tonsillitis, we used the root of the skunk spruce. Now, today 1
probably couldn't figure out which was the skunk spruce. But you'd
drink that black tea made from the root, and it tasted tern-ble. You
had to gargle with it. But I did it. I was the only person who ever
had her tonsils removed in our family, and that's probably because 1
didn't keep up with the gargling! M y mother knew some of those
things, and I guess I learned when I was young, so every once in
awhile I get a snatch of it back.
The part I like about having Native roots, or whatever, its thatwhen I think back-we were here in the beginning. And it is the
natural side, in our family. Like, one of my sisters is in coua today,
getting a divorce, and its been very traumatic for her. I was tempted
to go out there, out west, to support her, being the mother figure in
our family. But I couldn't go. So, what I said to her last night, and I
don't mean a Christian spirituality here, its a Native spirituality-I
said "spiritually, I will be there with you tomorrow!" I know that
spiritually, when any one of u s is ill, or that sort of thing, that t h e
others of u s are there, spiritually. And I think its more from t h e
Native side than anything else. It's not that you're able to move
outside your body, or anything like that, but Ijust think that you can
focus. I don't think it's the same with the Christian religion. Like, I
think that there's a powerfulness that comes with praying, but I don't
think you can do the same thing, with Christianity. It's from my
Native side. I don't understand a lot of it. But there's a natural
association with the earth, to us-the earth, air, fire, and water.
There is something to it, the valuing of the land. I mean, we've
foughtfor the land,when the town tried to take it away from us. And
I remember my older brother saying adon't get too excited. We've
had this land for two hundred years ...and we're not going

anywhere". I mean you know, two hundred years-that's a lot of
ancestors! I've never had visions, and I don't really feel the power,
you know-some people really do feel the power from the earth For
me, its more that I gain comfort from it I gain great comfort, sating on
the rocks in my community, watching the ocean, touching the
qr~und.
Another woman described how she learned what she knows about

Native traditions from teachings she has received both from urban Elders
in Toronto, and at ceremonies in the United States and Mexico:

think what's important for Native identity is the way of we, and the
medicines, and the ceremonies, and the connection with the Creator,
and everything that the Creator has given to Aboriginal people. I
believe that that has not been lost, especially with the Aboriginal
people that are still living in the Amazon. Their tmditions are still very
much alive and practiced. And everything that they dc+the whole
family structure i
s still there, the medicine stnccture. I think that w e
have sornethmg to leam from them, and they also have something to
leam from us. What we've gone through already in the last 500
years-that's what they're faced with-the bulldozing, the mining and
everything that's getting so close to them There is an exchange, goon there, in Mexrexrco
and Brazil. I don't know what the prophecies say,
but I know that we're physically living in a way that's much @her
than I can grasp. I guess the most...authentic experience,for me, has
been in ceremonies with my brothers and sisters in Mexim. And their
medicine people have done ceremonies over here. I don't know that I
would have gotten this far, in life, if I hadn't gone through the things
that I went through in their ceremonies. I went through some major
breakthroughs. rve gone t h g h stuff that therapy wouldn't have
touched in some of those ceremonies.
Being traditional, for me it means being ....kind. It means respect. I
think it means helpins and &g
....working hard, working really
hard. I really believe in visiting and spending time together, and ...no
matter where I am, my home, wherever I am at the time. I love having
people over. I think that's something that was always pmdiced and
always done. You didn't visit for a day, you visaed for a month
The loneliness is so...deep, and I think its been my generation, and
my mother's genemtion, and my grandmother's generation, and
further back. There's a lot of work to be done, getting past the
loneliness, and working and sharing together again."

One individual who grew up urban, off-reserve and alienated from his

traditions, who had re-entered Native life after following an extremely
self-destructive path, follows the teachings of the traditional elders of the
Six Nations Confederacy:

"I'm very, very lucky, because you know, over the past ten years, rue
been travelling with the elders, and doing ceremonies with them,
having tradifional munsel and learning what's important to our
nations, and our communities. There's a lot of things I was taught. The
elders want u s to know the most important thing-that
the Earth is our
mother, that the Creator gave u s a lot of gi-, and that our Creator
gave us the sacred journey. They want us to eat traditionalfoods, they
don't want us to destroy ourselves on sugar, they don't want us to
smoke, they don't want u s to drink They want us to do o u r
ceremonies, use the medicines, a d understand the clans. They don't
want us to swear, or hang amund stupid places. They want u s to
speak for the earth, because as you know, the ewth is in trouble.
Learning your culture will help you. Knowing how to call onto our
Creator, how to ask our Creator for guidance, and how to give
thanks-that's also important. If you don't know how to give thanks,
then you don't know how to be Native. You haw to know how to give
thanks to all creation, to really know where your strength is, and to
really feel good about being on the earth"
A woman who

has primarily followed the Ojibway Midewewin

teachings described how she lives a traditional life:

"For me, being traditional means that I have a ceremonial &
f!i h
-tut
I
have a lodge that I go to, that I have my name, and my clan, my
colours....that I m q a drurn..that I any eagle feathers ...and that I
haue responsibilities that are based on that. And so the whole issue
around sobriety was originally a matter of scheduling around the
ceremonial stuff. But now, my sobriety is specifically because of the
responsibilities that I carry as a traditional person. Last night, for
example, when somebody called me who was sick, I had to be able to
just stop what I was doing, pray, put down tobacco and sing for them"
For this woman, and others, choosing to follow a traditional Life was a way
of reclaiming what had been taken from them, through their having been
adopted, or taught little about their heritage.

One individual described the tremendous difficultyof following
traditions while living in a busy, contemporary middle-class urban world:
For m e y o u can cut your hair, put on a suit, you know, sell insurance,
and look completely blond and b h c e - e y e d d still be traditional. It
took me awhile to realise that fad. I do try and understand and
respect traditional teachings. I've been trying to understand and learn
about them for more than ten years now, wi?h sweat lodges, and that.
Its been something that has given me so much strength.
When you're working for a government thut has a very British kind
of...post-industrial approach to things-it's not wry compatible with
tradih'onal values. I remember being very upset with a manager in the
government who was really very rigid. Everything had to be in a boxand I was wanting to be honest, and sayins 'Yherek this constant
conflict going on, this m n Y be done this way, these communities won't
respond this way". And he was really inflaming a lot of people out
there, making them angry. I talked to an elder about it, who's been
doing this kind of thmg for 35 years---and the one thug he said to me
was '?JOU have to be kind to this man': That advice really helped me. It
helped me to see that-well, he's not going to come around to our way
of doing thugs, necessarily-but the only way he's going to respect us,
and give u s some distance, i
s ifrm kind.
I think especially for modem people, being traditional is a n internal
state, more than anything. It's not a perfect state--it's an ability to be
able to slow down a bit and see things very clearly and carefully. To
try and respect everythmg that is in my path, and hy and see things
as clearly as I possibly can. And to haw some sense of trust
developed, or an emotional relationship developed to whatever I am
encountering in my environment, before I really open my mouth To me
that's what it means to have traditional values. I mean, there's
obviously traditional economies and traditional ways of living--and
those are disappearing for a lot of people. But the values, I think, are
still there."
For one woman, the traditions provided her with balance in her
work in the Native community. She saw the traditions as being vital to the
task of rebuilding damaged communities, as well. For another, learning

about the traditions has been a long process of rediscovering suppressed
family history, as well as developing herself:

"We have medicine in our fmily. We have it in a number of
different ways. My gmndma always went out gathering medicines-

she used to have a whole storehouse-people used to come to her and
get medicines from time to time. But then, over the years, my
grandmother really got into drinking. There was a lot of dzflerent pain,
I guess, in her life. And she died in her early fifties, with a stroke; a
lot of which was bemuse of drinking. There was so much there, and
so much that was lost.
So for me, I always felt an ambition to link with spiritual people,
and to leam more in that area, because I felt that was where I needed
to develop myserf a s a human being, to get to know myself more. Whnt
Ijind, in all these years, is that myself, and other people that I know,
who have had more of an urban experience, have been searching, in a
way, yar could say, for a lot of that identity. And that's one of the
places where you g-you
go to the elders' conferences, and you get
exposed to some of that stuff: And you eventually start to assess a
little bit more, and then it becomes part of your own identay. I think
being traditional means Pimaatsewin-prndising a good spiritual way,
on a daily basis. To me, that's really my philosophy now, and hus
been for the past feur years."
One woman described how in school she had constantly faced
pressure to "explain"traditional perspectives within academia-to

constantly translate them, and render them acceptable to, Western
academic theoxy. She resisted this not only because of the collision of
disparate worldviews, but because of the power imbalance between a
dominant western academic tradition which constantly claims the

authority to define 'the other", and the need for Native peoples'
perspectives on traditional practices to be accepted on their own terms:
l consider myself to be tmditional. You know, rm on a path, where
I'm trying to leam more about those ways that we come from,in
particular, the ways that we can develop our spirituality. The spi?itual
tradition is something that stands in opposition, first of all, to
C M t i a n i t y , I guess. It's also about who I am working with in the
community. I f you stuck me in a community, a m I going to go to the
person who mnducts ceremonies, or am I going to visa the individual
who wanted to haw the use of sweetgrass banned in the community
centre? Am I going to be the one showing up with the palm cross at the
funeral, or the one with the tobacco rie? So in that sense, I cun
traditional.

It isn'tjust somethmg that we're making up for political reasons, or
adopting just because it sounds good, or is romantic, or whatever. It's
something that means something to us, right? Its like when we were
talking about those profound emotions coming up-they come from
somewhere. That's where the traditions are based. its not based in
trying to construct somethvlg. But in the amdermrmc
world, tradition is
something constructed--a uision and a paradigm made by drawing on
those pieces of the past that we scattered along the way, that is
pa?iiicularly Native, and it isn't necessarily traceable far back Some of
it we can, and some of it we mnt Like I think something like
sweetgrass, which is a traditional penon's tool, is one of those things
that was stuttered along the way, and we picked it up, to use it as
part of our vision for re-clairning a different paradigm, a different
world view. That's what tradition is, in the academic sense....All this
stuff that I'm grappling with-if I talk to the Native women that are
adviskg me about this, t?qZljust say 'well why is this somethug that
you have to think about? Why is it important?"
One individual discussed his difEculties with a 'traditional"
spirituality that included Catholicism:
"The traditional Metis spirituality is fairy orthodox Catholicism
And actually, I was really happy to hear that when Yuan Dumont
brought his contingent to the Constitutional talks, he brought a
Catholic priest as his elder. I was happy because he was being hue to
his culture. He didn't pretend to have more of a traditional Native
spirituality than he did-he brought, unabashedly and without
apology, a Catholic priest. I thought that was the right thing to do.
Now, we can CTificise to death the Church-I mean, I was raised more
by Jesuits than anybody else, so I have my own stories. But you
know, he was true to his historical context, and that's the tradition.
But I'm not living that tradition, rm not going to orthodox Catholicism I
go to sweats. I guess I'm pursuing m y grandfathers__orgrandmothers,
I guess, in my case, through Aboriginal spirituality.

To me, the tradition was rural, and rm urbcur rm the first
generation off the farm, off the subsistence fann, and where you went
to church It's impossible to live that life. But in the Native traditions, I
see myself as a visitor. Because that's maybe part of this whole
The tradition I grew up was strongly
question of legitimacy, *right?
Catholic. The tradition of my hdian grandmothers before that? I don't
know what it was. What were the Dakota doing in 1842? Were they
in sweat lodges? Robably--ldonY know."

For a handful of individuals, their sense of themselves as Native
people was not premised on learning about Native traditions. In general,

they demonstrated great respect for traditional people, but did not think
that this was the route they would follow in life.

Two women demonstrated considerable impatience with the
emphasis on "traditions" which they had encountered in the Toronto
Native community. They saw the teachings a s restrictive, too rigidly ritual-

bound, and denying of their own life experiences. A third woman felt
ambivalent, because of the uncritical manner in which "traditions* are
taken up in many settings.
For one of the women, the defensive and judgmental attitudes which

urban Indians demonstrated around certain rituals was dficult to
negotiate, compared to her experiences of living a traditional life on the
land in northern Saskatchewan:
"1don't know where urban Indians get their ideas about what it mans
to be Indian. Because, I walk around, and I don't see Indians

around-unless I go to the Native centre. So fm wondering where they
get the idea that this is the way you do things, right? There's a f a v
people thatjudge me really harshly. And I was so offended. Like here
they are-they 've never lived in their communrty, they don't know the
language, and they're going to judge me? I mean, f v e lived in the city
forfiifreen years, but you can't erase hau you were raised. Like, I was
totally raised in traditional ways, right? They're so insecure. These
people, they go through anything that they can to try and grasp
something to identrfy them. But for me I don? h a v e to go through this.
I know who I am inside. I know how I was raised. And I think I'm so
lucky. It's sad when urban Natives don? know the struggles of the
north, and don't care. They think they're doing so much over here-but
it doesn't mean cinythuzg to the north I can do all the traditional
singing I want here, or anything else, but that doesn't affect my home
at all. It means nothing to the north."
Another woman spoke to the same i s s u e t h e slavish manner in which

some individuals who have grown up alienated from their culture take up

urban traditionalism, and the manner in which newcomers are sometimes
treated within these environments:
"rue always said 'there's nothing worse than a born again Indian'. You
know, they just embrace this stuff,and that's all there is to life. And I
really believe that if, you know, Ijust try my best to liwe a good life-that's all I can hope for, a t any given time. rmjust trying my best. So
that's to try to not be judgmental against others who are on theirpaths
I don't have any traditional teacher or anything like that. Like a lot of
people go to a teacher, but, you know, Pve picked up different things
along the way. And I listen to my mother! She's my biggest teacher. I
don't think there should be any sectets in the Native community
around tradition. You know, "you shouldnt know this, bemuse....".
Nobody owns those teachings or practices-they're for everybody. So
I have a real hard time with people who ad like t h t . And I also have
a really hard time with people w h o are perceived in the community as
elders or who are elders, who show a real impatience towards people
who don't know. They yell, or get sararstic, when people make a
mistake. That really, really makes m e angry when that happens--and
I see it so often?
For one of the participants, the emphasis on strict adherence to rituals
and a rather dogmatic sense of what constituted 'the Indian way" (always

constructed as a homogeneous purist experience) denied both her
personal experience of growing up alienated from her heritage, and her
desire to express a Native identity which was multi-faceted and complex:

"I'm quite agnostic, you know what I mean? And Ifeel it is false. Like
I won't go and sit in on those sacraments. Na-ther do Ifeel like I want
to partake in a sweat lodge or a women's ceremony. Because Ifeel the
same-I really feel there's something lost to me. I don't have the
comfort of believing in my Catholic religion anymore. And this isn't
gonna do it for me either. Its not my way, and its not going to BE my
way. Yes-we mn't lose sight of the past. I know we have to hung on
to that traditional thing. But donl let it become a goddamned yoke?

This woman challenged the historical accuracy of notions of 'the Indian
way" as an ancient, timeless universal experience. Another participant
concurred with this perspective, and spoke of the trend in certain Native

circles to romanticize and essentialize much of what is considered

"traditional" Native society:
"I have a real problem, in my amdentic progmm anyway. A lot of
Native people that mrne in tend to be wry essentialist. 'Native people
are like this, white people are like this, these are Native values, these
are non-Native values'. Or they say things like 'A woman wacld never
get beaten in a real Native community: or thmgs like that. There's this
sort of idyllicpicture.°

One of the male participants openly disparaged what he referred to a s
the contemporary "pan-Indian"spirituality movement with its emphasis

on "traditionnas fake and irrelevant:
?
don't
I take those kind of labels seriously. I think that there's just

so much variation, so many drfeerent thmgs going on that-you know,
to try and put a label on someone and say 'bare you traditional?"-I
think its ridiculous. I could say rm traditional-that
I'm Roman
Catholic, and the Roman Catholic church has a lot of tmdition.I know
lots of traditional Idians who like to sit down and chat and drink a
beer. And lo& of traditional -&men
who like to do the same. You
know, I think, unfortunately, its kind of a creation of the 'pan-Idian"
movement-this creations of the '?mditional Indian". All this panIndian dogmatic map.
Like, the most tmditional Indians I knew were old guys, who had
short hair, wore a hat all the tirne, shoes and pants and their shirt
buttoned all the way up to the top. Very, I guess, white in their
mannerisms and their dress, and the kind of things thut they thought
were important, I guess. But what made them tmditional i
s the fad
thut they WERE tmditional. That they were functioning, real members
of their community, of their families. The language, the culture, the
k n o w l e d g ~ v e r y t h m gwas there. These people had never read a
book about how to be a traditional Indian. No one ever came to them
and gave a seminar on how to be a traditional Indian. They didn't go
and take a course, or attend a summer experiential leamikg process to
learn how to be a traditional Indian..."
Others engaged more gently with the phenomenon of urban-based 'pan-

Indiann spirituality, viewing the conscious choices made by individuals to
embrace and recreate certain aspects of teachings from the past as an

inevitable process in the rebirth of a people's culture and identie-

mistakes and all:
"I think that people think that culture is static* Evert tmditional
people, sometimes say that. '3'salways been done this way". NO,
sony, it hasnt. There's this elaborate sacralising sometimes, of various
&uals, to make them special. We oan take the most mundane things
handed down, and we mn make them into something great, when
really, they were nothing.
So what constitutes our culture? Art Solomon used to say that if
we're gonna pick up everything that we come across, we won't be able
to move much, will we? Well be all l a w and loaded d o w n urith so
many things, that we won't know what to do. W e listen to everybody,
but we only take what we need. But what do we mny from the past to
the future? What's important? I think communities have to be able to
decide that for themselves. It all goes back to the concept of
nationhood, again."
Another individual concurred with this perspective, that the rebirth of

Aboriginal nations requires a 'reinvention" of culture and tradition. He

challenged the conteinporary tendency to romanticise pre-contact society,
calling for a more realistic, deeper appreciation of Native identity and

culture:
"A lot of whclt we're doing in the contemporary reality is reinventing
culture, eh? And it might have a strong similarity to traditional
culture, it might rzot. I don't know. I know we're o f e n quick to stand
up and say ''thetradition says that we never abused". Well, I don't
buy that for a minute! Everybody abused! You k n o ~ h u m a nnature
i
s such that the human being almost universally is capable of... I72
believe that there wasn't the kind of abuse that goes on n o w b u t let's
not pretend that it never happened at all. So we're reinventing
culture, we're reinventing tradition. "

The issue of abuse in Native communities, and attitudes to women

surfaced in the ambivalence which some of the women raised about
traditionalism. They noted the uncritical manner which certain
individuals, both men and women, adopted towards the notions of
"women's traditional roles," attempting to adhere to what they saw as pre-

contact concepts of gender relations without considering either the validity
of their ideas of pre-contact life, or the implications for contemporary

women of being told that they must adhere to certain rules which may not

be appropriate to maintain in the highly sexist and racist environment
which we live in today.

Several women challenged the exclusion of menstruating women,
from a number of m e r e n t perspectives. The woman below notes that in
her M e t i s traditions, it was impossible for menstruating women to ever

stop being involved in everyday activities, since so much depended on their

labour:

"When I went into my $rst circle, 1 ddin't know that you couldn't
smudge if you had your period, you know, with sweetgmss. Or that
you had to step out of the circle, stuff like that. That's not our culture,
the Metis. I went to a naming ceremony one time, and that's the fist
time I realised that I couldn't go into the tent i f 1 had my period. And I
go 'why not? It's a natural thing'. But, like, they consider it too
powerjid, like the medicine men could get sick Here, there's a lot of
things that I find out that I didn't grow up with Even the word they
use-like h saying to myself 'what does this mean, being 'on your
moon'?' And I kind of figured it was your period, but I hadn't heard it.
Its too much My grandmother would never have heard about this
stuff, right? And for a Metis woman with her period, we can do
anything fi we're on our period. I mean, we weren't ever able to stop,
because what would happen, to the family, if we couldn't do the things
we had to do?"
At the s a m e time, some of the women also were interested in revitalising

certain ceremonial practices, such as the menstrual lodge, rather than
adhering to the cwrent practice of simply excluding the women. They saw
the menstrual lodge as being about acknowledging the power of women to
give life.

"When I talk to my Mom about that sh%f, one of the t-s
thnt came
out, which blew me away, is that her grandmother, that's my greatgrandmother-she
was raised stntnctIywith the l o d g e t h e old
menstrual lodge. And they stnktly adhered to that. They were still
living in teepees at the time. And the way she was raised was that all

the woman who were on their moon totally lefi the community for four
days. It didn't matter what was going 0n-they had four days to spend
in the lodge. When my gmndmother was very young, for the j k t few
years, she was learning about the ceremonies. But after that, they had
to move around too much, so they seemed to have left thut practice
behind. rue always asked Elders that rue met here in the last several
years-40 any of them do the moon lodge ceremony? And I haven't
found anyone who does that. So I do it on my own. I've had no one to
teach me-rve
gone out and done m y own thing. And rm always
thinking, this is really odd, bemuse first of all, it doesn't feel right that
I'm by myself: I would feel better if1 was doing this with other women.
And a k o I would like to be able to do this in a place where it would be
our place to do this. Because fve just gone out to conservation areas,
and found a little place and sheltered myself off a bit, and hoped
nobody mme along, and stuff like that. And somehow, I wcmt to
reinstate some of those kinds of things."

The potential for homophobia, and the need for women to challenge
where "traditionalism"often situates them was raised by another
individual:

"You know, there's a real movement down in the States-I don't know
about here-but a lot of the Native women are going to Sun Dance and
sweats on their moon time. They say 'its misogynous to take women
out of these things when they're menstruating'. There's one woman
that I know, fiom down in Arizona, she holds sweats and Sun Dances.
And she lets women who are on their time go into the sweat. She says
'I don't believe that politid bullshit, that's all it is She always muses
a big stir, wherever she goes. I think its great, bemuse it gets people
thinking. Was it always like this? Its like two-spirited people. How
many elders have I heard over the years saying 'no, there werent any
two-spirited people here before contactJ. And you look into it, and
realize "Well there were-und that's your own homophobia talking".
One of the adoptees also raised the issue of homophobia in the
Native community, and her need to be vigilant, to ensure that in

embracing traditional teachings she was not subscribing to her own

marginalization:

7 not only had to come back to the Native aornrnunity as a Native
person, but I also had to come back as a two-spirited person. I have
definitely expelienced homophobia. rue gone out to Six Nations and

h e been told by one of the traditional women teachers that she was
going to get flak for teaching me bemuse I was two-spirited.So I've
had that gambit. But rue had mostly positive experiences because,
first of all, I'm out, but rrn not, like, overtly out. People know me first
through the work that I'm capable of doing, before they know that rm a
two-spirited person-that's been my experience. But I've also looked
for role models. And I've found them Ifigure that if they can mke it,
I'll make it. You know, I found out recently that Peter O'Chiese has a
t e a c h i n ~ n eof the oldest living Indians in Canada--cr teaching
about two-spirited people. So I align myself with those people, and t h ~ t
keeps me strong, and not so paranoid.
But you know, when 1 was up in Thunder Bay, I had like a little
rainbow on my car, and I would back my car up at the Indian
Fr+endship Centre, because of the homophobia up there. So Toronto's
much more accepting. I feel like rm really well-connected, and doing all
the work that r m capable o f 4 you bet there's homophobia, but you
know it doesn't really affect me here in Toronto as much as i%affected
me when I lived in Thunder Bay.
I make a real point, that if I go to cm elder, or if I've chosen
somebody to be my teacher, I'll come out to them right off the batbecause that's who I am..Otherwise they71 start doing those traditional
teachings about the women's role and the men's role, right? Which is
f i n d wanted to learn that, but that's not my role. That's not w h o I
am and that's not my identity. I j i n d out where they're at...and then
they have to go away and start deal- with their homophobia. And
then they either come back or they don% Or they're already welladvanced enough to accept me for who I am"

The participants demonstrated a wide range of responses around
the issue of spirit names. For a number of people, particularly those who

had only entered the Native community as adults, or who were non-status
and living off-territory, their spirit name provided them with a sense of
validation-a

sign that they truly were Native people, as well as a sense of

validation in the Native community.

"To me, my spirit name is a helper to me, a teacher, and it gives me a
sense of recognition, that the spi*
recognise me. And it does mean
something to me to be able to sit and say that in Ojbwa-you
know,
that little address where you say, you know, boo shoo"^ to be

able to say m y dan-it's

a feeling aracnd identz~mtion,sodally. And
in the sense of my identity, it makes me able to say "you haue to
recognise me as a Native women, you can't fisht that! You canP argue
with that, because I have my spirit name." Then there's this other
sense, of "eah, that's my spirit, wui thut's who I have been for dl
time. And it reminds me of my responsibilities. Because sometimes
when I don't feel good, somebody calls me by my spirit name, which is
a very positive name, and it reminds me that there's this other patt of
me which is really positive, which is something that I mny."
For others, the spirit name helped them reclaim pieces of a damaged self,
or spoke to the journeys they had made in life. Some individuals spoke of

how their name had provided them with a distinct direction at crucial

points in their lives.

"Having a spirit name makes me feel more connected to the spirit
world, as a Native woman. Just having that, bemg acknowledged by
the four directions, being recognised for w h o I a m as a spiritual being,
has given me back a sense of my dignity. Your spirit name also talks
about who you are as a person, all around. And that name is given to
you by observations that the person who'sgiying you the name makes
of you. It's not just handed out, like something out of a bag. It's given
to you based on what they see, and what best fits you. The elder that
named me saw certain qualities in me, and named me a f e r those
qualities. So there's real significance to these names. And they are
names you can also grow into. They tell you who you can become. '
Three individuals had names given to them from their home community,

or from family members. As one woman related, in her culture being given
those names came with a high level of responsibility.

1 haue three names from my community. One that I was born with,
and the second name, which means Cherished One, and the third
name is the name of a very important figure from the past. Having
those names gives me a sense of responsibility...I guess in my culture
there is some sort of a belief in reincarnation, and that names are
partrrtraIly
given on that level...of expectation...So in a sense, it's a bit of
a pressure, to have been given these names, and to, at this stage
anyway, not be fulfilling them in a traditional sense, for sure. In
another sense, they are something that I'm very proud of; something
that's very personal, at this stage anyway, a source of pride. And it's
interesting that rm actually considering changutg my last name. I

really hate my last name. I think its just the sound of it, but it's also
that the name really has no acltuml significance, it it given to
members of our community bemuse white people couldn't pronounce
the names. h e been told that my second name wuuld be an
appropriate last name for our family, so I'm ansidering changim~my
name. Now that Tm realizing that I may not many somebody with a
wonderful last name, so maybe I should just take the situation into my
own hands. So yeah the names are definitely important, but they aLso
come with that sense of responsibility. So they are a little bit scary in
t h t sense."

Another individual had been given his name by his greatgrandmother; however, he had had to look outside the community for

validation of its significance,

to white people who had studied old Ojibway

communities and spoke about the significance of naming in a historical
context. I t was only at that point that he really believed in its value.
For a third individual, having a Haudenosaunee name was part of a
process of bringing traditions back in her family:

My Mom has an Indian name. The way it works with the Iroquois
people is that your names are passed down through your family. Like,
if my Mom was to die, I would maybe name a daughter her name.
That's how it was passed down. But now, what's huppened, since
people have lost the names, because of Christianity and residential
school-so now we h a v e to go to the elders to try and give u s a name.
And names, they're a very important part of life. Because if somebody
else took your name, like in your village, or even in another village,
you'd h a v e to do a ceremony. Like you'd have to go bring a basket
and put it on your porch and say "Iclaim the name, and this basket
you can take in exchange for it, because fm t a m back my name. So
they'd h a v e to rename the child that they'd given your name to. I could
go to whoever I wanted to, right, but I would prefer to try to get an
actual Haudenosaunee name, preferably a Mohawk name, and try to
keep that, and start u p those traditions that haw been lost, so that I
would have a Mohawk name that my family could maybe pass on later
on."

Two individuals were uncomfortable with the naming process going
on in some parts of the urban community. One felt that certain individuals
might be handing out names in ways that possibly trivialised the whole

process. The other individual., who had planned to visit an elder simply for

healing purposes, was unprepared for the manner in which a name was
just "handed" to him the moment he asked for it. He womed because he
did not understand the process well, and he did not want to engage in
"spiritual shopping"-in

gaining some kind of thrill from dabbling in

traditions he did not know enough about. In both cases, the individuals
were clear that they respected the notion of having a spirit name-they
simply wondered if some of the individuals who gave out spirit names

might not be p a n d e ~ to
g *thespiritual neediness of the more rootless
individuals in the urban community who needed a sense of connection to
some aspect of Native heritage, and were seeking it solely through a name.
As if to

highlight these individuals' doubts, one woman reported that her

naming ceremony seemed false, that the individual who named her
appeared to have given another individual the exact same information.

Finally,a few individuals had no interest in the concept of having a
spirit nameindeed, they considered the whole concept as being laced
with hegemonic notions of what constituted Indianness-and

treated it

accordingly.
Throughout the broad range of responses of the participants, it is
obvious that traditional spiritual practices, including the practice of
having a spirit name, play a strong role in the lives of the participants.
In the next section, I will discuss some of the issues which their words
raised.

16.3 TRADITIONALISM IN URBAN COluMlrrurTIES:
As we have seen in the previous section, the pursuit of Native

traditions and spirituality appears to be playing a sigmficant role in

enabling the participants to develop and maintain an Aboriginal identity,
in the urban setting of Toronto where Native people are so marginalized as

to be virtually invisible in the mainstream. From those who feel strongly

that the traditions they participate in should be those that their immediate
ancestors actually practiced-be
the Sun Dance-to

it Catholicism, the Menstrual lodge, or

others, who partake of local ceremonies different from

their own because they are a long way from their own land base and there
is no other way in this city to practice Native spirituality-in

some form or

another, revitabation and practice of traditions was important to the
majority of participants. A t the same time, the above accounts raise a

number of i s s u ~ saround
,
the importance (and indeed, the validity) of
traditionalism in the urban Native community, and how 'tradition" is

being applied, by whom and to whom.
A few individuals raised concerns about the kind of real grounding

in Aboriginal culture which urban traditional teachings were actually

providing. Those individuals who were intent on pursuing the actual
traditions that their grandparents and great-grandparents had followed
were of this mind, tending to want to keep their spirituality as grounded in

lived (or historical lived) cultural reality as possible. They strongly felt that
Native spirituality had to remak rooted in the lived experiences of a
people. Others appeared to have little concern about this-they

simply

trusted in the elders they encountered, and tended to follow whatever they
were taught. There was quite obviously a class line here-in

general, the

participants with a university education, especially those with postgraduate degrees, tended to have subjected the notion of traditionalism to

a much more intense scrutiny than those who had only a high school
education or less. In some respects, this is a function of the nature of
western academia, which dissects and analyses in order to -mderstand. In

other respects, it is indicative of the chronic 'low intensity warfare" against
nonwestem knowledge which each university-educated participant had
had to negotiate within university. Finally, the fact that university tends

to provide individuals with a more accurate language with which to

discuss identity issues obviously enabled the individuals with higher
education to discuss issues of tradition in greater detail.

One of my own concerns, within the urban traditional movement,

has been precisely the relevance of some aspects of an urban,and for the
most part Ojibway set of cultural practices, for Native people from other
Indigenous nations residing in Toronto. With this in mind, I frequently
asked individuals who were not of Ojibway heritage how relevant they
found it to have been given a clan by an Ojibway elder? When I attempted
to ask different individuals this question however,few took up the issue as
relevant to them. Most believed that the elder who had named them, no
matter what their Indigenous nation, had managed to access spiritually

what their actual lineage was within their own culture, because it was
something that they carried inside them today, not only as part of their
nation's past history somewhere else. They therefore believed that the
elder had secured for them some aspect of their own nation's collective

identity, in addition to providing them with personal spiritual guidance. A t
stake here is a clash of worldviews-between

a fairly linear sense of

historicity, and a more flexible view of how the past and the present

My reason for this was that I had been taught by a Milanaq elder that in the centurieslong struggle against invasion and domination, Milanaq clans had been lost. I t seemed
valuable for me, a s an off-territory individual of Mi'kmaq heritage, to respect and to
honour that fact-that the Milcmaq nation had survived a s a distinct nation 250 years
after being militarily defeated and occupied by the British, even a t the cost of having our
clan system die out. To ignore that, and to personally seek out a clan from an Ojibway
elder seemed to devalue both the notion of what a clan was-in the sense of it being a very
real organization of lineageand my own Nation's extreme feat of sulvival. And yet, going
through the process of searching for a spirit name and clan had a seductive appeal to me
as a non-status and off-temtory person-particularly in settings where every other person
in a circle would give their spirit name and their clan,and I would be left with only my
English name and no clan or community to identifi, with. There is an implied division, in
such a circumstance, between the personal spiritual growth that a spirit name offers and
collectiue cultural survival, which demands a remembrance of and an honouring of, a
particular Nation's history of resistance to genocide.

interrelate-as

well as the need for the participants (the author included)

to maintain a coherent narrative of identity.

One of the participants, however, spoke of his sense that urban
traditional spirituality is so highly oriented to the needs of the individual
that it leaves little space for focusing on collective identity:
"The defining element of Anishnabe religion is that it i
s a personal,
intimate connection with the earth, with the spirits, you know. There
were no priests, there were no churches...Different families believed
different things, different families f o m d different duals. Like, it was
somethug that was family. I mean, it is a personal and intimate
connection that you have-but the reason you have that connection,
and the reason you want that connection, is not for yourself, it's for
your family. It's for all the others, all the relations. Which is something
very different from the predominant Indian "religions" that you
experience in an urban environment now, which are, you know, based
on 'healing ourselves and...." you know, all these things "Oh..rny
energy level i
s down, and I have to strengthen it....". Which on one
level isjihe-but the focus unfortunately, is all about the individual."

16.3.1 Urban Traditionnlirm and the Indimnous Nations:

don't know whem utban Indiavrs get their ideas about
what it means- beliuLian.*
When exploring different attitudes towards what constituted
"traditions" among the participants, a schism was immediately obvious,
between those who were raised in Native communities and those whose

families had been urban for more than one generation. Reserve-based or
northern participants were more focused on the role which land-based

living-hunting, fishing, trapping, gathering berries and medicinesplayed in the maintenance of their traditions, as opposed to the more
spiritual aspects of traditionalism which a number of urban participants
were involved in. This is only to be expected, given that for urban Native
people, access to the land is usually restricted to walking in a park,

observing the flourishing of weeds in an alley, or cultivating a small
garden. In such contexts, it is inevitable that the bulk of cultural practices

related to living on the land might seem irrelevant to urban Indians. And I
am also mindful here not to draw the kind of extreme distinctions between

the "spiritual" and the "physical" which are often observed in Western
culture.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that the strength of Indigenous
spirituality lies precisely in its rootedness to the physical world we Live in,

as compared with religions such as Christianity, which are rooted in a
body of thought largely divorced from any real connection to the living
world. For urban Native people, an index of their alienation from the land

might well be expressed in the extent to which an abstract spirituality,

increasingly divorced from the physical world, becomes their mode of
traditional cultural activity.
Two of the more rural-based participants (aswell as a number of
other reserve-based Indians outside the i n t e ~ e w
space), voiced the
opinion that urban Indians are adhering slavishly to highly ritual-bound
spiritual practices because they have nothing else to ground them as
Native people. From this perspective, urban traditionalism has Little to
connect it with land-based traditions. Disregarding the condescension
which one participant demonstrated towards urban-based people (but
taking seriously another woman's experience of the rigidity which urban

Native people demonstrate around notions of the traditional), it is
important to consider these comments carefully. For many urban Native
people, elders are providing them with precisely the information they
need to keep themselves strong as individuals in an urban setting. If the

purpose of urban ceremonies is to strengthen the Native identity of the
individual, and nurture their spirit in an environment which is extremely
hostile to Native cultural survival, the elders are taking this up
admirably. The question is, however, whether urban Native people, with
this kind of exposure to a traditional life, are learning what they need to

know to uphold and further the cultural traditions of their own specific
nations-which

at present is the only real way out of the gridlock of

holding to a generic, hegemonically-constructed'Indiann identity. One
participant expressed this succinctly:

"If what we're saying makes you Indian is a connection to the
community, and a connection to famiy, and a connection to placewhich is what I see as Iiian-then the notion of there being an allencompassing, continent-wide, Indian religion that I have to conform to
if rm going to be an Indian is a ludicrous thing-it's ridiculous.
Especially with the people that are touting these pan-Iiuiian ideas.
Maybe it is an urban thing that's gone back to the resewe. Because
it's on the r e s e w now, too. A large part of the rhetoric is "down with
religion, down with the Church, down with the Roman Catholic church
You know, it's the Church that's done this to us, it's Christianrty." But
then they're dogmatic-'Yhk is the way you do it': And, oh, 'Qou didn't
you've gotta go and smudge yourself and..."
do it that wa-h,
What's the difference between doing that and sayingfiiPy hail Marys?
It's a very strange concept to me.
I see some elements in there that may be good. rm not suggesting
that there was never a connecton of information or sharing between
various Native groups. I think that's a positive thing. And I see it as
being of benefa to some people. In the sense that maybe somebody is
Indian but doesn't have those connections. Maybe that's whatb going
to give them the strength, and the sense of who they are. But I think
urban traditionalism should be used as a stepping stone. It will give
you the strength to realise who you are. But-use that to jind out
where you're from. U s e that, you know, to find out who you REAUY
are."
With the above comments in mind, the relative lack of emphasis in
most urban settings towards relearning Indigenous languages becomes a
serious issue. While several of the participants had sporadically attended
language classes, most of them seemed to settle for learning a few
phrases, generally to identify themselves in traditional terms-and

then

leave it go. Their approach to traditionalism in this sense,is highly
individualistic-they

tend to adopt only thc trappings that can help them

to create an YIndian"identity for themselves, while ignoring the much

more daunting (but necessary) task of attempting to relearn their
language-a

life-long task,but one which, as any Native language

speaker will attest to--is vital to any understanding of what it means to
be a member of an Indigenous nation (rather than simply an "Indian"). In

this respect, the comments of reserve-based participants-that

urban

spirituality appears to have little to do with the traditionalism of land-

based communities-appears

to have some relevance, insofar as the

land-based communities currently are carrying the cultural life of the
nation, particularly in maintaining use of the language.
I t is important to realize, however, that the lack of attention paid to

language in urban settings, given the present context where the
leadership on many reserves and in urban settings do not often
collaborate, is not surprising. There needs to be a certain critical mass
of effort devoted to reviving language u s e t h e presence of many elders

who are fluent in the language, the availability of other individuals who

are learning the language to practice with, and the will to see this as a
priority. Urban communities, where large numbers of people do not
speak the language, are not well-suited to this task-they

lack the

human and cultural resources which m a n y of the land-based
communities are capable of accessing, to revive language use. The fact
remains, however, that if urban and reserve communities were working
in unison towards the goals of regenerating the languages of specific

territories, then urban-based Native people of whatever Nation could a t
if it
least have the option of beginning to learn a Native l a n g u a g ~ v e n

w a s not their own-through

organized access to reserve settings to

practice speaking the language, for example. This would involve,
however, a new way of conceptualizing nationhood, which encompassed
both reserve and urban realities as distinct and different, but related-

The second issue which seemed to come up among participants
with increasing frequency was how women, as well as gays and lesbians,

were situated within the traditions. What also was at stake, here, was the

issue of authenticity and the role of change in traditional thought.
16.3.2 Gender aad Sexuality in Traditional Tho-ht:

...

as women we must be circumspect in our recall of
tradition. We must ask ourselves whether and to what
extent tzadition ia liberating to us as women. We must
ask ourselves wherein lies (lie) our source(.) of
empowerment. We know enough about human &tory
that we cannot auume that all Aboriginal traditions
universally respected .nd honoured women. (And is
Yrespe~t"
and U h o n ~all
~ that
n we can ask for?) culture
is not immutable, and tradition cannot be ewected to be
A s Native
always of d u e or relevant in our times.
women we are faced with very difacult and painful
choices, but nonetheless, we are challenged to change,
create and embrace "traditionsn consistent with
contemporary and international human rights standud.
(Laroque, 1996:14).

...

Several of the female participants voiced their uneasiness at the
manner in which "women's roles" were being interpreted in the Native
community-the

most common expression of these roles being the

manner of excluding menstruating women from ceremonies, and the way
in which women were being told they could not play the big drum.
0 thers commented on the homophobia they had sometimes encountered,

couched i
n the language of "before the white man, homosexuality did not

exist". While none of the participants were disabled, it might be worth
examining at some point how physical disability is taken up in
traditional contexts. At present, however, it should be noted that because
of the extreme levels of ill health in most Native communities~specially
the rampant levels of diabetes and the resulting impairments of mobility

and function-individuals

with disabilities are not as easily pushed to

the margins, as in mainstream society. Further exploration of this topic
is beyond the scope of this thesis.
I t is significant that in the women's accounts, they could not recall

any instances of proactive spaces for women being made in Native

traditional circles-which

would be an expected part of Native life, given

the frequent statements made about the sacredness of women. Instead,

the participants who had received teachings about 'women's roles" saw
the teachings as for the most part consisting of a package of restrictions
dictating what they should wear, how they should sit, what music they
could play, and what they could not do when they were menstruating.

They noted that each of these restrictions was accompanied by
comments that 'women are more powerN then men", or an almost ritual

intonation about "honouring our women". On the other hand, a number
of these women (myself included) have found that Native traditions have

provided them with a sense of empowerment in the society a t large-a

sense of dignity, that they are something entirely different from the

degraded, contemptible images of women, particularly Native women,
which circulate in the mainstream society. It is in the sense of providing

an alternative space for empowerment in the white society that the
traditions appear to work for Native women. The issues which the
participants raised had more to do with how Native traditions were
positioning them-along

with gays and lesbians -in

Native society.

Perhaps because urban Native people spend most of their lives in
white-dominated contexts, where they need traditional life to empower
them in the face of the dominant society, a relatively large number of the
female participants appeared quite accepting of the manner in which
traditions are being interpreted in ways which make them marginal
within their societies. Yet challenges are often still raised, generally in

small, women-only settings, and only where a high level of trust has been

generated, about punitive or belittling attitudes to women's cartho&y in
so-called "traditional" circles. I t is the author's experience that in urban
settings, particularly for mixed-race Native women who are highly
vulnerable to being dismissed through having their Nativeness
challenged, it is very difficult for Native women to openly resist punitive

or restricting practices based on 'tradition".
Numerous Native women writers (Smith, 1998; Anderson, 1997;
Allen, 1986; Baskin, 1982) have challenged patriarchal interpretations of
"traditional" roles of women, noting the manner in which in many
traditional Native societies, women exercised considerable autonomy and
indeed, authority within their communities:
Patriarchy is now firmly entrenched within most Native societies,
although nonpatriarchal worldviews on gender relations still
persist. Consequently women (like former Principal Chief of the
Cherokee Nation Wilma Mankiller) who strive for political
leadership are accused, ironically, of not being traditional. Rayna
Green (Cherokee) tells the story of an Indian conference on
development at which a man gave a speech condemning the
breakdown of traditional Indian values. He attributed this to the
increasing number of Native women leaving home and assuming
leadership positions. A n elderly woman responded, You know, I'm
very interested in speech about the old days-your old days must
have been really different from our old days, because in our old
days, women were a t the seat of power ...In our old days, women
were a t the center of knowledge and understanding about
leadership, about distribution of power, about the distribution of
goods and about the allotments of roles and power ...Let's talk
about the old days; I say 'Bring on the old days.' (Green, 1990:63,
quoted in Smith, 1998:185-6).

The issue of how colonialism reworks culture into increasingly
patriarchal frameworks was taken u p by Ania Loomba, who writes:
"Colonialism" is not just something that happens from outside a
country or a people, not just something that operates without the
collusion of forces inside...a version of it can be duplicated from
within (Loomba, 1998:12).

Colonialism thrives by working a t the cracks and fissures in a colonized
society-by

exploiting existing divisions along the lines of gender and

class (depending on which societies are being discussed), and
transforming them and reworking them so that they are refigured into
westem-style problems (in response to which the West, from a p o s m e of
superiority, then proposes its westem-style solutions).
Cree academic Madeleine Dion Stout (1994), commenting on the
rampant levels of wife abuse in many Native communities, has noted that
in many contemporary communities, Native women are systematically

exploited and abused by Native men even as rhetoric is intoned about
women being the 'backbone of the Indian Nation". She writes about the
necessity for women to look at notions of the 'traditional" with clear eyes,
and to take structural issues into account when considering the position

of women. She also insists that traditionalists must become more
comfortable with the notion of critical thinking:
I argue that there has been no significant movement to a new,
functional pattern based on holistic Aboriginal traditions because
women have been beaten out of the development equation. Women
are not given space to sensitize men to their own dear and
Indigenous ways...The Aboriginal conception of human relations
must recognize the importance of critical social and cultural
thought. It is important to recognize and name oppression that is
laid on cultural lines. For instance, is the new class of young,
educated male leaders hostile to the Aboriginal women's cause?
By the same token, are traditionalists true protagonists for us?
(Dion Stout, 1994: 10)

Resistance to challenging the place of women within the traditions,
or to challenging homophobia is not only part of a heritage of patriarchy
inherited from colonization-on an everyday basis it is also part of a
long-standing distrust in Native communities about the nature of change

and its effect on communities. And yet it is obvious that Native
traditions are not simply being handed down in some sort of pure, pre-

contact state. As Kim Anderson notes, 'tradition", like Native identity
itself, is not static:

When Native people call on the past to define themselves, they run
the risk of romanticizing or essentializing their heritage.
I
recognize the risk of claiming a quintessential Native culture based
on the past, and contend that many Native people are clear that
"tradition" is something that is constantly changing (Anderson,
1997:s 1).
What is involved for Native people, however, when speaking of
'traditions" are issues of ownership of their own past, in the context of
having their land occupied by an immensely powerful enemy, and given a
history where white academic discourse has constantly sought to define

Native realities. Native people, like all colonized peoples, have a profound

need-and

are entirely entitled-to

interpret their own past however they

choose, regardless of how the dominant culture frames it. A primary
concern for Native people is how that past is to be interpreted to ensure
cultural continuity. A s Andrea Smith notes, the suspiciousness and
resistance to change which is characteristic of Native American
communities has its roots in the damaging transitions forced upon

Native cultures by colonization. The question nowadays in Native
communities, particularly urban Native communities, is always 'how
much change can a community accommodate and still be traditionalnor in a sense, still be Native? Smith quotes Judith Plaskow, in exploring

this question:
"At what point in the reinterpretation of Judaism," asks Judith
Plaskow, 'does the Jewish tradition cease being Jewish and
become something else?".
Her answer: "Such anxieties
misunderstand the nature of fundamental religious change, which
is both slower and less manipulable than the question of limits
assumes ...The Jews of the past, drawing on the religious forms
available to them, created and recreated a living Judaism,
reshaping tradition in ways consonant with their needs. What
determined the "Jewishness" of their formulations was not a set of

predetermined criteria, but the aworkability" of such formulations
for the Jewish people: the capacity of the stories and laws and
Liturgy to adapt to new conditions, to make sense and provide
meaning, to offer the possibility of a whole new life." (Plaskow,
1990, p. xvi, xvii,quoted in Smith, 1998:186).

This fear of change appears to be a t the heart of many of the issues
currently dividing Native communities.

The challenge, Smith concludes, is to find a way to welcome
change that may be helpfid, but to root it f d y within tradition. William
S. Penn concurs with Smith that change is not only inevitable, it might

also be considered to be desirable:
To maintain [an unchanged way of being in the world] the Pueblo
would have to rigidly fx the defmition of 'tradition" and adhere to
it without the change that occurs simply by ceremonies being
performed by different dancers, different singers, different elders or
storytellers or leaders. Without change, things die...it is not.. .that
change means that things become less-less meaningful, less
"traditional", less powerfid. [Change should not be judged] a s
reductive, or vitiatory, but only as necessary or perhaps inevitable,
or even desirable.. . (Penn, 1997:9 1-2).
He notes that it is particularly important for Native people to reject

notions of "traditionnas being part of a more "authentic" past, to refuse
to memorialize memorized images, stories and meanings of the past as if

they were dead-because

the dominant culture is highly invested in

memorializing 'dead Indians" and denying the existence of viable living
Native cultures (Penn, 1997:107).

16.4 SUMMARY:

Traditionalism in the urban Native community, then, appears to be
playing a central role, as the glue which maintains a cohesive sense of
Aboriginal identity for people who a t every turn face hegemonic images of
lndianness that negate their own identity. The two concerns which
participants engaged with are the issues of how women, and gays and
lesbians, are positioned within urban traditionalism, and the tension
between spirituality being used to promote individual empowerment, and
the need for an emphasis on the collective nature of Indigenous cultural

values. It is, however, difficult to even talk about these issues if
individuals are made to feel a t every turn that the traditions are
sacrosanct, that their application in urban settings is carved in stone,
and that to challenge them is to seriously threaten the existence of Native
culture. It is therefore vital that individuals understand how keeping a
culture alive involves not preserving it, but living it-including

struggling

with it, and challenging it.

With respect to the manner in which woman, as well a s gays and
lesbians, are positioned within traditionalist discourse, it might be

valuable to think of urban traditionalism as a form of nation-building
effort, with all the potential problems of nationalist discourses. As Rob
Nixon points out, the idea of nationhood is usually projected through a
female idiom, while at the same time, the subjects of nationalism are
male (Nixon, 1995:158).Womanhood" as sacred, as expressing the
heartbeat of the nation or the backbone of the community, or a s those
who, if their hearts are on the ground signify that their nation is
defeated-all

are ways of expressing a form of Native nationalism, in

which the roles of women, paradoxically, are to be more and more tightly
constrained in the interests of "the survival of our nations". Because this

kind of nation-building project is generally modeled on patriarchal

values, the very existence of gays and Iesbians in such contexts is either
denied or pathologized.

The problem when urban traditionalism becomes a vehicle for
nationalist sentiments is that Native traditions are admirably suited for
expressing a tremendous double standard about women. The traditions
of many land-based cultures accord a great importance to the roles of
women as creators of life, which stands a t sharp counterdistinction to
the masculinism and profoundly anti-life values of the dominant culture.
The real sense of empowerment which many women receive from urban

traditionalism, and the manner in which many men who are attempting
to follow the traditions develop a very real respect for women, are both
linked to the manner in which these traditions affurn the power of
women. It is the nationalist sentiments, which so often tend to exclude
women from the body politic, which can, when carried within urban
traditionalism, render its treatment of women extremely contradictory.
The other issue, the tension within urban spirituality between the
need to empower individuals devastated by histories of abuse, and the

need to teach specific cultural values, particularly in an urban context
where a highly individualistic society surrounds us, cannot be resolved

without in some way breaking down contemporary divisions between
urban Native people and on-reserve communities where a t least

remnants of collective values still exist. It is undoubtedly urban Native
people who need the traditions the most-not

because "its all they have

to keep them Indianm-but because unlike reserve-based Indians, urban
Native people have to live side by side in intimate relations with the
oppressor every day. Because of the highly specific circumstances which
urban Native people face in the cities, it is likely that urban spirituality
will continue to be modified to fit contemporary conditions, in order to

keep them viable in urban settings. I t is in this respect that we can

expect that urban traditionalism will vary significantly from the face of

traditionalism in Native communities---and that this should not be seen
as a sign that urban traditionalism is not 'real traditionalismn-anymore

than urban Indians should be dismissed as not being "real Indians". But
this also suggests that urban communities need to develop connections
to on-reserve communities where traditional spirituality is practiced, to

keep introducing an emphasis on collective values. The somewhat

daunting task ahead, however, i s to try and understand how links can be
forged between urban and land-based communities across these different
understandings (and experiences) of culture,tradition and spirituality, to

strengthen our nations as a whole.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
MIXED-RACE URBAN NATIVE PEOPLE
AND THE REBUILDING OF INDIGENOUS NATIONS
T h e o~anisations rsptwenting on-maeme m v e
peopbtheg &nY see that w hume a p&ce in rrbuilding
our nations at all. in fQCt, their perception is that people
Zike us are cknger~tw,that our umy pmsence is one more
s t q p t o ~ a w S f n t i l a t & n .I r a m e m b e r a J H e d o f mine
talking a b u t those s t a t i d c s which focur on how the
w o r l t y of hkttiw people a m urban-her take on those
kind of d m t i s t b is to totally deny them She's not
saying thmt those people a r m Y in the cities, but she
denies thmt theg a m urban. She's l i d and urorked tn
Toronto for 25 gears now, but she saw "Im not a
resident of Toronto! I'm not an urban Indian,b Them's
thisfear that urbaniw is sucking amuy the life fmm the
homeland of the nation, right? So the uttttudc is that
cury talk arbout urban people shoutlnY be encoumged or
fostemd or g e n e But we can? go back right? Those
of us who don% hplw status, or imnd membership-we
can% allJust marry some Craa guy and go wad lime on a
resene und don the feathers* For most of the people that
live here-its not going to happen for us. So what do we
do? I think w hrrw to rrbuild that part of the nation
that's going to be living in the cities* And we haue to
mbuitd it with o vision of how can w mcaptura the
rrorlues and the tmditions that
going to mrstain us
and be a soum of health for evwybodymm

-

INTRODUCTION:
This thesis has focused on the broad range of issues which have
shaped the identities of urban mixed-race Native people. One emphasis

has been descriptive, focusing on the family histories of the participants,
the continual presence of spaces of silence within these narratives, and

the efforts of the participants to create a community for themselves in an

urban environment, through building an infrastructure of Native
organizations, and relying on the urban spirituality movement to help

them maintain a strong sense of their identities a s Native people.
Another focus of the thesis, however, has been devoted to analysis, trying
to understand how a legacy of legal restrictions and racial apartheid have
positioned the participants-in

a sense creating them as urban mixed-

race Native people. Over and over, these analytical efforts to understand
the intricate web of historical and contemporary forces shaping urban
mixed-race Native identity keep returning to two central issues-

urbanity, and government regulation of Indianness-which

in one way or

another continuously impact on the participants' lives. These issues
reinforce and, in a sense, are mutually constitutive of one another.
Government regulation of Native identity has created a complex
array of categories of Indimness which have been reflected in the very
distinct sets of experiences recounted to me by participants who are
status Indians (with 'full" or 'partialn status), Bill C-3 1 Indians (withor
without band membership), non-status Indians, or the Metis. On an even
deeper level, however, are the differences in perspectives between those

who grew up on reserve and came to the city as adults, and those who
grew up urban. Meanwhile, as my explorations have demonstrated, it is

primarily government regulation of Indianness-in

conjunction with

other governmental policies, such as residential schooling and the
removal of Native children from their families through Children's Aidwhich are responsible for creating a large community of urban Native
people, many of whom are mixed-race-in the first place.
Throughout their interviews, a number of the participants
indicated that in general, urban Native people need stronger connections
to reserve communities-the

so-called "homelands" of Native culture in

Canada. They pointed to the stronger sense of an autonomous Native
identity which on-reserve Native people demonstrate, as well as the fact
that some reserves represent sites where a t least some traditional values

have been retained. Most importantly, however, is the fact that language
use, while declining on many reserves, is still in evidence, while very few

urban Native people speak their Indigenous language at all. It is obvious,

then, that many urban Native people feel that they are in some ways
diminished by their relative distance from reserve communities.
On the other hand, a few of the participants pointed out that onreserve Native people may also have something to gain from stronger
connections with urban Native people. When urban Native people
appropriate urban spaces as Native spaces, the sovereignty movement
from the reserves is inevitably strengthened. I n more concrete ways, we
can also see that the heterogeneity of urban Native experience might
provide a valuable injection of diversity into reserve environments. In
particular, the manner in which Christianity in all its multiple
denominations, and especially the newer fundamentalist strains,
continues to dominate the life of many resenres, dividing people and
alienating them from their own traditions, suggests that the influence of
urban people, who take for granted the more secular spaces of urban life,
might be helpful in counterbalancing the influence of Christianity in
reserve communities.

Kenn Richard (Metis)has pointed out that with the growing

urbanification of Aboriginal Canada, urban communities cannot continue
for much longer to rely on the reserves to 'maintain the culture" for them.
From this perspective, the growing numbers of urban Native people
relative to resenre-based populations could mean that urban Native
peoples within a few years might be bearing the brunt of cultural
preservation. According to Richard, the most immediate priority should
be a focus on developing vehicles for language regeneration and a

collective urban landbase (Richard,1994). In this respect, it appears

that urban Native people, who lack a "critical mass" of language speakers

and who are therefore somewhat deadlocked in their attempts to teach
the languages in urban settings, need to approach First Nations

organizations at an institutional level, to find some way of resource-

sharing that would maintain and further the use of Indigenous
languages.
I n many ways, it appears C

N C ~that
~ urban

and on-reserve Native

people begin to address common problems. On a deeper level, it is also
important to consider the ways in which urban Native people,

particularly those who are rnixed-race, might be involved in struggles for
self-determination. How can the sovereignty goals of contemporary First
Nations, and the desires and aspirations of urban individuals who
consider themselves to be members of Indigenous nations "in the
abstract", be brought together? In the first part of this chapter, I want to
explore the participants' thoughts on what roles urban mixed-race Native
people might play in the rebuilding of their Indigenous nations. The
second part of this chapter will focus, in a preliminary manner, on the

forms of nation-building which might subvert the history of divisions
imposed on Native people by government regulation of Indianness, and
which could make urban and on-reserve alliances possible.

17.1 MIXED-RACE URBAN PEOPLE AND THE FIRST NATIONS:
A number of individuals spoke about their understanding of what

urban mixed-race Native people are currently doing to strengthen
Aboriginal presence within the cities. They referenced the daily grind of

urban life which newcomers to the cities face, and saw their roles as
working with such individuals towards strengthening them, so they could

return to their communities as empowered individuals:
"There's so many needs, eh? So much work that needs to be done.
Right now, my interest is in women's teachings around fertlity. rd
really like to see our own knowledge and approaches come back The

knowledge that Native women have developed, around ferfility,
childbirth and natural birth control is somethmg that needs to be
recovered and celebrated. And then, for women who are pregnant, we
really need to celebrate that, and work on ways of supporting her in
canying and nurturing that new life. That's what I'm looking at now/'

1 don't see our roles as any different in an urban setting or in an
Indian community, or up in the north Pve made a very clear
commihent to be part of the healing of our nation. And that's going to
happen in all dfffetmt ways and shapes and fonns, whether its in the
city, whether its in the bush, whether its in an isolated community. My
role, as a two spirited Anishnabe Kwe is to continue my o w n healing
so I can help other people to heal. That will ultimately heal our
There are so many tools for doing that.
communities and our fmarmties.
Like the outward bound program for Native people, where you take
urban people into the bush, and help them reconnect with the land,
that's one tool. There's the treatment centres,the health and education
effoorts, getting our languages into the schools, addressing family
violence...there's just so many dgferent areas that our people are
working on. That's our role. There is no other role for us, but to
continue to educate people, and break down stereotypes, to do crosscultural education, and to never give up. We have to work from where
we are, with what we've been given."

"If urban Native people

still have their beliefs, and are still proud of
their helitage, then I think they could be very influential in upliftvrg the
whole Native community. I am helping now, in my own little way. I
firmly believe that the urban Native is the one that's going to have to
help the reserve Native. The resenre Native OM get that education if
they want-but urban Native people are more likely to get into places
of learning, and more opt to question the whole situation, sayins, %hy
do we hnve people living in these kinds of conditions? Why do we
have Metis people and First Nations people so separate? W h y do w e
have such a thing as status and non-status Indians? Let's try to bring
the whole system together and work together: Urban Native people
could be a very porw~@llobby groupJ if thsit happened. Because if
you take the figures, the different figures that have been banded
around here for status Indians, the non-status and the Metis-he
found that in the past ten years more people are starting to come out of

the closet and say they have Natzatzveblood in them, right? So if you
start getting these people together, they could be powerfuL This is
whnt I consider to be the urban N m b e people-whether
they are
mixed blood or 'pure Natr-ve: whatever tern you want to use-the ones
that say 'hey, these things could happen.' These people mn help a lot.
Like my children-they are doing their part. I think the answer lies
there-that if you could get the urban and the reserve Native together,
in some sort of way, we could be very powerful. Even b y doing thugs
like tutoring, it he@s people to gain confidence in themselves and their
culture. Then they can start thinkmg drferently. They can go back to
the reserve and say hey, look, you've got to d o something differently
here'. I think the urban Natz*vleis the answer."
Some people saw themselves playing roles as mediators or
facilitators, able to use the strengths of their greater access to and comfort
with white bureaucratic environments to push for greater First Nations

presence within these institutions.

"Speakzng as a half-breed, I think that if somebody is comfortable in
an urban environment, and to some extent comfortable in working with
bureaucracies, as well as udh Native communities, there's a real
potential for cultural bridging. Being an in-between sort of person,
physically, I think I have a role to play, not in the sense of assimilation,
but in the opposite direction-pressuring the white society to come to
terms with Native realities, and breaking doum the institutional
boundaries which Native people face in the white society. I depitely
think that in my own small career aspirations, teaching Native
literature in university settings, I could be helpful to Native students,
a s well as educating white students about Native realities. I'm capable
of surviving in a university setting, you know, with the bureaucracy
and the cmp, and I think there's a need for people like us in the
universities. h e heard a lot of Native people who've been through the
system saying They're never gonna listen to us. rm not putting up
with that cmp so rm working in a Native environment: Somebody like
myself;who might not fit that well in a filly Native en-wonment, might
be helpful in promoting understanding of Native perspectives within
the white society. Any situation that you're dealing with, there are
aspects that you can take from your own eqmiknaes and your
environment, that you have access to, that m be beneficial. So I think
that urban Natives, and half-breed people in general mn be very
useful in their own ways. I think that on a personal level a lot can be
achieved if that goal is kept in mind.'

One individual,however, challenged this perspective, maintaining more of
a grassroots focus on how change comes about:

"There's supposed to be this thing that we mn use our education to
then be a help in dealing with the political processes and legal system
rrn not sure how much that really works. Because w i t h that system,
as soon as you identi& thnt you're not playing their game, you become
disempourered pretty quickly anyway, no matter what your d o u r is. I
don't know...there's a lot of things that I just donY buy about it, that
you're gonna be the bridge between two cultures, or that, you know,
you're gonna h u e thesepourerful white jiiends, or something, that are
going to come clnd s c v e the day. I don? k n o w t h e s e , to me, are kinds
of myths thut I can't really believe."
One individual spoke of the cities as naturally complementing the

reserves, and noted that historically, Native bands had always relied on
their urban and/or white-trained individuals as mediators in achieving

their goals:
"I think urban Native people w e very Crifical, because in this society
w e live in, the power lies in urban settings. I f you look at where people
have been who have asserted the rights of people in the rural settings,
they've been in the city. The AFN wouldn't have much clout if it was
up in Tuktopktuk, would it? Now, I think there's a danger in that,
because we can get too far away from who we're senring. We need to
be careful of that. And we also need to push governments to come to
where w e are. All the meetings shouZdnY be in Ottawa, some of them
should be on the reserves. Some of them should be at Nishnawbe
Homes, or in Wwunen, dqferent places where our people live in the
cities. So that people who are in government see us a s we are, notjust
at the conference table. I f you look at what's happened in the past, our
movements haw tended to go into the urban setting, to defend our
homelands. Even the people who'd graduated from those residential
schools-in the old days, the old chiefs used those people to uvite
letters and challenge things."
Several people referred to how an understanding of the power
dynamics in the larger society was easier to see from the cities. One
individual, for example, spoke of the manner in which reserve
communities tend to ignore the presence of people of colour, and act a s if

Canada still consisted only of Native people and white people. She noted

that one role of urban Native people must be to ensure that newer
immigrant agendas did not marginalize those of Native people.

" W e have to establish a presence in the cities. I mean, all the
incoming waves of ethnic groups-they are revisioning Canada. in a
way that ignores Native people even more than the whites-or the
older whites--did, because we're so much more invisible nowadays.
That's where I see the danger, that's why I critique the immigrant
groups that I see who are playins a part in making us invisible, b y
ignoring us. I don? know what is so diflcult to understand about this.
It does not bode w l l for coalition-building. I thought that was the thing
that we were supposed to be about these days, across all areas of
oppression. I guess that's my critique. People of colour choose that,
when they refuse to acknowledge Native presence. From our
perspectives, aN they are is another wave of bnmigrants, out to get
what they can from this place without any concern for whose land it
is-if they ignore Native people."

One individual, on the other hand, noted that because urban Native
people are far more accustomed to "difference", in the sense of cultural
diversity among non-Natives, that they would be more effective in

introducing heterogeneous ways of thinking,which reserves sorely needed.
Urban Native people are also positioned to address forms of alliances

between peoples of colour and Aboriginal peoples:

"Maybe what one of our roles could be, or should be, I think, is to help
set up a new paradigm of what rights are, and whut entitlement is, a
whole new way of hoking at relationshzps. I think there's ways of
integrating different mlhcres internally, and I think that can help. I f
people have been able to integrate dqferent cultures internally, they're
much more likely to be able to offer consbudive solutions. As opposed
to having only integrated the white culture in a negative way, or hctving
only encountered Native culture through a system of misinformation or
propaganda in schools. Urban mixed-race people might be able to
conhibute in that way."

One individual felt that urban mixed-race Native people, a s
individuals who have had to viscerally wrestle with dominant culture

images of Indianness, might have a handle on challenging stereotypes

about what "Indiannesswis which do not often get challenged on
reserves. This individual also saw urban Native people as vital to creating

the cities as Native spaces where resenre people might feel empowered:

"The first thing that pops into my head is thut because we've been
outside of the conununities, we might have a better handle on
identifying whut really is Native. So when people thut have been
habituated to think that povelty is Native--and so your macaroni soup
and your poor diet is Native-we can m y b e clear that up. Or you
know, all these kinds of things that reserve people tend to think is
really Nati-there's
a lot about poverty in it, crnd lack of education.
We can maybe try to sort that out, because we've hnd to do thut for
ourselves. Another thing w e can d o is demonstrate hau Nativeness is
trmferable, that we can camj it everywhere. Maybe we can make the
cities a bit more safe for anybody to come here? For me, wherever rm
standing is Native land. I f Igather with you here, then this i
s a Native
apartment. We can make city spaces into Native spaces, and in that
way make the cities a bit safer for people coming in from the reserves.
So that coming to the city doesn't mean that you lose who you are."

Another participant pointed out that in a sense, urban Aboriginal people
are already engaging in this process of creating Native spaces in the city

which reserve people can utilize when they come here, and that as a
result of this,considerable interaction is already happening between

urban centres and nearby reserves:
aA lot of the stuff that's working really progressively is happening in
the cities. People come from the reserves to Toronto to go to drum
class, and stuff like that, and then they bring those thzngs back to
their communities. The kind of progress that we're making is already
being taken back to the r e s e w s . And that brings a breath offiesh air
to some of the communities where the politics are so bad, where people
are being really oppressed by certain powerful fmamLlies
that dominate
the community, so there's no ability to, for instanceJ challenge the
Indian Act, or really be d d about it. The cities can provide some
space,for r e s e w people to try and envision dvferent alternatives:

Several individuals spoke to the increasingly importance which

strong urban Aboriginal communities will be playing in the future:

"Urban Indians might also be the cutting edge of moving on to
whatever god-forsaken place we are heading to, here. You knout-the
technology, and the restructuring of Canadian soaety. We've got to get
some economic and political strength in these places. "
Other individuals spoke of how crucial urban Native people will be to Native
survival in the hture:

"There has to be an urban community, because....let face it, we're
liuing in the 21st century. There's gonna be a migration to the cities,
and what kind of places are they going to be for Native people? So its
a very important role. We need this community so w e can stin practice
teachings, so we can still leam about ourselves ih urban settings.
Othenvise, we71 be just what the government intended u s to bescattered. Wrth nothing."
One individual cautioned that the urban Native community, while it
has taken strong first steps in creating a viable urban culture, it is not
ultimately sustainable unless a considerable investment in language
teaching and acquiring some sort of urban land base become priorities:

foundation of Abo-al
culture is language. Language
maintenance has to be our top priortty. Thoughts don't form language,
language fonns thoughts. And rue heard it enough from bilingual
Indian people who say 'Ttthink in Indian" Well, if that's the mse, then
those of u s who are English speakers are thinking pretty mainstream,
eh? So....I'm a little nervous there. I know there's Ojibway classes. But
you know whnt? People go and they leam a few words, some animal
names, how to introduce themselves and their clan-it's not d a y to
day at all. We have to do something about language. And we have to
find some kind of Iand base, to conduct ourselves, and start living
more closely together, so we'll have that day to day relations that
Aboriginal culture depends upon."

This individual pointed out that reserves are plagued with the same
problems which urban communities have-the

fact that those who are

trained to acquire power and therefore exercise the leadership are often
those who are the most removed from rural traditional Native culture:

"Those reserves that are doing quite well, places like Six Nationsthey're the ones that haw a lot more say in directing policy than

Attawapiskat ever can, or Davis hlet, or anywhere where you have
the people living a much more traditional, land-based life. Its totally
ironic, that those people who are most estranged from culture seem to
be those that have most impad on furthering Abo?i&al
agendas offreserve as well. And that's a little sccuy. I mean-+ a sense rm one of
those people! rue made a point of learning about where I mme Er,m,
and about First Nations issues crnd culture, you k n o ~ l those
l
things that I didn't get as a child. rue certainly tried to follow a spiritual
path But not everybody does. And so a lot of these people who are
estranged from their backgrounds end up getting into positions of
authority. I don't think you get hdicln responses from those peopleyou just get good strategic responses, in working the system Is that
Indian? Does that do something in the long run to maintain Aboriginal
Canada? Maybe--or maybe not. But it has to be looked at. You can't
take these things for granted. It's a little scary, the way that those
who are most estranged are most influential...But then, the beautijkl
thing about Aboriginal Canada today is it can't be packaged very
neatly. You know' it's all negotiable, and I think that's partially its
strength "
Another individual spoke to this issue, suggesting that Native
communities, urban and on-resenre, had to explore their own complicity in
colonial processes-how

their desires for mainstream living are

hamstringing their efforts at cultural regeneration:
"Even though we're in Southern Ontario, in the sty-ifzue were on a
reserue in Southern Ontario, I would say that some of the same
pressures exist. The urbanisation of reserves is happening. So how
do we deal with that? And is it really just about mainstream
pressures coming in from the outside? I think we have to recognise
the ways in which we welcome those mainstream ways, too. We buy
into them We have to recognise that."
Coming to the heart of the problem, one individual pointed out that
reserve-based people need to stop thinking of their tiny 'postage stamp"
bits of land as their entire nation-and

that until Indigenous sovereignty is

conceived in larger and more inclusive terms, the divisions between Native
people cannot help but multiply.

"There is so much need for positive thinkirrg, and ways of helping
people to think beyond their little postage stamp piece of land as their
whole identity as a nation. To me, that's number one:
Another individual pointed out that Native people as a whole had to
reconceptualize what is meant by 'nationhood", to provide a broad
diversity of approaches to rebuilding our nations:
"I think First Nations have to take over their o w memberships,
entirely--and do it in a way that the membership is comfortable mWIth,

and that basically speaks for its members. Now does that mean that
some people will be shut out? Robably. But does that mean thnt they
cannot come back in through some other means? I think that we have

to rethink this whole thmg. How can we adopt people? How can we
welcome people back into our nation that are not blood related,
through adoption? How oan we anticipate problems that will arise,
and that will come to our door? The whole thing that is really
important is cultural integrity. And how do we maintain our culture, our
history? This whole question has huge political, social, and economic
reunifications. The whole understanding of nationhood, today in the
latter part of the twentieth century is something that really needs to be
thought out carefully.
For me, personally, I believe the Metis have to have a really broad
vision of who we are as a people, to encompass people who now
identify as Native but who will be losing their status in the next
generation. When that happens, who will safeguard their rights and
their values, and provide a venue where their voices can be heard?
Now obviously for some people, they're gonna come out of the
shadows and conned with their mother nation, whether it be two,
three, or four generations ago, rather than to the M e t k nation. But
then, the First Nations have to j k d places to welcome those people,
too. The concept of nation where you can only be a member of one
nation is really outmoded in today's world. I think that we have to do
some taking about our whole understanding of nationhood. I think
thut there has to be a prinwled way of dealing with this issue, that's
based on our rights. Secause if it's based on anything else, we will
not sunn've. And our rights are very simple. m y are based on some
very basic needs. So if we mn come to certain agreements about those
things, then we can look forward to a long and prosperous future.
One individual felt that the contemporary generation had not

managed to overcome the divisions and weaknesses created by colonial

regimes; however, he had hopes that the next generation would be much
stronger and see their way clearer.
"My feeling is that nation rebuilding has to come from a wry strong
grounding in what I think of as a Native value system-and applying
it, and respecring it. Hauing something to offer to other communities
and other peoples other thanjust 'cun we have our money now: I don't
see it happening in my generation-but maybe in the next generation.
It's not like rm an old person, you know. But I don't see it happening
from people in our age groupmaybe from our kids who are being
born now. I've just seen too much Politically and relationship-wise,
there's still too much damage and comption and pain fd like to think
that we would be able to, increasingly, bring the good things into the
way we think and Live and work--and begin to share that in how we
relate to other nations, in a city like Toronto. But I haven't seen any
projects that have lasted more than a fao months or years. I mean,
you build something up, and the good stuff is there, but something
happens. Thete's a lot of dysfunctional management. The whole
agenda is driven by government, and they divide people with money.
You guys get this much, and you guys get this much, and ....well see
how you do, and then we'll c a m it up differently. I don't see it
happening in this generation very much, but maybe, it's starting to
happen, where well be able to articulate Aboriginal values. So that we
can approach the problems that are facing u s and say 'well, no, we
don't agree that we should just be evaluated on your tenns. We have
certain needs and distinct values that we feel could be addressed in
the sewices we develop. This is how w e want to do itf".
17.2 RECONCEPTUALIZING INDIGENOUS NATIONHOOD:

While the participants have contributed a considerable level of
claacation

towards the subject of urban rnixed-race people and nation-

rebuilding, most were stymied by the fundamental impasse which the
federal government has created-the

presence, across Canada, of over 600

tiny,almost landless individual entities known as the First Nations, whose
affiliations are organised according to the treaties and the Indian Act.
These scattered communities, occupying only fragments of their original
landbase, exist alongside an ever-growing body of urban, dispossessed

individuals with no landbase at all, whose ties to their communities of

origin have been weakened, and in some cases obscured. This growing

body of urban Native people, instead of having some mode of working from
their own strengths towards common goals with the First Nations, are
shut out of formal sovereignty processes, and instead placed in the role of

being in direct competition with reserve communities for federal dollars in
the interests of their own separate survival. In this section, I will conclude
this study by briefly looking at ancient political systems which Native

communities are attempting to revive, and how urban mixed-race Native
people might be able to find a place in such nation-buildingefforts.
17.2.1 Reviving the old Conftderacies:

Gerald Alfred has suggested that nationalist efforts being made by
communities such as Kahnawake derive their power because of the
existence of a traditional institutional kamework, the Iroquois
Confederacy-albeit

in modified contemporary form-which

has provided

the Iroquois communities with an alternative framework for nation-

building which has powerful cultural and spiritual resonances. AUred
asserts that other Native communities in Canada have remained fixed at
what he terms a "latent nationalism" phase, because they have lacked

viable political alternatives to the settler-state framework in which they

exist as individual communities, afffiated only through territorial
organizations which mirror the logic of the Indian Ad (AUred, 1995: 184185). While others may dispute W e d ' s assertions, the fact remains that

reviving the political confederacies which existed at the time of

colonization-as

well as creating new ones as a response to specific

conditions created by colonization-is

probably the most effective means

for Native communities to overcome many of the weaknesses imposed by
the Indian Act system. With respect to urban Native people, it also
represents one of the only possible means by which truly effective political
alliances can be created between on-reserve and off-reserve communities,

in that the ancient confederacies are built on older ways of understanding

Native identity which preceded the Indian Act system and the maze of
divisions between Native peoples which it has created. The old
confederacies, many of which have been maintained in an almost-dormant
state until recently, are also the repository of historical, cultural and
spiritual practices, providing forms of continuity to peoples whose pasts

have been, effectively, stolen by colonisation.
The growing movement of east coast Native peoples who are
beginning to accept the authority of the Wabanaki Confederacy', for
example, which has been underway for several years, has already
resulted in renewed sovereignty assertions, particularly around

harvesting? Other formerly powerful confederacies, such as the
Blackfoot Confederacy, have begun to meet to discuss reunifying the
former confederacy member govemments in southern Alberta and the
United States, and are, in a preliminary manner, asserting that Treaty

Seven should not be considered valid because of the lack of
representation of member govemments during the signing (McKinley,

The Wabanaki Codederacy, comprising the Mi'kmaq, Maliseet and Abenaki peoples in
Canada, and the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot peoples in the United States, have in
recent years been having annual gatherings, where, among other issues, they focus on
the problem of U.S./Canada border crossings, a critical issue for Wabanaki people as
their membership spans the border. Together with the Wampagnoag, Pennacook,
Wappinger, Powhattan, Nanticoki and Leanape Confederacies (Boyd, 1998:6) which
between them represent the thirteen surviving Indigenous nations and 'tribes" along the
Eastern seaboard, they have asserted their sovereignty over the entire Maritime and
New England regions of Canada and the United States (Micmac-Maliseet Nations News,
1998:3).These confederacies, which all predate European colonization, were responsible
for the almost continuous warfare which the British faced in one region or another for a
century prior to 1750. It was this continuous warfare which was instrumental in forcing
the British crown to ultimately recognize a Nation to Nation relationship with the Royal
Proclamation of 1763.
In July, 1998, for example, the h e r e d i w chief of Gespegawaq, one of the seven
regions traditionally governed by the Milanaq Grand Council, a member government of
the Wabanaki Confederacy, asserted their rights to log so-called *crownmland, resulting
in a direct confrontation with the band council of Listuguj, whose chief, Ronald
Jacques, refuses to recognize the authority of the Mi'kmaq Grand Council (Dow,
1998: 1).

1998b:1). Other groupings of Anishinabek peoples, such as the Three
Fires Confederacy, are also being revived.
The difference between the ancient confederacies and current
nationhood assertions through provincial temtorid organizations, such

as the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation, or the Anishinabek Nation, is that they
are groupings primarily organized around specific treaties, which in most
instances follow the logic of the colonizer, with respect to where and
when treaties were negotiated, and who was included or excluded in the
process. The ancient confederacies reference older realities, where (for
example), the descendents of individuals designated as 'halfbreed" and
excluded from the Indian Act on that basis, or non-status Indians
generally, could potentially be as entitled to citizenship as the
descendents of those who were designated 'Indian". In a similar manner,
there is little inherent potential for discrimination between those who
grew u p in the cities and those who grew up on reserves, a s far as
citizenship in the confederacies would be concerned, in that the
confederacies are premised on the notion that the entire traditional land
base, not just the reserve, is Native land. The possibility exists, however,
that the individuals who are currently reviving these confederacies could

"imprint" these revived frameworks with the same divisions as the Indian
Act has created, whereby status Indians, and communities designated as

reserves, were privileged over all other groups.

An interesting development, in this respect, are the efforts to create
a Cree Confederacy, with member communities from Quebec to British
Columbia, a s well as the United States (McKinley, 1998c: 1). While this
would potentially be the largest confederacy, spanning six provinces, any
notion of such an entity immediately cuts to the heart of one of the
biggest divisions created by the Indian Act-the

question of the status of

Cree Metis communities in such a confederacy. Will Cree First Nations

consider including as members the Cree Metis communities which dot

the northern prairies (assuming that these communities wished to do so),
or will they simply replicate contemporary "treaty Indian/Metis*
divisions, disregarding common heritage and language?

The confederacies represent a way out of the deadlock of
fragmentation and divisions which the Indian Act has sealed Native
people into for two reasons-they

not only present the possibility of

renegotiating the boundaries which have currently been erected around
different categories of Indigenousness, but they envision a potentially
sufficient land base to do so. While Bill C-3 1 Indians may struggle for the

right to be members in their mothers' communities, the fact remains that
the generations of individuals excluded from Indianness by gender and
racial discrimination within the Indian Act will not all be able to
rediscover "home" within the approximately 600 existing postage-stampsized communities which are currently called 'First Nations". The only
really viable way in which urban Native people would be able to have
access to Native land is through the prospect of being citizens of the
original Indigenous territories-the

lands which correspond to those

which were held by the different Indigenous nations at the time of
contact We must be clear, though, that if First Nations genuinely want

an end to the divisiveness of the current system, they cannot create new
national entities which simply replicate its logic. First Nations have to
genuinely be willing to work with groups which at present they ignore or
disdain: the Metis, non-status Indians, and urban Native people, based
o n the needs of all of these groups-in

ways that are premised on

providing all citizens with the kind of privileges a n d rights which at
present only status Indians enjoy. For mixed-race urban Native people,

the confederacies could be sites where urban Native communities affiliate
as urban Native communities-where

individuals who are mixed-race

and urban do not have to fruitlessly struggle to remake themselves as

"full-blooded traditionalists* in order to be considered members of
Indigenous nations, and where struggles over entitlement framed a s who
is a "real" Indian and who is not become meaningless.
17.3 SUMMARY:

The day when large areas of what was formerly Canada have been
renegotiated along the lines of sovereign Native confederacies will not be

reached during our lifetimes. However, transforming how we think about

Native identity does not have to wait until the designation "citizen of an
Indigenous Nation" becomes a reality. Numerous interim processes
could be tried which could provide individuals who lack Native status or

band membership with legal rights and entitlement to a t least some of
the existing benefits of Indian status. All of these attempts would rupture
or by-pass some aspect of the Indian Act, and as result, all of them have

the potential to destabilise common-sense ways of understanding Native
identity. In this respect, of course, all of these suggestions represent
huge, difficult transitions, which in themselves would require extensive
long-term struggle.
Individuals could demand that the numbered treaties (with the
exception of Treaty Three which already included the Metis) be
renegotiated so that the descendants of individuals who received
halfbreed scrip could be admitted into treaty. These individuals could
then be considered "treaty Metis", or could be admitted as status Indians

who were Metis-and

could t h u s begin to negotiate sovereignty issues in

conjunction with treaty Indian groups-in

particular, the acquisition of a

land base. This approach h a s the strength of undermining the central
role of the Indian Act__of empowering (in a relative way) some Native
people in order to disempower the rest. While there would still be
numbers of non-status Indians (particularly in Eastern Canada and in

the cities) who still were not eligible for Indian status, other ways could
be devised for providing access to a homeland for them-particularly
given the much larger Indigenous land base which would now accrue to

Native people. This approach should be seen a s an interim one, a means
of obtaining the maximum leverage out of the fiduciary relationship
which the Indian Act has signified, before entering into new forms of

Indigenous sovereignty.
Another interim approach is to work (with the support of status
Indian organizations!) towards assuring the legal rights of all non-status
people under an organization such as the Metis Nation, albeit without

the cultural emphasis on the Red River settlement and a homogenous
national culture. Individuals who receive their legal rights a s Native
people under the M e t i s Nation could then seek out ways of culturally
affiliating with the First Nations-through
forms of clan affiliation-a

adoption by Elders, through

number of possibilities exist.

A diversity of forms of affaation-and

of nation-rebuilding-could

be taken up, which f i t the diverse circumstances which Aboriginal
peoples face across the continent. The important point is that these
forms of affiliation are concrete ways of addressing the divisions which
have been created by the Indian Act, divisions which are not going to go

away simply by our labelling them as "colonial divisionsn. They are ways
of bringing together the very different strengths which urban and

reserve-based Native people have developed out of their different
circumstances, in the interests of our mutual empowerment.
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ELIGIBILITY
FOR STATUS AND BAND MEMBERSHIP
UNDER BILL C-31
Those eligible to be reinstated under Section 6(1) of the revised

Indian Act include:
Women who lost status because they married a man without Indian
status,and any children enfranchised along with them;
Children born outside of marriage to a status Indian woman, whose
registration was protested because the alleged father was not a status
Indian;
Women and men who lost status because both their mother and
paternal grandmother gained status through mamage;
u Women and men who were enfranchised upon application or under
various sections of pre- 1951 Indian Acts.
Those eligible under Section 6(2):Any child, one of whose parents is
eligible to be registered under any of the subsections of 6(1),above.

Those not eligible include:
the descendants of people who accepted half-breed land or money
scrip, unless entitled under another provision;
descendants of families or entire bands that were left off band lists or
were never registered;
some women who gained status through marriage and then lost it, for
example, by marrying and then divorcing a status man and
remarrying a non-status man
many of the grandchildren of people who lost their status, commonly
referred to as the second generation cut-off. The grandchildren of
persons who lost their status and are reinstated under Bill C-31 can
be registered as Indians only if both parents have status under
Section 6(1) or 6(2),or if one parent has status under Section 6(1) (in
other words, who never lost their status).

SUMMARY OF BAND MEMBERSHIP ELIGIBILITY RULES:
The following are automatically and immediately entitled to be band
members:

Section 11(11
Anyone who was on a band list or entitled to be on a band list before
Bill C-3 1 came into effect;
Anyone who is a member of a band that was newly created or
recognized by the government, either before or after Bill C-3 1 came
out;
Anyone who lost status through:
Section 12(l)(b)- marriage to a man without Indian status
Section 12(l)(a)(iii) and Section 109(2)- involuntary
enfranchisement of a woman upon mamage to a man without
Indian status and the enfranchisement of any of her children
born before her marriage;
Section 12(l)(a)(iv)- the double-mother clause-loss of status
upon reaching the age of 2 1, if mother and paternal
grandmother gained status through marriage;
r Section 12(2)--children born to Indian women who lost status
upon protest because the alleged father was not a status Indian
Any children born after Bill C-3 1 came into effect, BOTH of whose
parents are members of the same band.

The following categories of people are granted conditional membership. if
a band left control of its membership with Indian or Northern Affairs,
these people become band members. If a band took control of its
membership, the band's membership code may exclude people in these
categories:

Section 1l(2)
Anyone enfranchised under Section 12(l)(a)(iii)and Section 109(1)
the voluntary enfranchisement of an Indian man along with his
wife and minor unmarried children;
or under Section 13 of the Indian Act of 1927 (in effect from
1880 to 1951)-residency outside of Canada for more than five
years, without the consent of the superintendent or Indian
agent;
or under Section 111 of the Indian Act of 1906 (in effect from
1867 to 1920)-upon receiving a university degree or becoming
a doctor, lawyer, or clergyman;
a child whose parents belong to different bands, or only one of whose
parents belongs to or was entitled to belong to a band. This will
include children born to Indian women who married non-Indian men,
i-e. women who lost status under Section 12(l)(b)
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